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FOREWORD
BY CHARLES

c.

READE, HON. ORGANISING DIRECTOR.

The first Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition may, with the flight of time, come
to be numbered among historic gatherings which have left a definite impress upon the urban life of
a continent. It was remarkable amidst the upheaval and tragedy of the war of the nations that a
gathering of such magnitude and representation could be arranged and carried through to success.
The organisation was imperilled by domestic as well as external circumstances, for strikes in
three States at different times, together with political disturbances, threatened to defeat the project.
Happily it reached fruition at a time when it was possible for over 250 delegates to assemble from many
parts of the Commonwealth· at the South Australian capital and engage in memorable discussions
extending over eight days.
Some of the Queensland visitors travelled over 3,000 miles in order to
take part.
The widespread interest evoked by the Conference among Government, municipal bodies,
professional societies and others, was the natural outcome of important events which preceded it.
The City or Town Planning Movement in Australia and New Zealand, seemingly tardy in growth,
has latterly gathered impetus sufficient to place it in rank with important national problems.
The disinclination to move as rapidly as other British dominions towards town planning legislation during the last decade may be characteristic of the national psychology, but circumstances are
different. The central areas of our leading cities are conspicuous for broad thoroughfares, spacious
avenues, and liberal provision of lands for public purposes, the gift of pioneer imagination and genius.
Up to recent times these essentials in an isolated continent but thinly populated have been regarded
as sufficient.
Australia, moreover, for some years prior to the war had been prosperous, and the
external appearance of her cities was the subject of favourable comment from visitors graciously
inclined. The complacency thus engendered stultified criticism of the central cities, and was more
than sufficient to divert attention from tiie suburban extensions which to the modern town planner
usually constitute the more immediate and urgent problem. Under the influence of normal increase
of populations, transit, real estate speculation and other contributory factors, these extensions from
the logically planned centre have spread in recent years with great rapidity.
The irregular and
haphazard nature of the suburban growth has left many deficiencies-absence of proper arterial
routes along selected grades, shortage in open spaces, uneconomic, inconvenient and unsightly networks
of streets, inadequate provision for public purposes and facilities, &c. The mistakes are still going on.
Since the war began some thousands of acres of suburban lands have been subdivided in Australian
cities much with the same result. \Vith the continuance of the system: increase of population, and
absence of sufficient and efficient powers, as was pointed out recently by the Right Hon. Lord Mayor
of Melbourne (Cr. Frank Stapley), our difficulties will assuredly increase.*

THE EXAMPLE O.F SYDNEY.
Sydney (New South Wales) is a notable exception where the original plans for laying out the pioneer city with wide avenues were superseded by others less prescient in conception, and now totally insufficient for the nt>ed& of a great metropolis. Of all the Australian cities Sydney is foremost in growth
and expansion. The Greater Sydney population, now in excess of 830,000 persons, has more than
doubled itself in less than a quarter of a century. It has experienced to the full the civic catastrophe
of a vast suburban extension, spreading over undulating areas without town planning control or direction. Instead of such control it has suffered an extraordinary division and multiplicity of municipal or other local authority, which has contributed to more than prevented an accumulation of
problems at the cost of the whole populace and the State itself. Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane and
other cities have experienced similar expansions to a less degree, but accompanied none the less by unfortunate, inconvenient, and uneconomical results. The stress of local evils pressing more heavily
upon the New South Wales capital, it produced some of the early developments of the movement
which has set Australian cities definitely in search of city planning reforms.
The history of these
developments hitherto has not been placed on record, and here they ean but be briefly and imperfectly
___ --~
--~-~~
·
sketched.
*~ee pamphlet," Town Planning," issued from the Tov.-n Hall, Melbourn~, on Janu:try 2'1, 1018,
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY PLANNING IDEA.
In the late nineties Sydney was overtaken by an epidemic of bubonic plague that for a time became
endemic owing to the congested and insanitary nature of the wharves or docks and adjacent districts.
The peril was accentuated by the existence of slum areas, Chinese opium d~ns (since abolished), and
other horrors, sheltered in parts of the city by a mean and tangled disorder of lanes 1 alleyways and
courts. The extensive measures taken for cleanliness were followed by demands for civic reform.
In 1908-9 the "Royal Commission on the Improvement of the City of Sydney and Suburbs"
sat for twelve months, examined 40 witnesses, and collected a vast amount of information concerning
the advance of. civic improvement at the chief world centres. The report was accompanied by
numerous architectural drawings and schemes. The recommendations included proposals for wholesale
demolitions, creation of new streets, subways, tunnels and arterial thoroughfares 100 feet wide from
city to suburbs, street widening and regrading, the immediate construction of a comprehensive system
of underground railways, the promotion of a Building Act, powers to municipalities to resume and
remodel insanitary areas, provide workmen's cottages, playgrounds, &c., and finally enable councils
to make and execute Town Planning schemes on the lines of the British ''Housing and Town Planning
Act, 1909."
The schemes for replanning the city were truly monumental.
Important business
thoroughfares were to be widened, buildings demolished: and civic centres, ornamental avenues and
"places" introduced. The fundamental idea in short was to thoroughly "Haussmannise" the existing
City of Sydney apparently with no very clear realisation at the time of the economic or sociological
consequences involved.
The recommendations of the Commission were followed by an expenditure of several millions,
but the cost of making a few street widenings and "resumptions" of land caused the authorities to
realise speedily the magnitude of the task involved by the programme of the Commission.
They
also experienced the unfortunate effect of wholesale demolitions of residential property when not accompanied by a complementary scheme of housing for the dispossessed. The creation of fresh overcrowding in adjoining districts, followed by a general rise in prices and house rents proceeding from
other causes, eventually led to the creation of the N.S.W. Housing Board in 1912, a State authority
which is now developing Dacey Garden Suburb, and done much in its short existence for the progress
of housing reform, both within and beyond the confines of the city proper.
From this distance of time it will be noted that the early conception of Town Planning, upon
which Sydney sought at heavy cost to replan her congested city, manifested itself not at all dissimilarly to antecedent developments in America and Europe. Exclusive importance seems to have been
given to the traditional view of town planning in the nineteenth century which in Paris, and later in
Teutonic and other continental cities, sought to impose spectacular conceptions of town design, derived
from royalist achievements in capital cities, upon communities already engulphed in the maelstrom
of modern economic developments. The sociological results of such efforts were not foreseen in Sydney
any more than in Paris. But Australia was a democracy, and the effort in Sydney coming nearly
half a century later failed to materialise where in Paris under the autocratic domination of Napoleon
III., it resulted in the creation of many wide and noble thoroughfares, but followed also by enormously
heavy housing .burdens upon the community.
But if the alt~red conditions of society failed to enable Sydney to realise the visions of her architects, and the immediate aftermath was a conviction of the costly futility of seeking to replan a busy
city under existing legislation, the effort marked a definite advance towards a wider conception of
civic life, and led to important developments.

THE COMING OF GREATER SYDNEY.
The absence of any centralised authority in Sydney made it difficult to decide the modus operandi
for immediately carrying out the recommendations for Town Planning legislation.
Moreover, a
new development had occurred. This was the movement which aimed at the transformation of the
numerous local bodies in Sydney into the Metropolitan or Greater Sydney Council, a movement that
largely owed its inspiration and vitality to the unremitting labors of the first President of the Conference (Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald).
The inauguration of the City and Metropolitan Railway project (see p. 70), and the "Greater
Sydney Royal Commission" of 1913 marked other stages of development, but before the result of the
Commission's labors could be condensed into a bill for submission to Parliament much had happened
in other directions which brought fresh light and helped to establish Town Planning as a permanent
movement in all the principal cities and many towns of the Commonwealth and New Zealand.
6

.Amongst such happenings should be chronicled reports covering recommendations on Town
Planning and Housing compiled after visits to Canada, United States, and the old world by (1) Professor
R. • F. Irvine (Chair of Economics, University of Sydney), to the N.S.W. Government, in 1913 ; (2)
W. E. Bold, Town Clerk, Perth City Council (Western Australia), 1914; (3) J. C. Morrell, A.R.I.B.A.
(Public Works Department), to the Victorian Government, 1915.
In New South Wales also early town planning developments have been much influenced by the
activities of members of the architectural profession, including Mr. John Sulman, F.R.I.B.A. (President
N.S.W. Town Planning Association), who was amongst the first to direct public attention in Australia
to the developments of the movement overseas. His paper contributed to the International Conference
held at the Guildhall, London, in 1910, under the auspices of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
will always rank as an historic document on Town Planning in the Commonwealth.
He was also
prominently identified with the Royal Commission of 1910, and his numerous schemes for the improvement and replanning of Sydney and suburbs have exercised a wide influence in stimulating public
interest.
The Greater Sydney Bill is not yet law, although facilities are promised for its early consideration
by the N.S.W. Parliament. It has, however, inspired a similar measure for Brisbane, the capital of
Queensland, where suburban extensions in recent years correspond much in effect with those of Sydney.
An important feature of both these measures is the proposal to create a Town Planning Commission
working in association with the Metropolitan Council, that body being endowed with wide powers
for the making of schemes to either replan existing parts, or preplan future suburban districts over
extensive areas.
Up to the present, Perth, (Western Australia), Wellington and Auckland (New
Zealand), are the principal cities to make material advances towards complete metropolitan local
self-government, but none of them as yet possesses Town Planning jurisdiction.

THE INFLUENCE OF BEAUTIFICATION.
The visit in 1901 of the present King and Queen (then known as the Duke and Duchess of York)
set the leading cities of Australia competing for honours in decoration and attractions. Melbourne
(Victoria) for many years had lacked a dignified processional avenue forming the main approach to
the city from its watergate. Thanks to the vision of Robert Hoddle, the city, early in its history,
was linked up to its suburbs by a number of wide diagonal thoroughfares, and one of these, connecting
the marine suburb of St. Kilda with the city, gave Melbourne a route over 2½ miles long by 198 feet
in width admirably suited for the purpose. Thus a direct outcome of the Royal visit was the conversion of what has been called "a wide, dusty, and treeless waste" into a magnificent boulevard, with
separate avenues for fast and slow traffic.
Parklands adjoining the route were also included and
transformed under the influence of landscape design. Public opinion thereby was permanently and
indelibly impressed. The St. Kilda Road has been followed by numerous efforts in the making of
other boulevards, the beautification of park areas, open spaces, and ocean foreshores, the extensive
public reservation of which has helped to make the Victorian metropolis supreme among the capitals.
Adelaide alone vies with it for pride of place in its distinctive belt of park lands, its wealth of ornamental
waters and gardens, public squares, and spacious city thoroughfares. The South Australian capital
can establish a very reputable claim to be among the first to develop and beautify its unique system
of park lands.
In all the Australian cities, in fact, the beautification motive had been gradually in the ascendant
for many years.
In the brilliant flood of Australian sunshine, the floral and sylvicultural effects
of the large areas of park lands which characterise most of the cities invariably compel the admiration
of the visitor.' The treatment of parks originally was much influenced by characteristic· features of
old-world landscape gardens. Type avenues and informal groupings of selected trees, landscape vistas,
classic ornamentation, and water effects were freely employed. This applies particularly to the splendid Botanic Gardens which characteri~e cities like Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane. But
latterly the cultivation of floral effects in some quarters in preference to a continuance of the early
schemes of tree planting in accordance with accepted principles of landscape design is indicative of a
change in public taste.
These efforts, whilst having no direct bearing upon Town Planning developments, were symptomatic of the trend of civic ideals which usually precede them. Moreover, their general effect and achievements produced a certain pride of city which tended more to confuse than encourage clear understanding of Town Planning aims.
MUNICIPAL TOWN PLANNING PROPOSALS IN NEW ZEALAND.
An important contribution to such understanding was made in New Zealand in 1910 where a
~Iunicipal Town Planning movement was started by the Hon. Arthur Myers, M.P., for some years
~Iayor of Auckland and now Minister in charge of Munitions and Supplies in the Dominion Govern7

ment .... Mr. Myers convened a confereµce of municipal bodies in his native city_ to consider proposals
formulated by him for the creation .of a Town Planning Board controlling Metropolitan Auckland.
This was succeeded by a campaign of free public Town Planning lectures. The introduction of aBill
to Parliament followed twelve months later, with the object of conferring Town Planning powers on
local bodies throughout the Dominion. The Bill failed, however, through no fault of its own, and the
effort remained in abeyance until the advent in Australia of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1914. The adoption of Town Planning as a subject for discussion in the Economics
section of that body was due to the efforts and representations of those responsible for the organisation
of what is known as "The Australasian Town Planning Tour."

THE AUSTRALASIAN TOWN PLANNING TOUR.
Some years prior to the war the Garden Cities and Tow.ri Planning Association of Great Britain had
been prevailed upon to permit under its auspices the organisation of the Tour. The project covers
the events of several years that ultimately, in the face of many difficulties, led to its successful realisation in 1914. It was a clear instance of public spirited effort on the part of all concerned, including
individual members of the Garden Cities Association and prominent citizens of Australia and New
Zealand. The adoption of Town Planning as a subject for discussion by the British scientists and the
subsequent delivery of over 150 free public lantern lectures throughout the Commonwealth and New
Zealand gave special impetus to the Town Planning movement in both countries and afforded oppor~
tunities to Governments, municipalities, professional societies, and public to obtain an authoritative
· statement of the guiding principles and objective of the movement in different countries.
The lectures helped to remove existing misconceptions whilst demonstrating the immediate adaptability of
Municipal Town Planning practice and ideas to the problems of Australian cities.
To accomplish
this successfully local material and illustrations were prepared in each town or city visited, but by thus
treating the subject in the light of certain local defects and difficulties the presentation of the case for
Town Planning gained appreciably.
The Tour received official recognition and financial support
from the State Governments, as well as from municipal and other bodies. Tn several instances the
precincts of Parliament were opened to the lecturer, and members of both Houses devoted the best
part of an evening to hearing an illustrated discussion on Town Planning and its application to Australian cities and towns.
The proceedings and findings of the Royal Commission on Housing in Victoria, which began its
sittings in 1913, were influenced by the Tour also. The facts disclosed in evidence have done much to
precipitate public realisation of the evils common to most cities, old or new. They have also
established the need for action by the Legislature in favor of Town Planning and housing reform.

RESULTS OF THE TOUR

-.

Whilst,. the Australasian Town Planning Tour did admirable work and led to permanent results
in educating public opinion and paving the way for the introduction of legislation, it could be but preliminary to other larger efforts. It was responsible for the formation of Town Planning Associations
in different cities, both in Australia and New Zealand, which gave impetus and outlet to local constructive thought and experience, as well as permanence to the underlying idea. Following the preparation of the South Australian Town Planning and Housing Bill 1916, the Government of that State
created the office of Government Town Planner, so that in1portant undertakings and works in existing
and new towns should be subjected to review by a skilled officer. Town Planning Bills were also
prepared in Western Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand. This Bill was introduced to Parliament
in 1917 and subsequently circulated to local bodies. A comprehensive Town Planning chapter was
also added to the Greater Sydney Bill.
The effect of the war and other circumstances, however,
tended towards postponing all these measures until· after the declaration of peace.
It was partly
with a view to bringing home to the various Governments the necessity for preparing in advance for
post war developments in towns and cities that the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition was organised. It waR also desired to consolidate the earlier efforts and create a permanent
organisation which would represent the whole Commonwealth.
Therefore the objects of the Conference and Exhibition were officially summarised and explained as follows : -

OBJECTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOWN PLANNING CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION,
The objects of the Conference and Exhibition are:
L '.l'o ni-Reinhle delegates frotn the variouR StateR of the Cotllmonwealth of Aw,t,rn,lia representing:
(a) Governlnent Dep:1rbt1ents,
(b) Municipal Bodies.
(c) Professional Societies or ot1ier bodies 01· individuals int~rested in thl3 welfare of
Australian cities and towns.
K
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2. Discussion by the Conference of a series of papers (illustrat,ed by lantern slides where possible)
compiled by delegates from different States, and relating to the principles of Town Planning
and Housing and their application to Australian conditions (including Housing of the Returned
Soldier).
3. Publication of an illustrated official volume of proceedings recording the papers and.discussion.
4. Considering the possibility of holding further conferences periodically, and the means to be
taken for securing the permanent organisation of Town Planning education in the various
States, together with any necessary legislation.
5. Marshalling and arranging for exhibition plans, photos, diagrams or other illustrated material
relating to :
(a) Town Planning activities in Great Britain, United States, Canada, India, and other
countries.
(b) Existing conditions in Australian cities, including their qualities as well as their
defects.
6. Promotion of general education and public understanding of the science of Town Planning
and Garden City Housing and Principles.

THE PAPERS AND SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION.
A word of explanation is necessary with respect to the papers and choice of subjects.
Town
Planning is essentially a novel topic for Australia, although it is well understood by those interested
in the movement.
The Conference aimed at bringing together for tlie first time representatives of
the various departments of State, local bodies and professions directly interested ·in or concerned with
the administrative, technical, social and economic problems of urban life affected by Town Planning.
Thus it was essential to provide opportunities for many points of view and accord authors every reasonable latitude in the respective aspects they desired to treat. Under the circumstances it was not
surprising to find that delegates (to whom copies of the papers were supplied in advance) gave free
interpretation to therange of topics that presumably were covered by the words Town Planning. To
have limited the subjects and discussions to the art and science of Town Planning as practised or understood in other countries would have had certain advantages, but at the present stage of development it was considered wise to permit more elasticity to the discussions of both authors and delegates.
It was to be regretted that circumstances did not permit a paper and a discussion dealing with the
propQsed Federal Capital of Canberra, but the subject being under review by the Commonwealth Government, the opportunity of affording delegates a clearer conception of the scheme than has beeri
possible hitherto had to remain in abeyance.
The deliberations of the Conference and Exhibition were crystallised in a series of important
resolutions as shown herein. These included recommendations in favor of Municipil Town Planning
legislation, subject to the control of a central authority, the planning and building of garden cities
by the Federal and State Governments as part of the scheme adopted for the repatriation of the returned soldier, the appointment of a Federal Council for the continuance of the Conference and Exhibition in Australian States, and acknowledgments to kindred organisations overseas.

CONCLUSION.
The first Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition marks another milestone in the
progress of a movement now rapidly attaining a world wide significance. This official volume aims
at little more than being a bare record of proceedings of importance to the Commonwealth. It may also
possess a certain interest to kindred organisations overseas, which for some years have been and are
still actively engaged in the promulgation and enrichment of the Town Planning idea. To their efforts
the Conference is a sincere tribute as well as an eloquent acknowledgment of the science of applied
civics to which civilisation turns with increasing hope and purpose.
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MUNICIPALITIES.

Victoria--(Continued)

JI eloourne City Council

THE RIGHT HONORABLE THE LORD MAYOR (SIR DAVID
V. HENNESSY, KT.).
ALDERMAN W. BURTON.
ALDERMAN SIR HENRY WEEDON.
COUNCILLOR D. BELL.
COUNCILLOR W. BRUNTON.
COUNCILLOR F. STAPLEY.
THE TOWN CLERK (Mr. T. GEo. ELLERY).
THE CITY ENGINEER (Mr. H. E. MORTON).
OFFICER OF HEALTH (DR. T. W. SINCLAIR).

Brun..~wick City Council

COUNCILLOR T. JOHNSON (Mayor).
RALPH M. G. DAWSON (Town Clerk).

Caulfi.eld City Council

COUNCILLOR ·W. A. WHARRINGTON.
W. J.M. WOOLLEY (City Surveyor).

Pootscray City Council
Hawthorn City Council

COUNCILLOR F. E. SHILLABEER, J.P.
COUNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY.
JAMES MELDRUM, A.M.I.C.E. (City Surveyor).

Malvern City Council

COUNCILLOR R. DE C. WILKS, J.P.
COUNCILLOR L. W. HOLMES.
B. M. CouTIE, M.C.E. (City Surveyor).

Prahran City Council

COUNCILLOR EDWARD NAYLOR.
COUNCILLOR J. J. W. FLINTOFT, J.P.

Ballarat City Council

COUNCILLOR THE HoN. A. BELL, M.L.C. (Mayoz,)
COUNCILLOR T. T. HOLLWAY.
ARTHUR FARRER (City Surveyor).

Ballarat East Town Council ..

COUNCILLOR A. J. PITTARD, J.P.

Geelong City Council

COUNCILLOR HOWARD HITCHCOCK.
H. L. TIDSWELL, M.A., M.C.E. (City Surveyor).
ALDERMAN GEO. F. TAYLOR, J.P. (Mayor).
COUNCILLOR THOMAS WALLS.
COUNCILLOR JOHN N. MCCANN.
COUNCILLOR STEPHEN WRATHALL.
ALDERMAN ARTHUR J. HOLDEN.

Sale Borough Council

COUNCILLOR \V. M. FUTCHER, J.P. (Mayor).
A. L. JOHNSON, B.C.E. (Engineer).

OTHER BODIES.

University of Melbourne

GEORGE HIGGINS, M.I.C.E., M.Inst.C.E.
RODNEY H. ALSOP, F.R.I.B.A.

Hawthorn Tramway Trust

DAVID HENRY DUREAU, J.P. (Chairman).
FREDERICK FITZWALTER READ.

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects

ARTHUR PECK (Acting President).
W. M. CAMPBELL (Hon. Secretary).
M. F. STAPLEY.

Geelong A rchiteclural Society . •

J. BUCHAN.
H. TRIGG.

Gordon Technical College (Geelong)

G. R. KING (Director).
G. G. JoBBINS, A.M.l.E.E.

Victorian Institute of Eng'ineers

M. E. KERNOT, M.Inst.C.E. (President).
J. A. S~UTH.

,Victorian Inst'itute,of Surveyors
Victorian Institute of 21:funicipal Engineers of
Victoria

W. J.M. WOOLLEY.
S. J. GRAY.
R. W. N. WINSTANLEY.

Society of Architects (London)

J. EDMUND BURKE.

Victorian Town Planning and Parks Association

COUNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY (Vice-President).
J.B. HuGGAN (Hon. Secretary).
S. C. BRITTINGH..\M.
J. EDMUND BURKE.
w. F. GATES, M.A.
E.W. PRIOR.
E. OGDEN.
S. TUXEN.
PERCY E. EVERETT.
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Queensland
(27 Delegates)

Q1ieensland Government

THE Ho:-;. J. HUXHA:'.1, M.L.A. (Home Secretary).
A. A. SPOWERS, F.R.G.S.A. (Surveyor-General).
0. K CHUTER (Chief Clerk, Home Secretary's Department).
H. W. MOBSBY, F.R.S.A. (Argicultural and Stock Department).

Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board

J. PEART, M.I.M.E. (Engineer for Water Supply).

MUNICIPALITIES.
HIS WORSHIP THE ~IAYOR (ALDERMAN J. \V. HETHER·
INGTON).
ALDERMAN H. J. DIDDAMS, C.M.G.
ALDERMAN T. "\'VII.SON, M.L.A.
ALDERMAN J. MCMASTER.
ALDERMAN GEO. DuWN.
ALDERMAN J. MAXWELL.
H. MOOREALDERMAN G. H. SCHOFIELD
ALDERMAN J. DAVEY.
HIS \VORSHIP THE MAYOR (ALDERMAN P. W. CAMERON).
ALDERMAN T. A. PRICE, M.D.
HIS \VORSHIP THE ~IAYOR (ALDERMAN J. W. GILHAM).
ALDERMAN H. M. RUSSELL.
HIS \VORSHIP THE MAYOR (ALDERMAN W. H. BOWSER).
J. G. DRUERY (Town Clerk).
COUNCILLOR R. fif. KING.

Brisbane City Council

South Brisbane City Council
Ipswich City Council ..
Toowoomba City Council
Warwick Town Council
Hamilton Town Council
Sandgaie Town Council
Clermont Town Council
Local Authorities Association
OTHER BODIES.

Brisbane Children's Playground Committee . .
Town Planning Association of Queensland
Builders and Contractors' A.ssociation of Queensland

SENATOR M. REID.
T. PRENTICE.
Mr. LIND.
G. A. BA.UMBER.
E. J. GRIGG.
Queensland Government Professional Officers' Association A. B. CLEMENT.

South Australia
( 142 Delegatesi
GOVERNMENT.

Hon. Attorney-General's Department

Department of Lands .•

Department of Irrigation and lVater Conservation
Department of Public W arks

G. G. MARTIN (Secretary).
DR. F. \V. RICHARDS (Cr-own Solicitor).
DR. W. RAMSAY SMITH, D.Sc., M.B., Ch.M. (City Coroner).
S. J. MITCHELL, S.M.
G. \VILFRID ANTHONY (Registrar-General of Deeds).
A. J. HA.,.'<NAN, B.A., LL.B. (Parliamentary Draftsman).
CHARLES C. READE, A.T P.I. (Government Town
Planner).
E. J. FIELD (Secretary for Lands).
N. W. PETRICK (Surveyor-General).
P. S. MESSENT (Assistant Secretary for Lands).
T. DUFFIELD (Secretary for Local Government).
W. M. STEVENS (Engineer for Roads and BI'idges).
s. McINTOSH (Director).
J. McGUIRE (Railways Commissioner).
J.C. B. MONCRIEFF (Chief Engineer for Railway~).
B. Ii'. RUSHTON (Chief Mechanical Engineer).
A. N. DAY (General Traffic Manager).
A. M. BoNYTHON.
A. F. GARDINER
J. H. EATON (Engineer-in-Chief's Department;.
J. H. M. DAV!DS0N (Engineer-in-Chief's Department).
J. W. H. HuLLET (Hydraulic Enginl•er).
C. B. KEEN (Hydraulic Rngineer).
I<'. C. KRICHAUFF (Chief Uraftsman, \Vorks and BuildlllQ;,l
Department).
A. E. SIMPSON (Architect. Works and Buildings De
partment) .
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South Australia-(Continued)
D~partment of Industry
Chief Secretary's Department ..

W. L. SUMMERS (Secretary).

Department of Education
Information and Tourist Bureau
Department of Minister of Marine

i\l.

DR. B. II. MORRIS, }I.B., B.S. (Inspector-General of
Hospitals).
}I.

}lAUGHAN, }I.A. (Di1ector of Education).

VICTOR H. RYAN (Director).
ARTHUR SEARCY (President; also Chairman).
J. B. LABATT, M.I.C.E. (Deputy Chairman).

STATUTORY BODIES.

Jfunieipal Tramways Trust ..
.Adelaide Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

A.

B. MONCRIEFF, M.I.C.E., M.Amer.S.C.E., C.M.G.
(Chairman) .
F. W. WHEADON (Chief Engineer and General Manager

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Corporation of Brighton

COUNCILLOR J. H. GRUNDY (Mayor).
COUNCILLOR J. C. Cm,ILEY,
A H S;lUNDERS (Town Clerk).

Corporation of Gawler

COUNCILLOR \V. H. Cox (Mayor).
E A SMITH (Town Clerk).

Corporation of Henley and Grange

COUNCILLOR G. s. "WRIGHT (Mayor).
COUNCILLOR \V. JORY.
COUNCILLOR F. H. MENKENS.

D·istrict Coimcil of West Torrens

COUNCILLOR H.
ATSON (Chairman
VERSON s. SHEPHERD (Clerk).

District Cowicil of Payneham

COUNCILLOR JAS. GRIGGS (Chairman).
COUNCILLOR A. E. PITT.
R. W. LANGMAN (District Clerk).

District Council of Mitcham ..
Corporation of Thebarton

COUNCILLOR A. J. PENNO (Chairman).

District Council of Clare
District Council of Mobilong (Murray Bridge)
District Council of Woodville ..

City of Adelaide

City of U nley ..
District Council of Port Germein
District C01mcil of Renmark Town
District Council of Dudley, Penneshaw, Kangaroo
Island
Corporation of Glenelg

Di.strict Coiincil of W alkerville
District Council of Port Wakefield
City of Port Adelaide ..

,v

A. W. LEMON (Mayor).
ALDERMAN J. A. RILEY.
ALDERMAN G. MCFARLING.
COUNCILLOR H. S. B. HILL.
COUNCILLOR T. R. RICHARDS.
COUNCILLOR W. ALLEN.
COUNCILLOR J. SANDOW.
COUNCILLOR A. G. ROBERTS.
COUNCILLOR H. S. HATWELL.
C. E. WYETT (Clerk).
COUNCILLOR J. D. GILCHRIST (Chairman).
COUNCILLOR M. W. PARISH, M.P. (Chairman).
COUNCILLOR H. SLADE.
COUNCILLOR R. 0. Ev ANS.
COUNCILLOR J. BURFORD.
G. A. M. RALPH (District Clerk).
I. ISAACS (Mayor).
ALDERMAN F. B. MOULDEN.
COUNCILLOR A. EDWARDS, M.P.
H. P. BEAVER (Town Clerk).
J. R. RICHARDSON. M.I.C.E. (City Engineer).
COUNCILLOR w. N. PARSONS (Mayor).
R. DAVIS ('l'own Clerk).
COUNCILLOR CHAS. M. ADEY.
COUNCILLOR L. F. NEAVE.
COUNCILLOR N. E. CLARK.
COUNCILLOR A. J. ROBERTS (Mayor).
ALDERMAN J. K. SOWARD,
ALDERMAN J. MACK.
w. H. JEANES (Town Clerk).
COUNCILLOR THOS. CRASE (Chairman).
COUNCILLOR A. E. SHEPHERD.
THOS. R. NOTTAGE (District Clerk).
THOS. McCABE (Town Clerk).
ALDERMAN J. SWEENEY (Mayor).
ALDERMAN J. ANDERSON.
ALDERMAN S. WILLIAMS.
ALDERMAN J. H. CLOUSTON.
ALDERMAN A. W. J. LEWIS.
COUNCILLOR A. 0. R. TAPP.
E. BRADWELL (Town Clerk).
W. \V. TAPP (Gity Engineer).
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South Australia-·(Continued)
Town of Norwood and Kensington ..

ALDERMAN E. H. LIMBERT (Mayor).
COUNCILLOR N. SOLOMONS.
J. HODGEN (Town and Building Surveyor).

District Council of Prospect

COUNCILLOR \V. S. MORTON.
COUNCILLOR A. T. GRAY.
C. CANE (Assistant District Clerk).
COUNCILLOR F. KING (Mayor).

Corporation of Hindmarsh
Corporation of St. Peters
District Council of Burnside ..

ALDERMAN J. SNELL.
S. REEVES {Town Clerk).
COUNCILLOR PETER \Voov !Chairman).
COUNCILLOR S. H. TRELOAR.
COUNCILLOR J. ROONEY.
R. Il. STEELE (District Clerk).

District Council of Murno (Para East)
Corporation of Petersburg

w . .T. NORTHEY (:\Iayor).
A. H. \VARLAND (Town Clerk).
COUNCILLOR R . TONKIN.
COUNCILLOR BARCLAY.
COUNCILLOR, E. \V. CREWES (}Iayor).
COUNCILLOR A. J. }fcBRIDE.
COUNCILLOR J s. GEDDES (Mayor).
E. ]<]. GARRETT (Town Clerk).
ALEX MILNE {District Clerk).
S. KEALLEY (Town Clerk).

District Council of Angaslon
Corporation of Port Augusta

L. \V. GRAYSON (Mayor).

Corporation of Victor Harbor
Corporation of Wallaroo
Corporation of Gladstone
Corporation of Burra ..
Corporation of Pirie ..

COUNCILLOR J . P . HEGGIE (Chairman).

OTHER BODIES

South Australian Town Planning Association

H. W. UFFINDELL (President).
H. E. FULLER.
MISS A. L. ToMKINSON.

Good Roads Association of South Australia . .

A. LAUGHTON (Hon. Secretary).
\V. A. CLUTTERBUCK.
Rm,. Sm LANGDON BoNYTH0N, C.M.G.
F. W. REID, B.Sc.
PROFESSOR R. W. CHAPMAN, }LA.
HON F. s. WALLIS, }I.L.C.

South Australian School of Mines
University of Adelaide
South Australian lnstitute of Engineers

W. RUTT, C.E.
R. LAWSON.

South Australian Builders and Contractors' Association
South Australian Wattle Day League

G. \VRIGHT.
\V. ESSERY.
MRS. JEANNE YOUNG (Hon. Secretary).
J. c. SILVER,
P.A. Moss.
DR. GBRTRUDE HALLEY (President).
MISS M. FARR.
MISS FINLAYSON.
C. W. RUTT, F.S.A.I.A. (Preside nt).
L. LAYBOURNE SMITH, B.Sc., F.S.A.I.A.
retary).
PROFESSOR R. w. CHAPMAN (Peside nt).
.T. H. PACKARD.
ALFRED WELLS, F.S.A.I.A.
K. W. DUNCAN.
MISS A. HoRNABROOK (Principal).
MRS. J. P. MORICE (President).
EUSTACE C. T. Lern,.;.-1.y (President).
E. FRIN;:,DORF.
J.E. DICKIE (Chief Officer).

South Australian League of Loyal Women
South Australian Institute of .4rchitect.s
South Australian Institute of Surveyors
State Bank of South Australia
School for Mothers
South A;tstralian Kindergarten Union
South Australian Health Inspectors' Society
South Australian Fire Brigades' Board

( Ron.

Sec·

PRIVATE DELEGATES:

Private Delegates

PROFESSOR T. G. B. OSBORN, :\I.Sc. (Adelaide University).
HERBERT HEATON, M.A. (Direct0r of Tutorial Classes,
Workers' Educational Association).
Guy W. HALCOMBE. S.M. (\Vidows' Fund Build.ings,
Grenfell-streE>t, Adelaide).
ARCHIBALD MCINNES, J.P. (Johns-road, Prospect).
MRS. J. w. FREEBAIRN (Seacombe, Brighton).
Miss LONGMORE (lnspector of Sc-bools; Hon. Secretary
of the Children's Model Playground).
•

H

Western Australia
(12 Delegates)

Government

\V. A. SAW (Inspector of Plans and Surveys and Assist11nt Registrar of Titles).
MUNICIPALITIES.

Perth City Council
Frernantlc Council
Perth Road Board
Bunbury Boad Board ·.,
Western Australian Institute of Architects

CouxcILLOR A. \V. BERRYlllAX.
\V. K BOLD (Town Clerk).
C0FXCILLOR \V. E. \VRAY (Mayor).
COUNCILLOR JAMES STEVENS.
COUNCILLOR \V. J. SUMPTON.
EDGAR \VALTER HAMER (Chairman).
Jonx FORSTER JOHNSON (Chairman).
MISS MARY ANNETTEE JOHNSTOX.
:\Ins. G. L. CURLEWIS.
,T. H. EALES {President).
G. H. PARRY.

Tasmania
(3 Delegates)

Tasmanian Government
Tasmanian Town Planning Associatfon

\V. N. HURST (Assistant Secret11,ry for Lands).
R. W. Koen, F.R.I.V.A., Lie. R.I.B.A. (President).
BRUCE C. STEWART (Hon. Secretary, Goyernment
Architect's Department, Hobart).

New Zealand
(1 Delegate)

New Zealand Representative ..

HONORARY IrnLEGATE

S. HURST SEAGER, F.R.I.B.A. (Lecturer in Architecture
Canterbury College, Christchurch, New Zealand)

SENATOR JonN \VARE (Johannesburg :Municipal Council,
South Africa).

Notice to Delegates and Subscribers.

Second Australian Town Planning Conference and fxhibition
1"'he Second Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition
will be opened at Brisbane on 31st July, 1918.
The Government of Queensland is Organizing the gathering

m

conjunction with other State Governments.
For particulars of closing date for registration of Delegates, etc.,
apply to the Hon. Secretary of your State Executive (see pag'e
4) ~ or the Hon. Organizing Director (C. E. Chuter), Home

Secretary's Office, Brisbane.

Programme of Papers and Events
OPENING DAY
Wednesday, October 17th

10 a.m.

Arrival of lnterstate Delegates at Adelaide.

12 (no_on)

Civic Reception to Delegates at the Adelaide Town Hall by
Right Worshipful the Mayor of Adelaide (Mr. I. Isaacs, J.P.)
All Delegates are invited to be present.

3 p.m.

Official Opening of the Australian Town Planning Conference .
and Exhibition at the Exhibition Buildings, North-terrace.
Chairman, The Hon. Premier of South Australia (Hon. A. H.
Peake, M.P.) Minister in charge of Town Planning.

3 p.m.

Arrival of His Excellency the Governor of South Australia,
Lt.-Col. Sir Henry L. Galway, K.C.M.G., D.S.O. (VicePatron of Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition), accompanied by Lady Galway and His Excellency
the Governor of Victoria, Sir Arthur L. Stanley, K.C.M.G.,
M.A. (also Vice-Patron), and Lady Stanley.
(National Anthem.)

3 p.m.

1. Chairman's speech.

2. Opening of the Conference and Exhibition by His Ex3.
4.

5.

6,

cellency the Governor of South Australia.
Address by His Excellency the Governor of Victoria.
Presidential Address by Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald, M.L.C.
(Minister for Local Government and Public Health,
New South Wales).
Vote of thanks to His Excellency the Governor of South
Australia, to be moved by the Hon. J. Huxham,
M.L. A. (Home Secretary for Queensland).
Adjournment for Afternoon Tea.

4.30 p.m.

Opening and Inspection of Children's Playground.
furling of the Union Jack by Lady Galway.

5 p.m.

Inspection of the Returned Soldier's Cottage.
l fj
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The Conference-National Section
Institute Rooms, North Terrace
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18th
The President (Hon. ]. D. Fitzgerald, M.L.C.) will invite the Right
Worshipful the Mayor of Adelaide (Mr. I. Isaacs, President of the S.A.
General Committee) to preside.

Paper No. t

9.30 a.m.

" Planning for Economy."
By WALTER BURLEY GRIFFIN (Federal Capital Director of
Design and Construction ; Department of Works and Railways, Commonwealth of Australia).

10.30 a.m.

Paper No. 2

"Australian and Civic Art : a Factor in National Life."
By GEORGE SYDNEY JONES (Member Royal Institute of British
Architects, Past President of the Institute of Architects of New
South Wales).

11.30 a.m.

Paper No. 3

"Future of Australian Cities."
By T. GEORGE ELLERY (Town Clerk, Melbourne ; Vice-Chairman
of the Victorian Executive) and
Or. E. C. RIGBY (Vice-President Victorian Town Planning Association and Member of Victorian Executive).

2 p.m.

Inspection of Exhibition
All Delegates will assemble outside the Main Entrance to t.he
Exhibition Buildings, North-terrace, for the purpose of Inspection
of the Town Planning and I deal Homes Exhibits.

4 p.m.

Afternoon Tea
Afternoon Tea at the Tea Salon, Exhibition Buildings, under the
control of the South Australian Wattle Day League.
Charge,
One Shilling; all proceeds to Children's Playground Fund.

8 p.m.-Institute Rooms, North-terrace.

Chairman, H. W. UFFINDELL (Chairman S.A. Executive).
Meeting of representatives of State Executives to discuss(1) Business matters.
(2) Continuance of Conference and Exhibition.
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New South Wales Section
FRIDAY. Oct. 19th

Institute Rooms

Chairman, THE HoN. J. D. FITZGERALD, M.L.C. (President).

9.30 a.m.

Paper No. 4

"The Cities of Australia and their Development."
By JOHN SuLMAN (F ellow of the Royal Institute of British
Architects; Member of th e Town Planning Institute of
Great Britain ; late Challis Lecturer in Architecture for 25
years, and present Vermon Lecturer in Town Planning at
the University of Sydney; President of the Town Planning
Association of New South Wales).

l0.3O a.m.

Paper No. 5

"Municipal Town Planning and Control."
By E. MILNER STEPHEN, B.A. (Barrister-at-Law, Alderman
of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney).

11.30 a.m.

Paper No. 6

"The Transit Problems of Greater Sydney."
By J. J. C. BRADFIELD, M.E., M;Inst.C.E. (Chief Engineer,
Metropolitan Railway Construction).

Paper No. 7
"Estate Development under Town Planning."
By W. ScoTT GRIFFITHS ( Town Planning Engineer and Landscape Architect).

Adelaide Town Hall
Z.15 p.m.
Visit to Adelaide Park Lands and Botanic Gardens, under the
auspices of the Adelaide City Council.
Visiting Delegates (accompanied by Chairmen of Committees
and Officers of the S.A. Executive) will assemble outside
the Adelaide Town H all.
Afternoon Tea at Botanic Gardens.
Adelaide Town Hall
8.15 p.m.
(By courtesy of the Right Worshipful the Mayor and Members of the
Adelaide City Council. )
Chairman, HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA,
LT.-CoL. Srn HENRY L. GALWAY, K.C.M.G., D.S.O. (VicePatron, Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition).
Public Lecture
By HoN. J. D_ FITZGERALD, M.L.C. (President, Australian Town
Planning Conference and Exhibition).
Subject : "The Challenge of the City."
Vote of .thanks to be moved by Hon. A. W. Styles, M.L.C. (Chairman
of theS.A. Reception Committee),and seconded by Hon.Crawford Vaughan, M.P. (Vice-President S.A. General Committee).
NoTE.-From 7 .30 till 8.15 p.m. a special Organ Recital will be given by
Mr. T. H. Jones, Mus.B ae., Citv Organist, in the Town Hall.
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South Australian Section
Saturday, Oct. 20th

Institute Rooms

Chairman, HoN.' D. ]. GORDON, M.L.C. (Vice-President S.A. General
Committee).

Paper No. 8
9.30 a.m.
"The South Australian Town Planning and Housing Bill: a
Synopsis."
, By HoN. CRAWFORD VAUGHAN, M.P. (Vice-President S.A.
General Committee).

Paper No. 9
10.30 a.m.
"The Metropolitan Organisation of Municipal Town Planning."
By CHARLES C. READE (Associate Town Ph•nning Institute of
Great Britain ; Government Town Planner, South Australia).

Paper No. 10
11.30 a.m.
"Town Planning Suggestions for Adelaide and the Metropolitan
Area.''
Bv ALBERT S CONRAD, F.R.I.B.A. (on behalf of theS.A. Town
· Planning Association).

2 p.m.

Government Tourist Bureau
Excursion to Mount Lofty and Adelaide Hills, arranged for visiting
Interstate Delegates.
Afternoon Tea at "Carminow," by invitation of the Hon. Sir Langdon Bonython, C.M.G. (Chairman of Excursion Committee).
Visit to the Private Garden of Sir Edward Stirling (Member, Reception Committee).
Visiting Delegates will assemble at the Government Tourist Bureau
punctually at 2 p,m.
Motors arranged by courtesy of S.A. Automobile Association, and
Information and Tourist Bureau.

8 p.m.

Ruthven Mansions Cafe
(Pulteney Street, near Exhibition Buildings).
Smoke Social, by S.A. Justices' Association (President, Herbert
Solomon, B.A., LLB.).
All vi-siting delegates invited.
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Section

Victorian

Monday, Oct. 22nd Institute Rooms
Chairman, THE RIGHT HoN. LoRD MAYOR OF THE CITY OF MELBOURNE,
Sm DAVID HENNESSY, KT. (President, Victorian Executive).

Paper No. 11

9.30 a.m.

"Town Planning and Buildings Regulations."
By H. E. MORTON (City Engineer and Building Surveyor of the
City of Melbourne).

Paper No. 12
10.30 a.m.
" Harbor Development."
By A. C. MACKENZIE, A.M.Inst.C.E. (Engineer to the Melbourne
Harbor Trust).
Paper No. 13
11.30 a.m.
"Town Planning Problems of Metropolitan Melbourne."
By

J.

C. MORRELL, A.R.I.B.A. (Public Works Department of
Victoria).

2.10 p.m., sharp

King William and Grenfell Street (corner)

Visit to Morialta Falls Reserve by special tram cars, provided by
courtesy of the Municipal Tramways Trust. Chairman, A. B.
Moncrieff, C.M.G. (Member of Excursion Committee).
Afternoon Tea at the Reserve, provided by the South Australian
Government, through the Intelligence and Tourist Bureau.
Minister in charge, Hon. A. \V. Styles, M.L.C. (Chairman, S.A.
Reception Committee). All Delegates are invited.

5.15 p.m.
Trams depart for City.
8 p.m.

Institute Rooms, North Terrace
Chairman, HER EXCELLENCY LADY GALWAY.
Free Public Lantern Lecture
"Town Planning-What Everyone Should Know."
By

J.

C. MORRELL, A.R.I.B.A. (Publi., Works Department of
Victoria).
·
~()

Queens Ian d Section
Tuesday, Oct. 23rd Institute Rooms

Chairman, THE RIGHT WORSHIPFUL THE MAYOR OF BRISBANE (ALDERMAN J. W. HETHERINGTON (President, Queensland Executive).

Paper No. 14

9.30 a.m.

" Position of Queensland in respect to Public Health, comprising its
Geographical and Epidemiological Aspect."
By DR. J. I. MooRE, M.D., D.P.H. (Commissioner of Public
Health).
To be read by HoN.
Queensland).

10.30 a.m.

J.

HuxHAM, M.L.A. (Home Secretary,

Paper No. 15

" Greater Brisbane :
System."

the Probable Development of Traffic Road

By W. M. NELSON, A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E. (on behalf of the
Institute of Engineers, Institute of Surveyors, and Institute
of Local Government Engineers).
To be read by MR. A. A. SPOWERS (Surveyor-General).

11.30 a.m.

Paper No. 16

"Parks of Brisbane."
By P. PRENTICE (Queensland Town Planning Association).
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Western Australian and ,Tasmanian Section
Tuesday. Oct. 23rd
Chairman, HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR OF PERTH, ALDERMAN
FRANK REA, J.P. (President, Western Australian Executive).

2.15 p.m.
Paper No. 17
"Town Planning Control in Western Australia."
By W. A. SAW (Vice-President of Western Australian Town
Planning Association).

3.15 p.m.
Paper No. 18
"The Metropolis of Western Australia."
By G. T. PooLE (Western Australian Institute of Architects).

4.15 p.m.

Paper No. 19
By W. N. HURST (Assistant Secretary for Lands; Tasmanian
Government Delegate).

NoTE.-Advice having been received (as the programme goes to
~ress), that His Excellency the Governor-General (Sir R.
MUNRO FERGUSON, P .C., G.O.M.G.), is making a -special visit
to Adelaide for the purpose of addressing the Conference, the
above arrangements are subject to alteration. Hfs Excellency
is expected to arrive on Tuesday morning.

1.•s

p.m.

Adelaide Town Hall
(Arranged by the South Australian General Committee).
Conversazione : To meet His Excellency the Governor and
Lady Galway.

Reception 7 .45 to 8 .15 p.m., by the President of the S.A. General
Committee, Mr. I. Isaacs (Mayor of Adelaide), accompanied by
Mrs. Isaacs, and the Chairman of the S. A. Executive (Mr.
H. W. Uffindell), accompanied by Mrs. Uffmdell.
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Housing Section
Institute Rooms

Wednesday, Oct. 24th

Chairman, THE HoN. R. P. BLUNDELL, M.P. (Minister for Repatriation, S ..A..)

Paper No. 20

9.30 a.m.

" Housing of Returned Soldiers."
By MAJOR T. H. SMEATON, M.P. (South Australia).

10 30 a.m.

Paper No. 21

" Housing, Health, and Vital Statistics of Victoria."
By EDWARD ROBERTSON, F.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., D.P.H. (Camb.)
(Chief Medical Officer to the Public Health Department,
Victoria).

11.30 a.m.

Paper No. 22

"Housing and Town Planning."
By GEORGE A. TAYLOR (Vice-President of Town Planning Association of New South \;Vales).

Paper No. 23-Appendix
Paper by THOMAS ADAMS, F.S.I., Town Planning Adviser to the
Commission of Conservation, Dominion· of Canada.
To be presented by H. W. UFFINDELL (Chairman, S.A. Executive)

2.15 p.m.

Institute Rooms

Chairman, ANGAS PARSONS, K.C.
.A.ssociation of S. A.)

(President of the Good Roads

Special Demonstration of Moving Pictures and Lecture
By LEONARD M. SANDSTON, M.A., B.Sc. (Eng.) (Associate
Member American Society of Civil Engineers).
" Modern Methods in Road Construction,"
To be followed by questions and discussions on above lecture.
CONCLUSION OF CONFERENCE.
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Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition

The Exhibition
Hon. Supervisors and Managers
Hon. State Supervisor, New South lVales
Hon. State Supervisor, Victoria
Hon. State Supervisor, Queensland ..
Hon. State Supervisor, acting for South Australia ,
Western Australia, and Tasmania

K A. ANSTEY, M.P., a,ncl

,v.

G. FRASER (Adelaide).

J. J. C. BRADFIELD, i\'.I.J.C.E.
J. C. MORRELL, A.R.I.B.A. ('i\Ielbourne).
II. W. :MOSSY (Brisbane).
'L',m CJIAiltllfAN (H. E. FULLF.R), AND MEMBERS OF THE
S.A. HANGING COMMITTEE.

VESTIBULE.
J-Ji<,tork Plans and Pictures of Anstr alian
Cities, from the researches and collection made
by Mr. Charles C. Reade.

WESTERN WING.
INTl~RSTA'l'E COUR'l'S OF EXHIBITS.

N1cw SouTn \VALES.
Hnilwitys l lepartment (Metropolitan Railw11y Construction Branch).
Local Government and Public Health Departments.
Irrigation Commission.
Housing Board.
Government Architect.
'J'own Planning Association of New South
,vales.
Harbor Trust.
Lands Department (French's Forest Soldiers'
Hettlement).
Municipality of Albury.
Town Planning schemes, &c., by W. Scott
Griffiths, H. Halloran, and J. Sulman.

MAIN HALL.
SPECIAL EXHIBITS.

Commonwealth Government of AustraHa (Department of Works and Railways).
South Australian Government.
Melbourne City Council.
Municipal Council of the CUy of Sydney.
Brisbane City CounC'il.
Plans of European cities, lent by Hon. J. D.
Fitzgerald, M.L.C. (New South Wales): plans,
&c., of English and American cities, lent by
J. J. C. Bradfield, M.I.C.E. (Chief Engineer
of Metropolitan Railway Construction, New
South Wales); plans, &c., city planning in the
United States, lent by J. C. Morrell, A.R.I.B.A.
(Public Works Department, Victoria).

VICTORIA.
Public Works Department.
Department of Lands.
Metropolitan Board of Works.
Melbourne Harbors Commission.
Victorian Town Planning and Parks Association.
QUEENSLAND.
Railways Department.
Harbors and Rivers Department.
Government Savings Bank.
Department of Public Instruction.
Department of Mines.
Home Department.
Surveyor General's Department.
Public Health Department.
Public Works Department.
Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewera.ga
Board.
Brisbane City Council and other local bodies.
Queensland Town Planning Association.
Institutes of Engineers, Architects, and
Surveyors.

Town Planning E:r:hibits.
Plans, photographs, diagrams, &c., illustrating town planning (historic, municipal,
and garden cities), in Bl'itain, France, B elgium,
Italy, &c., United States ;
city pla nning
India, Canada, &c., lent by Mr. Charles C.
Rea.de (Government Town Planner, Sout,h Australia).

South .AU8tralian Returned Soldier's Cottage.
Competitive plans by South Australian
architects, lent by the Department of the
Minister for Repatriation (Hon. R. P. Blundell,
M:.P.).

St. Peter' s College.
Moving Pictures of Modern Cil-ie$.
Every evening, from 8 to 10 p.m., special
exhibition of moving pictures, illu'ltrating
British, J<'rench, Belgian, Italian, American
cities, parks, gardens, streets, model garden
villages, and cities ; Australian cities.
Admission free.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
Chief Secretary's Department.
Lands and Survey Department.
Local Government Department.
Public ·works Department (Hydraulic Engineer).
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Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition,
held at Adelaide, S.A., October 17-24th, 1917
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NO'i' E --'l'he ~Vest A lt81ra.litrn Exhibit.~ w ere shown 'in th e court between th e Q uee118lu1td
and Ta1mwn'ia11 s ecti ons.

Afternoon 'l'ea Salon.

Irrigation and ,vater Conservation Department.
Department of Indnsky and Repatriation.
Attorney-General's , Department
('l'own
Planner).
Department of Education.
Information and Tourist Blu·eim.
Harbors Board.
\Vallaroo and Moonta ~lines, Ltd.
South Australian '!.'own Planning Association.
Institute of Architeds.
\VESTERN

AUSTRALIA AND

Arranged and conducted by the members
of the South Australian \Vattle Day Leegue.
Hon. Organiser, :Mrs. Jeanne F. Young (Hon.
Secretary).

EXHIBITION

TASl\L-\.NIA.

Exhibits of Perth, Hobart, &c.
(Details
received too late for inclusion in programme.)

GROUNDS.

(Tn rear of the ~Iain Building.)

Children's Model Playground.
Planned and arranged by the Chairman
(Alderman J\,Ioulden) a,nd Vice-Chairm11.n (Dr.
Gertrude Halley) and members of the Playground Committee.
Hon. Organiser, Miss
Longmore (Department of Education).

EASTERN WING.

Ideal Homes.
Honorary competition, arranged by the
South Australian Institute of Architects. for an
ideal cottage of five rooms, limited to ·B5 foet
frontage, with ea-sterly aspect.
Ex hi bits of
plans and model.
Won by Kenneth Milne,
F.S.A.I.A.
Hon Adjudicators, Alfred "'ells,
l<'.S.A.I.A., and H. L. Jitcknrn,n, b'.S.A.l.A.

Demonstrations of free play, folk dancing,
kindergarten, games and sports, gy1nnastics,
etc.
OpPll evrn·y ,tft.ernoon frmn 2 p.1n. tu 5.30
p.111.

I deal Homes E,rhibits.
AI-ranged on behalf of the South Australian
Chamber of Manufactures by H. K \Vinterbottom (Secretary), Hon. Organiser. Exhibits
byColton, Palmer & Preston, Ltd.
'l'hompson & Harvey.
Alwin, Fischer, Ltd.
A. W. I)obbie & Co .. Ltd.
Clarkson, Ltd.
Jas. Marshall & Co.
Hooper's Furnishing- Arc:,de.
W. A. Swan & Son.
Hugo Wertheim Pty., Ltd.
Newton, McLaren, Ltd.
Pitt, Ltd.
Wilkinson, Sando & Wyles.
G. A. Prevost & Co.
\Vunderlich, Ltd.
Alfred Martin.
A. Simpson & Son, Ltd.
Unbehaun & Johnstone, Ltd.
Mabella, Ltd.

l<'our hundred sehool children will use the
playground every day during the Exhibition
Week ( October 17 to 24 ).

Returned Soldier's Cottage.
On the Jubilee Oval,· at end of roadway
(western boundary of playground).
Admission
free.
Erected and furnished by the Govi,rnment
of South Australia t.hrough the Hon. Minister
for Repatriation (Hon. R. P. Blundell, M.P.),
with the 1tssistance of leading business firms .of
Adelaide.
Furnished by Malcolm Reid & Co., Ltd.
Design obtained by honorary competition
amongst the South Australian architects.
Won by Albert S. Conrad, F.R.I.B.A., and
(Alderman Mouldpn) and Vice-Chairman (Dr.
Frank H. Conrad, F.S.A.I.
Hon. Adjudicator, H. E. l)'nller, l:<~.S.A.I.A.
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The Executive of South Australia
NOTE.-The Chairman of Bxecutire, Hon. Organising Directors, and Hon. Secretary are ex-officio
members of all sub-committees.
Chairman of Executive :
H. ,v. UFFINDELL {President, S.A. Town Planning Association).

Hon. Organising Directors:
CHARLES C. READE {Government Town Planner).
VICTOR H. RYAN (Tourist and Intelligence Bureau).

Hon. Assistant Organiser:

Hon. Secretary:

Hon. Assistant Secretary:

E. R. HICKS.

G. SPRINGHALL.

IT. G. 0. MACKLIN.

Hon. Treasurer :
M. :B'. MCNAMARA.

1llembers :
C. W. RUTT (President, S.A. Institute of Architects).
L. LAYBOUHNE S~UTH (Hon. Secretary, S.A. Institute of Architects).
,v. B. \VILKINSON {Vice-President, S.A. Town Planning Association).
H. E. FULLER (Hon. Secretary, S.A. Town Planning Association).
A. S. CONRAD (Member, S.A. Town Planning Association).
II. E. ,VINTF.RBOTTOM (Se_cret.ary, S.A. Chamber of Manufactures).

Reception Committee

Publicity Committee

Chairman-Rm,. A. W. STYLES, M.L.O. (Minister for

Chairman-VICTOlt H. RYAN.

Education).
PROFESSOR SIR EDWARD STIRLING (Adelaide University).
E. ALLNUTT (President, Chamber of Commerce).
G. ,v. HALCOMBE, 8.M.
CouNCILLOJt P1,Tmt ,voon (Chairma11, Burnside
District Council).

G. ILLINGWORTH.
Miss \VINIFRED SCOTT.
MISS ROBIN.
l\Irss M. FARR.

Hon. Secretary-II. E. ,v1w,rERBOTT011I.

Afternoon Tea
Trm S.A. ,VATTLE DAY LEAGUE PRESIDENT ('V. J.
SOWDEN) AND HON. SECRETARY (MRS. JEANNE
F. YOUNG).

Excursions Committee
Chairman-HON. SIR LANGDON BoNYTHON, C.M.G.
A. B. MONCRIEFF, C.M.G. (Chairman, Municipal
Tramways Trust).
ARTHUR SEARCY (Chairman, S.A. Harbors Board).
ANGAS PARSONS, K.C.
C. J. BoYKETT (Secretary for Hailways).
\V. B. WILKINSON.
ROBERT DUNCAN.
K S. ::\-loULDEN {Acting General }Ianager, Municipal
'.rramways '!.'rust).
Hon. Convenor-VICTOR II. RYAN.

Ideal Homes Committee
Chairmrm~C. ,v. Hi'rT'l' (President).
Hon. Secretary-L. LAYBOUJtNE SMl'l'H (lion. Secretary).
AND MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

General Exhibits Committee
THE PRESIDENT (H. B. 'l'HOMPSON) AND MEMBJ.;:RS
OF THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CHAMBER OF MANUFACTURES.
Hon. Secretary of Committee--H. E. ,vrNTERBOTTOM.

Returned Soldier's Home
THE })INISTER POB ltEPATRIA'l'ION {HON. R. P.
BLUNDELL, M.P.}, on behalf of the South .Austr;1,1ian _(lovernment and State ,var Council.
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Hanging Committee
Chairman-H. E. FULLER.
Superrisor-W. G. FRASER.
Hon. Secretary-A. FERGUSON (School of Mines).
E. A. ANSTEY, M.P.
COUNCILLOR A. G. ROBERTS (Thebarton Corporation).
H. HUGH CORBIN.
.
A. l\ICINNESS.
W. ToRODE.
G. GROUNSELL.
S. C. RICHES.
R. W. LANGMAN (Payneham District Council).
ALDERJIIAN RILEY ('l'heLarton Corporation).
EUSTACE LINDSAY (Central Board of Health).
PROFESSOR OSBORN.
P. CLARIDGE.
w. STUBBS.
H. HEATON (Director.of Tutorial Classes, University).
W. STEVENS (Engineer for Roads).
T. B. MERRY.
,v. L. \VHITHAllI (Hon. Secretary, S.A. Institute of
Surveyors).
C. WHITING, JUN.
COUNCILLOR GRIGGS (Payneham District Council).
COUNCILLOR .f. Mcillui-t'l'Il<: (Payneham District
Council).
0. \YELLS.
,v. A. JONES.
S. HEEVES ('!.'own Clerk, St. Peters).
P. \V. CURNOW.
COUNCILLOR A. PRITCHARD (Prospect District
· Council).

Town Planning Exhibits Committee
Chairman-N. vV. PETHICK, J.P. (Surveyor-G en eral,
Adelaide).
E. J. FIELD (Under Secretary for Lands).
F. C. KmcHAUFF (Works and Building Department).
,v. GARDINER (Chief Draughtsman, Lands 'fitles
Office).
J. B. LABATT, M.I.C.E. (Deputy Chairman, Harbors
Board).
J.C. B. MONCRIEFF (Chief Engineer for Railways ).
W, STEVENS (Engineer for Roads and Bridges).
A. E . SIMPSON (Works and Buildings D epal'tment).
F. W. WHEADON (General Manager, Electric Light
Companv).
A. E . VAUGHAN (Government Lithographer).
F. H. CONRAD (Architect).
H. D. MACINTOSH (Director of Irrigation and W a ter
Conservation).
C. E. BAYER (Hydraulic Engineer).
W. GRAHAM STEWART (Engineer-in-Chief, Public
,vorks Department).

Playground Committee
Chairman-ALDERMAN MOULDEN (Adelaide City
.
Council).
Vice-Chairman-DR. HALLEY (Education D epartment).
M. M. MAUGHAN (Director of Education).
H. LIPSON HANCOCK (Wallaroo Mines).
C. C. CHARLTON (Superintendent of Primary Education).
NURSE JACKSON (Education D ep artment).
F.W. REID (Principal, School of Mines).

Playground Committee-continued
F. W. LYKKE (School of Mines).
H. P. BEAVER (Town Clerk).
J. F. BAILEY (Director, Botanic Gardens).
A . S. CONRAD.
A. BARHAM BLACK.
E. W. HERBERT.
J. J. CORRELL.
MISS BURGESS (Kindergarten Union).
MISS STIRLING.
Hon. S ecretary-MISS LoNGlllORE (Education Department).
MISS HORNABROOK (School for Mothers).
MRs. HOWARD VAUGHAN.
MISS A. L. ToMKINSON.
MRS. OSBORN.
NURSE B EVELAQUA.
LIEUTENANT S. E. WOOLHOUSE.
LEON GELLERT.
MISS L. A. LAMB.
REV. CANON HORNABRO0K.
A. FERGUSON (School of Mines).
N. VIRGO (School of Mines).
MRS. CRAWFORD VAUGHAN.
:Miss DEVITT (Domestic Arts School, Norwood).
MRS. FREEBAIRN.
G. H. GLIDDON.

Moving Picture Section
Arrangetl by courtesy of l\1R. M. FINKELSTEIN
(Manager of the \Vondergraph, Ltd., Adelaide),
in conjunction with MR. A. SIMPSON (Manager
of the Australia n Uen eral Film Rxr.hange).

S. A. General Committee
President-THE RIGHT WORSHIPFUL THE MAYO_R OF ADELAIDE (lVIr. I. ISAACS).
Vice-Presidents-HON. CRAWFORD VAUGHAN, M.P., A.'m HoN. D. J . GORDON, M.L.C.

E. A. Anstey, M.P.
T. E . Ashton (Mayor of Wallaroo).
G. Wilfred Anthony (Registrar-General).
E. Allnutt (President, Chamber of Commerce).
Miss Abbott.
Alderman Anderson (Port Adelaide City Council).
Hon. R. P. Blundell, M.P. (Minis t er for Industry and
Repatriation).
Hon.JG. Bice, M.L.C. (Minister for Public \Vorks ).
Hon. Sir Richard Butler, M.P. (Hon. 'l'reasurer).
Lady Butler
Hon. Sir Langdon Bonyt,hon (President, S.A. School
of Mines).
H. P. Beaver, J.P. (Town Clerk).
Miss Birks.
Miss Burgess (Kindergarten Union).
A. Barham Black.
Miss Hilda Burden (Women's Non-Political Association).
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Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition
Opening Day: Apologies and Messages from Public Leaders
.APOLOGIES.
The Rt. Hon. the Lord Mayor of Sydney (.Alderman Meagher) telegraphed he much regretted at
the last moment he had been prevented from attending the conference ; he had, however, deputed
.Alderman Barlow to be present, representing both the Lord Mayor and the Municipal Council of the
City of Sydney.
·
.
The Hon. W . .A. Watt (Federal Minister for Works and Railways) and the Hon. W . .A. Webster
.(Postmaster-General) also apologised for absence . .
MESS.AGES.
From the PRIME MINISTER OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF .AUSTRALIA (Rt. Hon. w. M. Hughes,
P.O., M.P.)" I shall be glad if you will convey to the President and members of the conference my hearty
good wishes for the success of the first .Australian Town Planning Conference.
" So far as .Australia is concerned you are pioneers in a new field of endeavor. In the older
countries of the world, through want of thought or want of foresight, mistakes, both in regard
to the business and residential areas, have no doubt been made in the design and building of cities
and towns, and, indeed, this is true of our own country ; but the mistakes of the past will serve as
a guide to the future.
" I congratulate the conference on the difficult but necessary task it bas set itself to do, and
I am sure that the results of its deliberations will be profitable, both practically and rosthetically,
to the present and future generations. "
From the HoN. THE PREMIER OF QUEENSLAND (Hon. T.. G. Ryan, M.P.)"The object of your conference is in the highest degree commendable, and I am very hopeful
your deliberations will have useful results. I trust a practicable scheme for abolishing existing
slums; preventing other slums arising; erecting more wholesome dwellings on larger allotments, at fair rents, for working people; making streets cleaner and safer; and providing for more
public gardens and open spaces will be evolved.
".A civilisation lacking these indispensable pre-requisites of perfect citizenship does not justify
unqualified pride in its triumph.
" I hope it comes within the scope of the conference to consider the improvement of country
roads and the rendering of rural life more attractive. The undesirable congestion of population
in great cities is often largely due t,o unsatisfactory conditions of life and labor in country places."
From the HON. THE PREMIER OF TASMANIA (Hon. w. H. Lee, M.P.)" I desire to express the hope that :rourfixture will be most successful in every way. I recognise the very great importance of the work you are undertaking, and desire to express my entire
sympathy with the aims and objects of the Australian Town Planning .Associations.
" I sincerely trust, as a result of the deliberations of the conference, that it will be possible
to introduce a practical scheme of town planning applicable to the varied conditions existing
throughout the Commonwealth.
.
" I am fully seized with the necessity for some definite action being taken to remedy existing
evils which are to be found at the present time in many of the congested areas of our cities, and
desire to express the hope that a definite and practical scheme will be evolved to prevent a recurrence of such evils so far as the future is concerned.
"I shall look forward with great interest to, and shall follow closely, the deliberations of
your conference, with a view to profiting by same, and applying whatever decisions may be arrived
at to any legislation that may, in the near future, be introduced in this State."
From the HON. G. W. RUSSELL (Minister for Internal Affairs), New Zealand (cable)" I respectfully congratulate the Commonwealth on holding a Town Planning Conference: and
feel sure that the results will fully justify any action taken by them.
" New Zealand is keenly interested in the question, and a Bill is being drafted dealing with
it. I shall be obliged for full information as to your proceedings."
From the HON. ARTHUR M. MYERS, M.P. (Minister-in-charge of Munitions and Supplies, New Zealand:
and a Vice-Patron of the .Australasian Town Planning Tour)., .As one of those who were responsible for the arranging of Messrs. Reade and Davidge's
v1sit to New Zealand in the interests of the science of town planning, I am gratified to learn that
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the importance of the subject is being,universally recognised; and that the scope of the good work
performed by the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association in England in this connection
is being extended to our portion of the· hemisphere.
"It is a matter of national concern that; whilst we pride ourselves on maintaining a prominent position in the van of progress and civilisation, we of Australia and New Zealand have
allowed the countries of the Old World to out-distance us in the matter of provision of ga,rden
cities. I feel assured that the work Mr. Reade is doing, in directing the attention of the public
to the necessity for a methodical system of the laying-out of our towns and cities, will result in
every citizen adopting as his ideal a town whose links of communication shall be a series of broad,
sweeping highways, interspersed by well-paved side streets ; whose artistic public buildings and
private dwellings are in accordance with a plan that shall combine utility with enduring lines
of beauty.
"Viewed from the standpoint of material gain to the nation alone, the advocacy of a broad
and general scheme of town planning should receive the support of every thinking man and
woman. We have been told many times recently that the three essentials for success in war are :
Men, Munitions, and Money.
I venture to point out that, similarly, in, peace, the three vital
requisites for the prosperity and advancement of a nation or an empire are, again: Men, Machinery,
and Money.
" Taking into consideration the fact that in the garden cities of England the mortaltty rate is
the lowest in the world, and that the establishment of every garden city or well-considered town
planning scheme is directly the means not only of saving many valuable lives to the States, but
also of strengthening those lives that continue in existence, it appears to me that the question
of town planning ranks in the.front with all those vital problems that confront us as a result of the
present wastage of men now taking place in Europe in the cause of freedom and democracy.
" I trust that the conference and exhibition will be an undoubted success from the point of
view of increased publicity and education in regard to the important national work it had in
hand."
From the WESTERN AUSTRALIAN EXECUTIVE TO THE AUSTRALIAN TOWN PLANNING CONFERENCE
AND EXHIBITION" Owing to the absence of any means of transport either by railway or by sea, Western Australia greatly regrets that it wm be impossible for its delegates to attend the conference, to which
they send their heartiest greetings."
·
From the BRUNSWICK CITY COUNCIL, Victoria (Alderman Balfe, Chairman)" The Brunswick City Council wishes the conference every success, and trusts that great and
enduring benefits will accrue from its matured deliberations."
A CIVIC WELCOME.
The majority of the delegates; comprising over 250 membrrs, from different Statt>.s, were accorded
a civic reception at the Town Hall at noon.
The gathering was held in the Council Chamber, and
therr was a large attendance. The Mayor (Mr. I. Isaacs), in extending a cordial welcome, on behalf
of the Council and the citizens, said the delegates had· come together to deliberate on a subject which
very closely touched the health and general welfare of the community, and no doubt the gathering
would do much to forward the interest of town planning in Austi:alia.
The Minister of Education (Hon. A. W. Styles), speaking on behalf of the Government, said the
State was helping, financially and in other ways, to make the stay of the visitors as comfortable and
as profitable as possible. They should avail themselves of the facilities afforded by the State Tourist
Burt>au, under the able management of Mr. Victor Ryan. As far as modern town planning was concerned, they in Adelaide had seen the light, and were following it, determined to be the model city of
Australia.
(Applause.)
The Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald, M.L.C. (Ne"' South Wales), Minister for Local Government and Public
Health, in responding, said he was an old admirer of beautiful Adelaide, which might appropriately
· be designated the city of statues and roses. (Applause.) His Government would accept the challenge
thrown down by Mr. Styles and enter into a friendly competition for the betterment of their respective
cities and towns.
The Lord Mayor of Melbourne (Sir David Hennessy) also returned thanks, and claimed, amid
dissent and laughter, ·interrupted by applause of Victorian visitors, that Melbourne stood out preeminently in Australia as a city of beauty, but be admitted that the fine qualities of Adelaide could
not be overlooked.
(Applause,)
.
.
The Mayor of Brisbane (Alderman J. Hetherington) sounded the praiseR of that city and of sunny
Queensland, and said Adelaide was to be congratulated upon having the first Australian conference
on town planning held here.
At the call of Sir David Hennessy, hearty cheers were given for the Mayor.
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The Open'ing Ceremony
At the Exhibition Buildings, Wednesday, October 17, 1917
The opening ceremony was performed by His Excellency the Governor of South Am,tralia (Sir
Henry L. Galway, K.C.M.G., D.S.O.), in the presence of a large and distinguished assemblage of the
interstate delegates and lea.ding citizens of Adelaide. The main hall of the Exhibition Building was
filled, and the proceedings which followed aroused the keenest interest.
The order of proceedings was as follows :.
3 p.m.(1) Chairman's speech (Hon. Premier of South Australia).
(2) Opening of the Conference and Exhibition by Hi-, Excellency the Governor of South A~tralia.
(3) Address by His Excellency the Governor of Victoria.
(4) Presidential address by Hon. ,J. D. Fit1,gerald, lVI.L.C. (Minister for Local Government and
Public Health, New South Wales).
Moved by the Hon. ,T.
(5) Vote of thanks to His Excellency the Governor of South Australia.
Huxham, M.L.A. (Home Secretary for Queensland) and seconded by Alderman Barlow
(representing the Municipal Council of Sydney).
Moved by the Rt. Hon. Lord l\1ayor of Melbourne
(6) Vote of thanks to the Hon. Premier.
(Sir David Hennessy, Kt.).
(7) Adjournment for afternoon tea.
4.30 p.m.Unfurling of the Union Jack by Lady
(8) Opening and inspection of children's playground.
Galway).
5 p.m.(9) Inspection of the returned soldier's cottage.
The Premier of South Australia (Hon. A. H. Peake) occupied the chair, and mentioned having
received quite a number of messages from distinguished men who, at the eleventh hour, had found it
The Western Australian delegation was absent by reason of the fact that it
impossible to attend.
had found the difficulties of transport insurmountable.
PREMIER'S SPEECH.
The Premier prefaced his speech with words of welcome to Sir Arthur Stanley and other visitors
and, after expressing the hope that they would return to their homes full of pleasing memories, said :" The Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition marks a definite stage in the progress of the movement which seeks to adapt, as well as to apply, to the towns and cities of
the Commonwealth the practice and experience of other countries. · The gathering to-day represents
a distinct achievement on the part of those responsible for its organisation. I understand that the
It appears to have
idea originated with our own town planner (Mr. Reade) in South Australia.
been so successfully promulgated throughout the Commonwealth that to-day the gatheiing represents
every State of Australia, as well as the Dominion of New Zealand. South Australia being the originator,
it is only natural that Adelaide should be the scene chosen for the first national conference on town
planning in the Commonwealth. As it happens, the choice could not have had a happier augury, as
Adelaide might well claim to be one of the pioneer cities of Australia, furnishing, as it did, a now worldfamous example in the practical utility of reserving wide streets, squares, and park lands. This was
due to the wisdom and foresight of the founder of Adelaide (Colonel Light), whose memory is now
gratefully revered.
"The conference and exhibition can boast in the number of members registered from all parts
of the Commonwealth no fewer than 290 delegates. Of that number the Western Australian delegates
-10 in number-much to their disappointment, as well as to their friends assembled in Adelaide,
are not present. Unfortunately, they have been prevented coming to Adelaide at the last moment
owing to the impossibility of arranging for transport either by sea or rail. Otherwise there are few
of the delegates registered in other States who are absent. When the extraordinary conditions under
which we labOI at the present time are recalled, and the fact that we are fighting the greatest war the
world has known, it is little short of remarkable that such a notable gathering could be arranged. The
conference is truly a triumph of organisation for which the members of the South Australian Executive,
headed by Mr. H. W. Uffindell, are principally responsible. That organisation could not have been
effected without the backing of the various Governments, which, without exception, have been pleased
to extend their patronage and financial assistance to the gathering.
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" When visiting England during 1913, or.. official business connwted with South Austialia, I was
invited by the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association to visit Letchworth Garden City, in company with a number of Australian and New Zealand Premiers, who were in the motherland at the
time. That visit, as it happened, was organised on behalf of the Association by the gentleman whose
services as town planner have since been retained by the South Australian Government. When the
British Association came to Adelaide, during 1914, Mr. Reade and his colleague, Mr. Davidge (a district
surveyor under the London County Council), were among the visitors who remained behind to conduct,
on behalf of the Garden Cities' Association, the Australasian Town Planning Tour, by which over
150 lectures were delivered throughout the Commonwealth and New Zealand. The South Australian
Government, which I bad the bonor to represent as Premier at that time, was one of the first to support
these lectures, which certainly gave South Australia, as other States, a wide and permanent interest in
town planning. The Government has given encouragement to the present conference and exhibition,
and has assisted the town planner to complete his prolonged and heavy labors as honorary organising
director, in the hope that the conference might provide valuable conclusions on the broad principles
Whatever might
which should govern town planning administration in Australia in the future.
be the opinion of public bodies or others in regard to town planning at the present time, or the particular form .the measure should take in furnishing wider powers for the control and development
of existing towns or cities, the conference assembled in Adelaide should be able to furnish valuable
experience and conclusions which might in the end influence all the State Governments should they
desire to put town planning to a practical test. That some wider powers on the part of municipal or
other bodies connected with local government are necessary is, perhaps, more readily admitted to-day
Cities and suburbs are growing fairly rapidly, and, perhaps, somewhat recklessly.
than hitherto.
The present law relating to new subdivisions and buildings in most States is generaUy admitted to
In the meantime, as growth proceeds and more suburbs or new towns come into
be defective.
existence, it must be manifest to anybody examining the remarkable collection of plans and photos
illustrated in this exhibition, that mistakes are being made which correspond in many respects with
The stress of urgent local problems
the blunders of civilised communities in older countries.
in housing, overcrowding, sanitation, traffic congestion, or unregulated suburban expansions in other
countries has producee measures of reform which have had some very practical results. Those result.s
are well illustrated by the fine collection of plans and photos in this building to-day from
England, France, Italy, and Enrope generally, or from the experience and achievements of our great
and powerful ally-America. Never before in any city of Australia has there been brought together
such a comprehensive collection, or has such a magnificent opportunity been aceorded to those responsible for the wise conduct and well-being of our cities and towns to become acquainted with the
working and practice of municipal town planning in many modern countries. · From the study of this
valuable material, as well as from the deliberations which from day to day will be associated with
the large numbn of papers to be read and discussed, some conclusions will be reached which should
the better help the Australian cities toward a higher and more effective control in local government.
It will also be valuable foundation work, and preparation for the time when the devastating war is
happily ended, and when the subject could be taken up as forming part of the great policy of reconI now ask His Excellency the Governor to p(dorm the
(Cheers.)
struction which mmit ensue.
opening ceremony.
.
SIR HENRY GALWAY'S SPEECH.
His Exct>llency the Governor of South Australia (Sir Hrnry L. Galway, K.C.M.G., D.S.O.), VicePatron of the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition, said : " I would in the first place associate myself with my Premier in the welcome tendered to the
visiting delegates.
« The general object of this conference is to stir up interest in an important factor of modern
.
life and to get those present here to-day to fully understand the chief aims of the town planning movement, so that through them the ideas on the subject may be more widely sp1ead. As a practical
result it is hoped to obtain for this State the safeguard of a Town Planning Act, so as to avoid future
mistakes and obviate such evils as have already threatened the original intention of the far-seeing
mind that conceived the scheme of Adelaide, its growing suburbs, and its girdle of park lands.
" The first thought of those who attend this gathering will no doubt be that the end the organisers
have in view is beauty, and up to a point that is quite true. But the question is not quite so simple,
or, if you like, quite so complicated; as that, for in that case we might well have asked ourselves
whether laws and regulations were likely to produce better results than the apparently haphazard
touch of individual caprice, to which, mellowed by time and varying climates, we owe the delightful
villages and the romantic towns of Southern Europe or the stern beauty of our English northern
, cities. The beauty we have in mind in the present instance is not the picturesque aspect of houses
and streets, but rather that quality which may be defined as the perfect fitness of architecture to a
practical end. It is as well it should be so, for on the resthetic plane we might all have very different
One mig-ht wish to see Adelaide rival Florence, or try to, and another some up-to-date
opinions.
city in the United States. When it comes to the question of fitness, however, we are more likely
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to be agreed, for no one on earth can argue successfully that it is fit for human beings to live in hovels,
or that slums have any other but a deadening and deadly effect on those who have to live in them.
Everyone will agree that light and air and space should not be stinted to the many who cluster round
the commercial and industrial centres. It would be particularly foolish to do so-to measure out
sparingly the cubic inches of living room in a continent, in which we only number so very few to the
square mile of open skies ! It may be regrettable that individual owners are not always keen about
the style and appearance of their dwelling; but, for all that, their house may be in all essentials absolutely suited to their requirements.
" The matters to be regulated and strictly supervised are the habitations of the poorer citizens,
the house or tenement: the room or rooms, in which their families live and eat and sleep. The poorer
tenant does not like to make too many complaints, for competition is great, and he may be glad to have
a home, even though the linoleum covers a rat-trap floor.
That these houses should be designed
so as to give a reasonable chance of health and comfort is, I suppose, the maximum that can be
expected of the best framed resolutions.
" Of course, a scheme of this kind must, to begin with, imply a certain expenditure, and possibly
also entail in some cases a diminished return, and it is only natural the financial consideration should
make us pause. The stricter this scrutiny will be the better, for on closer examination it will be
found that a considerable saving could be effected by greater foresight and care in the planning of
towns, of streets, and of individual houses. Take the question of traffic, for instance, both money and
time are saved if streets are wide enough and intersect in such a way that trams, carriages, carts, and
motors are not constantly held up. Order is more easily kept, and the laws of sanitation can more
readily he observed. Light and water reach the ~onsumer at a lesser cost. It does not follow that
if the streets are wide the upkeep must increase in proportion 1 for only that amount of roadway necessary for the immediate traffic need be definitely laid. The sides can advantageously be planted with
trees, affording welcome shade and a pleasant outlook; until the space is required for a broader highway.
"This movement is not the personal hobby of a band of enthusiasts, but aims at the welfare of
the whole community.
" Progress in this direction is subject to one condition-the passing of a Town Planning Act,
which would give the carefully chosen experts the necessary authority to regulate, for the good of all,
the whim or fancy of the individual.
" I have much pleasure in declaring the exhibition and conference open."
THE GOVERNOR OF VICTORIA.
His Excellency the Governor of Victoria (Sir Arthur Lyulph Stanley, K.C.M.G., M.A.), VicePatron of the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition) said : " As one of the visiting delegates I ma.ke no apology for standing between them and the President
for a few moments to express the gratitude they feel to the people of South Australia for their hospitable
welcome. Personally, I thank the organisers and Sir Henry Galway for hnving given me the opportunity of being present at the inauguration of a movement which will probably have far-reacbing
results. Sir Henry Galway has rightly outlined the aims of town planners. The conference is not
a mere artistic coterie, aiming at the creation of cottages with ingle nooks and sloping eaves, which
give pleasure to the aesthetic souls who do not have to live in them. While it combines, no doubt,
the desire of the beautiful and the admiration of the beautiful, it has a far wider and more important
aim. The great duty of town planning i'l foresight-foresight to see what will be iequired not 10, 20,
or 100 years hence, but in all time, and that task will require the exercise of intelligence, ingenuity,
and prevision. The Lord Mayor of J\Ielbournp will forgive me if I draw an example from my temporary home. When Melbourne was but a hamlet, it was laid out by a town planner who had high
ambitions and laudable views. He considered that the inhabitants of main streets should have an
approach to the back yards, and there should be villa homes 1'-ith gardens in the front.
For the
approach to the back yards he provided narrow streets of a width of not more than 20 feet. He did
not conceive that Melbourne would extend so as to become a place of noble buildings. Melbourne,
therefore, has its Collins and Little Collins streets, Bourke and Little Bourke streets, and other lesser
streets, which are a source of anxiety to the civic authorities. In Melbourne, therefore, we have an
example of the necessity of previ'lion.
I cannot conceive it possible that a modprn town planner
would lay out streets 20 feet wide in a city like Melbourne. We are drawing near the end of a great
war, and are about to reconstruct our polity on higher and nobler lines. vVe have to build a State
which should be united in itself, with union between the working man and capitalist, the thinker
and the manual laborer, and a State in which, as far as possible, the discontent created by sordid
surroundings will be eliminated and banished. Town planning is not a panacea for social evils, but
at least it can be said that if healthy, happy surroundings are given for people to live in they are given
a bettn chance to be happy and healthy, and there will be a better chance of a happy, prosperous, and
contented community growing up in the State. No greater problem lies before those who rule the
Empire than that of having a united people." (Applause.)
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THE PRE~IDE~T'S ADDRESS.
The Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald, M.L.C., President of the conference, said:" If nothing else comes from the conference, we might at least congratulate ourselves upon the high
standard of the speeches with which it had been launched. The speech of Mr. Peake, outlining what
I presume to· be the policy of the South .Australian Government towards that great subject, will fill
those in the other States with hope and encouragement. .As one amongst others who have fought
enthusiastically for town planning for 27 years, I feel to-day nothing but envy for Mr. Peake's position.
I had hoped long ago to pass a general town planning measure for the whole State, and a special measure
to solve the problem of the startling growth of Sydney, through the Parliament of New South Wales.
Illness and other circumstances have, however, militated against the carrying out of this desire. Town
planning deals with the problems of the city-the problems of to-day, the problems of to-morrow, and
the problems of a hundred, or even a thousand, years hence. Therefore, you can imagine with what
envy I regard South .Australia as the place likely to have the first Town Planning .Act on .Australia's
I understand that that .Act is in a most favorable position-it has passed through
statute books.
the lower house and is now before the Legislative Council. If the Legislative Council in South .Aus•
tralia is imbued with the same spirit of progressiveness which I claim for the New South Wales Council,
We all
then there should be no difficulty in passing a Town Planning .Act for South Australia.
rejoice with the .Adelaide people in th~ fact that they haye a city planned in advance. Sydney is a
city without a plan, save whatever planning was due to the errant goat. ·wherever this animal made
a track through the bush, there are the streets of to-day. If there was a gum-tree in the track1 the
goat had turned aside and the street turned aside too. We in Sydney have endeavored, and are still
endeavoring, at enormous cost to remedy the original difficulties of the city plan . .Although Adelaide
may congratulate itself, as it has done,upon the plan left by Colonel Light, the people have an added
responsibility_ cast upon them by that very fact. .A remark made by a previous speaker
which impressed -me greatly was : " That to-day we are able to hold our conference
in peace and tranquility by reason of the unconquerable valor of the allied nations ; and ·our distance
from the scenes of carnage is respected because the allied fleets are on the seas.' We must defeat the
Huns, as the first business of civilised humanity. But that is not the 'be-all and the end all.' We
must prepare for the reconstruction of the world, which will follow the re-establishment of peace.
We must provide for the 300,000 valiant soldiers who will return victorious to .Australia from the
battlefield. Many of these will go back to city life ; and we must make city life better for them.
This is the sphere of the town planner. The town planners will be the protagonists of the great
drama of future development in the re-constructional period. Who are the town planners 1 A great
brotherhood, stretching bands across the sea from east to west, from north to south, asking that
cities shall be cleansed and beautified, and that the humblest of God's creatures shall have a healthy
and beautiful home and a city home to match.
"What is town planning 1 Its main aims are: (1) To develop a higher civic conscience and
awaken a greater civic pride; (2) to provide for the commercial convenience of cities as marts for
our commerce; (3)to adorn and beautify our citiE>s; (4)to raise to thP maximum the standard' of the
health of our city dwellers; (5) to meet the problem caused by the lure of modern city life; (5) to
provide happy homes, amid garden surroundings, for our workers, and thus increase the wealthcreating potency of our populations.
"The town planner appeals to the statesmen of the world, as well as to those who have the artist's
and the reformer's sheer delight in bettering and beautifying things and improving the standard of
Lord Rosebery declared:
.As an Imperial idea it has great significance.
our men and women.
' You cannot rear an Imperial race in the slum.' Part of the town planner's work is to deal surgically
with the cancerous slum which eats into the vitals of all cities. If we are to hold our own in the
world as an Imperial race 1 we must ruthlessly remove the slum and create the garden village. Town
planners-looking to the future of mankind, and especially having regard for the survival of the British
Empire, with its love of freedom and its great prestige as a civilising agency-invite the benevolent
co-operation of statesmen of all parties-Liberal, National, Labor-of men of good will of all churches
and creeds, of unclassified bodies of men and women who love their country and desire its developmeut
and progress, of all, in short, who desire to leave the world better than they found it. Here i-,
a neutral zone, free from bitterness and rancour. Come, then, and stand with us!
Town planning began by the reconstruction and beautification of old cities like London,
The South .American cities have followed, with their broad, tree-lined
Paris, Vienna, Buda-Pesth.
Central
North .American cities are rivalling each other with ornate civic centres.
boulevards.
Sydney was cut to piecesi and wide avenues took the place of foul slum areas. In Europe, .America,
and Australia a. great literature has Rprung up. The town planner is a special profession to-day, combining some of the knowledge of the architect, engineer, surveyor, business man, scientist, health
expert, and statesman. The universities and seats of European learning have appointed professors
Great cities a.re being planned on virgin cities, as the large-minded Washington
of town planning.
Omdurman, Delhi, Dalny, and Canberrar-all new
projected t,he capital city called by his name.
cities where the planner has the working out of a beautiful city scheme to the finest detail. I trust
:Ji'i

that the Federal Government will not falter in their design of carrying out the noble plan of Canberra:
associated with the name of Mr. Emley Griffin.
" Town planning was acknowledged in the last great meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, held in Australia in 1914; and this acknowledgment is mainly due to the
exertions and the diplomacy of Mr. Charles C. Reade, an eminent authority, and now official adviser
on town planning to the Government of South Australia and organiser of this conference. The results
of Mr. Reade's efforts are shown in the brilliant series of lectures delivered by himself and Mr. Davidge
throughout these States, the formation of town planning associations, the preparation of legislation
in New South Wales, South Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania, and now the inauguration
of this, the first Australian Town Planning Conference.
" In this conference are represented the Commonwealth of Australia, the whole of .the States, the
civic bodies, and the Town Planning Associations. The list of subjects set down for your consideration shows the practical importance of town planning, and this conference has gathered the Commonwealth's best professional and specialised experience and has embarked it in the service of the people
of Australia. We must look to the future. The war will force us to reform-and we must emulate
the noble plans of Britain and our Allies. Garden villages have sprung up round the munition factories.
London experts are preparing plans for the re-shaping of an area of 2,000 square miles round London
as development goes on.
France has a Central Commission· working out schemes not merely for
the reconstruction on modern lines of the towns destroyed by the Huns, but this commission is working
with local commissions to create new plans for every city in France. Thus the reconstructional period
will· be of the greatest significance in the history of mankind. Behind these schemes were the men,
women, and children of the future. Wealth, buildings, railways, all were worthless without the men
behind them.
Happy homes, with gardens and beautiful surroundings, must be provided for the
workers, and if we succeed in doing this, we will do away with half the discontents. There are, for
instance, no s,trikes at Bourneville or Port Sunlight.
If Australia had such towns for its toilers all
discontent would disappear. But Australia is only at the beginning of city building, hence the urgent
need of the town planner, with his ideals and his practical achievements.
The soldiers, who have
lived for so long in the open air, can be depended on not to go back again into the slums in Britain.
They will not go back to the old conditions which existed in England or Australia. We have to see
that our boys ,when they come back, have better homes to live in. It is useless to say, in regard to the
Repatriation Scheme, that we are going to get 300,000 men to go on the land. A great many of the
soldiers will not be fitted for the land, and we must, therefore, do something for them when they come
back to the cities. I am happy to say that the Holman-Fuller Government are taking some of the
necessary steps in the experiment known as the Dacey Garden Suburb.
Look what Germany has
done in town planning. Do not despise our enemies.
\Ve can learn from our enemies, though
we are going to beat them in this war, because we are fighting on the side of right. But this is t,he great
test of the future: we have to show Germany that we can organise as well and better than she can.
If we cannot show this, then, although Germany may not succeed now, she will eventually.
I trust
that. the exhibition will be an incent;ive to the carrying on of a campaign which will transform Australian cities and make its population more content."
(Cheers.)
The Hon. J. Huxham (Home Secretary of Queensland) moved a vote of thanks to Sfr
Henry Galway, which was carried with acclamation, and, at the instance of the Lord Mayor of Melbourne (Sir David Hennessy), a similar vote was accorded the Premier.
SUBSEQUENT PROCEEDINGS.
At the conclusion of the cremony the vice-regal party, accompanied by the delegates, adjourned
to the Children's Model Playground, where over 400 children were assembled.
The party were met
by Mr. Alderman Moulden (Chairman of the Playground Committee), Dr. Gertrude Halley (ViceChairman), and Miss Longmore (Hon. Secretary and Organiser). The Union Jack was unfurled by
Lady Galway and the playground formally declared open.
Subsequently the Returned Soldier's Model Cottage was inspected, and the proceedings then
terminated.

The Exhibition
The aim of those who arranged for the instructive collection of town planning exhibits from all
parts of the Commonwealth and overseas is to demonstrate to Australians how in a rapidly progressive
country there should be development along sound and scientific lines, learning from the mistakes of
the past, and profiting from the lessons taught by other countries. The keynote of the whole display
is suggested by the maxim of King George, displayed in letters of gold, that " The foundations of
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national glory are set in the homes of the people." Australians are reminded that England and France
and other Continental countries practise town planning, and that Canada, America, and India are
doing likewise. In the United States, during 1913, there were 54 city or town planning cQmmissions
at work preparing for the improvement ·and development of towns and cities. Therefore, why should
_•rnstralia be left behind ~
In the vestibule, as the visitor enters, are to be found historic plans and pictures of Australian
cities, from the collection of Mr. Charles C. Reade, and in the main hall well-arranged and comprehensive groups of exhibits forwarded by the Commonwealth Government (Department of Works and
Railways), and South Australian and all other State Governments, and the Melbourne, Sydney, and
Brisbane City Councils; also plans of European, Canadian, and American cities, photographs illustrating city planning and garden cities, and competitive plans for returned soldiers' cottages. Each
evening moving pictures of modern cities will be given. The western wing contains the various interstate courts of exhibits, and the eastern wing a section devoted to "ideal homes," exhibits by prominent city firms, and the architectural competition for an ideal cottage of five rooms. At the rear
of the main building is the model of a children's playground> which will be used by 400 school children
every day while the exhibition is in progress for demonstration of free play, folk dancing, kindergarten
games, and sports and gymnastics. On the Jubilee Oval, near the western boundary of the playground,
will be found an attractive, full-sized model of a returned soldier's cottage, erected by the South Australian Government, through the Minister of Repatriation (Hon. R. P. Blundell).

THE TOWN PLANNING EXHIBITS.
The town planning exhibits have been gathered from many modern countries, chiefly through
the efforts of the Hon. Organising Director (1\1r. Reade). First and foremost, Great Britain is represented by a very comprehensive series of plans and photos showing municipal town planning in practice
at 'Birmingham, Liverpool, Sheffield, London, and other centres. Arterial roads, boulevardes, factories
areas, model suburbs, and other features are shown in detail. The Garden City of Letchworth, the
Hampstead Garden Suburb, Bourneville and Port Sunlight Garden Villages, and other model communities are given much prominence, and make very striking exhibits in the respective courts assigned
to each.
France and Italy are conspicuous for the magnificent series of plans and views of Paris,
Lyons, Turin, Milan, Rome, Florence, &c. The town planning developments of these cities, both in
their historical and modern aspect, are enormously interesting, and in contrast to Australian cities 1 show
how much is lacking in the system, or the want_ of systematic control, in our towns and cities.
A
feature of the exhibition is an historical section, showing the stages in development of the civic arts
from Egyptian and Grecian times, tb.rough mediawalism and the renaissance, up to the realisation of
the grand capitals in Europe, with their concomitant arts in sculpture, architecture, painting, and
landscape gardening.
The growth of Paris is .magnificently illustrated by maps and photos from
Roman days to the ambitious realisations of the Kings of France.
Germany occupies a special
section, following the Latin cities, and shows with extraordinary emphasis, amid a wealth of illustration, the remarkable advances made since 1870 in the science of municipal town planning. Cologne,
Dusseldorf, Frankfort-on-Main, Munich, -mm, Leipzig, Berlin, and Hamburg are amongst the cities
whose plans and distinctive features are well depicted in diagram and illustrations. Unmistakable also
is the revelation of defective housing conditions that within the same period have overtaken the
Germanic cities.
The United States and city planning exhibits occupy five courts, and in themselves make a
remarkable exhibition, particularly in illustrating parkways, civic centres, concrete and asphalt roads,
landscape architecture, &c. Canada, India, and South Africa are all represented in separate courts.
Civic art and landscape architecture are special sections, in which are to be found many examples of
monuments and their setting, treatment of public squares, town furnishings; park and garden design.
~rhe selection of examples ·aims at revealing differences in outlook and taste in different countries ..
French sculpture and garden craft, in particular, are choicely illustrated.
The various sections devoted to the Australian .cities is very complete, if not, at times, diffuse.
Town planning has been interpreted very broadly by some of the State Executives, but in all there
is criticism and insight of local defects. South Australia shows not only Adelaide and its metropolitan
problems in detail ; country towns are specially: treated in the light of town planning practice, and
show, in places like Port Pirie, Port Augusta, Murray Bridge, Victor Harbor, &c., the ,need for legis1ative reform.
New South Wales is particularly well represented, notably by the plans and det~jls
of the city and metropolitan railway in Sydney, prepared by Mr. J. J. C. Bradfield. Victoria and
other States have each their individual courts and a wealth of exhibits which go to show how far the
town planning propaganda of the past few years has aroused a national interest in a national question.
To detail them individually would be impossible, but, taken as a whole, the exhibition is rPadily the
best and most comprehensive collection of material ever brought together for enlightening Australian
public opinion.
·
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The Governor-General's Visit
Speech by His Excellency the Governor-General of the Commonwealth
of Australia
(SIR R. CRAUFORD MUNRO FERGUSON, P.O., G.C.M.G.),
PATRON OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOWN PLANNING CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION.

His Excellency the Governor-General (Sir R. Munro Ferguson) made a special trip from Melbourne
for the purpose of addressing the delegates assembled in Adelaide, on the afternoon of Tuesday,
November 23, at the Exhibition Buildings: Previously His Excellency had been pleased .to arrange
to open the conference and exhibition, but, owing to a strike, which delayed the opening .of the EastWest Transcontinental Railway, the arrangements had to be abandoned, much to Hii.- Excellency's
regret.
'
Shortly after his arrival His ·Excellency, accompanied by His Excellency the Governor of South
Australia (Sir Henry 'L. Galway), visited the exhibition, where he spent the morning examining the
exhibits, in company with the President (Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald, M.L.C.), the Chairman of the South
Australian Executive (Mr. UffindeH), the Hon. Organising Director (Mr. Reade), the Hon. J. Huxham
(Home Secretary for Queensland), and others.
The Exhibition Buildings were largely attended during the afternoon .to hear the GovernorGeneral's speech_. rhe President (Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald_, M.L.C.) occupied the chair, and in welcoming
His Excellency stated that he had paid the town planners a very high compliment by making a special
trip to address them. As a very busy man, his Excellency must have sacrificed valuable time~ order
to be present.
(Applause.)
THE ADDRESS.
The Governor-General, who was received with cheers, said it was a pleasure to be able to take
part in that conference of public-spirited citizens engaged in discussing the important subject of town
planning, with its comprehensive agenda paper, covering most things, from "Art" to "Economy,"
from "Harbor " to " Estate Development," from ·" Movies " to " Epidemology "-whatever that
might mean-(laughter )-not to forget the exhibit of plans and the creation of models, which
carried greater conviction than did the most finished oration or most searching analysis. (Applause.)
- Continuing, His Excellency, referring to the conference, said :-It is one that affects not the capital
cities alone, but town and townships also. For town·planning is but a means to an end, and that end
is the creation of convenient, comfortable houses in an environment propitious to industry, well-being,
and happiness, and such houses are as necessary in a township outback as in a capital. I am not sure
that here in Australia, where a country population is so essential to our present prospects, to our
safety in the future, that it is not the country townships that should have first call on the attention of
town planners.
(Applause.) The problems of the town planner vary with the hemisphere. At
home we are necessarily sun worshippers, and we like our houses to be sun traps, as well as a shelter
from the icy blast. Here one of our main c_onsiderations is to produce shady streets and parks, and
houses that will not be ovens for the womenfolk, who necessarily spend many hours of the day with
too often only a tin sheet between them and the sun. But, at any rate, whatever ideal we are after,
it is as· necessary it should be reached in the country as in the urban districts.
(Applause.) The
same applies to all schemes for facilitating distribution and collection, or for linking productive centres
and establishments with markets. At home we are faced with the fact that the main occupation of
the people is industrial-the bulk of the population must live in large communities.
It is useless to rely on a " back to the land " policy. What has to be achieved is the introduction
of pseudo rural conditions into our towns by means of garden cities, allotments, parks, recieation
grounds, and the planted avenues. With you the problem is reversed. You have to transplant the
amenities, comforts, and resources of urban life into the country townships. That is even more
important than adding to the expansion and attractiveness of the already beautiful half a dozen capital
cities of Australia, whose growth itself depends on the closer settlement and more productive use of
vast areas of fertile soil. For speculate as we may on the brilliancy of the possible future of this·
country, we cannot but realise that we have bitten off an extra big bit of the world's surface, and
everything depends on our ability to develop and to defend it. Only a large population and a preponderately large country population, can enable us to do either. Town planning has to be worked
under different sets of conditions in Europe and in Australia. The life history of a city here is very
different from the life history of a city in Europe. There an expanding city exhibits a continuous
process of unification. The original or central municipality swallows up adjacent or smaller muni38

cipalities, much as an advancing tide swallows up and assimilates the pools along a sea shore. Here,
as the city grows, communities hive off and form separate municipalities, linked together, it may be
for certain purposes, by a board of works, and closely controlled by Parliament. It follows that under
the European system town councils become powerful and self-contained bodies, exercising vast
authority over large areas and over populations sometimes to be counted in millions. There is nothing
to hinder such municipalities, if they wish it, carrying out town planning on a great scale. .All a town
council has to do is to prepare a scheme for external expansion or for internal reconstruction, and
submit'it to the Local Government Board for approval by provisional order, then landowners are obliged
to conform to the plans adopted by the municipality. Here, as towns grow they hive off into many
different municipalities, so that whereas Town Planning .Associations at home have therefore only one
authority to tackle, and to persuade, here they have a difficulty in determining who to" go for," whose
l~e should be made a burden to them, at whose door they should be importunate. Under our system
of many municipalities, along with which may be super-authorities-a board of works and always the
State-town· planning is much more complex, but for that very reason you all the more need Town
Planning .Associations to educate public opinion and induce the various authorities to co-operate, and
to gain the ear of the higher powers in Government and Parliament. Town Planning .Associations
have to bring the pressure of collective opinion to bear on all these authorities, and also to keep it in
touch with builders, artists, and architects. (.Applause.)
·
The bureaucratic methods of Germany secure an even greater simplicity of m(5thod, for there the
.city pursues a continuous policy of acquiring the lands surrounding an expanding city: and often owns
thousands of acres, not to speak of great blocks of forest, from which it may derive a great part of its
revenue, while providing pleasant recreation grounds for its inhabitants. Jn F1ance you find another
· model in stationary provincial towns. Here the inhabitants own minute properties over the
whole surrounding area.
These they cultivate during the week ends and holidays with the most
admirable social and economic result.
Everyone is really agreed as to t_he advantages of a settled
town policy, but it is always as well to face the practical and mechanical difficulties that must be overcome before we· can realise our ideals. Such an association as yours may be of great use to Ministers
and members of Parliament1 board of works, and town councils in laying down a settled policy, which
it should be the object of all concerned to pursue. You know better than I do on what lines an Australian city or township should be laid out. In othe1 parts of the world, where climates are hot, high
narrow streets are supposed to make for coolness and freedom from dust as well as economy. While
.in Germany buildings in the suburbs are not allowed to exceed a certain height, so as to permit of
fresh breezes reaching the centre of the town.
The amenity of small townships would be greatly increased if every house stood in its own garden
instead of cheek by jowl, as is necessarily the case in an industrial centre. Its picturesqueness would
also be enhanced if roof and wall and fence were less frequently adorned with advertisements of patent
medicines or cattle food. We seem sometimes to abandon hope of making a village attractive, and
yet a South of England village is often the most picturesque spot on earth.
The comfort of its
inhabitants would also be secured if roofs as non-conductors of heat were substituted for those of
iron, which are some 15 degrees hotter under the summer sun. In fact, the individual who could find
a cheap substitute for an iron roof would be one of the greatest benefactors. It is needless to comment
upon the necessity for an adequate water supply. .An old provost of Glasgow opposed raising the
allowance from 10 to 40 gallons a head on the score that that " would be a wilfu' waste o' gude water " ;
but there's a goQd rainfall on the Clyde! It would be difficult to imagine any storage which would be
in excess of the public requirements of our cities. The same may be said of electric power supply,
which not only abates the smoke nuisance, but places the smallest household and the home industry
on a more equal footing in respect to convenience and labor saving with the larger establishments .
.As to the actual building of houses-though they must conform within certain limits to municipal or
State regulation and fit in with the town planning scheme, care should be taken not to cramp the task
of the artist or the originality of the builder and architect. (.Applause.) It was a maxim of Napoleon
that in war men were nothing, " the " man everything ; and this is certainly true in art. .As one who
took part as a member of Parliament and provost in the passing of the British Town Planning .Act, I
·am glad to take this opportunity of testifying at a meeting such as this is, composed of representatives
from all parts of .Australia, to the value of town planning in the cause of social progress ; also to express
my belief in the exceptional importance of the movement in which you are taking part. May work
already done prosper, and may your ideals take root and prosper in every corner of .Australia. (Cheers.)
On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by the Hon. J. Huxham, M.L ..A. (Queensland), a vote of
thanks to Sir Ronald was carried with acclamation.
THE REPLY.
His Excellency, in acknowledging the vote of thanks, said, referring to a remark made by Mr.
Fitzgerald that he was sorry that he had had no municipal robe to bring along with him because he had
never had one.
(Laughter.) The only adornment that he had when he had done council business
(.Applause.) He could not very
in Scotland was a gold chain and the town's arms, 600 years old.
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Well have addressed them at greater length than he had because he could only talk about Scotland,
and to have done so would have been to bore them. Certainly the most valuable of all the experience
he had had was that gained during the time he had been provost of the town. Some idea of the work
might be gained when he mentioned that they had no fewer than 26 committees, each in charge of
separate departments. He, as head of the justice bench 1 could give 60 days to anybody who wanted
it.
(Laughter.) Then he was head of the police, the licensing of public-houses-that was not an
easy part of the establishment to manage (laughter)-and then he had the great public works as. well.
At the same time he was in the unpopular position of being owner of land inside the town and outside,
so he knew where the shoe pinched as well as where it fitted. (Laughter.) The conclusion he had come
to was that if a town owned its own land it had a firm basis for good urban government. The authority
charged with the welfare of the town should have great powers entrusted to it. There were limits to
the activities of town planning-for instance, they should not extinguish the aspirations or desires
of a man who wished to build a house f9r himself. His Excellency concluded by remarking that the
deliberations of the conference must proye of the utmost value anq., he added, amid much laughter,
that the knocking together of the heads of practical men, theorists, municipal men, Government men 1
and all other such men would sometimes get a spark or two of light to help them on. (Cheers.) .
After cheers had been given for the Governor-General and "one for the boys at the front," Sir
Ronald, with the State Governor (Sir Henry Galway), and the delegates, adjourned to the model playground and watcht;d the children, after they had saluted the flag and given the recital of fealty to
Empire and King, enjoy themselves in various games.

Notice to Delegates and Subscribers
Owing to the extra cost of printing and paper in war time,
the publication of a verbatim report of the discussions was
financi_s.Uy not possible for the State Executive to undertake.
Ther0fore, the discussions and opinions expressed by delegates herein necessarily appear in a form that is both incomplete and much abbreviated.
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PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS
N0TE.-A number of the papers were illustrated by lantern slides.
with this record many views and diagrams to which the text relates.

It is not possible to include

The Conference
Thursday, October 18
When conference resumed, the Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald, l\LL.C., invited the Right Worshipful the
~fayor of Adelaide, Mr. I. Isaacs (President of the S.A. General ·committee), to preside.
MAYORAL ADDRESS.
The Mayor said it afforded him the greatest pleasure as Mayor of Adelaide and President of the
S.A. General Committee to welcome them. Proceeding, he said:-" I do not know the reason which
led to Adelaide being selected for the conference, but those responsible are to be congratulated on a
Adelaide can claim to be one of the few cities in Australia laid out
~ingularly appropriate choice.
according to a definite plan. One New South Wales writer on town planning has described it as the
'best planned city of Australia.'
Sir William Lever, whose opinion, from his intimate association
with town planning in England, will doubtless have special weight with you, has said:-' If the people
of England were acquainted with the city of Adelaide they would not seek for any other model.' While,
however, we in Adelaide have much to be thankful for in that respect, we are not blind to our city's
defects.
In most cases, though, they are the result of the ideas of early residents, brought with·
them from the crowded centres of the old country; hence we find in some of the older portions of the
city and its suburbs houses built on small allotments of land, which, while far superior to what obtains
in many old-world cities, appear cramped by comparison with those later portions built after the people
had shaken off the influence of their earlier surroundings and had realised the requirements and pos:--ibilities of the new land. I take it that the principal object of a conference such as this is to awaken
and to direct public opinion on the question of town planning, and to set out clearly the advantages
which will follow the laying-out, on definite and well-considered lines, of country centres of population
as well as the capital cities, not to any one section alone, but ultimately to the whole community. The
need for more adequate means to control and to regulate the formation of new centres of population
is realised by all those who hawi given the subject any attention, and by none more than the members
of the local governing bodies, who, by the irony of circumstances, often are blamed for allowing things
to be done, which, despite their efforts, they are powerless to prevent, owing to legislative limitations.
It is not sufficient to convince those who, like all of of us here to-day, are fully seized of the necessity
for such reform as I have indicated ; the public generally require to be interested and instructed in
our aims and ideals.
Like many other reforms 1 town planning may be disregarded and neglected,
not from any conscious objection to it, but from a misunderstanding of what it stands for-a danger,
may I add, which appears greater possibly as the result of zealous, but uninformed, efforts on the part
of some supporters of the movement rather than of any real opposition. One suggestion I would make
is that we should distinguish between the planning of new areas and the alteration of existing streets
and buildings, in other words, between town planning and town replanning. By this course I believe
many difficulties may be avoided, and the growth of properly planned new areas, will prove the most
effective argument for improving those already built upon. I have referred "to the evolution of a type
of home in Adelaide from that of the old country, as the people realised their new and more spacious
In no respect, perhaps, is that more pronounced than in the development of gardens.
conditions.
I have often heard it remarked by visitors that Adelaide is a 'garden city,' and I think there is good
J:-'TOund for such a description. In no other city will there be found so many houses ; and I am referring
now to the homes of the working classes, not of those of the more well-to-do-each surrounded by its
own garden, laid out 1 planted, and tended by its occupant.
In that respect Adelaide may fairly
claim to be a garden city in the best sense of the term.
"The Adelaide City Council and those of the suburbs are fully alive to the necessity for a greater
control in the layout of streets and the erection of buildings, and we realise that in dealing with those
matters consideration must be given to new points of view. \Ve realise also that it is not in the interests
of the community that any individual should in those matters be allowed to consider only his own
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immediate gain to the detriment of others, and we hope that the necessary powers to enable us effectively to safeguard those interests will shortly be granted by Parliament. On the other hand, we are
emphatically opposed to the creation of any new authority for the purpose.
Already from many
quarters we hear complaints of the excessive number of officials of one sort and another in the Commonwealth, and, in my opinion, and that of many others, there is not the slightest need to add to the number
to bring about a better eondition of affairs as regards town planning. Given the necessary statutory
powers the local councils, with their responsible officers, combined with outside technical assistance,
Any reform
where such may be considered desirable, furnish ample machinery to do all required.
to endure must, in a democratic community, be supported by the assent and goodwill of the people,
and must not be imposed on it by officialism, however well intentioned. To endeavor to make town
planning the cover for any action which would tend to weaken the principles of direct local government by tht> elected representatives of the ratepayers, must, in my opinion: lead to disappointment.
As regards the housing question in South Australia: apart from special requirements in connection
with the repatriation of our citizen soldiers, the necessity for any large scheme does not exist.
We
already have legislation designed to assist the people to acquire their own homes on easy terms, and
the means so provided by the State Government have largely been made use of. It may be that some
extension of the scheme is required to enable the lowest-paid class of workmen to participate in its
advantages, but that should not be difficult to arrange. There again, the machinery is in existence;
all that probably is required is some comparatively slight adjustment. The conditions in Australia
with regard to the housing question are, and should be, different from those in the old country. Our
industrial legislation, which is expressly designed to secure for all classes of workpeople a living wage,
based on the economic conditions prevailing at the time, should render unnecessary any such scheme
as that foreshadowed in England, where, it is stated, it has been found impossible to provide home&
for the people on an economic basis, with the result that the eountry must bear the difference between
the rent of suitable dwellings based on their cost and the amount the tenants can afford to pay.
I
would suggest that the two questions of town planning and housing should not necessarily be braeketed.
The former is, by its nature, a matter entirely for the municipal authorities, while the second is the
rnsponsibility of the different State Governments.
To treat them as closely related questions may
increase the diffieulties in the way of realising both. The papers whieh will be submitted will, I am
sure, be both interesting and instructive: and I hope that the interchange of ideas which will result from
their discussion will be of lasting benefit to the cause this conference is intended to promote. I trust
also that our visitors will find their stay in Adelaide thoroughly enjoyable in every respect, and that
they will carry away the most pleasant memories of this, the oldest municipality of the Commonwealth."
(Cheers.)
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Planning f<)r Economy
By WAL 'l'ER BURLEY GRIFFIN,
(Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction).

Of course, all planning being such, this paper can only direct attention to certain features not
always recognised. This subject, however, is not so trite as it should be, and would bi>, were it not
for very many persistent and prevailing notion<; set arbitrarily by general governmental practice and
immediately by the dominant military standards superimposed upon the already heavy load of habits
and fixed ideas that have extended unsuitable and obsolete practice from generation to g-eneration.
The present cry for economy, if made and taken seriously, and understood, would not, to a town
planner's mind, be a matter for regret, but of promise, and would point the way to sloughing off
many impedimenta that otherwise are likely to bring us down in the end.
Really it cannot then
mean general parsimony, but a launching out in new and greater undertakings than ever, when we
begin to realise what superfluous and futile effort has so far engaged us and absorbed the investment
of our stupendous output and prevented our benefitting from the technical knowledge and mechanical
powers we ba,vc been so busily accumulating, and as busily applying, blindly, with no comprehensivesense of economy, and, therefore, little or no ultimate or tangible good in time of pPace, and only
infinite harm in wa,r.

In civil work, as opposed to military operation, what could be the alternative to planning for
economy in its broadest sense ¥ Our duty was once said to be to direct the great sources of power
in nature to the use and convenience of man, but it has since been pointed out that it is now fully
as much our function as planners, a;~ engineers, to determine what not to do, what not to construct,
in order best to meet the use and convenience of man : that is, to relieve him of the burdens of improper
or superadaption of nature, that a civilisation may be making worse even than the under-development of primitive and simple life.
The expenditures at Canberra were an instance of exceptional
precocity in painting the lily.
·when we find the civilised world now able to throw away each day £25,000,000 of current
earnings (not past or future) in wreckini:: the destruction of its own life and previously :1ccrued
properties, and when we realise how hard it has been for the average man to earn comfort, is it not
evident that real economy is to be sought, not in the old ways, of investment of such sums in adding
more and still more gain to the waste, but rather to find how, in peace, to stop frittering away such
possible surplus without tangible benefit in ways that do not make living better or easier on the whole;
to learn bow, hereafter, the possible benefits from such an output may be adapted to secure real
welfare.
In the narrow fields of industrial competitive enterprises the quantitative mind iR already demon strating ascendency over the qualitative-as, for instance,, in economising effort in certain phases
of industrial management, shop practice ; yet the ultimate result, may be nil if the thing accomplished
is-not a means to the general betterment. I am convinced that half that study applied to the simple
workshop of every house would release half humanity of half its burdens ; but time is lacking to get
into that study here.
There is as yet, however, little evidence of any definite pi-ogress toward
deliberately conserving efforts or resources in systematising such comprehensive undertakings as our
eommnnities, cities, or countries which comprise and control the whole of modern investment.
We should be aware that, at the root of the many fundamental difficulties of distribution-such
as, for instance, the wasteful distances over idle valuable areas to a remote and difficult margin of
cultivation-lie in thr current conceptions of political economy and the scope of the State ; but these
must be passed over, for the proper concern of this conference is only in an intermediat,e physical
stage of development : as a bodr we progress through object lessons.
The examples of greatest value, because of widest application, can be sought, perhaps, in the
_disposition and accommoda,tion for our every enterprise and service, all rapidly expanding, and chiefly
in the cities.
This is town planning.
Of pictures, of literary enthusiasms, of theories, we have
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heard a great deal in the town planning movement, but with very small resultant improvement,
partly becaui;;e we are habitually floating, more or les3, in nebulous, if delightful; discussions over
emotions, esthetics, tastes, and distastes-the innumerable abstractions and glittering generalities
that will not permit of quantative com1mrisons or demonstration of actual relative values for given
expenditures on the land for definite purposes.
If this were not so,· we would be little distracted ·
over " classic," " medimval," or, for that matter, " modern " ·obsolete practices in Europe, which
cannot possibly serve as direct criteria .of present town JJORsibilities here or elsewhere.
·
Disputations in the initial stages along lines apart from economic in such a time as ours has, I
fear, already postponed actual progress; and the coming generation will have to learn that preparedness for meeting the new community probl1:.ms can no more grow out of general and erudite
consideration than could sculpture arise out of literary critiques. It must arise out of experim<'nts and
progressive accomplishment,3 in the art itself and their demonstrated effectiveness-greater or lessand. their mistakes.
Criticism can no better anticipate Creation than multiplicity of council can
effect it.
I take it as accepted in the modern educational system that we learn to do by doing .
.Advance is, consequently, to be expected only where greatest freedom and scope to individual
initiative are offered.
Coming to. earth-say, to a given piece of land, for the smallest but most general purpose, the
dwelli.ng comprising, as a class, three-quarters of the city-we first of all find restrictions for the lot
in its size, shape, slopes, aspec.t, prospect, available materials, and the location and appearance of
the neighbours' nearest buildings; also the character and position of their prospective improvements
or detriments; and the more definitely these are known, and the freer we are to plan, the better
can we avoid loss of space or works. Obviously, we will be in a much bett-er position to design for
economy when one or more of the adjoining elements can be planner!, not to say, carried out, at
the same time.
Progressively, in multiplying ratio, the co-ordinate consideration of the various
elements in the community, even in the country, would eliminate waste and loss--to what proportion of the £25,000,000 a day no ma11 can measure now, for the first steps have scarcely yet been
seriously attempted. It has been computed that ten years necessary corrections of intoletable evils,
due to the lack of town planning in England, cost £30,000,000.
·
Some years attempting to build satisfactorily on single lots, under various limitations, have led
me to suggest that 60 feet wide is a suitable minimum for single or double houses ; but such a
generalisation is only a makeshift as compared with the sort of grouping which, I submit, should
obtain when the location of each residence and outbuilding is determined by the physical conditions
of the sites in a group to secure the maximum advantage to everyone.
For example: in this pair of houses, on t·wo lots of 50 feet (Itte) and of 60 feet (Comstock), the
object of screening and protecting the whole from the incongruous neighbours is accomplished in the
first case by a "T ," and, in the second, by a " U " arrangement ; and I can assure you, for pictures
cannot he conclusive, that in the midst of streets of houses on the same uniform allotment areas,
and ordinarily lined up, these and similar experiments have produced, essentially, the results of
grea-tly augmented space in every case, and created oases out of nothing in a desert, of unmitigated
constriction.
Certainly, with three units, then four, and so on, the openness is not only extended
to the larger group, but further augmented by the permutations and combinations then made possible.
I show, for example, groups of alternately projecting and recessed pairs at the same time alternately opposed across street and blocks : Trier Centre (units) .. 60 feet x 150 feet
Leeton (units)
60 feet x 160 feet
In other words, the same conditfons of maximum utilisation of space for light, air, and beauty may
be obtained for individual houses that would be required for arrangement of the subdivisions in
a single parallel enterprise, such as for education at the
Unive.rsity for Canberra,
University of New Mexico,
University of Sydney,
Normal School of Milwaukie,
though the differentiation of functions is less and the organisation not so complex .
.As to business premises, we might well now also conclude that a whole city frontage between two
street intersections is properly a single unit for development ; and in the most modern practice this
has become the fact, requiring no illustration from the many department stores, public markets,
exhibition and industrial buildings and largest office buildings, as well as public administration
buildings.
These, with their immense sc.ale and powerful repetition, have advanced far enough
now to point the way to a dignified city, whose architecture need not be lost in a maze of contradictory
fragments-for single fronts cannot accomplish architecture if it is an art of three dimensions.
Concentration of facilities a.nrl services, adequate light courbs, repetition of standard forms, avoiding
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bulky and often duplicated division walls, and securing convenience of internal communication,
have made such development so attractive that splendid, monumental, modern skyseraping buildings,
on one or several allotments, have frequently been scrapped, after less than fifteen years' life, to
permit larger and more profitable ones of no greater height.
Before it is possible to provide for all business in such units, it is certainly practicable that the
shop front and canopied portion be forthwith designed and carried out as a single feature for a block,
in order to overcome the very worst disfigurement that pervades .Australian towns-the tawdry,
sheet-metal awnings, that effectively divorce architecture from the street.
The paradox of effectively carrying massive walls of superstructure of an uninterrupted base of sheet glass has only been
overcome by the arcade scheme, such as the Parisian Rue de Rivoli, or the Grand Piazza at Venice,
where the most profitable shops of all are to be found.
Some objeet lessons of proper individu::i.l occupancy are available; but as to neighborhood, or
village,· or town co-operative preparation for common needs, they are awaiting the development of
a practical common sense of common responsibilities. Nevertheless, it is possible, within the range
of feasible individual land development, for new communities to compare the eosts of current practice
with the alternative cost of carefully planned improvement, and thus to show, as a corollary of the
future general benefits, positive increased profit that, when known to investors, will suffice to insure
the proper course for future undertakings.
In the case of Clark's re-subdivision of Janey's addition to Grinnell, Iowa, a glance at the rolling
characLer of the ·ground shows how the money-absorbing drainage 11roblems arise out of a, simple
specimen of the usual automatic extension of the gridiron plan of a city ; and a comparh;on of the
alternatives also shows the simple means required to avoid all the difficulties, by conforming the
features to the natural topography, for proper grades without earthwork, producing sites everywhere high in respect to their frontages and outlooks, yet all in strict orrler, in a parklike, informal
environment, and with routes accentuated with parks, but direct, and with no barren deserts of
pavements or objectiveless treadmill inclined planes.
There is, in addition, a neighbourly system
of inter- communication. The most striking point, however, is that in the original subdivision there
were only 57 lots-thirty averaging 50 feet wide and twenty-nine averaging 75 feet wide-whilst,
as revised, there were sixty-six lots of the same average depth, but with sixty-four of 75 feet width;
and only two of 50 feet width, the resultant area in saleable lots at the s.ame rate representing an increase
in value of $10,500.00-an increase in saleable frontage of 30.6 per cent. over the previously adopted
ordinary subdivision.
The case of another Iowa neighborhood, "Rock Glen," at Mason City, the character of whose
rlevelopment can be illustrated by the finest type of residences in that city, is one of a piece of land
which, because it was very low in part and rough in part, had been left for a generation behind the·
growth of the town that ~vas built out miles beyond : whilst no one would risk any but inrlustrial
investment here, because of the threat inherent in the essential exposure to the remainder of the
tract.
In this case, the few owners, by combining and agreeing upon a single scheme of development, under t,he landscape architect's control, were able to translate the difficulty into tbe supreme
advantage of a uniquely beautiful park 1 available to all, and the highest values in the city for residential
land, because of the joint benefits.
In a .recent scheme for a tract in Baton Rouge, the capital of Louisiana, I am able to submit the
tables of data as to relatiYe values with an adjoining area J)reviously completed of the identical size
and character to afford a " standard " of required lot frontage. .As such an intensity as the 40 feet
by 120 feet lots of Roseland-terrace was consiclc-red too great for the location and character of the
Kugler tract, " standard " has been correcte<l for units corresponding to the new subdivision lots
averaging 60 feet by 140 feet.
OOMP.ARISON.
Rectangular
Functional
"Standard."
Plan.

Total
Lots, 60 feet by 140 feet
· Frontage Saleable
Sewers ..

0/

%

Lots
Roadways
Service Lanes
Pathways
Parkways
Parks

Quantities
mean width
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/0

70.427
11.421
.998
4J.17
12.992

70.836
7.933
.806

100.0

100.0

2.614

8.886
8.925

156

155

9.530 feet

9.345 feet

7.390

6.464

"

"

AREAS.
Square yards.
Lots
Roadways
Service Lane
Pathways
Parkways
Parks
Total

Square yards.

137,989
22,364
1,955
8,063
25,436

138,702
15,533
1,578
5,118
17,399
17,477

195,807

195,807

DEVELOPMENT COSTS (per current Average Prices).
Roadwavs
Service Lanes
Pathwavs
Parkwa~s
Parks
Sewers ..
0

at
at
at
at
at

1.77
1.25
l .35
0.20
0.20
at, 1.50

per square yard
"
"
"
"
"
"
" lineal foot

Total

11,091.00

$27,493.4]
1,972.50
6,909.30
3,479.80
3,Ml5.40
9,696.00

Sll9,091.28

$5a,o46.41

$39,584.28
2,443. 7_5
10,885.05
5,087.20

Ridge quadrangles was a tenement project ,vhere originally ninety-eight buildings were laid,out
by the promoter in a manner more intensive than that usually prevailing, but with the two-family
homes set close to the street frontage, conserving the considerable spacing in the rear portion of the
150 feet depth of the fifty lots. The area cert,ainly looked thoroughly occupied, but thereplanned
group of ninety-seven houses, of the same size, on lots of same width, but 100 feet deep gained, besides
four attractive street intersection parks, two interior parks of an acre each and one of about five acres
as commons for the 800 residents, added to all the conveniences belonging to a single-apartment
house-a smokeless heating plant, with piped and wired services, all carried through contiguous
basements, eliminating entirely the need for street supplies and the multiplicity of connections.
Vanderhoof, B.C., as laid out by the promoter, in an attempt to secure the greatest saleable
land on an irregular site for a whole city, offers a similar illustration when compared with an arrangement on far more liberal but systematic lines.
The lessoP of such minor exemplifications of universal wastcfulnes~ in town extension led, five years
ago, in Chicago, to a most interesting op11ortunity for comparison of numerous possible alternatives
to the casual way in which the conditions of future habitations are being ordered. This comparison
has now been completed and published, with the results of the competition of forty American town
planners, for a scheme suited to the typical problem in Chicago, and elsewhere in America, of a
quarter sections, of land a half-mile square (which is the unit of the whole American system of
surveys), for a maximum population as at the prevalent peripheral density of the city-eight families
per acre.

City Residential Land Development
COMPARISONS

BY

ROBERT

ANDERSON

POPE.

SUBDIVISION.
l\iost Economic
" Standard "
Functional
Plan.
Plan.
Percentages of Area.
Roadways ..
Pathways
Service Ways
Playgrounds and Parks ..
Curbs and Gutters
Private Lots

9.822
4.388
f-l.805
1.105
77.880
100.0
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6.008
·1.055
.614
:!2.518
1.080
68.725
100.0

DEVELOPMENT.
Roadways ..
Pathways
Service "Ways
Pa-rk and Play~rounds
Curbs and Gutters
Curbs and Gutters
Sewers

Quantities.
Square yards.
Square yards.
72,639
44,435
32,456
7,808
10,618
4,543
50,332
166,543
8,17:>
7,988
Lineal feet.
Lineal feet.
49,038
47,930
18,480
27,100

COSTS.
Roadways. .
Pathways .
Service Ways
Parks and Playgrounds
Curbs and Gutters.
Sewers

at 1. 77 per square yard
at 1.35 "
at 1.25 "
at 0.20 "
at 0.75 " lineal feet
at 1.50 "
"
Total-(hoss .
R-etative

COSTS.
At Avt>rage Current Prices.
$128,571.03.
$78,649.95
43,815.60
10,540.80
5;678.75
10,066.40
33,308.60
35,947.50
::rn;778.50
40,650.00
27,720.00
$:.l46,951
1.0

$204,755

1,536
Feet.
25
:38,400
Square feet.
664
294
3,375

1,224
Feet. ·
42.71
52,280
Square feet.
476
1,224
3,737

o.s:J

ALLOTMENTS.
Lots-Number
Lots-Frontage-Average
Lots-Frontage-Total ..
LAND AREAS (per lot·)Highways
Park and Playgrounds
Average Size
Total Area Chargeable
LAND COSTS (per lot) . .
'
DEVELOPMENT COSTS (per lot)

4/3:t3
8248.71
160.7]

5,437
$312.08
167.30

TOTAL COST (per Jot)
COSTS PER SQUARE FOOT OF LOT-HIGHWAYSLand
Development ..
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDSLand
Development
SERVICE WAYSLand
Development
SEWERS
PRIVATE LANDS

$409.38

$479.38

Totals

0.011:3
0.0403

0.0068
0.0273 ·

0.0050
0.0019

0.0188
0.0073

0.0054
0.0574

0.000.5
0.0012
0.0088
0.0574

0.1213

0.1281

RELATION OF COSTS AND AREAS.
AREASHighways
1
Parks and Playgrounds
1
.Aggregate Lots
1
CHARGES (per lot)Land
1
1
Development
Totals
1
ECONOMY FACTOR
(Comnrnnic:>-tion Development Functional Plan)
(Communication Development Standard Plan)
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0.649
3.310
0.882
1.254
1.041
1.148
0.530

RELATION OF COSTS AND AREAS-(cont·i nited.)
SoCTAL FACTOR
(Recreatic-.n Provision Functional Plan)
( RecrN1-tion Provision Standard Plan)
Lot Cost ..
House Co,~t

RF.NTAL AND CARRYING CHARGES (per House).
$409.42
1,800.00
2,209.42
220.94
18.41
1.00

Total
Annual Charges-10 per cent.
Monthly Charges
Relative Charges

3.399

$179.38
1,800.00
2,279.38
227.94
18.99
1.031

Thus provision for the well understood advantages for health, education, recreation, and sociable
and individual freedom to the extent of three times the usual allowances such as obtain not only in
America, but generally throughout our European civilisation, arc shown to be procurable for
Thi9 extent, then, represents quantitatively the maximum advar.tages attainable with the
nothing.
Only
given circumstances under exiscing economic conditions which control land development.
by such method, therefore, can we arrive at thP maximum advance possible in any case. This must
be every town planner's objective to-day.
The Canberra equivalent to the Gridiron Q.uarter Sections takes an entirely different form as
For instance, in the various districts of Northbourne-the north boundary industrial
exhibited.
extension.
The comprehensive organism of tJrn Canberra plan i11cludes, of course, a simila.r study, not only
of the domestic problemi- of individual roomine!'ls, freedom, and stability, with a maximum of neighbourliness, at the lowest cost, but has also the vast advantage of no gridiron restriction to begin with,
and the opportunity to economise the circulation thoroug:hfares by directness and adaptation to site.
Likewise, all the segregated functions are subjected to disposal arnl subdivision, according to their
various requirements.
When we finally reach the point of economically locating our cities and connections, or allowing
economic forces to do so, a still further chapter of planning for economy will be opened up ; and that
it is inevitable may be appreciated from the fact that under such conditions it should at present be
ag cheap to reach from the Southern Ocean any point in the Continent to the Arafura Sea as it is
. to serve the State of Victoria from its port metropolis.
MR. GRIFFIN, in answer to questions, said:MR. JOHN Suu.IAN (N.S.W.)-That instead of treating the buildings as single problems they were
_
treated as a group.
Sm DAVID V. HENNESSY, KT. (Melbourne City Council)-He presumed that the primary purpose
An 8 ft. ceiling was sufficiently low ; anything
of a room was to provide light, air, and comfort.
below that would mean adding to the heat of the room.
MR. JAMES MELDRUM (Hawthorn City Council)-Tn regard to sanitary and light services, he
believed in putting everything that "'as possible underground, except, possibly, that carrying the
electric light current. It would bring ahout a cheaper reticulation. It would be cheaper to run the
service in the middle of a block than at the side of a street.
MR. GEORGE HIGGINS (University of Melbourne)-Tbey should strive to avoid wide streets
except where the traffic wa:s of such volume as to demand them.
DR. T. W. SINCLAIR (lVIelbourne)-He had accepted the density that applied in a communitJ
as a basis of work, not actually that which would exist. Sixty feet was the minimum for a single 01
Thirty feet woulrl, he thought, only be acceptable on the assumption that
double fronted house.
it was to he used for detached homes.
MR. W. F. GATES, M.A. (Victoria)-In American cities the footpath adjoins the _property line,
The roadways there are not developed
and in the residential areas is not more than 6 feet wide.
to the same extent as they are here. He did not think the necessity existed for it to be done here.
MR. R. lVI. G. DAWSON (Brunswick City Council)-The least width of a street in an area occupied
by the working classes, and which was not a leading or principal artery to the city proper, should be
32 feet.
HON. J. D. FITZGERALD (N.S.W.)-There should be a minimum space of 60 feet between the
house and the street.
MR. J. C. SILVER (S ..A. Wattle Day League)-He thought Rundle-street was too narrow for the
·
purposes it had to serve.
SENATOR WARE (Johannesburg)-In this country be would favor one-storey dwellings for the
working class.
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Australia and Civic Art
-A Factor in National Life
BY G. SYDNEY JONES,
l\Iember of the Royal Institute of British Architects.
Past President of the Institute of Architects of New South Wales.
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JOHN SULMAN, F.R.I.B.A. (President New South Wales Town Planning Association), in the
absence of Mr. G. Sydney Jones, read the paper.]

Art is one of the ennobling influences in life.
Its scope is world wide, and covers the smallest and the greatest works of man.
It is essentially democratic, and is the asset of the poor man equally with the rich.
Every great nation has valued art and encouraged its development.
Crvrc ART is the art of so planning and designing the component parts of towns and cities that
they shall be beautiful. It is not a new idea nor the fad of a few, but sound common sense.
It bas been studied and practised with more or less success by all dwellers in cities, from ancient times
tiown through the centuries to the present day.
So in due course this wave of town planning and civic art, which is now sweeping round the
world, has reached our shores of Australia, and it has been allotted to me to introduce the subject
to those who may not have considered it from the point of view of national interest. Experts
therefore "m forgive me if I refer to matters of which they have a full knowledge.
It is difficult to define beauty, but most people who have given a thought to it will agree
that "there has always lurked in men's minds, and- expressed itself in the metaphors of men's
speech, an intuition that the beautiful is in some manner one of the primordial and, so to speak,
cosmic powers of the world."
·
Have you considered those circumstances and events which in ancient times helped in the
making of the city f How that its origin was a religious origin.
The patriarchal family with its.
ancestral worship and the rites of the hearth fire was the very beginning. Then as groups of families who looked back to a famous ancestor becalne tribes, the family altars would be supplemented
by the common altar. A cella or small house was built in association with this common altar or
hearth as a dwelling place for the common deity, and the cella enlarged and beautified then became
the temple. The city was thus founded on religious association ; the state was the community
of worshippers ; patriotism was the same as piety ; exile was excommunication. A town was
double.
There was the polis proper, the original city within the sacred walls of which stood the
ancestral temple: outside was an aggregation of houses built without order.
This view is chiefly that of Fustel de Coulanges, the author of "The City in Antiquity," and
although perhaps it does not sufficiently take into consideration the influence of war in determining the situation of cities, it nevertheless serves our purpose for the moment, because it
indicates the esoteric idea which lies at the back of town planning and civic art. It was upon
the place of worship, their one communal centre, that people in ancient times lavished all the
art of which they were capable. This was so right down the ages from the greatest work of the
heathen world-the Parthenon-through all epochs of national civilization to the Christian era,
when the cathedral was the people's Bible, and the central feature of every chief city. The people
put their best in thought and workmanship into these shrines.
Was this not because of the reacting effect produced upon their thoughts and their lives!
Was it not a factor in their national
life!
Now, it is t~is "intuition that the beautiful is one of the primordial powers of the world"' his esoteric idea which may be called the soul of town planning and civic art that exerts the mys: eriou s influenc(; fe.lt, consciously or unconsciously, by thweducated and the uneducated alike when
,rn

they look upon a well designed city. It is not size only, nor age nor well controlled traffic, nor well
laid out streets, nor fine buildings, nor beautifully kept parks. .All these help to make a fine city,
but not necessarily a beautiful city. To insure the latter quality the ideal of the city and all it
means to its people must be at the back of the minds of the citizens.
Let it be clearly understood that civic art has not as its chief object the expenditure of large
sums of public money merely for the purpose of forming magnificent avenues and erecting grand
buildings, though these may add to the fineness of a city. Democracy, using the term in it11 best
sense, is coming into its own, and the planning of towns on scientific lines, with the civic ideal as a
foundation on which to build them and develop them, will hasten that coming.
The object then of town planning and civic art is so to develop a town or city that its citizens,
each and every one, may enjoy the greatest possible convenience and comfort of living. In a word,
that they may be uplifted-physically, mentally, and spiritually. This aim, it will surely be admitted,
is of national interest.
In my view town planning and civic art are one and the same, and its essentials may, I think, be
set down as follows : 1. Traffic convenience.
2. Allotment of separate areas for different classes of buildings.
3. Parks and playgrounds.
4. Housing.
5. Concentration of civic buildings.
The above five headings are to my mind the essentials in town planning and civic art, but there
are other matters associated with them, the chief amongst which is architecture. Now, Australians
as a nation have up to the present placed very little value on architecture as an ennobling influence
in their lives. It is the mistress art, the oldest in the world and always young, because its life blood
You ask
is continually being refreshed by newly discovered scientific methods of construction.
how does it influence men's minds at am It is necessary to have buildings of course, but of what
value to a nation are they other than for utilitarian purposes~ My answer is (and this cannot be
too strongly emphasised), that architecture, because it reaches nearer to the innermost in man than
any of the other arts, being national in its essence, exercises a wide influence over all men and
impresses upon everyone, either consciously or unconsciously, the dignity and the ennobling power
of beauty.
"The emotion of the past," says a modern writer, "the rapture of old towns and houses, depends
upon a number of mingled causes. Its origin is complex and subtle, like that of all things ex
quisite •
, and of these causes there is a principal one which might be summed up thusThat the action of time makes man's works into natural objects." That is sufficiently well put. Architecture is the history of a nation writ in stone and marble, concrete and steel, and it is just because
fine architecture possesses a peculiar influence over men that time makes men's works into natural
objects-they become part of life's environment .
.I have mentioned these matters because I feel strongly that the nation's welfare in the higher
things of life is greatly affected by them, and that Australia needs the benefit which civic art will bring
to her.
What will Australia do! What are we, Australians, going to do in this matter! Remember,
I speak to the subject from the point of view of national interest. We are a young nation : our future
lies before us. We are not being throttled by the vested interests and monopolies which trouble
the life of many older nations. We are a democracy, the most free in the world; if we are careful, our
destiny is assured. To those who have given thought to the subject it is clearly evident that this
movement in favor of town planning and civic art is one of the most important movements of modern
times for the advancement of humanity. Are we, as a nation, going to let it pass as worthless!
Some of the important considerations in civic art are these :-A town must have some character,
and architecture is the chief means of expressing it. London, for instance, lacks character. Paris
possesses it, because there is homogenity in the general scheme of improvement in the city. To
ensure this result some control of architectural design by constituted authority is necessary for effective development of the city. Control of, for instance, the main lines of a building and of the height is
advisable. Control also in details such as the allotment of spaces for advertising posters (everyone
is aware of the unsightly effect of sky signs), and control in the height of trees, resulting in control of
root areas, which when allowed freedom are a nuisance and at times a source of danger.
Again, the sites of buildings should be carefully considered in order that their contour of plan
may allow of aeration-the free movement of air all round the walls. Ad vantage should be taken
of eminences and contour and the value of the axial line in determining the relation of streets and
buildings. Many a building loses its· effect by being badly situated.
Again, the value of sunlight as a germ killer is admitted by all scientists. The streets of a town
and the buildings should therefore be so planned that the sun's rays may enter every room in every
building. But it is also desirable for comfort in certain latitudes that sun shadows. should also be
carefully studied. The sub-conscious effect of shade upon people is too slightly studied in our country.
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Once more, there is color. In a country such as ours, full of color, the mystery of which very few
artists have been able to pourtray, and the appreciation of which is growing amongst the public year
by year, any student of civic art who fails to utilise this gift from nature would be wanting in ability
to recognise what is before his eyes. The advantages of tree planting all will admit, but if buildings
have to be painted, the blocks on both sides of a street for a certain distance in the city proper (and
this would depend upon direction and contour) should be painted in one color, white for instance, or
brown or almost any other color as each problem may require. In this manner not only would a
continuity and harmony of color be secured, but the essential effect of homogeneity also.
How then can these possibilities be materialised? First of all, the help of all municipal and shire
councils is wanted, so that this movement may be recognised as of national importance, and that they
may make it their business in the public interest to exercise control in civic improvement, and subdivision of lands to ensure better living conditions and more beautiful towns, and as an aid in developing the civil sense in the citizens. This is done in America, where the civic sense is so developed
that cities compete one with another in their desire to improve and beautify for the benefit of the
citizens.
It is fair to assume that the public has the right to expect that those in authority and in positions
of public trust will be abreast of the times, and will consider public interests in this matter.
Again, national memorials to fallen soldiers and others will soon be engaging the attention of
all authorities in cities and towns, and I suggest that the most useful and effective memorials are those
which will best improve the physical and mental conditions of the people, such as hospitals for the
sick and institutions for the intellectual improvement of the poor, rather than (except possibly in
special instances) monuments in stone and marble.
Civic art is not for cities and towns only, but the village also claims it as a necessity.
Each citizen can do a little to improve his town or village, a.nd by attention to details help to foster
tha~ spirit of fellowship which is noticeable in the ordered city. He can be careful of the city's common property, the public gardens. He can keep his own bit of garden in order, and his hed1:1,es well
shaped, and he can shew that he has the city's beautification at heart by keeping well cut the strip
of grass on the footpath along the frontage of his residence or property. Some few do this and it is
always a delight to the eye, and re-acts upon the mind of the passer-by, but if the majority of citizens
were careful in matters of this kind the civic sense would the more rapidly be developed, and the city
made the more beautiful.
Many of my remarks it may be thought do not apply at all to civic art, but I think after careful
consideration it will be admitted that, if the scope of art covers the smallest as well as the greatest
works of man, those matters I have mentioned are the foundation from which will rise a larger understanding of the value of civic art to the nation.
And what of the future T As that eminent Frenchman, the late M. Cesar Daly, says in his
"Hautes Etudes": "If we would have art excite an interest real and general, we must have a symbolism immediately comprehensible by the great majority of citizens. But the message cannot be
that of the past: terror, mystery, splendor. Planets may not circle nor thunders roll in the art of
the future. No barbaric gold with ruddy bloom; no jewels, emeralds half a palm over, rubies like
an egg, and crystal spheres, can again be used more for magic than for beauty. No terraced temples
of Babylon to reach the skies; no ivory palaces of Ahab; nor golden houses of Nero with corridors
a mile long ; no stupendous temples of Egypt, at first all embracing, then, court and chamber narrowing, closing in on the worshipper and crushing his imagination ; these, all of them, can never be
again, for the manner and the materials are worked out to their final issue." "These colossal efforts
of labor, forced on by an implacable will, are of the past, and such an art is not for us, nor for the
future. What then will this art of the future be ! The message will still be of nature and man, of
order and beauty, but all will be simplicity, freedom, confidence and light. The other is past, and
well is it, for its aim was to crush life. The new-the future-is to aid life and train it, so that beauty
ma.y flow into the soul like a breeze."
MR. JOHN SULMAN, in answer to questions, said:MR. J. B. HUGGAN (Victoria)-He thought that tram transit should be free, and, in justification,
mentioned that in privately-owned buildings, where lifts had to be used, the owner, for the convenience
of his tenants, thought he should, and did, run that lift at what it cost to him. Why, then, should
not the principle be extended to those who lived outside the city confines t
It would be a most
equitable arrangement.
COUNCILLORS. H. TRELOAR (Burnside )-Regarding the height a ceiling should be in a hot country,
it, all depended what was above that ceiling. There was no advantage in having a low ceiling in a
one-storey hom:e.
ALDERMAN LINDSAY THOMPSON (Sydney)-So far as the height of a commercial building in the
city was concerned, he should say that it would all depend on the width of the street.
In Sydney
the Act limited the height to 150 feet.
,'>l
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The Future of Australian Cities
BY COUNCILLOR E. C. RIG BY,
Vice President Victorian Town Planning and Parks Association;
AND

T. GEO. ELLERY, F.R.S.I.,
Town Clerk of Melbourne.
N o TE.-ln atte mpting to indicat e the action to be taken by the Government authorities to ensure the fitting
and proper development oE the cities oE Australia, we can only glance at the more salient m a tters which will
need t o be dealt wit h, and only briefly outline our a rguments in consequence of the limited space allotted to
the pa per.

, P ember Reeves, in his work on Australia and Australian Legislation, reminds us that Australian
cities are mostly collection~ of shops, warehouses, and dwelling houses, comfortable, but mostly
commonplace, and without the art treasures, the historical associations, and the architectural grandeur of the finest towns of Europe. It. is something however to me the solidity of the work which
has been put into the buildings of the capital cities, which have grown to their present dimensions
almost in the lifetime of men still living.
This shows what communities of busy people, seldom very rich and, according to European
standards, as seldom miserably poor, can do in the way of organising a quiet, orderly, and progressive
civilization.
Our Australian cities and towns are unfortunately rf'producing the ugliness and errors of the
Old World, and it is to check and correct these that we realise the need of town planning.
It is not to be expected, however, that the proposals of town planners will meet with universal
and ready assent. No reform is ever popular at first, and no far-sighted movement is ever widely
understood. The inertia of habit and custom is always slow to move, arid the opposition of those
who e interests or prejudices are affected is always bitter.
But, as Frederic Harrison shows, there is no occasion for pessimism, and none but a reactionist
or a madman would think of going back to ancient times. There are aspects of modern city life which
are far grander than anything in the ancient or mediaeval world. In spite of steam, smoke, factories,
and all the selfish recklessness 1hat distorts our industrial existence, most modern cities by zealous
sanit ary science, and by the passion for warring against disease that so nobly marks our age, have
attained a death rate unparalleled in the hist ory of cities, reaching often to less than half the mortality common in mediaeval occidental and present-day oriental communities.
Our schools, museums, libraries, parks, hospitals ; our charitable, social, and educational associations are more widely
diffused and more universally enjoyed, and t herefore far surpass anything which the ancient or
mediaeval world could show.
The projects now on foot in so many cities of Europe and America
appear to be evidence that modern democracy is not to be satisfied with the commonplace. ·
In a land so vast as Australia, capable as it is of sustaining a huge population and housing its
members with ample amenities, there is no need whatever for overcrowding, either of the inhabitants
of the dwellings or of the various dwellings that go to make up cities.
We have few large cit ies up
to the present, though in the ordinary course their multiplication is inevitable. It therefore behoves those in authority, and who will in the future control our governmental institutions, to lay
down lines based upon the experience of Europe, and indeed of Australia. which will ensure a growth
harmonious with beauty, comfort, general convenience and economic conduct of trade and commerce.
They must undertake the duty of earnestly considering the best means of preventing our present
large cities from the evergrowing disadvantages of a worn-out system of development, involving overcrowding and ugliness together with inconvenience of communication and misplacement of railway
and other transport facilities, the result of haphazard growth and uncontrolled development, due
to lack of foresight and legislative provision.
-The ta&k that lies nearest to our hands to-day is to do our share of the national task of carrying
on with vigor a propaganda ·of education a,n d f'.nlightenment of the people generally on town planning and cognate subjects.

To this end the present conference will, we hope, prove a stimulus to that variety of experts, comprising amongst others the artist, the architect, the engineer, the surveyor and the administrative
official, inducing them to extend the activities of their various societies and institutions towards a
wider appreciation by the public and their elected representatives of the principles of city planning
and development.
Especially is it to be desired that such experts should strengthen and support
the various town pl:mning associations throughout the Commonwealth.
The haphazard development of our cities and their suburbs is due to the absence of any controlling authority with general jurisdiction over whole metropolitan areas, consisting in many cases to
a multiplicity of municipalities without any attempt at co-ordination of effort between them being
made.
It follows that for the sound development of towns and cities, either in their infancy qr
yet to be laid out, a governmental body, as a strong central authority, must be set up in each State
for thP control of planning and development. Such an authority must be composed largely of experts, and be entirely independent of local prejudices to succeed in its purpose, although one or more
members could be elected by the municipalities to such a body.
If an example be needed, look at the sewerage system of any metropolitan area.
Could it pos. sibly be successful if designed piecemeal 1 Of course not. Indeed it would be almost impossible,
and certainly grossly extravagant, to attempt such a thing. In the planning and development of a
city and its suburbs it is unfortunately not impossible to work on a piecemeal process, and as such a
method involves the line of least resistance it has been invariably followed, with the result that we
see with clear view to-day the necessity of a powerful metropolitan authority.
NEW CITIES.
The first point that arises with regard to new cities is location.
Their location is at present
· unknown and cannot be the subject of any hard and fast rule. It will arise from a desire to fill some
need, such as a new sea port, or a city near a naval base or military camp. Location will also be
governed by the rise of industries and the sources of primary production for manufacture, also by
the ·facility of means of transport according to the destination of the resulting products. The
discovery of new coal fields will give rise to new cities. In a number of these cases the Government
will have a large measure of control as the grant of leases is involved. The planning- authority should
lay down sound lines at the start and be ready to take the initiative when it becomes apparent that
a new city is likely to eventuate. This authority will determine the location of manufacturing and
residential areas, the open spaces and recreation facilities, the transit problems, and it will have to
determine what is now so frequently left to chance, namely, where the centre of the city shall be, and
from which direction it shall be approached by railways. Fixing the location of the centre of a city
half a mile one way or the other may make all the difference between success and failure in the future.
One of the first considerations for a newly planned city is the location of its railway centre and
tramway services. Too often in Australia, notably in the case of Melbourne, has the railway centre
been settled in an inconvenient position, involving hundreds of thousands of pounds of extra expenditure to get the best results. The provision of adequate space for its expansion to meet the possible
ultimate growth of the city and its environs should be considered a primary necessity.
EVOLVING CITIES.
Cities will evolve from places at present small towns of little importance. In these cases there
are many difficulties.
A compulsory civic survey of every town showing signs of growth and progress should be pro·
vided for and a limit fixed for its expansion. A proper plan of arterial roads should be determined
upon, and the location of civic centres, spaces for future public buildings, shipping and manufaoturing
areas determined on broad general lines, and land acquired or earmarked for various public purposes.
A town planned upon narrow lines can never make a satisfactory large city, except at enormous
cost, and this should always be remembered.
In fine, the town planning laws, both for the new cities of the future and the evolving cities of
the present, must include provisions for:1. Planning new roads of varying widths, including arterial and circumferential roads and new
subdivisions.
2. Rearrangement and reconstruction of existing roads and parcels of land.
3. Demolition, rearrangement, and reconstruction of buildings where necessary in the interests
of amenity and public health, and the general improvement and embellishment of the area.
4. A thorough system of zoning to divide the city area into districts in order to properly regulate
and restrict the location of shops, warehouses, trades and industries, and to separate them from strictly
esidential areas, preventing such as the incursion of a butcher's shop or a public house in a decent
. residential area.

o.

The restriction of the height and character of buildings in various areas.
6. Rigid forbidance of flamboyant advertisements and hoardings in any portion of a city where
they are an offence to the eye as well as to common sense.
7. Power to local authorities to purchase laud for open spaces at prices to be determined with
due regard to the public interest.
8. The limitation of the number of dwellings per acre, and the fixing of a definite proportion of
the building site that may be covered by the buildings.
9. The fixing of varying building lines to secure the provision of proper air and sunlight for each
home.
10. Regulation requiring owners of priYate garden allotments or open spaces to keep them in
proper order.
11. Prohibition of houses on unsuitable sites, e.g., swampy land.
12. Minimum sizes of habitable rooms.
13 . .And last, but not least, sound building construction.
The compulsory acquisition of land for public purposes, both within and without the city areas 7
is a matter which should receive immediate attention at the hands of city legislators with great advantage. There would seem to be no valid objection to governmental authorities having power to
take laud at a valuation which should not allow for any better market value due to the establishment
of improvements made at the public expense, such as railways, tramways, and the like.
CITIES ALREADY IN EXISTENCE.
Legislation is Tequired all over Australia to deal effectively with congested areas in our larger
cities, giving power to municipal authorities to acquire such areas and re-subdivide them on modern
scientific lines. The attention of this Conference is specially directed to the legislation in this direction passed in 1916, which is in force in the City of Melbourne, under which the City Council has
commenced operations.
All the provisions suggested earlier for evolving cities, in some cases in a modified form, are necessary for all our large cities to-day.
In and about all our large cities there are areas which require the pTotection of the provisions
mentioned. In this aspect a city survey must be one of the first steps of progress. To mention
only one city-Melbourne-there is not even a decent map in existence showing the whole metropolis and the relation of its various parts. Such a map should be at the disposal of every governmental and municipal authority in the metropolis, otherwise coordinated development is impossible.
In the big city of New York, notwithstanding the tremendous opposition of vested interests, a
building zone plan was put into effect in July, 1916. Commenting on the matter, the Commission
appointed to deal with it stated, inter alia, "Haphazard city building without a comprehensive plan
is ruin." The bigger a city grows the more essential a plan becomes.
Traffic problems, the congestion of population, the intensive use of land, and the magnitude of
the property values involved, make the control of building development more and more essential to
the health, comfort, and welfare of every city and its inhabitants. Unplanned growth cannot longer
be continued without social and economic disaster.
The development of the existing cities, if progress is to be anything beyond an empty phrasE>
will include in its governmental programme effective laws for : (a) The suppression of smoke.
(b) Reduction of dust.
(c) Suppression of street noises.
(d) Provision of pure foods.
(e) A milk supply beyond reproach.
(f) Effective control of infectious diseases.
(g) Municipal hospitals.
(h) Baby clinics and all that work which pertains to infant welfare.
(i) More parks and playgrounds with developments as they are to-day in such cities as Boston,
New York, and Chicago.
(j) Better housing conditions for the poorer classes, and social centres in conjunction with the
educational authorities of the state.
SUBURBAN DEVELOPMENT.
Little skilled attention has been devoted to the placing and growth of suburbs.
They have
been allowed to come into existence by all the laws of chance, and the result is shocking means of
intercommunication. Surely in the near future some provision must be made to ensure that city
and suburbs may be separated by open lands and connected with the central city and with each other
by adequate and properly placed roads. We have indicated the means to be taken to provide for
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this in the future cities. In the present suburbs a civic survey would disclose the needs, and plans
In
could be made so that when opportunity offers of acquiring properties they could be bought.
this aspect wider powers are needed enabling the purchase of entire properties instead of just sufficient
for a~tual street widening and corner treatment.
Amongst other. pressing needs are the re-planning of suburbs only partly developed, including
laying out of roads according to the contour of the land, provision of more open spaces, segregation
of industries, preservation of natural beauties, creeks, &c., and control of all subdivisions. In this
connection every municipality should have a plan showing the necessities of intercommunication
between one part of the suburb and another, so that when plans of subdivisions are presented for
approval they may be made to fit in with the plan.
One wonders why it is that such a large proportion oCresidential streets are laid out running
North and South and East and West in Australian towns and cities. If a house is built with its walls
well out of parallel with the cardinal points of the compass the sun will shine on every side of it every
day, whereas if one wall is built facing squarely to the South, that side of the house will have no sun
whatever during the greater portion of the year, and never very much, consequently the rooms on
that side will tend to be unhealthy.
CONCLUSION.
In all the requirements set forth the artistic should be sought for, amongst other directions, in
architecture, design of general lay-out, places for open spaces, and the avoidance of frigid uniformity
and long straight streets.
·
It is reasonable for every thinking man who attends this Conference to fervently express the hope
that town planning laws will find a place on the statute books of the various States of the Commonwealth at an early date. In the opinion of the writers it argues a narrow and meagre outlook on human
affairs if the delay in this direction is tolerated any longer.
Even the business man, the unidealistic person of severely utilitarian outlook, should remember
that city planning attracts industries, commerce, and visitors; it produces better transportation
facilities, improved hygienic conditions, and more adequate and less expensive living quarters and
food supplies.
City planning is a business proposition of the first importance.

.As Koester puts it : -

"City planning determines the destiny of a city. It develops artistic taste, civic pride and patriotism. It makes better citizens and artizans ; it adds to health, comfort and happiness ; it helps
to increase the population and to produce industrial prosperity."

MR. RIGBY, in answer to questions, said : .
In Victoria the local government legislation, although up-to-date in many respects, was totally
madequate to prevent various undesirable residential conditions.
There should be co-ordination
among the local government authorities to lay down the lines on which a city and its extensions
should be built;
On the question of slums-it was all a matter of definition. To his mind, a slum was a place
that did not allow of a reasonable amount of air space on at least three sides of the dwellings, having
some distance between the roadway and the front doors, and a backyard in which they could more
than swing a cat, so that the baby and the dustbin should not be found crowded side by side. There
were many of those places in Australia, and they could not be condemned under the existing legisla. tion, unless from the hygienic standpoint.
Using such a definition, he ventured to say there were
slum places in Adelaide.
THE CHAIRMAN-No, you are referring to something with which you are not conversant.
MR. RIGBY-At any rate, we have lots of them in MPlbourne. He added that such places were
being built at the present time, and the town planners wanted to stop them. He hoped that delegates would go back to their homes and write about it.
THE CHAIRMAN-The Adelaide City Council has been trying for the last 16 years to get a Building
Act.
·
To MR. J. MELDRUM (Hawthorn, Victoria)-A number of the Victorian municipalities had not
exercised, or attempted to exercise, a fraction of the powers given them by legislation.
SENATOR WARE (Johannesburg)-Do you consider municipalities should have pure home rule
or be guided and controlled by the Government ,
MR. RIGBY-In many respects they should have pure home rule.
Under existing legislation, if
a road was needed through four municipalities it was almost impossible to get it.
Sm DAVID HENNESSY (Victorial--A.re you in favor of having a noxious trade within two miles
of a city 1
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'MR. RIGBY-Most certainlv not.
There should be a noxious trade area on the leeward side of
the city. Tpey should prevent working men a.nd their families, who could not help where they had
to live, from having their health impaired by proximity to noxious trades.
It was no good to have .
town planning conditions unless people were educated up to the necessity of keeping their. places in
proper order.
To MR. W. S. MORTON (Prospect)-Regarding the metalling of streets.
The width of the metal
need only be as wide as the traffic which used that street required. " Have you ever seen two vehicles
in the street at the same time ? " was the question he bad addressed to an objector when they had
started their narrow street in a part of Hawthorn, and the objector was forced t,o reply that he bad not.
SENATOR W ARJ<: (,Johannesburg)-Do you think a rubbish destructor is a noxious trade ?
MR. RIGBY-That is a question for experts. It depends on what they are and bow you work them.
To MR. H. E. MORTON (Victoria)-Tbe definition he had given of what be regarded a slum applied
to private houses only. Twelve .foot frontages should be abolished. They could not expect national
character or children to be reared in those quarters.
COUNCILLOR T. JOHNSON (Brunswick) remarked that when he was returning to his home the
previous evening he had to pass through weeds that were that high that he really did not know whether
he was going through Princess Park or the Goat City.
(Laughter.)
THE CHAmMAN-We don't grow weeds like that in Adelaide.
COUNCILLOR, ,JOHNSON-What I would like to know is, what would be the cost to the municipalities to keep those weeds down ?
MR. RIGBY-It would be very much cheaper to run a horse roller over them than to pay for the
upkeep of that stretch were it macadamised. Macadamised roads were liable to perish as the result
of weather effects.
To ALDERMAN GEo ..P. TAYLOR (Geelong)-lt was rather a big question and outside the scope
of the paper. However, he would say that he did not think it was practicable in these days to make
owners, when they subdivided their lands, make the streets and the proper arrangements for lighting
and for water reticulation.
To the HON. A. BELL, M.L.C. (Ballarat)-The question of whether there should be Government
or municipal control of the tramways was altogether outside the subject they were discussing.
MR. T. GEo. ELLERY (Town Clerk, Melbourne City Council), invited by the Chairman, said he had
not attended the conference for the purpose of making remarks on the paper which had been contributed. However, there was one aspect which he did not think had been touched upon, and it was,
that in every city he had seen the difficulty that confronted the Health Department was the dirty
state that the premises were allowed to get into by the tenant.
Generally speaking, the attention
of the Health Departments had to be focussed on the dwellings of the poorer classes, and the gospel
of cleanliness as a habit should be inculcated in the minds of the children at the schools. One of the
principal practical difficulties he had found, in regard to city work, since he had been in Melbourne
was the clearing out, or improvement, of over-congested areas.
They had found that to compulsorily
acquire two blocks at Carlton, which the Health Committee required, would cost something like
£100,000, and on expert valuation the most they could get back wa'3 £27,000, but more likely only
£20,000.
If Melbourne was to lose £75,000 on every £100,000 it spent on re-subdivisional work, it
might be very well from the health standpoint, but what about the poor devils of ratepayers who had
to foot the bill?
That was the difficulty he was up agairn,t, and he did not know what to suggest
to the Health Committee to get over it. That was a problem, too, that was likely to face Adelaide.
Sydney had spent millions in the process, but it was something that could not go on indefinitely.
COUNCILLOR N. SOLOMONS (Norwood and Kensington) 1c<a,id that there were at present being
erected in Adelaide houses with only 5 feet of backyard.
THE CHAIRMAN-Not in Adelaide¥
COUNCILLOR SOLOMONS-Yes. I can take you there.
THE CHAmMAN-Where are they 'l
COUNCILLOR SOLOMONS-Trinity-street, in a fashionable suburb.
THE CHAIRMAN-Then I am right, it is not in Adelaide.
The people have a right to be protected.
MR. ELLERY (Melbourne City Council) said he did not agree that they should have a Building
Aet which should be applicable to all the States.
For instance, what might suit Adelaide would
not suit Hobart, and what might suit Hobart would not suit Melbourne, a.nd vice versa. It did not
seem to him to be within the purview of the Federal Government to legislate in such domestic matters.
A Building Act was essentially technical-it bristled with technicalities .
.)ii
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l\Il', J ohn Snlman (Pl'Csldent N.S. W. Town Planning Association), writ<lS- " The essential features ot this plan arc :1- Hyde Park is practically at the point where the main north and south and east and west a.venues of the city intersect.
.
2. The city railway is to run under Hyde Park, with a Rtation at each end.
3- The scheme provides excellent sites for all the public buildings that can be at present anticipated at a, minimum of expense.
-l. The area to be taken from Hyde Park for the Houses ot Parliament and Greater Sydney Municipal offices is more tban compensatecl bY
tbo proposed resumption of the area bounded by William College, Liverpool, and Yurong streets.
5- Queen's Square is so much improved that it becomes a worthy architectural centre to the <,ity.
6. The railway station being the land gate of the city, the water gate is formed at Bennelong Point., whence the wide.nod Mncquarie·st.reet leads t.o QueE>n 's Square,"
(Sec Piiper No. 4, New South Wales, "The Cit-ics of Aust.ralia an,l Th<'ir D<'velopment.")
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MR. J. B. HUGGAN (Victorian Town Planning and Parks Associatl.on) suggested, in connection
with the Carlton land, that the Melbourne Council might secure it on the owners' land tax valuation,
plus 10 per cent., and so materially reduce the cost.
•
MR ELLERY replied~hat one of the matters they were looking into wa-; the possibility of getting
better terms of acquiring land than those set out in the Statute, but he did not think that would he,lp
as far as they thought.
Even if they got the land at half the price, they would lose a tremendous
lot of money.
ALDERMAN GEo. F. TAYLOR (Geelong) asked whether Mr. Ellery would be in favor of an Act,
which would compel cities which were surrounded by other municipalities to amalgamate so as to
avoid slum areas ?
MR. ELLERY said when he was an applicant for his pesent position he was asked what was his
policy-federation or unification 1 He had replied that it depended entirely on the policy of those
who employed him.
(Laughter.) The policy of Melbourne was unification, and personally he wa:s ·
in favor of it.
COUNCILLOR A. WAUGH (Albury) said that the remarks that had been made had applied to thP
cities of Australia. \Vould it not be better to spend the money that was talked of in connection with
the purchase of the Carlton lands in developing some at present unoccupied place within a rea:rnnable
dist;rnce of Melbourne? What he advocated was a policy of decentralisation.
MR. ELLERY said that he thought the town planning policy would trend in that direction. When
they resumed they would de-housing instead of re-housing.
MR. J. MELDRUM (Victoria) enquired whether it would not be better to have the ideal health conditions, irrespective of cost.
MR. ELLERY-Yes, as an ideal; but I do not know how you are going to persuade 100,000 people
in Melbourne to go in for a scheme that would mean a loss to them.
·
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba, Queensland) thought a solution of the difficulty would ;be found:in t4e
providing of garden cities. If they spent on new cities what they would spend in trying to improve
impossible areas in the large centres, they would find a ready solution. They would be able to force
owners to make the conditions reasonable for the people to live under.
MR. RIGBY (replying to MR. W. F. GATES} said, in connection with parks and reserves, the percentage that should be set apart for such a purpose depended on the population. However, he thought
10 per cent. for open space a reasonable provision to make.
MR. J. H. CURNOW (Bendigo) said it seemed to him that they had met chiefly to discuss problems
that had arisen in Melbourne and Sydney ; Adelaide had no slums, so they were told. He thought
the trouble in Victoria was that nearly the whole of the population wanted to live in Melbourne.
There were between 80:000 and 90,000 more electors in Melbourne and suburbs than in all the rest of
the country put together (including the cities of Geelong, Ballarat, and Bendigo). What town planners
wanted to.bring about was a policy of decentralisation, and so get the people out of the city. If the
country districts were given fairplay, they would be able to gain in and retain population.
MR. A. PECK (Victoria) argued that it was no good talking of garden cities until ample provision
had been made for a water supply.
At present, in thousands of homes, the baths were only used
as receptacles for lumber.
MR. ELLERY (in reply to Alderman Geo. F. Taylor, Geelong) agreed that it would be a good idea
for the State Parliaments to give full powers to a parent municipal body to arrange for the surrounding
similar bodies to unify, as it would reduce expenditure and get the best talent available in all branches
of the work.
MR. E. E. JARRETT (Port Pirie) contended that greater attention should be given to the rapidly
growing town areas.
He urged further powers in regard to the subdivision of land as a meam . of
preventing what was the root of most existing troubles.
He also thought that town planning and
the housing problems should be separated, they were so different. If the conference only expressed
itself in the direction he had indicated it would, in his opinion, have done good.
ALDERMAN LINDSAY THOMPSON (Sydney) said they wanted to win the sympathy of the
public, and they should, therefore, endeavor to improve all unhealthy quarters.
He pointed out
that the cost of upkeep at present in connection with our hospitals and asylums was very great, and
that that amount would be materially reduced if they provided the people with improved conditions
under which they might live.
At 12.30 p.m. conference adjourned until 9.30 Friday. morning.
The afternoon was spent viewing the exhibition.
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Friday? October 19
When the Hon. J, D. Fitzgerald, M.L.C., took the chair at 9.30 a.m., he pointed out that that was
Navy Day, and remarked that delegates were sitting in conference by virtue of the powers of ,the
Navy.
(Applause.) He thought they might give three cheers for, and also pass a vote of thanks
to, the men of the Navy.
(Applause.)
The suggestion was acted on.
MR. E. H. COWDERY (Hon. Secretary, N.S.W. Executive, and Senior Vice-President, Institute of
Surveyorsi N.S.W.) took the chair while MR. JOHN SULMAN, F.R.I.B.A. (President, N.S.W. Town
Planning A'lsociation) read the following paper:-

No. 4-New South Wales Section

The Cities of Australia and their
Development
BY JOHN SULMAN, F.R.I.B.A.,
President of the Town Planning Association of N .S. W.
When I agreed to write a paper on tlie above subject I was not aware that one of a similar nature
would be contributed by two delegates from Victoria.
It is however probable that our points of
view may be different, and hence give rise to valuable d iscussion. Should we agree our views would
possess added weight.
I propose to take the State capitals as examples, describing Sydney fully, and the others in outline under the headings (1) Characteristics, (2) Utilitarian problems, (3) Health problems, (4) Asthetic
problems, and generally (S) Financial problems.
SYDNEY.
The original settlement was determined by a good harbor for shipping, and a .s tream of water on
the southern shore.
Much praise has been given to Captain Phillip for his plan showing a street
200 feet wide, but it is undeserved, for the plan would not have worked, as the exits to the country
were impracticable.
Common sense prevailed, and George Street was made instead, amply wide
enough for all current needs, but now too narrow. The harbor is an estuary surrounded by picturesque ridges and gullies, the shores valuable for the deep water frontages, but difficult .to lay out.
The main exit roads follow the ridges in a radial fashion, and are so far good, but the others are conditioned by subdivisions, and hence badly arranged.
·
Commerce is confined to the original peninsula, and the wharves of Darling Harbor are difficult
of access. Development should include W oolloomoolloo, Pyrmont, and Balmain, and their linking
up by road, bridge, tunnel and rail. The same applies to North Sydney. Wharf extension should
be up the Harbor, not down.
The principal city streets require widening to at least 100 feet, and new lines of access to the
wharves are needed.
A beginning has been made with Elizabeth Street, Oxford Street, William
Street, and Hickson Road.
Main radial thoroughfares should be widened to 150 feet, and circumferential roads widened or made 100 feet wide. Where grades are very steep road tunnels will in
many cases be required.
Manufactures are distributed all over the city.
They should be concentrated in the Botany
district, on practically vacant or reclaimed land, using Cook's River for water approach, and the Botany
goods railway, the Botany Road, and the proposed new avenue for land access. By proper planning
every site would have road, rail, and water connection.
Manufactures require an industrial
population housed near by, but Botany has its limits. The Granville district is developing manufactures, but lacks practicable water frontages. These could be supplied by a canal from the Parramatta River via Duck River, canalised and continued to the George's River.
The greatest height
encountered is about 60 feet. A minimum depth of 10 feet at low water could be secured throughout,
and thus the deep water city wharves and aU the manufacturing centres would be in water communication without going outside the Heads. Branch lines of rail should serve each bank of the canal.
Being mostly open country, garden suburbs for the working population would follow.
Bvery ·large city should have a noxious trades area on its lee side. For Sydney this is to be found
on the George's River, just below the junction with the proposed canal.
A short length of railway
from the Regent's Park branch will connect with the main line, and road. communication is good.
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All the noxious trades scattered through the city should be removed to this she, and more espeeialiy
the abattoirs at Homebush, notwithstanding their undue cost, as they are in the midst of good residential suburbs.
Sydney is highly favored by nature as a place of residence. The ridges and gullies which are
detrimental to trade, in this respect are an asset of great value. Add to these the harbor and river
frontages, and it can hardly be excelled. But like all other Australian cities the suburbs are badly
laid out.
They are simply accretions of rectangular blocks, and frequently without through communication.
Until the Town Planning Section of the Greater Sydney Bill is passed, but little improvement can be effected.
The chief needs are wide main avenues, narrower through roads, and
cheap but well made short and narrow residential roads, the houses being kept 80 feet apart ; more
. variety in planning, contouring the ridges and eliminating the monotonous rectangle, varied building
1ines, and a limitation to 12 cottages per acre gross.
A promising garden suburb has been commenced at Daceyville, and here, while limiting cottages
to six per acre, playground space has been provided for each group of twenty or thirty. This example
is one that should be made compulsory, and say one-tenth of every new subdivision should be devoted
to this or some similar purpose.
Transit problems in Sydney are acute. The trams are practically street railways, and the streets
are too narrow. The city railway and the eastern suburbs line are urgently required, and further
suburban lines must follow, including a circumferential one, till the whole area of Greater Sydney is
served.
They will of course be electrified.
The trams can then serve their legitimate purpose of
feeders to the railway, and provide for short distance local traffic. With wider roads motor traffic
will also increase.
Goods lines to all future wharves are also needed. Harbor passenger traffic is
centred mainly at Circular Quay, which forms an admirable water gate to the city and lends itself
to dignified treatment. The Railway Station is the land gate, and is fortunate in fronting Belmore
Park. In both respects Sydney is preeminent over all the other capitals. The very rapid advance
of aviation suggests the reservation of suitable open spaces for aerodromes for light long distance
communication. From a defence point of view they would also be valuable.
The health problems of Sydney may be summarised as the eradication and prevention of slums,
the provision of more open spaces and playgrounds, increased water supply and drainage, and the
limitation of city growth. The slums of the Rocks area, Athlone Place and Chippendale, have been
attacked and improved, but many more remain, for which time and money are both required. Temporary relief might be obtained by pulling down a small percentage of bad dwellings in congested
quarters, and thus give more light and air. At half-mile intervals these should be large enough for
children's playgrounds.
The water supply is barely equal to present needs and storage must be increased. Darns on
all the creeks in the water reserve will soon be needed, and as a reserve and irrigation proposal the
big Warragainba darn is being considered. The Cola and the Grose are further possibilities, so that
a supply is assured for at least double the present population. As regards drainage, outfalls
to the sea serve the city and southern suburbs, but the North Sydney district will be a difficult problem, and is becoming urgent. The Folly Point septic tanks are not a success, and an outlet to the
sea will be enormously costly. The hill character of the country prohibits sewage farms, which will
probably be the solution of the new outlying western suburbs.
Limitation of city growth means the prevention of continuous building, and confining all new
centres of population within a limit of about 30,000 inhabitants, divided from the next centre by at
least a quarter of a mile of open country similar to the park lands of Adelaide. I regard this as the
most urgent question before us.
The land surrounding Sydney is already subdivided to 10 or 15
miles out, and in course of time will be all built over, unless steps are taken to prohibit it on the required areas. These should be the least eligible for building.
Owners might be compensated by
differential rating and taxation.
·
The asthetic problems of Sydney are many.
Every American city of note is arranging for a
civic centre around which the principal buildings would be grouped, and thus give the city a nucleus
and typify its importance.
Hyde Park and Macquarie Street offer the best solution for Sydney,
and a plan thereof has been prepared by my CoUJ1cil. Other public buildings should wherever possible be given detached sites (especially in new quarters), and terminate a street vista.
The commercial architecture of a city can either make or mar it. Individual designs may be
good, but the whole effect incongruous, especially where high and low buildings are closely packed
and intermixed.
I favor the modern continental method of regulating both height and design, as
more suitable to a modern city, than the go-as-you-please system at present in vogue.
Our legislators and the public will, however, need much education before this becomes possible. Especially
is this the case in connection with street verandahs, whether supported or hung.
They absolutely
spoil good architecture. Arcades, as in continental cities, are a better solution, and would also facilitate street widening in an economic.al manner.
On the other hand, in domestic architecture the
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greater the freedom and the more variety the better, as nothing but detached and semi-detached
· dwellings should be allowed in the suburbs_ Continuous repetitions of similar units is very monoNear the centre of t,he city ·boarding houses and blocks of flats must however be provided.
tonom;_
If they can be confined to separate units so much the better, but where land is very valuable, and
continuous frontages are necessary, they should be subject to the same regulations as commercial
structures.
Every city of any size, and especially a capital, should possess statues of its great men, monuments
to commemorate great events, and fountains for beauty and refreshment.
The proper placing of
these is an art.
They are like jewels to a woman, and may either add to or detract from beauty.
The principal squares, a main avenue, or the parks and gardens are suitable positions, but their surroundings and backgrounds must be carefully studied.
They should never he dropped down anywhere, but form a definite enrichment of some important point.
Throughout the older and more settled portions of Sydney parks and open spaces are dotted
in a fairly liberal way, but in the newer suburbs they are compicuous by their ·absence. '!'here should
be one at least every two miles. This is almost as urgent a question as the open spaces between stiburbs previously suggested.
If one cannot be obtained the other should, and as soon as possible.
But detached parks, though useful and beautiful, leave great blocks without relief in between. \Vhereever 1)0ssible they should be linked up by tree-planted avenues or parkways.
Any waste land will
serve. The margin of a creek.or water channel, low-lying or swampy ground, disused excavations,
and rough gullies can all be utilised ,vith advantage.
In many cases also an eyesore will be got rid
of at the same time.
rrhe planting of parks and parkways should be on a broad scale, and consist
mainly of trees and shrnbs.
Flower beds should be introduced very sparingly, if at all.
They are
too costly to maintain, and detract from the general effect.
They would, however, be suitable for
small street plots which are not large enough for trees.
The planting of trees in streets should be
developed wherever possible, but for their proper care a revised road section permitting of grass margins is essential.
In a hot country like Australb water is a refreshing addition to any Rcenc.
Rydney is rieh in
waterside possibilities, and these should be open to the public. Too much water frontage has already
been alienated and built over, but what remains uncovered should be resumed and parks formed at
intervals, connected by reserves of at least 100 feet in width along the whole frontage. A few already
exist, but ten times as many are required. In connection with this work the mosquito-breeding mud
flats at the head of most of the bays should be reclaimed and turned into recreatfon reserves.
Cliff
and shore reserves along the ocean front are also most desirable and necessary.
ADELAIDE.
From a town planning point of view Adelaide is the best laid out capital in Australia. The city
proper is planned like a Roman camp, surrounded by park lands, whence diverge main radial roads
to the eight points of the compass.
This was possible because the surface is fairly level.
If the
suburbs had been better laid out, and connected to wider main avenues in a better way, and if each
had been surrounded by park lands it would have formed an ideal general plan.
The city proper
is lopsided in commercial use, owing to the railway station. An electric circular line would correct
this, and make Victoria Square the civic and traffic centre. From this point diagonal avenues should
connect to the four subordinate squares.
Manufactures might well be concentrated at the Port,
where rail, road, and water communication are available.
There is ample room for development
if the swamps are drained and reclaimed, and the Patawalonga River canalised and connected to
the Port River.
I understand that there are no slums in .Adelaide, and the only thing needed is to prevent their
growth.
For this limitation of housing and the provision of open spaces are the best correctives-.
Failing park lands round each suburb; an outer ring of park lands, like those at Vienna, is the best
solution. Beyond these only detached suburbs should be allowed. The existing suburbs are more
or less monotonous.
In future a varied lay-out sh~tild be aimed at, and tree planting and the provision of small reserves, gardem, and playgrounds encouraged.
MELBOURNE.
Planned with less intention than Adelaide, but with more than Sydney, Melbourne possesses
advantages of its own. Situated at the head of a great bay, on both sides of the mouth of the Yarra,
the foreshores provide a large area of level land for great industrial development at the minimum of
expense with the maximum of convenience.
In the city itself the streets are of ample width, and
some of the avenues are of noble proportions, but there is no definite centre.
The Houses of Parliament and the Treasury terminate the vistas of Collins and Bourke Streets very finely, but they
front a street and are too far away. The civic centre should have been at, the intersection of Collins
and Rwanston Streets, but that is now quite impossible on account of cost,. It seems aR if Mt>lbourne
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must be content for a long time to come with its wide streets and well displayed buildings.
A possibility of the future is an electrical loop line around the city, reaching the University and Parliament
House, and that may render a new centre feasible, especially if considered in connection with the
wholesale eradication of slum districts.
As I understand my colleagues from Vie(oria are dealing ·with the subject of improvements in
detail, I will only add that the radial system needs further development and a circumferential one
does not at present exi:-;t. Parks need linking np, and new ones are necessary in many of the suburbs,
the undulating character o[ which offer many suitable sites.
BRISBANE.
Like Sydney, many of the suburbs of Brisbane are very ridgy, but the business centre and South
Brisbane are flat.
For some time to come the section north of the river will provide all the space·
needed for commercial expansion, but later on it looks as if extension would have to be by the Valley
or South Brisbane. The natural civic centre at present is the junction of Queen and Edward Streets,
hut close by in Adelaide Street is the School Reserve, only partly occupied by buildings.
Before
it is too late a strong effort ,;hould be made to have this area set apart and gradually cleared, and
thus makea fine civic centre, with the Railwa'.y Station on the northern side.
Public buildings
should gradually replace the existing structures on the three other Rides.
The shipping facilities of Brisbane have been greatly improved during recent years, but more
and more provision will be needed as time goes by. In connection with this it would be well to cone.
sider flood prevention. Proposals have been made to connect the river at the Domain and Humbug
Reach by a.short cut, and later on to cut through South Brisbane, thus making the latter and Kangaroo Point into islands. · A large extension of wharf frontages would thus be made available, almost
in the heart of the cty with rail access thereto.
Lower down the river there are almost unlimited
possibilities of development.
Jfor manufactures the locality between :i\fayne and Albion has been suggested, as it is well served
by rail, and is within easy distance of the city wharves. A suitable area for noxious trades is however
difficult to locate, except in the windward side of the city, which is undesirable.
As I understand a paper is being prepared on the parks of Brisbane: I will only say that they are
quite insufficient even for present needs, and their resumption for railway, school, and other purposes is iniquitous, and should be fought most strenuously. The low-lying lands adjoining Breakfast
Creek, Kedron Brook, and other water courses, which arc unsuitable for building, offer splendid possibilities at a very low cost if dealt with speedily.
A comprehensive scheme of sewerage is in hand and will be of the greatest value when completed,
but for a pure and adequate water supply to meet future needs, largely increased catchment areas
are needed.

On looking at a plan of Brisbane the most apparent defect is the great number of dead end streets,
due in many cases·to steep contours.
If they cannot be cut through the full width, pathways for
Contour
foot traffic are in most cases quite possible, and an effort should be made to obtain them.
planning would have avoided this grave defect, but a town planning act is needed to render this
possible.
PERTH.

The City of Perth, on the Swan River in Western Australia, is quite a contrast to Brisbane, being
comparatiw.1ly flat, and hence its lay-out did not present the same difficulties.
The railway line
passing through the city makes a severance that would no doubt have been avoided if its future had
been better realised, but on the other hand it is very convenient to the centre of the city.
A loop
line from Leederville to Maylands would be an improvement, either as an addition to or in substitution of the present line.
In the latter case space could be found for a civic centre on the site of
the Railway Station. Failing· this the best substitute is the reclaimed area facing Perth Water,
around which in course of time the public buildings of the future might be grouped.
Many of the
business streets are rather narrow, and their widening might well be considered before they are lined
with more costly buildings.
Shipping, oversea commerce, and manufactures can best be catered for at Fremantle, which
will be to Perth what the Port is to Adelaide.
Local manufactures would find a suitable location
in the Victoria Park district, which is bisected by the railway and the main road inland.
As I understand a plan for a green belt, linking up the parks surrounding the city, is being prepared by the
authorities, I need only refer to the matter with satisfaction.
The city is also to be congratulated
on the pm;session of nearly :\oOO acres of land near the coast, whic.h it is intended' to develop on
garden city principles, with rail and tram communication.
ill

HOBART.
Next to Sydney Hobart is the oldest of the Australian capitals, and perhaps the most beautiful
or situation, with its fine bay and picturesque surroundings. The great mass of Mount Wellington
would give dignity to any city, but its slopes sadly curtail the possibilities of expansion, which must
be up the Derwent or over the water. The chief need of Hobart, from a town planning point of view,
is a wide north and south avenue, and on the whole Elizabeth Street appears to be the one most suit·
able. Something has been done towards the improvement of the water front, but to make a good
civic centre and water approach, all the buildings between Murray, Davey, and Argyle Streets and the
water should be removed, the area properly laid out and surrounded with the public buildings of the
future.
Further wharf extension will probably be towards Macquarie Point, with rail connections
thereto. The Queen's Domain is an asset of great value, but, smaller reserves and playgrounds are
needed throughout the city, and a belt of park lands should be secured, ere it is too late, on the lower
slopes of the mountain.
_Many of the points referred to in detail in connection with Sydney would apply equally to the
other capitals and chief towns of Australia. Financial problems are however common to all. The
· town planning of existing cities is necessarily costly, and the raising of the necessary funds demands
most serious thought. The most direct is by long dated loans and a sinking fund, but the charges
for interest would soon become onerous if the necess-ary work is undertaken. Meanwhile, the unearned increment would be secured by individuals.
Taxation of the increment has hitherto not
proved sa,tisfactory. Another way which has proved successful in Birmingham, Glasgow, and many
German towns, is for the municipality to resume detrimental or unimproved areas, develop them
and secure the increment for the public.
It is in this direct.ion that I think a succe.ssful solution
may be found. The subject is however so important that it needs a paper to itself.
In conclusion, I have much pleasure in expressing my acknowledgments to the authorities of·
ea,ch of the capital cities, for their kindly and courteous assistance in supplying me with data on which
to base this paper, and in return express the hope that what I have written may suggest lines of thought
that will bear good fruit in the future.
MR. SuLMAN, replying to questions, said:Roads should be constructed according to the volume of traffic.
In a city they should never
be less than 66 feet, running up to 132 feet, or even more, if necessary.
Regarding the canalising of the Patawalonga River and connecting it with the Port River, he
said that he did not suggest that town planners should proceed with that scheme straight away. He
was looking ahead, and 50 or 100 years hence would be time enough to go more thoroughly into the
proposal.
In Paris, the regularity, height, and design of the building was subject to the approval of a Board
of Experts. But what had been done in Paris might also be done in Sydney, Melbourne, or any of
the capital cities of Australia, and in his opinion it ought to be.
To MR. GEo. HIGGINR (Melbourne University)-One of Sydney's traffic problems would be part
solved if they had arcades on the first floors and overhead bridges from block to block.
ALDERMAN GEo. F. TAYLOR (Gee.long) suggested that not enough attention was being given in the
conference to cities like Gee.long, Ballarat, and Bendigo, which, after all, made it possible for Melbourne to exist.
MR. SULMAN replied that the general principles which applied to the principal cities would apply
to the smaller ones, which were destined, as Australia progressed, to become big cities also.
To MR. ,TAMES MELDRUM (Hawthorn}-Verandahs were a disfigurement to the whole of the
streets, and if they were to continue them he would favor the hanging bracket as a support, instearl
of the verandah posts.
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) said he had found that Queensland was considerably ahead of the other
States in Rome matters of municipal government, including by-laws against disfigurements by signs
and hoardings.
MR. SULMAN said he would stop signs over streets altogether, and he anathematised "the infernally ugly sky signs disfiguring all our cities."
·
MR. ALEX CAMERON (Prahan and Malvern Tramway Trust) said the paper which had been read
by Mr. Sulman was of the greatest importance.
Two or three points had been opened up which
would take them some time if conference was going to discuss them.
The verandah question was
one.
The arcade system mentioned by Mr. Sulman was a very fine suggestion. The present idea
in business places was to make as great a display as possible, and each individual marked his own
place as far as possible for advertising purposes.
The idea of the town planner wa,~ to keep down
the individual for the good of the general public.
MR. SULMAN, in the course of his reply, said that when dealing with the question of widening the
streets and having overhead bridges in Sydney, he had also suggested that a second-storey footpath
would also be a great advantage.
He would repeat, that the general principles would apply to the
smaller cities as well as the big ones.
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Municipal Town Planning Control
and Administration
BY E. MILNER STEPHEN, B.A.,
Barrister at Law, Alderman of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney.
MR. H. F. HALLORAN (New South Wales Town Planning Association) presented the following
paper by ALDERMAN E. MILNER STEPHENS, B.A., of the Municipal Council of the Cit,y of Sydney :The chair was taken by Mr. John Sulman.
As the artist requires his brush and palette for the expression of his ideas, so the conceptions of
the town planner require machinery for their realisation. Like the artist, the town planner must
subdue his ideas to the material through which he has to work, being limited both by the physical
features to which his plan has to apply, and by thf~ machinery available for effectuating it. Both
are essential elements of his work, and it is with the essential element of machinery that this pa.per
proposes to deal.
Such machinery is required both for the formulation of a plan and for its effective operation, both
of which are obviously involved in town planning, for abstract ideas of town planning must be translated into concrete designs, and these designs must be proper\y carried out.
The formulation of a plan and its proper execution may be entrusted either to local organisations
or to a central organisation, or else the functions may be distributed between such organisations. The
local organisation presumably has the advantage of a more intimate knowledge and appreciation of
local requirements ; the central organisation presumably has access to more tra.ined intelligence a.nd
more experienced knowledge in the principles of town planning.
CENTRAL BOARD SHOULD HAVE FINAL DISCRETION.
The central body should, in my opinion, have entrusted to it the work of formulation of town
planning schemes, or, at least the final discretion as to the form of the scheme, both in general and in
detail, while local bodiE>s may well have the duty impoi;;ed on them of executing the scheme. Further,
there should be reserved to the central body a large amount of control and supervision over the work
done by local bodies, and the central body should have large powers of enforcing upon local bodies
In
Town planning is a problem for experts.
the performance of their duties in case of default.
order to develop a complete and workable scheme, not only is it necessary to have recourse to the
brains of the archi1iect 1 the engineer, the surveyor, the landscape architect, and the financial expert,
but the architect whose assistance must be sought should be an arcl1itect with the particular kind of
experience and training necessary to enable him to deal with the special problems of town planning.
So with the engineer and other experts.
DISADVANTAGE OF DISTilIBUTION AMONGS'!:'. COUNCILS.
If the work of town -planning is to be distributed amongst the local bodies, then there will necessarily be a waste of energy. Suppose, for example, that it. was desir{'d to lay out on proper lines
the locality of Katoomba, one of the mountain resorts of the State of New South ·wales. It may
fairly be postulated that the town planner would have difficulties in planning the hills and gullies
in which the district abounds, so as to provide convenient means of access and practicable grades,
while at the same time making the best provision for mountain homes. The first thing that he would
do, no doubt, would be to revise the old idea that roads must run directly up and down the steepest
parts of hills and gullies. Then he would have to consider how he would treat the crests of the many
h_ills with which he would have to deal, with reference to the location of building allotments and roads.
He would have also to consider the prevailing winds at the periods when the district is principally
attended by visitors. He would recognise that the place is a summer resort, and that this fact was
to be borne in mind in determining the direction of roads ancl the aspect of allotments. The size of
allotments would also be a problem. He would also have to consider the best location for the business
part of the district, with regard to the position of the railway. The water and other Rervices would
present their peculiar problems owing to the hilly nature of the country.
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We may assume that he has completed this task, and that after many weeks of careful consideration be has arrived at a solution of the many factors of his difficult problem, and a plan for the locality
has been adopted and laid down as the plan for the district. 'rhen Blackheath, another mountain resort, desiring not to be left behind in the race for efficiency, determines to obtain a plan which will
make for the health and convenience of visitors and the advantage of the resident.
If the work of
planning the scheme is in the hands of the central body, then the officer who bas spent so many hours
in the planning of Katoomba will be available for the planning of the other centre, and will find that
many of the problems presented are simply the same problems which he has worked ont in his planning
of Katoomba ; time and trouble will be saved in making the new plan, and there will at, the same time
be some guarantee that the plan will be a successful one.
Assuming that the formation of the plan is to be done by the local body, a ne,v officer will set to
work and willhavelaboriously to learn the alphabet, which it has cost the Katoomba planner many
weary hours to acquire, and much time and effort will be wasted.
No :BJXCLUSIVE RESElWATION OF POWERS.
The duty and privilege of initiat,ing town planning schemes need not be exclusively reserved
either to the local or to the central body. The local body may well sense the necessity for a scheme,
and suggest the locality for its operation, as well as express its willingness to execute the scheme.
Powers of initiation should, however, be given to the central body. In a municipality, where sections of
the councillors are elected to represent different wards, it might be impossible to get the whole council
to agree on the execution of some town planning scheme which might, be beneficial, or almost vital,
to one particular ward.
Or one municipality might refuse to co-01)eratc in a scheme essential to the
welfare of an adjoining area.
If the central body is given powers of this nature to insist on the execution of schemes which are
initiated by itself, there should presumably be some provision limiting the amount of financial responsibility for the scheme, which can be transferred on to the shouldt>rs of the local governing body.
THE QUESTION OF APPEAL.

On the question of the advisability of an appeal from the decision of the central town planning
board opinions are sure to differ. The answer must depend to some extent on the form of local govern·
ment organisation in the State. There should be in each State a central organisation in the nature
of a local government board, which should have powers sufficiently wide fo co-ordinate the work
of different local governing bodies or governmental institutions, and harmonise their disputes or settle
any clashing of functions. · This body should be partly representative of the local governing councils,
though it might take the form of a nominated board, or even of a minister in charge of a department
advised by expert officers.
Situations, occasioning conflicts, or at least the need of co-operation,
are certain to arise between bodies such as municipal councils, shire councils, harbor trusts, railway
commissioners, water boards, health boards, town planning boards, fire boards, and other similar
institutions, if they exercise their functions to the full in the public interest. There might well be
areference of town planning schemes to the local government board, in order that this board might
determine whether other public interests are affected, and, if so, take the necessary action to protect
them.
In New South Wales an appeal is given to a district court judge in case of the refusal of a council
to approve of the location or construction of roads proposed to be opened by a private owner, and
these provisions have been found- to work well, as they ensure that the council must remember that
a judicial attitude should be maintained by it towards the plans, and the mere existence of the jndicial corrective above them has been generally sufficient to obviate the necessity of any appeal.
The question of the proper machinery to adopt for the formulation of ,plans is a difficult, as wPil
as an essential, question to answer, and an analysis of some existing or proposed systems may help
to an elucidation of the points involved.
THE BRITISH ACT OF 1909.
The provisions of the British Housing, Town Planning, &e., Act of 1909, for which Mr. John
Burns was responsible, may be shortly summarised as showing the relation existing thereunder between
the local bodies and the central Local Government Board. The provisions of the Act apply to any
land in the course of development which is simply "likely to be used for building purposes." ' Tlle
general objects of town planning schemes are laid down as the securing of proper sanita,ry conditions,
amenities, and conveniences in connection with t,he laying out and use of foe land and of any neighbouring lands._ The local body js entitled to suggest to the Local Government Board that a town
planning scheme should be prepared with reference to any land within or even in the neighbourhood
of its area, and the Board may authorise its preparation. The Board also has the power to authorise
a local body to adopt, with any necessary modifications _a, scheme suggested by thP- owners of any imitable land.
The scheme has· to be appnwed by the Local Government, Board, and the Hoanl may·
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refuse to adopt any scheme except with such modifications and subject to such conditions as it thinks
fit .to impose.
vVhen a town planning scheme has been approved by the Board, the Act provides
that it shall take effec.t as if it had been enacted in the Act.
Provision is made for the publication
of any scheme which the Board intends to approve in order to allow of objections by persorn; interested.
WIDE POWERS Ol? CENTRAL AUTHORITY.

The wide powers thus given to a central board are an essential feature of the system, and are necessary to provide advice to local bodieR which cannot, be expected to command the requisite expert knowledge, and whose plans may require to be coordinated with those of neighbouring councils or other
public bodies. The Board has certain powers under section 61 of the Act to make or execute a town
planning scheme, in case of failure by the local body to do its duty, but it is said that the powers given
by this section are hardly wide enough to give the Board the initiative which it should possess.
Cu~IBERSOME PROCEDURE REGULATIONS.

The English regulations include somewhat complicated machinery, which has to be employed
before the local body can even ask the Board for leave to prepare a scheme. It is for the council to
prepare the scheme, and objections from owners have to be considered by the coundl, both before
and after the council dra.fts the scheme. 1Vhen the council transmits the scheme to the Board for
approvaL the owners may again raise objection before the Board. Whatever may be the reason for
allowing the right of double objection to the scheme as drafted by the council, there can hardly be any
good reason for a,llowing objections to he made to the preliminary request to the Board for leave to
prepare a scheme ; and it would further appear that, if the preparation of the scheme and its final
approval were entrusted to the same body-for instance to the central board-the circumlocution of
doublP objections, first to the council and then to the Board, might, he in some degree be reduced.
THE GREATER SYDNEY BILL.

The framers of the Greater Sydney Bill recognised the uselessnesR of allowing objections to the
Board for leave, and have omitted from the Civic Planning Chapter in that Bill any reference to such
objections. The provisions of that chapter depend largely upon a proposed Civic Planninir Comission, composed almost wholly of expert professional men; surveyors, architectr;, engineers, lawyers,
and the like. The ,vork to which the ch:::i,pter applies resolves itself into three parts1. The preparation of the framework of arterial roads round which the town must grow.
2. '!'he regulation of the opening of private owners' subdivisions.
3. The preparation of town planning schemes for the development or reconr;tructioD of areas.
The main requirement as to the second of these parts, namely, the subdivisions made by private
owners, is that the owner should submit his plans to the Civic Planning Commission for its approval,
the owner having aright to apJ)ealfrom the Commission's refusal, to the Council. The opinion of the expert board is thus subjected to the will of a board of laymen. No doubt a local body may have an
intimate knowledge of local conditions, but such knowledge sometimes predicates an intimate contact
with local influences, tending to distract attention from the wider considerations essential to the proper
determination of town planning schemes. The first and third part of the work, arterial road schemes
and development and reconstruction schemes, are provided with machinery (1) for the preparation
by the Commission and the council,(2) for approval by the Governor, (3) for enforcement after approval.
The authority of the Greater Sydney Council must be obtained to the preparation of any scheme,
even when the suggestion for the scheme comes from the commission itself. The scheme is actually
prepared by the Commission, after publication of an invitation to owners for suggestions, and it is
then submitted to the coun.cil for provisional approval.
If provisionally approved by the council,
objections are invited by advertisement, and the council may refer the objections to the Commission
for Teport, and may adopt the S(,heme or reject or alteT it. Then the Governor's approval must
be asked, and objections must then be again invited. The scheme, if approved without amendment,
or if amended with the council's consent, may be proclaimed as a civic planning order.
EXPERT BOARD SHOULD BE THE FINAL ARBITER.

The provisions outlined above would seem to suggest that the framers of the Bill recognised the
superior value of the Commission in town planning matters, but for some reason felt; bound to preserve to the council the right of. origination, and. to the council and the Minister the right of final determination.
Surely the expert board should be the more capable of a satisfactory determination,
and should be the final arbiter, just as in other matters, capable of materially affecting the financial
interests of citizens, boards, such as the Public Health Board, are entitled to the final word.
CO-OPTATION OF THE LOCAL COUNCIL.

·Full rights of suggestion should be left to the councils, both for the better elucidation of the questions involved and as a proper concession to the local representative body and its constituents. In
the draft of the South Australian Bill there was included an apt provision allowing the co-optation
of a local councillor on the central board for the consideration of certain local planning items,
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It may be contended that a, CE>ntral board would be over weighted, if it had to consider every
subdivision throughout a, ~tate, hut an error in any single subdivision may affect the means of access
to other localities in the same or in an adjoining area, and it should be of great benefit that the final
determination should be left to the central board. With a capable body of officers there should be
no difficulty in this rega-rd, and, presumably, some of the preliminary work could, where necessar-,y,
be done by local bodies or ufficers.
POWERS OF COUNCIL UNDER, GREATER SYDNEY BILL.

The work which may be done by a local council in the execution of a town planning scheme is
admirably suggested by clauses 620 and 622 of the Greater Sydney Bill. The council may (a) purchase
land, (b) resume land, (c) adopt a re-alignment method, (d) enforce any duty laid ,upon a private owner
or public authority, (e) cause the civic planning commission to regulate the opening of new ro3:ds
subdivisions of land or erection of buildings, (f) remove or alter huildings not in accordance with the
town planning order, (g) execute any work in place of any person, who is in default, and recover the
expenses from him.
As a further argument in favor of the centralisation of town planning functions, it is to be borne
in mind that town planning will be in a developmental stage in the Commonwealth for some time to
come, and it should be better in the first instance to collect in a central body the various functions
of town planning and then to distribute them, as it may be found desirable, amongst the local bodies.
If the functions are distributed in the first instance amongst the local bodies, it would be difficult
to transfer tbem afterwards to a central body, however advisable it might be found to do so.
CENTRALIZATION AT THE PRESENT

Tnrn.

Whatever mav be the relative advantae:es of centralization and decentralization in other countries
or in this country.at other times, there would appear to be an extra advantage in centralization at
the present time, when there is sure to be a call by the State or the Commonwealth on town planning
experience to assist the governmental bodies or other bodies of a public nature in the work of settling
the returned soldiers on the land. An illustration of this may be found in the request of the Voluntary VY orkers' Association o,f New South Wales to the New South Wales Town Planning Association
to assist them in the formulation of a scheme for the planning of an area of soine 160 acres of land at
Maroubra for the settlement of returned soldiers.
"RURAL PLANNING" REQUIRED.

The suggestion is at once forced upon one's mind that a town planning board, if it is to attain
its full measure of usefulness, must also be ready to undertake the work of what may be called, for
want of a better word, "rural planning." The urban settlements of returned soldiers will, obviously,
in many cases simply be urban centres created for the purpose of fulfilling the requirements of the
adjoining farming or grazing country. It follows that, if the greatest benefit is to be got out of the
urban .centre and the best use is to be made of its distributing and other functions, then the farming
or grazing allotments, which are to he fed from the town, and the roads, which are to do the work of
feeding them, should be arranged and designed with an eye to the position and capabilities of the
,town. The latest. municipal journals from Canada recognise that what is meant by town planning
is the preparation of comprehensive plans and schemes of development for all kinds of land in both
urban and rural territory. The term "town planning" is looked upon as being therefore something
of a misnomer, and as being especially so at the present moment in that country when it is found•necessary to lay the emphasis on rural development. It is pointed out that there has been too great a
tendency to separate rural and urban questions and to assume an independence or lack of relation
between town and country which does not exist.
THE RETURNED SOLDIERS' SETTLEMENT.

There can be no question that such work as the planning of rural districts for the settlement of
the returned soldier must be undertaken by some one, and there seems every reason why the work
should be taken up by the central organisation to which is allotted the work of town planning .in its
more restricted sense. It would be well ff the Board were to be a "planning board," rather than a
board restricted to the work of planning the "towns" alone, this latter work being treated simply
as one side of the work of providing for the development of a district.
If the work of executing the plans of the central board is allocated to the local governing bodies,
then this work could be allotted to the shire associations, so far as it affects the land outside the municipal areas, and to the municipal bodies so far as the plan affects the land within their boundaries.
I use the words "shire" and "municipal" in the sense in which they are used in New South Wales,
a,s indicating the bodies controlling the rn:r!11 and urlmn areas respectively,
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Sm DAVID HENNESSY (Melbourne City Council) enquired of Mr. Halloran whether he had Melbourne in view when he had said that low-rated municipalities were, as a rule, non-progressive. Melbourne was the lowest rated city in the world, and had a 1/4 rate compared with Sydney's (last year)
2/10. Melbourne also had a greater area of park lands, and spent as much on keeping up its plantations as on its park lands.
MR. HALLORAN replied that he did not have Melbourne in view, but was merely speaking of his
experience with smaller municipalities and shires.
To MR. RIGBY (Hawthorn) MR. HALLORAN replied that in New South Wales the Registrar-General
of Titles would not register a plan or alterations until a council had approved of it.
To DR. SINCLAIR (Melbourne City Council)-He certainly thought it would be desirable to have
a model standard of principles drawn up which could be issued for the guidance of all.
COUNCILLOR CURNOW (Bendigo) argued that it would be a good idea for some of the principles
of town planning to be taken to the country districts: making them more attractive and preventing
the farmers' sons from going into the cities to become railway employees and policemen. During the
last ten years every country town in Victoria had lost population, and Melbourne was spreading out
by miles and miles.
If the town planning conference could do something to help the country, it
would accomplish more than all the State Parliaments, which were a ghastly failure.
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) urged that town planners, so that their ideals might be better explained.
should become candidates for any vacancies that might occur in connection with municipal councils,
In that way they would be able to advocate their views.
COUNCILLOR RIGBY (Hawthorn) favored the municipalities being given the utmost control of
schemes in their own areas.
Amalgamation of municipalities had been suggested, and it would be
a splendi~ thing. There were certainly a number of people who were under the impression that the
number of municipalities was too large.
However, he thought that, after all, they would have to
have some Board or Commission, constituted of experts, to spur on individual municipalities and
advise them in their schemes ; and, in the event of a municipality not joining its neighbor, if the
experts, after investigation, found that it was the proper thing, they should have the power to compel
the municipality to come in.
MR. RIDDELL (Melbourne) suggested that they should strive to get that power which had been
given to the London Local Government Board. For the first few years that Board had been overloaded with work, and, in consequence, only operated with difficulty; but now all those difficulties
had been swept aside, and they had model by-laws for adoption by any of the municipalities. Jealousy
between central and local authority would always exist, but the London scheme seemed to have avoided
it better than anything else.
THE HoN. JoHN HuxHAM, M.L.A. (Queensland Government) said they had had a great deal of
They had
trouble in Queensland, where the Minister wag a Board to rearrange local authorities.
amalgamated no fewer than fourteen, which had resulted in bringing about more general efficiency.
Personally he hoped to see a Greater Brisbane Bill tabled in their Parliament this session.
SIR DAVID HENNESSY (Melbourne City Council) said it would takP. a great deal of money for
town planners to alter the existing state of affairs, but if there were unification in five or six of the
larger municipalitieB in the larger centres it would help a lot, and the others would come in automatically. The bugbear they now had was the jealousy existing on the border lines.
DR. SINCLAIR (Melbourne City Council) said he would make a suggestion that it be a recommendation that there be prepared a model set of by-laws for the guidance of the local authorities.
It woul<J_ help them very much in their work.
MR. HALLORAN, in reply, said he was pleased that the speakers, without exception, had been in
sympathy with the general idea of the paper, and he would be pleased to communicate that fact to
the author.
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Map of Greater Sydney area, showing increases in population per cent., 190(i-1916
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Diagram showing the growth of tramway traffic from the year 1900 to 1917, and passenger
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for the vear 1950
Photograph showing crowded state of Sydney tramway traffic
Map of Greater Sydney area, showing extent of railway electrification
Bird's-eye view, indicating the extent of the proposed electrification scheme for Sydney
City and Suburban Railways
Map showing the City Railway loop and Underground Tramways
Proposed New Central Station, City Railway, Sydney
Liverpool-street Station entrances, City Railway, Sydney
Site of St. James' Station, City Railway, Sydney
Proposed King Edward Memorial, St. Mary's Cathedral, and entrances to St. James'
Station, City Railway, Sydney
Photograph of Circular Quay, showing existing Ferry Buildings
Proposed Circular Quay Station Buildings
Wynyard Square Station entrances, City Railway, Sydney
Town Hall Station entrances, City Railway, Sydney
Bird's-eye view of Sydney, showing the railway and harbor bridges proposed
Bird's-eye view of Sydney Harbor bridge, showing the railway, tramway, and roadwav
,
connections
•
Sydney Harbor Bridge: elevation
Sy ney Harbor Bridge : cross section
Sydney Harbor Bridge : alternative design
Diagram showing fair rental values of property in Sydney and suburbs
Photograph, showing property resumed in Castlereagh-street, Sydney
View, showing proposed viaducts, Belmore Park, and treatment of overhead construction
near Central Station, Sydney
(Plans shown in N.S.W. Court at Exhibit.ion Buildings)

POP,ULATION.
The colony of New South Wales was established on January 26, 1788, when some 1,035 people
saw the British ensign unfurled at the head of Sydney Cove. The panoramie view (Plan No. 1) shows
in part the location of Sydney along the beautiful foreshores of Port Jackson.
The population of Sydney, New South Wales, and Australia is given for each decade on Plan
No. 2 from 1850 to 1910; also the estimated population until the year 1950. One hundred years
after the founding, the population of Australia was 2,981,677.
Last year (1916) the population of
Sydney was 764,600; the Greater Sydney area, 838,000; New South Wales, 1,857,920; and Australia, 5,181,552 (including troops abroad). The Greater Sydney area to-day contains 16 per cent.
of the population of Australia, and 45 per cent. of that of New South Wales. In 1950 the population
of Sydney should, on a conservative basis, reach 2,226,000 ; the Greater Sydney area, 2,soo,000 ;
New South Wales, 5,856,000; and Australia, 14,639,000.
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POPULATION DENSITY.-'I'he Greater Sydney area recommended by the Royal Commission
embraces 250,824 acres (as showh by Plan No. 3). The population densities per acre of the respective
municipalities are figured within the circles-as Darlington, 88; Paddington, 64 ; and Newtown, 63.
In 1906 the most densely populated area of Sydney-viz., Paddington, Darlington, Newtown,
Redfern, Erskineville, and Glebe (colorerl red on plan)-comprised 2,011 acres, with an average
population density of 52 ; in 1916 the density of this area averaged 56 to the acre.
In 1906 the area colore<l blue, some 4,619 acres, comprised municipalities with a density of over
20 per acre, the average being 35 per acre; in 1916 the area of the municipalities having a density of
over 20 per acre increased to 7,856 acres.
In 1906 the area colored yellow, 7,313 acres, had an average density of 14 ; in 1916 the area having
this density increased to 13,018 acres.
In 1906 the area of 13,185 acres (colored green) had a density of from 4 ·to 10 per acre; in 1916
the area with this population density had increased to 29,864 acres. The white, or uncolored area,
had an average density of 0.6 in 1906, which increased to 0.9 in 1916.
The gain for the decade for the Greater Sydney area was one person to the acre ; the present
average being 3.34 per acre.
The rate of increase in population for the decade 1906-1916 is shown by Plan No. 4. The area
colored red shows an increase of 240 per cent. for the period ; the blue area, 150 to 240 per cent. ;
the yellow area, 100 to 150 per cent. ; the green area, 50 to 100 per cent. ; the grey area, 25 to 50
per cent. ; the area with under 25 per cent. increase is shown hatched. The City of Sydney proper
and Parramatta (shown white on the plan) decreased in population during the past decade.
DISTRIBUTION OF PoPULATION.-The land area of Greater Sydney within a two-mile radius of
Central Station is 7,040 acres, and that enclosed between circles of two and four miles radius 19,294
acres. Thirty-five per cent. of the population now reside within the area shown black on Plan No. 5,
some 7,800 acres ; 26 per cent. within the shaded area of 19,208 acres ; whilst the white area, of 223,816
acres, contains 39 per cent. of the population.
In 1950 the population of Greater Sydney should, as stated, approximate 2,800,000, probably
distributed thus :-24 per cent. within the black area of 15,863 acres, average population density
42 per acre ; 23 per cent. within the close batched area of 31,054 acres, with a probable density of
21 per acre ; 38 per cent. within the open hatched area of 71,382 acres, -with a density of 15 per acre ;
and 15 per cent. within the white area Of 132,525 acres, with an average population density of three
per acre.
METROPOLITAN PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
The passenger traffic of the Sydney metropolitan area is at present carried on by steam railways,
electric· tramways, and steam ferries.
The railways are dead-end terminals at Central Station on
the city side, and at Milson's Point on the northern side of. the harbor.
The tramways also form
two systems, serving the city and suburbs on the southern side of the harbor, likewise the suburbs
on the northern side. The ferries ply between Circular Quay and Watson's Bay, Manly, the northern
suburbs, the Lane Cove _and Parramatta Rivers, and Balmain.
The ferries bring the railway and tramway traffic from the northern suburbs across the harbor,
whilst the tramways, in addition to serving the outlying suburbs, convey the railway and ferry tra,ffic
to and from the business centre of the city, which fa situated on a narrow peninsula about two miles
long. The tramways to-day, comprising 294 miles of single track, are carrying traffic which should
be operated by electric milways.
Plan No. 6 shows the growth of the tramway traffic from the year 1900, the number of passengers
carried by railway, tramway, and ferry during the year ending 30th June, 1917, and the probable
traffic in 1950.
·
It will be seen that the passengers carried by tram increa:;;ed from 58 millions in 1900 to 286 millions in 1914, equivalent to an increase of 12 per cent. per annum. After the outbreak of war, the
number fell somewhat, but it is again increasing. For the year ending 30th June, 1917, the number
of tramway passengers carried showed an increase of three millions over the previous year, and totalled 269 millions, the passengers by rail 82 millions, and by ferry 35 millions, or 386 million journeys
in all. The journeys per head of population for the year 1917 were 352 by tramway, 108 by railway,
and 46 by ferry, or 506 in all.
With an estimated population in the Greater Sydney area, of 2,800,000 for the year 1950, the passenger journeys per annum would be over 1,000 millions at the low estimate of 400 journeys per head
of population.
Electric railway traction will however entirely change the present proportions of
traffic by rail and tram, and by the year 1950 the city electric railway, with auxiliary feeding lines,
will probably carry 733 million passengers per annum, the tramways 200 millions, and ferries 67 millions, or 1,000 million journeys in all, as shown on the diagram.
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In all la1·ge cities the greatest hourly number of passengers carriecl ii,; during the evening rush
homewards, when from 14 to 16 per cent. of the total daily traffic has to be accommodated.
An
actual count made in Sydney in 1915 gave, for the evening rush hour outwards, 13,212 tram passengers
via Elizabeth Street, 10,394 via George Street, 8,670 via Pitt Street, and 3,585 via King Street. On
some sections there were three trams per minute, the minimum interval observed between trams was
17 seconds, and there is no doubt that this traffic has about reached saturation point. The railway
passengers departing via Central Station exceed 25,000, and via Milson's Point 5,000 during the rush
hour, whilst the ferries handle about 16,000 passengers.
Plan No. 7 shows the crowded nature of the tramway traffic during the nrnh hour.
THE TRANSIT SCHEME PROPOSED.
The new railways approved and shown red on Plan No. 8 now commenced will be constructed
around the city, and through the most densely populated suhurbs. Probable future extensions are
showu in yellow, whilst the existing railways, which must be electrified to enable trains to opernte
on. the city railway, viz., Sydney to Bankstown, Sydney to Oatley or Sutherland, Sydney to Parramatta and Hornshy, and the l\filson's Point to Hornsby railway, are shown blue. Later, as required,
the electrified zone will be extended to the Hawkes bury River, Penrith, Carnpbelltown, and Waterfall,
so as to include the whole of the suburban area, extending about 34 miles from Sydvey.
The Bird's Eye View, Plan No. 9, shows by white lines the electric railways already approved;
the probable future extensions by dotted white, the existing steam railways by black lines, whilst
railways constructed to handle goods traffic only are shown by dotted black lines. The harbor extend'l inland for about 13 miles, with a foreshore line of 188 miles, and does not average a mile in width
throughout its lengt,h. The complete transit scheme, which necessitates two bridges across the harbor,
one to North Sydney and one to BalmaiP, will form four inter-connected loops, viz.: the City loop
and three suburban loops, to serve the eastern, western, and northern subnrh,.
The distinctive features of the scheme are :(a) It is an integral portion of the railway system, and the whole of the suburban train
service will ultimately be taken around the city without passengers having to change
trains.
(b) The layout provides that covsecutive trains in the same direction can, if required, arrive
at opposite sides of island platforms, so eliminatfog the effect of station stop on track
capacitv.
(c) Where two tracks carrying traffic in opposite directiODS must cross each other, the crossings will be by fly-overs, ooe train will pass above the other, thm avoiding all risk of
collision and increasing the train capacity of each track.
(d) The loop system, the advantages of which are manifold, the most important being the
reduction in working expenses, as the train wheels are kept profitably running during
the full operating periods without any waste time fo~· unprofitable shunting. The gain
to the travelling public is equally satisfactory, for many of the stations on these
double-track loops will have practically a double service, inasmuch as passengers can
reach the city via either of the two wings of the loop.
The City Railway loop, and the underground tram"'ays proposed, are showll in greater detail
on Plan No. 10. The City Railway will be above ground from Redfern Station to Goulburn Street,
and from Harrington Street across Circular Quay to Macquarie Street, but underground elsewhere.
The tramways from the western suburbs will leave the surface at the University corner, and from
the eastern suburbs near the Victoria Barracks and Moore Park, and will continue thence underground
through the city to Circular Quay.
· THE CITY RAILWAY STATIONS.-There will bf' two open air stations, viz., at Central Station and
at Circular Quay over the Ferry buildings; also four underground stations, viz., under George Street
in front of the Town IIall, under Wyri.yard Square Park, under Hyde Park near St. James Road, and
under Hyde Park near Liverpool Street.
At Central Station, Plan No. 11, the whole of the suburban railway traffic will be handled a~
eight platforms on the eastern side of the existing station, which will then be used exclusively for the
long distance steam trains. The assembly platform and ticket offices for the electric station will be
in a subway in front of the platforms, access to which will be by stairs and e.scalato.rs.
The Liverpool Street station site, and one entrance thereto are shown by Plan No. 12, the St.
,James station site is shown by Plan No. 13. St. James station entrances, the proposed King Ed·
ward Memorial and St. Mary's Cathedral, as now being completed, are shown by Plan No. 14. The
entrances to both these underground stations will be by easy ramps from street level to the concourse
floor, thence by stairs to the platforms.
The existing ferry buildings at Circular Quay are shown by Plan No. 15, whilst Plan No. 16 shows
the proposed station building there to accommodate the train and ferry traffic. The ferry entrances
will be. located as. at present; :the railway platforms, .24 feet above the street, will be reached by stairs
and escalators.
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Plan No. 17 shows Wynyard Square Park, under which :will be constructed a two-level station,
accommodating the North Sydney traffic at the upper level, and the city railway traffic at the lower
level. This station will have a capacity of 200 trains per hour. The main entrance will be from
George Street by a subway 50 feet wide; a supplementary entrance from the Park is shown.
Plan No. 18 shows the entrances to Town Hall station.
is to be removed, and Druitt Street widened.

The handrailing around the Town Hall

At all stations the platforms will be 520 feet long, and there will be separate entrances and exits
so that the incoming and outgoing traffic canvot m~et. Entrances and passage ways, level or on easy
grades, arP being designed on the assumption that they will accommodate as a maximum 40 passengers
per foot of width per minute, 20 persons up stairways, and 18 per~ons down stairways per foot of width
per minute. The escalators, four feet wide, will each have a passenger capacity of three persons per
step per second, equivalent to 10,800 persons per hour. These figures were decided upon as the result
of special passenger records taken at the underground stations of New York and elsewhere.
HARBOR BRIDGES.-The Bird's Eye View of the metropolis, Plan No. 19, shows the railways and
harbor bridges proposed, and the wharfage accommodation constructed, or contemplated by the
Excluding ferry wharves and jetties, there are to-day some 62,000
Harbor Trust Commissioners.
lineal feet of wharfage, comprising 144 berths with depths at low water from 28 to 50 feet, whilst some
21,00() feet of additional wharfage are projected by the Harbor Trust.
THE SYDNEY HARBOR BRIDGE.-The bridge recommended by the Public Works Committee is
a nickel steel cantilever structure 2,600 feet long over all ; 1,600 feet span, centre to centre of main
The b1idge provides
piers. The clear headway above high water for shipping is to be l 70 feeL
for a double line of railway, a double line of tramway, a main roadway 35 feet wide, a motor roadway
18 feet wide, and a footway 15 feet wide.
A Bird's Eye View of the bridge, showing the railway, tramway, and roadway connections is
given by Plan No'. 20, the elevation by Plan No. 21, and the cross section by Plan No. 22, whilst Plan
No. 23 shows an alternative design, providing the same headway over the central portion of the bridge.
THE DARLING HARBOR BRIDGE.-The cantilever bridge proposed across Darling Harbor to Balmain will have a centre span of 1,350 feet, and provides for, two lines of railway, a 35 feet roadway, an
The clear headway above high water to be 170 feet.
18 feet motor roadway, and a 15 fee~ footway.
THE ULTIMATE PASSENGER CAPACITY OF THE SCHEME
Wheu complete and working at its maximum, the City Railway will have a capacity of 280 trains
per hour, capable of accommodating 330,000 passengers outwards or inwards, two seated to each
standing passenger as shown on Plan No. 6. Each of the two lines of underground tramway serving
the eastern and western suburbs respectively, and the tramway acr_oss the Sydney Harbor bridge
serving the northern suburbs, can accommodate 24,000 passengers per hour, 01 72,000 in all, without
interference with the vehicular traffic in the streets of the city. By using the surface tramways in
the city proper to abput only one-third their present capacity the system proposed could handle 90,000
passengers per hour, in or out of the city, without congesting the streets. The ferries can be developed
to readily accommodate 30,000 per hour, so that the combined railway, tramway, and ferry facilities
could provide for the transit of some 450,000 passengers per hour, equivalent to the rush hour traffic
·
of a city containing over three million inhabitants.
At present about 70 per cent. of the total passenger journeys are by tram, 20 per cent. by train,
and l 0 per cent. by ferry ; but when the complete scheme is in operation about 70 per cPnt. of the traffic
will be carried by electric railway, and 20 per cent. only by tramway, which is just the reverse of what
obtains to-day, but as it should be for rapid transit, for the comfort of the passengers, and for profitable operation.
THE ECONOMIC ASPECT.
The existing steam suburban railways of Sydney are cheaper to operate than the tramways,
whilst in other countries a fast electric railway service in thickly populated areas bas proved cheaper
than operation by steam. The loop system adopted also tends. for economy in working, so that with
the scheme proposed there should be a more efficient service, a reduction in working expenses, cheaper
fares and quicker transit, thus enabling workers to reside further afield and enjoy fresh air and sunlight,
whilst the fewer trams will leave the streets free to cope with the increase in the vehicular traffic as
the population grows.
Greatly increased land values invariably follow improved transit facilities, and whilst it is very
difficult to estimate the exact amount of enhancement due to metropolitan railway construction, the
available figures for American and English cities show that the increase above the normal has been
·
·
from 21 to 6 times the capital spent in construction.
7-1

1'his increase. of assessable values begius when the project is decided upon, and continups during
the construction and early operation of these lines until a largt· amount of development of the outlying real estate has been made.
Around Sydney, following railway and tramway extensions, the following inf'reases in unimproved
capital value for the five years 1909-14 took place:Canterbury ........
Bankstown . . . . . . . .
Ku-ring-gai Shire.. . .
Warringah " ......

133.5% - 18.5% per annum.
138.7% -19.0%
"
89.0% -13.5%
213;8% - 25.7%

In view of what has taken place in Sydney and elsewhere it is not unreasonable to assume that
following the commencement of the comprehensive scheme of rapid transit facilities, costing some
24 million pounds sterling, including land resumptions, and various minor railway and tramway extensions now impossible to forecast, an accelerated increase may be expected on the unimproved capital
value during the period of construction, say from 1920 to 1935 inclusive, some 16 years.
The fair rental value of Sydney and suburbs for the years 1904-1915 inclusive is shown by Plan
No. 24. As the assessments are not made annually, there are peaks on the diagram.
The regular
curve shows the true rate of progress, the peaks above and below being equalised. In 1904- the increase was at the rate of 3.4 per cent., but in 1915 it was at the rate of 10.3 per cPnt., and is steadily
increasing.
This upward tendency in fair rentals is due(a) To the large expenditure by the Federal and State Governments for public utilities,
and by private enterprise in various directions, thus increasing the wealth per capita and
enhancing the value of the whole.
(b) To the steadily decreasing purchasing power of the sovereign.
The unimproved capital value of the Greater Sydney area in 1906 was £42,989,000 ; in 1912
£54,762,800; and in 1916, £70,678,000. For the ten years the increase was at the rate of 5.1 per
cent. per annum, whilst for the last four years it has been at the rate of 6.6·per cent. per annum, and
is rising steadily. The railways and tramways have now reached saturation point and new transit
facilities are necessary.
If the normal increase of the past ten years obtains up till the end of the yem, 1919 the unimproved
capital valu'e would be £87,820,000. An accelerated increase should then take place until the completion of the scheme. Taking this increase at eight per cent. per annum, the unimproved capital
value in 1935 would be £280 1000,000, whereas if the scheme is not carried out, and the unimproved
capital value increases at the average for the past ten years, it would be £178,600,00,0.
Whilst it is impossible to forecast what the accelerated increase will be, it is evident that by providing the improved transit facilities, property owneis will materially benefit, and also the shires
and municipalities of Greater Sydney area on account of increased assessable values and tfl,X returns.
THE TOWN PLANNING ASPECT.
The aesthetic treatment of all above-ground portions of the city railway has been carefully con·
sidered, as will have been seen from the views shown. The various structures will bein architectural
harmony with their surroundings, and all surplus lands will be made into street gardens or miniature
parks.
No roads have been closed on account of the railway limiting the headway for traffic. At Circular Quay, however, to effect a desirable city improvement, Barton Street will be closed, and a new
road opened in lieu thereof, from Circular Quay to George Street. To recoup the cost land has been
resumed on either side of the new street for resale. The grades on the eastern side of the quay will
also be greatly improved, the tram tracks straightened, and the roadway rendered much more effective for vehicular traffic.
After crossing Belmore Park the location adopted necessitated the resumption of the poorest
city property remaining in Castlereagh Street and Elizabeth Street, a typical view of which is shown
by Plan No. 25. Plan No. 26 shows this area as it will be when remodelled. In the background a
glimpse of Darling Harbor can be obtained, where by utilising the spoil from the city railway a reclamation is in progress, which will increase the area of the railway goods yard by some 23 acres, valued
at over £2,000,000 stmling, after compensating the Harbor Trust for the water frontage destroyed.
This additional area is needed to relieve the congestion at the goods yard, Darling Harbor.
A new
road 90 feet wide will be constructed from Bathurst Street around the reclamation to Jones Bay, and
a bridge over the railway .tracks will connect Union Street and the new road, so that Pyrmont Bridge
will not then be required, and the water area south of the bridge will then be more accessible for
shipping.
In conclusion, the choice of Adelaide for holding the first Australian Town Planning Conference
and·Exhibition is very appropriate, as Adelaide was the first municipality created in Australia, 1840.
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MR. BRADFIELD, replying to questions, said : To MR. WAUGH (Albury)-The total cost in connection with his railway scheme and the North
Shore bridge was £6,000,000-that was £3,000,000 for each undertaking.
The whole of the work
had not been indefinitely postponed 7 but they could not go with it because they could not get steel.
To ALDERMAN WARE (,Johannesburg)-The proposal of a tunnel as a means of communication
with North Shore was superseded by a bridge because the latter worked out at £800,000 cheaper ;
it was also estimated that the bridge would return three times the revenue.
The cost of running
trains electrically was 15 per cent. dearer by the subway than by the bridge.
To MR. CHARLES C. READE (South Australia)-When compared with schemes of what had been
done in Paris and in New York, the Sydney scheme did not represent an extraordinary expenditure
of money.
To DR. SINCLAIR (Melbourne City Council)-The width of the bridge (exclusive of the motor
and footways, which were outside the girders) was 94 feet 5 inches, the length from pier to pier 1,600
feet, with a total length of 2,600 feet.
They had made provision for what was called the Australian
gauge on the bridge-4 feet 8½ inches or 5 feet 3 inches.
To COUNCILLOR F. S'l'APLEY (Melbourne City Council)-He did not know the exact population
of the residential portion of Sydney, but it was estimated that the trains and ferries carried a million
people a day.
.
COUNCILLOR A. ·WAUGH (Albury) expressed the opinion that town planncrg sh-0uld endeavor to
establish more provincial towns than to spend such huge sums in one centre, such as Sydnt>y, for
instance.
The reading of Paper No. 7, "Estatf Development under Town Planning,'' by Mr. Scott Griffit,hs
w~s postponed, and conference then adjourned until Saturday, October 20.

No. 7-New South Wales Section

Estate Development under Town
Planning
BY W. SCOTT GRIFFITHS,,r
Hon. Treasurer New South Wales Commµ;tee.

l\1:R. E. H. COWDERY (Hon. Secretary, New South Wales Executive, and Senior Vice-President,
Institute of Surveyors, New South Wale~), in the absence of l\'Ir. W. Scott Griffith&, read the paper,
as follows :1\'Iy principal aim in preparing this paper is to supply evidence to those who posi-;ess doubts as ~9
the commercial or business value of town planning, and is not addressed so much to the professional
but more to the business man who requires to see financial profit.
Up to the present there has been no very extensive schem·e on modern lines entered npoh ahcl
sufficiently developed to enable us to point to in Australia as a fair sample o[ what can be accompfo;hed
in the direction of modern planning.
The schemes already started and partially completed must
not be accepted by the individual who only views this matter from the commercial or business standpoint as the best that can be produced in the way of planning, because the designers were to a very
large extent so hampered by hard and fast regulations and laws regarding width of streets, lanes, &c.,
which considerably limited that free scope which is so essf'ntial before the ideal can be reached. It
is not possible to make hard and fast la,,Ts as to the width of streets, because local conditions will necessitate varying modifications if the designer is expected to carry out his work satisfactorily. With
a view of combatting the statements by many persons who ha,ve formed th<e erroneous opinion that
modern planning is most expensive to carry out, I have collected a few samples of the existing methods
of planning from various parts of New South Wales. The subdivisions sho»n in the drawings accompanying this paper exist to-da,y, and in each case the :i,rea is treated on modern lines for eomparison.
Drawing or Plan A 1 * shows a subdivision of a block whieh is typical of the old method which ean
b~ found in any part of Australia. The lots are square and therefore less expensive to lay out, but
is it the most profitable, that is, to the subdivider, purchaser, and the local governing authorities 1 Plan
B 1 is the same block showing a subdivision more in accordance with modern ideas.
Now let us
compare the, two : PLAX

A. l

Sale-Feet Frontage
Number of Lots ..
Playground Area

( OLD }iETHOD ).

PLAN

B. l

(MODERN METHOD).

Sale-Feet Frontage
Number of Lots ..
Playground Area

1,092
26
Nil

1,138

28
l rood 27 per.

The most important point to the subdivider is the gain of two lots-and all valuable-no unsaleable lots, as shown in the old scheme-no ugly side boundaries to injure the street treatment ; all
outbuildings are forced to the rear, and there being a continuous frontage enables a uniform fence
treatment if desired. It will be noticed that 27 feet (on the average) is taken off the depth.
l\'Iy experience, from a study of the back yards of many of the industrial residential centres is,
the larger the yard the greater untidiness. If sufficient space is given for the necessary outbuildings,
the smaller the yard space the cleaner it is kept; but the air space must be preserved, and that is secured
by providing the playground of nearly half an acre at the rear of the lots.
The local governing authorities would gain tremendously if they would give some attention to
the street treatment ou modern town planning lines. For example, let us take the streets surrounding
the blocks shown on Plans A 1 and B 1. The law in New South Wales insists that no road or street
* The plans accompanying this paper are exhibited in the New South Wales Section of the Exhibition.
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should be less than 66 feet in width, and tbe customary alignment, whether in the "bush or city, is 12
feet wide for each footpath, and a carriage width of 42 feet.
On Plan A 1 is shown this method of
a treeless street, and let us view the cost. It must be miderstood that thP costs will vary in different
districts ; my estimatps are about the average.
The street, to form completely, that is, to asphalt
the footways, kerh and gutter, ballaRt and metal the carriage way, as shown in cross section No. 1,
would cost £Lbout £9H per chain length.
There is about 17! chains of roads surrounding the block
in Plan A 1, therefore the total cost would equal £1,686.
Very often you see some attempt at street beautification on lines as shown in cross section No. 2,
by placing the tree on the 12 foot footway,
Although bett~r than a treeless street, it should be diseouraged, because later the telegraph :1nd electric light poles come along, and very often the trees have
to be lopped and hacked about in such a manner that the whole beauty is destroyed, and the trees
become an eyesore instead of a street ornament.
And another disadvantage, if the tree is planted
too near the water table t.he roots are likelv to become troublesome.
Even this treatment vou see
No~v let us see
costs something like £92 per chain length, with a reduct>d width of asphalt footpath.
what can be aceomplished if we reduce the width of the earriage way. Take cross section No. 3.
The total cost of this treatment per ehain length equa,ls £69, there being a total length of 17¼
chains surrounding the block in Plan B 1, the total cost therefore equals £1,191.
I would like to
direet your attention to the corner treatment where the roads interseet on Plan B 1. Having reduced
the width of carriage way from 42 feet to 26 feet, it is necessary to make some provision for turning
space for vehicles. It will be Reen that ample space is provided at the street junctions, and the cutting,
off of the sharp angles minimises the risk of collision, and the setting of the houses would add to the
strPet picture.
Let us summarise the two cases for comparison.

Sale-Feet Frontage 1.092, at £1
(Number of Lots, 26)

£1,092

Sale-Feet Frontage 1,138, at £1
(Nunber of Lots, 28)
Additional Cost, for Survey

£1,092

£1.138
3

£1,135

The suhdivider gains to tlrn extent of £43, a<;:mming the blocks on each to be of the same value.

But

if we take into consi1leration the enhanced value that would accrue by making proviRion for access

to the rear, providing phtying areas for children, and-a better street treatment, to pµt it, at 15 per
cent. would, I think, be rea::;onable; if so the net profit to the subdivider would be £213.
Now let us see how the local governing authorities would benefit : Cost of Road Treatment (as shown by old method)
Cost of Road Treatment (as shown by modern method)
Nett Saving ..

£1,686
l,lHl
£495

Now I will talrn a case of an existing subdivision of a triangular-shaped block at Lidcomhe, Plan A,
a municipal district near Sydney. It is subdivideil into 25 lots, some of which .are irregular in shape.
It will easily be c:een thnc is an exce,sivc waste of yard space, for the resident in this area, is entirely
of the industrial class.
I will take the same block and treat it on modern lines, which provides 30
.lots against that of 25, a gain of five lots, and in addition a playground or reserve of nearly one acre,
more than sufficient for two tennis courts, is r,rovided at the rear.
I would like to refer to Murray
Street on Lidcomhc Plan A. It will he seen that it is of short length, 10 chains only; the traffic would
only be that of the tradesmen's carts, and it would be rare to see two vehicles pass each other.
If
Murray Street ,vas built according: to cross section A, it would mean a total cost of £960; if constructed partially as shown by cross section B, the cost would be £540-with its dust in dry weather
and mud in wet weather on each side of the central road formation and, owing to the traffic, these
parts become worn, preventing the drainage getting to the gutters, which have been laid down at
some expense. The water in flat parts not being able to escape, soaks beneath the foundation of that
part already formed in the centre, and cause,; trouble and damage to the life of the road. Cross Sl;)Ction C shows a completed street on modern lines with t;he sa,me width of road formation and a turning
space pro,vided for vehicles. This street is clean and made more pleasing to the eye, and yet this road
can be constructed for £4 less per chain, the total cost being £500 for the whole length of Murray Street,
being £40 less than the partial and 11nsatisfactorl !.re11.t'ment referred to in cross section B.
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twill now ta,ke a case in the Town of Lismore, one of the largest in New South \Vales.
Plan A.
shows the existing subdivision, which is a sample of wasteful and chaotic planning:.
In Plan B the
area is treated on modt>rn lint>s. Now let us compare the two methods. In A there are no lt>ss than
three dead-end street,s and one rlead-end lane.
The figures work out as follows :~-

A. ( OLD ~lETHOD ).

Number of Building Lots
Area of Streets and Lanes
Sale-Feet Frontage
Open Spaces

B.

173
G acres (or 31 per. )
8,710
Nil

(MODERN METHOD).

Number of Building Lots
192
Area of Streets and Lanes 5 acres I rood 11 per.
8,584
Sale--Feet Frontage
Area of Open Spaces
.. 4 acres :1 roods I O per.

It will be noticed thpre is a loss of 126 feet in frontage in the B scheme, but it must also be noticed
there is a gain in road area of :3 roods 20 perches, which more than balances for the loss of frontage.
The 126 feet at a depth of 120 feet equals 1 rood 15½ perches, about one quarter acre less than the
gain by roa,d, the result heing a net gain in favor of the B scheme of not less than 4 acres 3 roods 10
perches (nearly 5 acres) open spaces and playgrounds.
I will now deal with a higher class residential area in the shire of Ku-ring-gai, within ninen1iles
of the City of Sydney. The area is of an undulating character, and in the drawings tlw approximate
contours are shown. Plan A. shows the existing subdivision, which is partially built. upon ; the heavy
black lines indicate the outer boundaries of each separate estate subdividerl.

It. will be observed that the "topographical features have been entirely ignored. The Stoney Creek,
which could have been so treated as to add value to the subdivision has hcen entirely overlooked.
Carlotta A venue has a grade on each side of the Creek of about 1 in 6 for some flistance, and another
defect is that although there is over 100 acres of beautiful undulating country contiguous on the north,
it is absolutely cut off from access. A further defect is that two of the main roads, Carlotta .Avenue
and 1\fount vVilliam Street, converge to a point where there is a level crossing, which is extremely
dangerous owing to there being a double track railway. In Plan B, I show what might have been
if we had similar powers in regard to town planning as is provided for in the English Housing and
Town Planning Act of 1909. Well, let us examine Plan B, whieh is exactly the same area as A. The
figures come out as follows : A. (OLD METHOD).

Number of Blocks
Sale-Feet Frontage
Park Land

B.
72
7,280
Nil

(MOD!<cRN METHOD).

Number of Blocks
Sale-Feet Frontage
Park Land

. . 5i

81
7,840
acres

I think it will be admitted that the va,lues of the B scheme wonld have been increased by the provision of the 1mrk treatment along Stoney Creek, and the ,mbdivision generally. A.nd another important
improvement is the subway in lieu of the level crossing, thus securing a safe access at thi~ point, and
the roads are so arranged to provide for proper development of contiguous land:. in harmony with that
already designed.
Another case at Lidcombe worth examining is the existing subdivision of the Hyde Park Estate,
anrl I would refer to it as a severe test to the modern planner to show a more profitable treatment.
A.n inspect.ion of Plan A 2 will sufficiently convince anyone of what will n~sult in a few years if this
class of subd-ivision is permitted.
The lots are mostly only 30 feet frontage, and the aH·rage depth
works out at 108 feet.
There is no access to the rear provided.
The estate is subdivided into 528
lots, each section is 1,023 feet in length without a break; the total length of the internal roads exceeds
1¼ miles, equal in area to lOi acres.
Now I will endeavor to show how it is possible to obtain a greater profit by adopting the modern
treatment.
See Plan B 2.
The lots are not less than -10 feet frontage, by not. less than 115 feet in
depth, seven ff'et greater than the average in the existing subdivision. The dimensions of open space
or playground at the rear are about 95 feet by 330 feet, the average area, of each being 2 roods 20
perches, considerably over half an acre. There is a loss in sale frontage of 1,668 feet as compared with the ·
eristing subdivision, which is equal to a loss in area (at 115 feet depth) of 4 acres 1 rood 25 perches,
but it must be noticed that the B 2 scheme gains to the extent of 7 ½acres of open space at the rear of
lots, anrl there is the further saving of 2 acres and 26 perches in road area.
For comparison I will
inclrnle the W)mplete construction of thfi streets in both cases on modern lines, and I might mention
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that the bye-streets in Plan B 2 are reduced to 3;~ feet wide, the greatest distance hetween buildings
a-cross same not to be less than 70 feet .

B "

.\.2 (OLD :VIETHOD).

Sale-Feet Frontage
Number of Lots ..
Area of Roads
Open Spaces for Playgrounds

(}iODEHN ..YlETllOD ).

Sale-Feet Frontage
. . J,1,700
Number of Lots . .
324
Area of Roads
.. 7 acres Broods 14 per.
Area of Open Spaces or Playgrounds .. 7 ½ acres

16,368
528
10½ acres
Nil

Comparison, showing the costs and profits of the two methods, the internal streets to he as shown
by sect.ions.
-·-------------- - - - -

B.2
Frontage-14,700-feet at £1 per foot .. £14,700
Increased Value, due to wider frontage
to Lots and provision for Playing
Areas at the rear-say 25 per cent.
3,fl7 5

Frontage-lfl,368 feet at £1 per foot .. £16,368
Cost of Construction of 108 ½ chains of
Road, 66 feet wide, at £69 per
chain
7,486

18,375
Cost of 64 chains, at £5U per chain} L
Cost of 4U½ chains, at £69 per chain
ess
Profit ..
£8,882
Nett gain in favor of B.2 ..

Profit ..

(j

' 792

. . £11,583

£2,701

There arr many other aspects which should weigh with the owner in considering the development
of his land under muninipal town planning. These aspects have heen summarised as follows :-1. His land is planted free.

2. Hi, property is Recme against depreciation in value caused by intrusion of unexpected
factories or other commercial premises, or by undue overcrowding and cutting up by
adjoining owners.
3. He knows exactly how the district will be planned, ,vherc the trams and public services
will he located, as well as th~ situation of the shopping and industrial a,rcas.
4. He can he certain how the district will develop and where parks and open spaces, sites
for public purposes, schools, &c., are to be situated, and where the n,sidentfal amenity
and the protection of natural attractions is secured.
5. He (or his estate agent) can off Pr these things as special inducements to prospective purchasers or tenants.
6. He. will have a steadily appreciating security which bankers or other financial persons
cannot but recognise as a safe and permanent form of investment.
7. Neither he nor the purchaser or tenant will be secure against the depreciation of the residential value of his property through undue cutting up or overbuilding in the neighborhood, or the nnexpeeted intrusion of heavy traffic or industries, or the destruction of
natural attractions and residential amenity. These things cannot be p1:evented under
the present law and methods which in New South Wales allow the owner no relief from
wide, dusty roads, expensive to construct and equally costly to maintain.
0

Before concluding I would like to direct attention to the obsolete methods, prevailing in our
government departments in New South Wales, in connection with the design and lay-out of towns.
The idea of -preserving the natural beauties, such as the magnificent and picturesqup timbered banks
on om riven; and creeks within the town boundaries, is of no importance. All lotR as a rule are designeil to hack on to the river, the result is the river brwks become a rubbish tip. Evidencc of sueh
a stat,e of thing<i can be seen anywhere in New South "\:Vales.
\Yith a view of showing the obsoletism referred to I submit drawing A and B of part of the town
of Lismore, New South '\Vales, it being a fair sample of the lay-out of the country towns. Apparently
t,he main consideration was that of economy in survey expenditure.
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MR. H. F. HALLORAN (New South Wales) said that when he had the honor to submit Mr. Milner
Stephens's paper to them he could not present himself as an expert on the subject thereof. With
regard to the present paper however, dealing with the matter from a practical commercial or business
standpoint, be might fairly claim to be one of the foremost experts in the Commonwealth, because
his experience ranged over a long period.
He could safely say he was now dealing with the most
comprehensive private town planning proposals in Australia with a truly extraordinary degree of success,
and that be personally handled them through every stage. As owner or part owner he selected and
purchased the site, and had to find the capital. As surveyor he prepared the designs and laid them out
and saw to the practical development.
As conveyancer he attended to the legal conditions under
which the land was sold. As auctioneer and estate agent he disposed of the land in lots, by auction,
or otherwise, to purchasers.
He mentioned those facts to show that he was qualified to give an
opinion, and if they could show that good town planning paid, he thought all would agree with him
that it would go a very long way to its adoption. He said most emphatically that it did pay, and
handsomely. True it was that the initial cost of surveys was very much greater, amounting, perhaps,
in some cases, to several times as much as the common rectangular layout ; but he said that in all
subdivisions, and especially large ones, there was scarcely any expense which could be incurred in
providing the best design which would not be returned manyfold.
The saving in roadmaking, by
keeping to grades and reducing fills and cuts, would alone often be worth double the extra cost of
money. It must not be thought that money spent in wasteful roadmaking would add to the value
of the lots. It was quite the other way about.
Every lot, particularly in country which was not
level, should receive careful and separate consideration, and all natural featlU'es, views, &c., studied,
as his experience was that the purchaser of a residential lot nowadays did not buy from a plan. He
perhaps made several inspections, and "so do his sisters and his cousins and bis aunts," not forgetting bis wife, who looked at details that a man would not be particular about . He would quote
the Seaforth estate, of about 150 acres, subdivided about, twelve year::; ago, including some very steep
water frontages opposite the Spit at Middle Harbor.
The lots varied greatly in size, owing to the
nature of the ground, and the streets were very carefully located to follow and take advantage of all
natural features.
He had to fight through five successive and lengthy law suit::; to obtain proper
means of access to the estate which a town planning authority would have provided without hesitation.
At the first auction sufficient was sold to pay for the estate twice over, and subsequent sales privately
had quadrupled the total of the first sale.
Undoubtedly the main thing contributing to that fine
success was the planning of the estate. Even so, it was not perfect, and in light of more town planning
study, be could see how it could have been improved'. Thus did he commend the study of the subject
to all real estate operators.
Good planning rested largely with the owners. It was not altogether
the fault of the surveyors, who, compared with most other professional men, were poorly paid-and
owners got what they paid for. He had given them an Australian example, and now would like to
give them one from America.
"Some five years ago Mr. Kelsey, l\Ir. Robinson, and others were
employed to work out a city plan for Columbus. . . . . A most noticeable effect is shown in
recent subdivision work about Columbus.
Subdividers were quick to see the appeal which could
be made to the public by applying their plans for beautification and for the extension of main thoroughfares through that part of the suburb in which they were operating.
For example, we have purchased 1,000 acres, lying four to five miles from the centre of the city, between Scioto and Olentangy
Rivers, which unite near the centre of the city, a section comparatively undeveloped, and since last
August have sold 200,000 dols. worth of lots, and have now under construction eight homes; ranging
in price from 5,000 to 15,000 dols. each. I am giving these figures concerning our own development
to emphasise the fact that planning pays." That quotation was from the Proceedings of the
Seventh Conference on City Planning, held at Detroit on June 7 to 9, 1915. Another thing which
he would like to mention-every real estate man knew the trouble of disposing of the remnants of
an ordinary subdivision. He meant the inferior lots ; but with good planning there were no remnanb,.
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) suggested that the Town Planning Association of New South Wale~
should prepare a pamphlet and send it to all the real estate agents in Australia.
MR. E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn) suggested that prints of the diagram should be published along
with the paper.
At this stage lVIR. J. J. c. BRADFIELD took the chair.
MR. COWDERY, in reply, said he was glad that the paper had been well received. It seemed to
him that 18 feet for a street in an ordinary suburban place would be sufficiently narrow.
He had
seen them only 16 feet, but be did not approve of them. The people of South .Australia had derived
great benefits under the Torrens Act; but a similar measure did not come into force in New South
Wales until 1861, and they still bad to deal with some of the land under the
:;ystem.
In connection with roadmaking, he. advocated the use of tar.
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Saturday, October 20.
_ Conference resumed at 9.30 a.m., the chair being taken by the Hon D. ,J. Gordon, M.L.C. (Vice ..
President, SA. Committee).

No. 8-South Australian Section

The South Australian Town Planning
and Housing Bill: a Synopsis
BY HON. CRAWFORD VAUGHAN, M.P.,
Late Hon. Premier of South Australia.-Vice-President S.A. General Committee
To invest a resume of a technical measure like the Town Planning and Housing Bill with any
degree of general interest is like extracting blood out of the proverbial stone. But as a few ink lines
on parchment may reveal to the historian the splendid story of a great civilization that has flourished
and decayed, it may be that from the dry clauses of a measure such as this the man of imagination.
may visualise the city beautiful of the future. Has not the poet said of t,he Australian., He sees beyond your hazy fears:
He roads the desert of the years.
Rearing his cities in the sand,
He builds where even God has banned."
My task is however to avoid the purely aesthetic and imaginative side of town planning, and to
confine attention to a severely practical explanation of the measure which is now before the State
Parliament.
The Bill, which passed the .Arnembly in 1916, and is now before the Legislative Council, is
divided into four parts, as follows:THE CENTRAL TOWN PLANNING COMMISSION.

Part I. deals with necessary preliminaries and definitions.
Part· II. constitutes the king pin of
the measure. Provision is there made for the constitution of a Central Town Planning and Housing
Commission, consisting of three members appointed by the Governor, and holding office with the
ordinary eligibility of reappointment for a term of three yea;s.
It must be made quite clea1· that
these 'three fixed members of the Town Planning Commission are not in danger of developing into a
bureaucratic body.
In the first place, where a town planning scheme or by-laws affect one local
governing body only, the Minister is enjoined to appoint one or more* members of the said local governing body to the Commission, and such members enjoy co-equal powers with the triumvirate during the
prepa,ration of such scheme or by-laws.
Where more than one local governing body is affected by
any scheme or by-laws it is mandatory on the part of the Minister to appoint one or more members
of each local government area affected to be additional members of the Commission. The Minister
in addition is empowered to appoint one or more members of the Tramways Trust, or any other statutory body, to the Commission, where in the Minister's opinion the interests of the Trust or body are
concerned. Jn each case the person or persons thus acting on behalf of any local governing or statutory body is nominated by such body. In addition to this, permanent officers of local governing
bodies may be included in the Commission. t
. A COMPOSITE AUTHORITY.
The Central Town Planning Commission is thus a composite authority, subject always to local
influence, though not necessarily dominated by it, and at the same time it, has the advantage of being
ltble to pursue a consistent, a continuous, and also a comprehensive policy.
Thus a birdseye view
of the necessities of the general civic needs of the capital of the State, and. of all country towns, will
be assured.
Conflicting local interests may therefore be reconciled and local plans harmonised with
the larger needs of an expanding metro1)01is.
Provision for arterial roads, carrying as they do the
traffic to the outer fringe of urban settlement, and out into the country beyond, obviously cannot
saf~ly be left to a purely city corporation whose authority ends with its municipal boundaries, nor
with the adjoining local government body whose concern does not extend beyond its own borders.
Both bodies should be represented for the purpose of ensuring that any proposed arterial road passing
through either area may not be upset by the refusal of the one to fall in with the other.
Likewise
it is essential that the particular interests of statutory bodies like_ the Tramways Trust or tlie Hydraulic

*

t

A proposed amendment (under consideration) makes the representation two or more members.
It is pr-oposed also to attach such officers in an advisory c:ci,pacity only.
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Engineer should have equal consideration with the requirements of the municipality. Hence a composite commission of these authorities working in association with officers skilled in town planning.
The safeguards against any possible abuse of power by the said Town Planning Commission,
even if the representation of the local authority concerned did not amply secure it, are provided in the
fact that the Minister must approve of any scheme before it becomes operative. But the Minister
is not the final court of appeal, inasmuch that each scheme must be laid beforf Parliament, either House
of which may disapprove thereof. This is in accordance with the British Act.
If then a local governing body feels that its interests are interfered ·with by the Commission (including its municipal members), the council may appeal, first of all to the :Minister, and secondly either
House of the State Parliament. The same conrse is open to the private citizens. The measure is
thus hedged round with safeguards.
The powers of the Commission are define<l in Part II. and include(a) Control of an town planning works throughout the State.
(b) Control of all new subdivisions in the metropolitan area: and such other areas as may
be defined by proclamation.
(c) The preparation of town planning schemes.
(d) Framing of model town planning by-laws and supervi:;;ion of town planning schemes
outside the metropolitan area.
For areas outside the metropolitan area the Governor may appoint local town planning boards,
consisting of from six to eight members, who shall be thereupon empowered to prepare schemes and
by-laws for the area coming ·within its authority. These works are subject to review by the central
• CommisF<ion.
The object of appointing local boards is to confPr })Owers similar to those given to
the Local Government Board under the "British Housing and Town Planning Act 1909" to create
"a joint authority" composed of representatives of any councils concerned. Otherwise the district
council or municipality would in the ordinary course of town planning administration be authorised
to prepare town planning schemes in the usual way.
TOWN PLANNING WORKS.

Town planning works may be secured by(a) Town Planning Schemes (Division H.).
(b) Town Planning By-laws (Division III.).
The responsible authority for preparing a scheme may be either the Commission, a local board,
the council of a local government area, or a body constituted and appointed specially by the Governor
for the purpose of the scheme. The scheme does not in any case have effect unless approved by the
Minister, with the subsequent right of either Honse of Parliament to disapprove it.
The general objects of a scheme a,s laid down in Section 26 are "to improve and develop the scheme
area to the best possible advantage, and in particular(a) To secure proper sanitary and hygienic conditioffs, healthfulness, amenity, and convenience.
(b) To make suitable provision in connection with the laying out or improvement of any
street, road, or right-of-way for traffic and for means of communication.
(c) To make suitable provision for the use of land for b11ilding and other purposes.
And with those objects the scheme may plan or replan and provide for reconstructing the whole or
any part of the scheme area.
The First Schedule sets out in detail the matters which may be dealt with in a scheme. These
powers are both wide and essential, but of course are governed by the ministerial or legislative power
of veto.
Town planning schemes differ from town planning by-laws: inasmuch as the former apply to particular areas only, while the latter are for general application. Canada, with its rapidly developing
settlement, has found town planning by-laws essential where the conditions of suburban expansion
are similar to those in Australia. It is well to point out that every scheme or town planning by-laws
must set forth(a) The area to which they apply.
(b) The authority responsible for carrying out a scheme or observance of the by-laws.
(c) Any other provisions necessary to make either effective.
PROCEDURE

REGULATIONS.

The Goveraor is empowered to make regulations laying down the procedure to be followed in
the preparation of any scheme or town planning by-laws. These regulations will enable the exact
nature of any proposals being ascertained by the Commission or Minister before they are submitted
for approval, and will afford full opportunity for any authorities, owners, lesBees, 80eieties, or others
whose interests are affected, to ascertain the nature of the proposals, to lodge complaints if desired,
to have objections investigated where necessary by an arbitrator, and to secure if possible agreement
between the authorities affected before resort is made to arbitration.
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WORKS CONTRARY TO SCHEME OR BY-LAWS.

Full power is given to remove at the cost of the owner any works contrary to any scheme or
town planning by-laws, and to enforce any work which it is the duty of any person to carry out under
the scheme or by-laws.
CffMPENSATION AND BETTERMENT.

Compensation for loss occasioned by any scheme or by-law& is pro,ided in Section 34, and
on the other hand a betterment provision is included under which any person whose property has been
enhanced in value by any scheme is liable to pay to the responsible authority carrying out the scheme
Compensation will not be
one-half of such increased value, disputes being settled by arbitration.
payable for any provisions in a scheme or by-laws which limit the number of houses to the acre or
provide for any sanitary or hygienic conditions, or for the amenity or convenience of the area.
PURCHASE OF LAND.

Land may be compulsorily acquired by a responsible authority under similar terms to those applying under the Harbors Act 1913.
Important powers are conferred upon councils under Section 38 in respect to defraying expenses
of a scheme either by rates or by loan, without the special sanction of the r,1tepayers. This follows
other town planning legislation. The safeguards provided under the measure against any abuse of
this power are provided for in the procedure regulations, and the consent of the Minister, and in Parliament having the final powpr of veto.
PART Ill.-HOUSING.

Part III. relates to the planning and building of modern garden suburb8, the executive authority
being the Commission, with such additional members as the Governor may see fit to appoint for the
purpose.
The Commission may, with the sanction of the Minister, build or cause to be built, buildings for
residential, business, or other purposes, the cost being charged to a housing fund to be provided by
Parliament. The Commission may lease or sell such buildings ; in the latter case no person being
allowed to purchase more than one house, and that after satisfying the Commission that he is purchasing the land for his home or for the home of a member of his family.
PART IV.-SOCIETIES OF PUBLIC UTILITY.

The Society of Public Utility clauses are based upon the Canadian and British laws and experience. The object of the section is merely to enable the Governor to make regulations determining
the manner in which these societies may operate in South Australia.
Subject to these regulations
the society may provide homes at reasonable rents, limiting its dividends to six per centum. When
the society has provided up to 15 per centum of the capital required, the Government may provide
up to 85 per centum, subject to proper safeguards: securities, and terms of repayment being furnished.
This financial provision is similar to the practice established in the States of Ontario and Nova Scotia
under their Acts of 1911 and 1912 respectively, the authorities there being the municipalities. The
usual compensation and penal clauses are necessarily provided in the measure.
IF THERE WAS NO CENTRAL AUTHORITY-

1. It would be difficult to secure the proper arrangement and development of any arterial roads
passing from tbe city to the outskirts.
2. Each local authority would be planning its roads independently of one another, and no means
would exist by which the different designs could be co-ordinated from the point of view of city and
suburbs as a whole.
3. Without the Commission it would be very difficult to secure agTeement between two or more
councils whose areas adjoin one another in case of any dispute how certain roads were to be planned.
-WHAT WILL BE THE POWERS AVAILABLE BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

The position under the Bill is that councils can control the future growths of their municipal
districts by setting aside the most suitable areas for residential, for business, or manufacturing -premises. They can make arrangements in advance for necessary municipal and other services. They
can arrange for future traffic requirements and ensure that streets are laid out in the best direction
for the convenience of traffic and the residents. They can make sure that their streets are of adequate
width for the purpose they will serve eventually, and thus avoid the possibility of costly widenings
in the future.
At the same time they need not have in residential districts streets of a width disproportionate to the needs of the district and beyond the financial resources of the council to construct, maintain, and keep in proper repair. They can enforce building lines instead.
They will be able to provide as economically as possible for any future requirements in regard
to open spaces, or sites for public purposes.
They will be able to prevent any overcrowding by limiting the number of houses to be erected
on any given area, as well as defining the size of each allotment, and the am01mt of the allotment which
must not be built upon.
. They can make proper provisions respecting the hygienic and .mnitary requirements to be oh.
served in the case of any new house, shop, or other building.
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They can provide for the "amenity" of the district, which means that pleasant as well" as convenient surroundings may be arranged fo.r their citizens.
They can look 10, 20, 30, or even up to 50 years ahead. They can use prevention rather than
muddle with cure.
For the first time it will be possible to plan municipal areas so as to secure economy, health, con·
venience, and beauty.
COUNCILS UNDER Tlill PRESENT SYSTEM.
In South Australia they cannot insist upon any new streets being more than 40 feet wide, although
subsequently any such street may be required to carry trams, motors, and other traffic, or it may
ultimately become an important business thoroughfare.
They cannot effectively decide the direction or the length of any new street.
They can be compelled to pass any plan for the subdivision of suburban lands that conforms to
the present requirements of the law, even though they know that it is unsuitable to the neighborhood,
and will have to be the subject of street widening or improvements in the near future.
If they refuse to sanction the plan it can be authorised over their heads without adequate opportunity being afforded them to have their objections properly investigated.
Efficient pro,ision cannot be made for future traffic requirements, tramways, or water, sewerage,
or lighting services.
Councils cannot properly regulate the uses to which building land may be put.
They are at the mercy of any owner or builder who chooses to overbuild allotments with an undesirable class of house.
Factories or unsightly buildings can be put in the midst of the best districts, and seriously depreciate the residential as well as the rateable value of the neighborhood.
Because of these limitations councils are powerless to prevent the laying up of untold trouble
and expense which the ratepayers sooner or later will be called upon to face.
CONCLUSION.
The Bill in general, whilst based upon town or city planning legislation and experience of that
legislation in Britain, America, and other countries, does not attempt to incorporate essential powers
without a wide regard for local conditions in South Australia.
It is gratifying to know that whilst certain opposition to the measure was aroused, possibly through
misconception of the alleged powers of the Central Commission, the Bill has had a large measure of
support and sympathy throughout the State. It will be for the Conference to say whether they think
that town planning should be entirely a municipal function, as some people appear to think, or whether
the association of the municipal council and the statutory bodies (who exercise such an important
influence and control in town life) acting in conjunction with a body of trained experts, will give the
better and more practical results.
It is interesting to know that a conference of municipal councils
in New Zealand recently sat for two days discussing the subject of town planning, and the result of
their deliberations was that they unanimously approved of the principle of the South Australian Bill
as the basis for the proposed measure in the Dominion, namely, a Commission of experts working
in conjunction with existing authorities.
Mr. Vaughan expressed the hope that the discussion would stimulate public interest, and that
the Government would be induced to depart from their recently announced intention of not going
on with the Bill and pass it this session.
QUESTIONS.
MR. VAUGHAN, in replying to questions 7 said : To MR. S. TuxEN (Victorian Town Planning and Parks Association)-It was quite possible for
the local governing bodies to outvote the members of the proposed commission, but any scheme was
subject to control by the Minister and, finally, by Parliament.
The board being a continuous one,
it was not likely to be subject to the whim of the Minister of the day.
To MR. D. W. CRAWFORD (Commonwealth Government)-He felt that they could rely on the local
governing bodies to work in conjunction with the Town Planning Central Board. There would be
a lot of antipathy on the part of the local bodies if they thought that their power!- were being whittled away.
To MR. J. C. SILVER (S.A. Wattle Day League)-He could not say how many permanent officers
would be required, but the proposal was that there should be three members of the commission, whose
remuneration should be fixed at a figure which would enable them to have the best men available.
To COUNCILLOR J. C. KING (Geelong)-One of the objects of the Bill was to give the commission
power to veto a subdivision, and insist upon whatever decision had been arrived at being carried out

before the sale of that particular land could take place. In stressing the need for such power to be
given, he mentioned that a block of land near Adelaide had recently been subdivided. The railway
passed by it, and if members attended another conference in Adelaide in twelve months' time, they
would, for half a mile or so, gaze into backyards and their appurtenances. A similar thing was being
perpetrated on the Brighton line.
MR. W. F. GATES, M.A. (Victoria)-Assuming that the Minister and commission are agreed on a
scheme, they are subject still to Parliamentary control !
MR. VAUGHAN-Yes.
MR. GATES-Then what would be a reasonable amount of time for a scheme to get through
Parliament ¥
MR. VAUGHAN explained that the scheme would lie on the table of the House for the statutory
time-thirty days-and if there were no protest at the end of that time, it would become law automatically. There was no great danger, as had been suggested, of the scheme being on the table of
the House for a year. The commission would have power to substitute plall.'l-its power to review
came in there. There may not be " slums:" but there were plenty of " undesirabilities " in Adelaide.
(Laughter.)
To MR. WAUGH (Albury) MR. VAUGHAN replied that the principle by which land was acquired
under the Bill was the same as under " The Harbors Board Act, 1911."
MR. R. W. KOCH (Tasmania) commented on the announcement by the present Government that
the Bill was to be shelved for this session.
·
MAJOR SMEATON (South Australia) suggested that it might be to the advantage of all Australia
if representatives were selected from each State specially to discuss the Bill and to come to an understanding generally with regard to a town planning measure. ' As a result of such a discussion a Bill
might be evolved which would be a model for all the States.
MR. CARRE RIDDELL (Chairman, Metropolitan Board of Works, Victoria) contended that the
vital principle of opposition to the Bill was that it substituted Parliamentary control for municipal
control.
Supposing plans were prepared by the Town Planning Association involving a huge
That should be remedied.
expenditure, they would not be responsible, but the municipality.
(Dissent.)
ALDERMAN LINDSAY THOMPSON (Sydney) said they were discussing the most important matter
they possibly could.
The more one looked into town planning the more difficult seemed to be all
the problems.
However, if they wanted to make it a success, they should bring about unification.
The Bill they had heard explained formed a skeleton of a measure that was worthy the consideration
of all delegates.
COUNCILLOR. W. M. FuTCHER (Sale Borough Council) said that townships were surveyed very
often in localities in which they should not be put. There should be a town planning campaign to
see that townships were not allowed to sprawl over 640 acres.
MR. W. B. GRIFFIN (Commonwealth), speaking on the subject of administration by boards, said
an American authority had described a board as a thing "long, narrow, and wooden."
(Laughter.)
War administration had shown the advisableness of single control, with work delegated to different
What they should not forget was that there was a difference between g~neral conauthorities.
sideration and local consideration.
What was wanted was co-ordination.
In ancient times the
large cities dominated the country, and such methods as those tended to accentuate, not to improve,
the position.
MR. VAUGHAN, in the course of his reply, contended that a permanent body of control in connection with town planning was necessary. If control were left to a Minister of the Crown, political
influence might enter into the question. They should strive to keep the commis~ion from political
influence, and therein lay the real worth of having a permanent board.
Another thing was, they
would have experts instead of self-opinionated individuals.
The supposition that the commission
could involve a council in expenditures, huge or otherwise, without the consent of that council was
unfounded. There was no interference with the rights of councils. The Bill instead would largely
increase their powers ; but as at present constituted they could not reasonably expect to be given
sole control, regardless of the duties of other authorities. That would render town planning impracticable. The commis~ion, working in association with, and having representation from other
authorities, was the best and the most practical solution in the face of existing circumstances.
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The Metropolitan. Organisation of
Municipal Town Planning
BY CHARLES C. READE,
Government Town Planner, South Australia.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT.
The CHAIRMAN announced that, at the special request of Mr. A. S. Conrad, F.R.I.B.A., Mr. Charles
C. Reade had undertaken to deal with the next two subjects.
The movement for town planning in Australia has now reached the phase when the possibility
of transition from the propagandist to the administrative seems imminent in most states of the Commonwealth. The introduction of the S.A. Town Planning and Housing Bill by the Vaughan Government in 1916, the incorporation of a Town Planning Chapter in the Greater Sydney Bill, the preparation of draft measures in West Australia and Tasmania, and the Report of the Royal Commission
on Housing in Victoria are amongst the more conspicuous events presaging a national civic awakening·
-an awakening that both in form and manifestation clearly synchronises with antecedent developments in modern countries.
It is no longer necessary to remind ourselves that municipal town planning has been practised
in Italy for more than half a century, or that during the past decade great Anglo-Saxon countries like
Britain, America, and Canada, or again, India and Ceylon, have applied town planning legislation
towards the solution of pressing urban problems of civilization.
OLD AND NEW CITIES.
These problems, it is well known, were chiefly the outcome of fundamenta,l changes during the
nineteenth century, when the march of invention and industry swiftly bore the masses of Europe
away from the slow lethargic habits and occupations of rural life into the maelstrom of urban metropoli. But the movement from country to town was not confined to Europe. It affected old and
new countries simultaneously.
The United States and Canada developed industry and town life
faster than agricultural occupations. Australia has done likewise.
In all these countries the phenomena of urban life, however distinct in character, proves upon examination to be invariably similar
in manifestation. The problems of old and new cities, in short, whether in England, Europe, Canada,
America, or Australia, are largely contemporaneous in growth, and deeply rooted in similar economic
and sociological foundations. Slums, overcrowding, haphazard growth of cities and suburbs, transit
problems, or uncontrolled speculation in land and buildings, and their inevitable effects upon urban
population, are common to all, varying in intensity of course according to the incidence of population density, or other local conditions.
But in most modern countries, both old and new, as we know, the existence of these evils has
Australia is one of the few exceptions amongst British Dominions, Anglo-Saxon
been recognised.
or modern European countries, that has not yet given legal sanction to municipal town planning,
by which the better control or the more efficient regulation of town extensions and improvements
could be effected.
The reason for this is not difficult to explain.
Most of the cities until recent years have been
content tq look upon the wide streets and generous open spaces, the gift of earlier days, as sufficient
for the needs of the time. But with the rapid growth and increase of the larger metropolitan areas,
and a wider knowledge of town planning activities in other countries, the Australian citizen is becoming
increasingly aware of se1ious defects in the present system under ·.vhich towns and suburbs are permitted to spread.
TIIB EARLY TOWN PLANNING SYSTEM OF AUSTRALIA.
It may not be generally recognised that Australian cities were once controlled and developed
under a system of town planning by the State. Not only were the central areas of our leading cities
equipped with wide streets, squares, and park belts, under the direction of t,he Crown, in the person
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of far seeing Governors like Macquarie, or surveyor generais such as Light in Adelaide, Hoddle in
Melbourne, or Sharland in Hobart; suburban extensions were planned also providing reserves for
public recreation, squares, crescents and other town planning features brought to Australia in pioneer
days. The influence of the British town planners of the eighteenth century. who gave the new town
of Edinburgh and Bath its squares and crescents, is clearly to be observed in the early developments
of town planning in Australia.
Hobart, for instance, has its "Lansdowne Crescent," planned in
imitation of the crescent of the sarr,e name in the City of Bath (England). The plan of this delightful
example of town extension (prepared 3,bout 1830 probably by W. S. Sharland) includes not only the
crescent, but a "Bath Street" as well. Unfortunately the area that was set aside for recreation purposes was subsequently sold for building allotments.
It was under the early system of town planning by the State that in 1836 the first surveyor-general
of South Australia (Colonel Light) laid out Adelaide, with its distinctive belt of park lands, squares,
terraces, &c. It must not be forgotten, however, that the City of Adelaide was laid out in accordance
with specific instructions given from London by the directors of the South Australian Company, requiring streets of adequate widths, squares, and other reservations for public purposes. Contemporaneous with the South Australian Company was also the New Zealand Company, the directors of
which also gave similar instructions to its town surveyors, including "the reservation of a belt of open
country between the town and country which is not to be built upon."
THE CARDINAL ERROR.

It was due to these pioneer influences then that Australian citie.s were town planned on lines that
for the time were tru~y spacious and far seeing. Although the system still survives in respect to new
towns laid out by Government departments, the methods of design do not include the same generous
provision for squares, crescents, &c. Moreover it ceases to exercise any influence upon land direetly
it is alienated from the Crown. The cardinal error in all Australian cities arose with the introduction
of local government, when the powers possessed by the State were not handed on to the municipality.
The extensions of towns and cities were left to individual owners, subject only to ineffective safeguards
by statute. The development of transit following hand in hand with speculation in suburban areas,
it is easy to understand how the forces of lo!:al government (divided as they were into numerous separate units) were unable to prevent the suburban disorder that to-day is characteristic of most Australian
cities and towns.
DIVISION OF CONTROL IN METROPOLITAN AREAS.

Now it is this division of the control of towns and particularly of metropolitan area,s, among
many separate bodies tha,t complicates the problem of effective town planning control in the Commonwealth. The obvious solution is that which has been adopted by many large cities in Britain, and
which in modern continental countries is accepted as a sine qua non. That is the creation of large
metropolitan councils controlling not only city and suburbs, but all land contiguous thereto not yet
built upon. The Greater Sydney Bill, the S.A. Town Planning Bill, and other draft measun,s in
Australian States all propose maehinery for meeting the particular town planning problems arising
from division of a metropolitan area amongst many authorities. But in South Australia,, as perhaps
in some States, the possible creation of a Greater Adelaide council, controlling city, suburbs, and
adjacent areas, is far removed from the sphere of immediate practical achievement.
CENTRAL TOWN PLANNING AUTHORITY.

The only feasible alternative is the setting up of a central. town planning authority, working in
conjunction with existing municipaJ councils and statutory bodif's. The creation of such authority
need not involve any undue interference with the rights or duties of existing authorities. Municipal
government or important authorities controlling harbors, railways, trams, water and sewerage, may
suffer no diminution of their functions, but on the contrary will gain an extension of power in controlling or influencing the development of urban or suburban areas.
The central town authority under the South Australian Bill takes the form of a commission corn
·
prising in its membership1. Three experts skilled in town planning or some depart,ment thereof.
2. Representatives' of) any councils whose areas are affected by the preparation of town planning
proposals.
3. Representatives of statutory bodies similarly affected.
The primary function of the Commission is to organise and prepare, not to carry out proposals.
But where an authority, which has been entrusted with a part of a scheme that is being carried out
severally by two or more existing councils or authorities, it is desirable that the centra.l authority
should have the power to carry out in case of failure or inability of any one authority to keep faith
with the others, otherwise serious financial and legal difficulties might be created.
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Moreover, in particular works, such as a factory area for instance, or housing for workers adjacent
thereto, executive power on the part of the Commission would be essential. But as a rule the fundamental policy of any central town planning authority in Australia should be to encourage and assist,
not to coerce, the municipal council in developing its capacity and usefulness as the authority primarily
responsible for the carrying out and administration of town planning schemes and by-laws in its area.
WIDE POWERS OF DISCRETION REQUIRED.

If town planning works are to be effective it is imperative that any metropolit,an town planning
commission should be endowed with reasonably wide powers of discretion.
The powers of the South Australian Commission in supervising town planning works are substantially those possessed by the town planning comptroller of the British Local Government Board,
or in Canadian States by the l\finister and Commissioner, with one important exception, namely, active
co-operation with representatives of local authorities in formulating town planning proposals. N aturally the question will arise why should the Commission, for the purposes of preparation, possess executive capacity ? Why not leave it to the council, as it is in England ? The answer is that it would
be unwise to copy England blindly.
There is a fundamental difference between British municipalities and those in control of the metropolitan areas of Adelaide or other Australian cities.
In England most councils control their own
trams, water supply, sewerage works, lighting, and other important services, whereas in South Australia these services are placed in the hands of separate statutory authorities.
DIVISION OF CONTROL.

Moreover, the British system of control is very unsa:,isfactory when attempting to deal with a
city and suburbs controlled by many authorities.
London is a case in point where a number of suburban councils (in addition to the London County Council) divide between them the municipal control
of the metropolitan area.
Town planning schemes were being undertaken by these councils independently of one another.
The result was that the Local Government Board was obliged in the
interests of London as a whole to call a halt and bring these authorities into a series of conferences
with a view to the co-ordination of the respective schemes. These conferences, which began in 1913,
have not as yet achieved the desired object.
Many large municipalities in Britain, such as "Greater Birmingham," or "Greater Sheffield,"
have removed the difficulties of divided authority in town planning by bringing un built areas underthe control of one metropolitan council.
More than half a century ago German cities tried the experin1ent of endowing individual councils
with municipal powers with disastrous results.
Berlin is a case in point, and after many years of
failure to bring the various councils in the metropolitan area into agreement on town planning matters,
the state eventually abolished the system in favor of centralised town planning control.
THE EXPERIENCE OF CANADA.

Canadian States have also found that in adopting town planning Acts based on English practice,
the problem of divided authority remained unsolved.
Canada found that these Acts in themselves
were insufficient to formulate plans for the improvement and development of cities. Town planning
commissions on the American model have been appointed in addition.
During the last two years,
for instance, a town planning commission, consisting of Government and municipal experts, has prepared proposals for the improvement and development of the city and suburbs of Ottawa on lines
that no municipal council could undertake without Government assistance.
American cities were amongst the first to adopt the city planning commission as a means of ascertaining the improvements preliminary to town planning operations by municipal councils. In 1913
there were no fewer than 54 city planning commissions at work in the United States.
AMERICA AND DIVIDED CONTROL.

Most of the earlier American city planning commissions consisted of groups of t,echnical menarchitects, landscape gg,rdeners, engineers, &c.-who were appointed independently of the municipal
councils or other administrative bodies, to formulate town planning proposals for the improvement
of their city.
The Americans have found that the exclusion of the municipal and other statutory
authorities from these commissions is a mistake. When it comes to the question of carrying out the
proposals, the authorities responsible for local government are not inclined to adopt the proposals
that the cit,y planning commission has formulated for them. Besides,. a more decisive factor is the
ineffectiveness of the powers of statutory bodies and councils to acquire land readily and at reasonable cost. Thus a great deal of time, money, and energy has been expended with no very satisfactory
results.
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Co-OPERATION ADOPTED.

In the city planning commissions appointed latterly, however, these defects have been removed.
Representatives of municipal and statutory authoritie,; have been appointed to co-operate with the
technical members of the city planning commission.
•
ESSENTIAL POWERS.

These exampleR from other countries are too valuable to be ignored in adapting town planning
practice to Australian cities, especially where division of control exists as at prezent. To meet practical requirements in town planning, the best experience in more than one country shows that it is
essential that the central authority should design, plan, and formulatP proposals, as well as being endowed with wide powers of discretion in the supervision or the carrying out of works. Equally so,
in the best interests of democratic government is it essential that the central authority should be
responsible to a Minister and to Parliament in the manner proposed for South Australia~
MAIN FEATURES SUMMARISED.

To summarise the main features of the proposed central town planning authority in this State
then it must not be forgotten tliat1. Municipal authorities in the metropolitan area will be ml'mbers of the Commission wherever
it is intended to formulate proposals for their districts. No municipality can reasonably be excluded.

2. Statutory authorities will be represented also wherever their functions are affected.
3. The rights and duties of councils and statutory authorities will remain as they are at present.
A fundamental objective of the Commission will be co-ordination of the different proposals of different
authorities and at the same time to furnish the necessary expert advice and guidance in town planning
that at present is entirely lacking.
4. The Commission is not a supreme authority vested with arbitrary power. It cannot authorise
any works under the Bill nor approve any undertaking. These powers instead rest with the Minister
a.nd with Parliament.
5. The object of bringing in the councils or statutory authorities into co-operation with tl1e Town
Planning Commission is to ensure that whatever authority is appointed subsequently to carry out
works that have passed the necessary stages of prepa.ration, that authority will be fully conversant
with and understand the proposals which have been entrusted to their care to put into effect.
TUE SPIRIT OF ADMINISTRATION •.

The effectiveness of any law depends not upon the letter so much as the spirit which guides its
administration. The very fact that modern town planning is a science new to Australia, or that municipal and statutory bodies are unfamiliar with its practice and methods, is in itself a guarantee that
in the early stages of administration the central town planning authority will act with caution. Enquiries and conferences with authorities affee.ted would of.necessity precede practical achievements.
The Commission would make haste slowly. Precipitate action is unlikely. The difficulties attached
to adapting town planning practice in other countries to local conditions are fraught with too important
a responsibility that any statutory body of technical and municipal representatives are likely to take
action without having ascertained beforehand that their proposals will stand criticism, and also be
acceptable to the authorities responsible for their realisation, as well as to the Minister and Parliament.
Modern town planning may be a new science to South Australia, but it has a distinguished precedent in the work of her pioneers. In urging upon Parliament and public its indispensability to
civic life, the town planners are merely asking for the rehabilitation of the earlier system adapted to
meet the urgent needs as well as the future requirements of the to1''DS and cities of South Australia,
and associated with the name and prestige of Colonel Light. What fine.r monument is there to the
memory of genius than the logical continuation of a great and imperishable work 1
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Town Planning Suggestions for Adelaide
and the Metropolitan Area
BY ALBERT S. CONRAD, F.R.I.B.A.
(On behalf of the South Australian Town Planning Association).

The President of our Association, through the S.A. Executive, has asked me to consider the town
planning possibilities of the city and suburbs, and to make some suggestions in regard to their improvement.
Whilst gfa{Uy acceding to this request I feel that a complete town planning scheme must be determined by an authorised commission, and that an individual subscriber, confined to the limib.i,tions
of a paper, can do no mo1·e than give a brief review of matters in this direction.
To take a superficial view of the metropolis everything seems in order, well placed, and replete
witb all that pertains to comfort and beauty.
As we ascend the heights of the city or gaze from the foothills a panorama of loveliness is stretched
before us : the gleaming white of the capital surrounded with a girdle of green, a.nd suburban areas
plotted with villas, gardens and orchards that touch the hills and extend to the waters of the gulf.
Surely there is nothing ill-planned in this picturesque scene, and why should a few discontented people
wish to alter its design ?
The town planner, however, realises this pleasant aspect of things, but has also observed that
similar city garden features existed in most of the old-world centres until they were dispelled and
ruthlessly destroyed.
With the influx of wealth and population into these places, and no authority to control the homes
and holdings of the people, there came congestion, slumdom, and all the evil conditions that now
exist.
Town planning principles have been demonstra.ted so clearly in actual practice, and the advantages of its administration are now realised so materially, that it is the bounden duty of those
in authority to revise the laws and legislate in this direction. If we desire the City of Adelaide to
attain any degree of civic perfection and national importance there is no alternative but to replan
the metropolis on scientific lines, and to map out a plan for future development.
OUR ORIGIN AL OPPORTUNITIES.

All will agree we were richly endowed when Colonel Light designed the capital with broad avenues
and open spaces, and beautified its outskirts with a magnificent garden belt. A scheme was then
designed for the building of a city ideal in conception and in accord with those features that make for
civic-grace and beauty. The builders of the city, however, did not perceive the grandeur of this plan ,
and overlooked its possibilities for town planning effects. Therefore they fashioned the suburban
extensions on a commonplace pattern of their own.
The reservations of the city squares might have been converted into artistic "civic centres,"
graced with gardens, fountains, and statues, and the surrounding allotments secured for imposing
Government; and municipal buildings. Not only were opportunities neglected in this respect, but
with no restrictions or building provisions set out in regard to these important sites, private owners
occupied or built at their own aesthetic will. Realising that the public squares constitute the beauty
spots of the capital, and whilst land values are not prohibitive, consideration might be given to the
acquisition of the square frontages for the :requirements of future public offices.
THE CITY PARKS.

The appropriation and misappropriation of the Park Lands has been so consistent and far-reaching from their inception that until some law is brought into operation the entire area of this beautiful
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domain is likely to be absorbed. by outs.1.de concerns. - If ·space were afforded in this paper the encroachments (If these areas might be enumerated and separately defined. · Taking a, comprehensive
Under
view, however, we find t\;lat park lands in their entirety exist only on the south of the city.
the plea of proximity a'fld convenience space is allotted for some pressing demand, and any sort of a
structure may be put up offensive to the eye and devoid of any grace or beauty.
In the leasing of any portion, but especially large areas, to outside bodies or associations, it would
have been an improvement could insistence have made that the grounds were planted and laid out
with landscape garden effects, and the buildings thereon harmoniously designed and grouped. An
arrangement of this kind, made with the Oval and Racecourse Committees, for instance, would have
prevented the unsightly haphazard arrangement of t,he pavilions and sites that now prevails, and ensured a pleasing aspect from all points of view.
To try and evolve a satisfactory town planning scheme for the metropolis without incorporating
the whole of the Park Lands into the design would be an absurdity and an utter impossibility. If
it is desired to safeguard and properly utilise this great municipal reserve as an imposing "garden
centre," it should be treat:ed in a national way and the work now clearly defined.
WANTED-A SCHE?>rn FOR THE PARK LANDS.

In earlier days the laying out of tbe Park Lands appears to have been conceived with a view to
their development and utilisation as a whole. The art of tree planting in avenues, locating groups
of trees with the object of enhancing distance; or again the cultivation of native trees in accordance
with the native habit, were all sought for and practised, more so in fact than is the case nowadays.
Taste has changed. Instead of type avenues of selected trees, the tendency now is to plant numbers
of trees at stated intervals without apparently a keen consciousness of fundamental principles which
Much
Likewise isolated garden patches have come into vogue.
govern all good landscape art.
worthy effort has been expended in this direction in recent years with varying degrees of success.
Whilst it is hoped that the effort will continue and prosper, an important consideration should
be brought to bear. The Park Lands of Adelaide, unique in scope and opportunity as they are, should
be made the subject of a general scheme of development and improvement if possible by some eminent
authority on landscape architecture. The scheme should include remodelling of existing plantations and gardens, reshaping of the lakes (including the creation of bird sanctuaries in island form),
removal or masking of unsightly buildings, as well as plans for future development.
NORTH TERRACE RESERVES.

Unfortunately, the spoilation of the parks has been perpet,rated in its worst form on the portions
exceptionally favored by natural features and specially adaptable to civic effect. The 'location of
this area may be approximately defined between North Terrace and the lake whereon graceful edifices
might have been judiciously placed, with spacious gardens sloped and terraced to the water's edge.
Upon a frontage not amounting to 4,000 feet, however, the following buildings have been placed :Old Lunatic Asylum, Botanic Gardens, Hospital, School of Mines, Jubilee Exhibition, University,
Art Gallery, Museum, also the new and old Pubic Libraries.
The investigations of the North Terrace Reserves Commission have unmistakably shown that
all these institutions are congested and hampered for want of space and future development. Upon
the relegation of some of these offices to other parts, and rearrangements necessarily made, it would
be advisable to prepare a scheme of remodelling of this area and a policy defined for future operations.
Considerable effect would be gained in a pictorial way and at little cost by the removal of the walls
and front boundary fences of ~hese institutions, and a garden setting designed in harmony with the
existing plantations.
A CIVIC CENTRE.

is assumed that the authorities are now agreed that the vice-regal residence should he transferred to another convenient site, the imprisoning walls removed, and the domain opened up for the
pleasure of the people. In the ultimate removal of Government House and .the clearance of the site
now occupied by the Destitute Asylum and Police Barracks, space would be afforded for the formation
of a magnificent Piazza or Civic Centre adorned with imposing buildings and municipal garden effects.
With such a treatment the vista of North Terrace and the valley of the Torrens would be revealed at
a point where a feature of this nature is needed and would be most effective. In the utilisation of
this municipal area for an important national building and other architectural adornments, a better
position could be de.fined for the beautiful equestrian statue and the allocation of a prominent space
for the King Edward VII. Memorial now completed.
Although mnch has been done to destroy the beauty of the North Terrace reserves and to disregard the value of municipal amenities, things have happened in their worst form from King William
The Railway Station, Houses of Parliament, Government Printing Office, and
Street westward.
City Baths have all been crowded on to a few acres at the most imposing corner, and the remainder
of the park appropriated for railway purposes.
It,
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A NEW RAILWAY TERMINUS.
'rhe exigencies of tbe future will demand the erection of a Metropolitan Railway Station, and if
the capacity; aspect, and position of this building are justly considered, then the present site must
be abandoned. In the survey of suitable and available areas in close relation to the city, the location
might be fixed on the West Park Lands, with direct approach to Grote and Wakefield Streets. If a
terminus on North Terrace is demanded the present congested condition would be obviated and an
imposing effect gained by placing the new station centrally to l\forphett Street, with spacious approaches
for the purposes of traffic and large outer assembly areas for the public.
Communication with Victoria Road would be preserved and the unsightly overway bridge then rendered unnecessary.
On this resumed ground and the affinity with the suggested treatment of the Government House
domain a Terminal Square or Civic Centre could be established.
CIVIC BUILDINGS.
Not only as an adornment to the city but an educational medium and ari example to be followed,
all that is best in Architecture should he expressed in buildings of a national character. In a comprehensive sense our public edifices do not fulfil this high mission and leave much to he desired, not only
in design, but in their setting and grouping. Even with these deficiencies some art could he brought
to bear on these structures in an arboreal way and at little expense their aspect considerably improved.
The appearance of the Local Court and Police Court buildings would be greatly enhanced if the
dilapidated and unsight.ly fences which now disfigure their facades were removed, and the frontal
areas laid out with rock gardens or ornamental parterres. In the Parliament House and Government
Printing Office reserves a more imposing effect could be gained by the adoption of floral borders or,
low hedges in lien of the existing enclosures.
A garden treatment should be defined for these areas
and the services of a landscape architect secured to beautify the neglected s.vaces of a.U public bllildings.
l\'Iany opport1mities in this direction are afforded in the recesses of the King William Street Trea.~ury
Block and the arcaded fronts of the old Parliament Honse and lodge to the vicc-re~al residence.
Public reserves are the only gardens many people may enter, and gntters and byways the only
playgrounds their children poRsess.
Apart from any aesthetic considerations, but as a debt to
humanity, it is therefore incumbent on the authoritie3 adequately to plant our thoroughfares and
open places.
THE ENVIRONS OF THE CITY.
Sllburban settlements have been formed and developed as population demanded without any
method of planning, and therefore devoid of any public gardens, graceful boulevards, and places of
civic interest,. No provision has been made for children's playgrounds, a,nd with the exception of
several reservations a.nd enclosures, no system of parks and open spaces is provided for the necessary
health and recreation of the people.
The following table furnishes the approximate extent of public reserves in relation to population ·
and area of districts:Area.
Public
PopulaDistrict.
Sq.
Reserves.
tion.
:Miles.
Acres.
Hindmarsh ..
11,500
2
30
Prospect ..
10,300
16
31
'\\-'alkervilfo
3,500
1
St
St. Petern ..
10,500
1}
3
Norwood
14,600
7
11
Payneham ..
3,720
3
1½
Burnsidr
15,000
99
12½
Unley ..
31,000
5
22
West Torrens
nil
5,000
10
'I'hebarton ..
10,500
rn
lf,
41
1157620
200
According to the above figures it is shown that within an affected area of 41 square miles only
200 acres have been reserved for public use, and if the district of Burnside is eliminated the open space is
approximately only 100 aeres.
Taking ten per cent. of the total area as thA modernAanda,r d of open
space required in urban life, the present area falls short of up-to-date requirements by no less than
262 per cent. But it must not be forgotten that in the outer areas so many dwellings at present are
surrounded with gardens 1 therefore the lack of any necessary park system is not appa,rent: and closely
confined dwellings occur only in particula,r districts. Unfortunately, with increased land values, the
tendency to overbuilding is steadily growing.
With a greater population and the invasion of commerce and factory concerns, it is only a matt.er of time for congestion and insanitation to be set up,
unless some remedial measures are adopted.
!W

In order to correct original errors of planning and protect the interests of the people it is essential
that areas should be resumed where available and a scheme of remodelling instituted on town planning
lines. On the fringe of the settled districts within an approximate radius of five miles from the city
outer reservations and communal gardens should be dedicated to public use, and extensions designed
for future suburbs.
SUBURBAN ROADS.

Following on the lines of a system that has been determined by the subdivisional dispm,al of
land the roadwaye of the outer area,s are parochial in thPir conception and do not conform to the necc-Bsities and design of a prearranged plan. The incapacity of the main arteries of traffic to serve prPsent needs is a matter to be seriously considered, and a scheme must be designed for the creation of
additional channels of communication and transit.
No problem is beset with so many difficulties in regard to civic reform as the alteration or improvement of streets in settled areas, but much can be done to co-ordinate and link up with future districtf,.
Routes are now av3,ilable for new arterial roads, and these should be laid down to relieve present congestion and in relation to new towns, factories, and commercial areas.
In planning for future extensions a circumferential road should also be determined on the outskirts of the populated districts, accpssible to the city and designed with radial thoroughfares leading
to the country townships. Although we are not possessed of the grand approaches and magnificent
promenades that lead to the city, vacant lands may now be secured for projects in this direction.
A NATIONAL HIGHWAY.

With the reservation so wisely provided between Adelaide and Glenelg it is possible to plan on
national lines, and to transform the present regulated thoroughfare into an avenue of use and beauty.
In perpetuation of this idea tracks could be defined for vehicle, train, and equestrian traffic, bordered
with trees and plantations; and embellished with suit.able memorials.
BUILDING ZONES.

The lack of town planning laws to control the disposition and type of edifice is manifestly shown
in the metropolitan areas, and the existent policy of indiscriminate building is depreciating not only
the aspect of lands, but values generally in tbeir vicinity.
The amenitiPs of a city can only be properly considered and the monetary interests of the property
owner adequately protected under a system wherein areas are apportioned as business, factory, and
residential districts. An effective town planning measure would not operate unjustly in settled areas
and would prove of inestimable benefit in the appropriation of new lands and building enterprises. The growth of the city has been so rapid that unless immediate action is taken to proclaim
new districts as ma,nufactnring centres the community will be seriously inconvenienced and suffer
irreparable loss.
It. has been indisputably proved that in order to compete successfully with rival concerns, places
of trade and industry for purposes of transportation must be situated on rivers, railways, and sea
frontages.
Vacant lands are now obtainable in advantageous positions, and before being wrongly
absorbed should be dedicated to commercial use; and come within the scope of building laws and rpgulations.
SETTLEMENTS ON MODERN LINES.

Town planning authorities should be empowered not only to design for metropolitan extensions,
but, to create and conserve places of interest and beauty and to form new garden suburbs. For specific
purposes and in certain localities it is highly desirable for the Government to acquire land for rural settlement, and to lay out in conformity with modern ideas of planning. Propositions of this nature could
be worked out on the vacant foreshores of the gulf, and suburban townships established, also garden
villages on the foothills and other favored spots.
OUR NATIONAL FEATUirns.

In actual practice town planning procedure cannot be laid down on any fixed lines, but must be
determined by local conditions and the geographical features of the land. Nature bas placed an imposing background for Adelaide in the magnificent ranges, and any scheme of beautification would
be imperfect in its conception if it does not embrace the foothills and cover the visible mountain slopes.
Before the woodman and quarryman do further damage these acclivities shopld be secured, their
natural foliage preserved, and the denuded slopes of the ranges replanted and testored to life. Our
inheritance lies in the hills, but we have not yet discovered its value, and there i3 a wealth of unexplored
beauty in the gullies that should be preserved and securely protected.
\

The openings of the ranges that lead to the city are the natural rural retreats of the people, unless
acquired they will soon be exploited for their firewood possibilities and converted into uninviting dusty
91

ravines. The valley of the Torrens as :it trave1'se,i, the metropolitan plain offers exceptional advantages in the way of landscape garden and water treatment, and should be proclaimed for public purposes as a health zone and national reserve.
In the resumption of the river frontages and a system of lakes and reservations artistically planned,
a civic transformation would be effeeted, this ill controlled waterway thus reverting to its na~ural state.
"If we are to keep this empire as a heritage for the British race, we must create an environment
which will breed a virile and resourceful people," said the Australian Prime Minister upon receiving
the freedom of the City of London.
"And we must ensure to the great masses of the people those
conditions of labor and that standard of comfort which are the just heritage of a civilised people, and
lacking which the British race will dwindle and degenerate and our mighty empire crumple and decay.
We must see to it therefore that the gates of opportunity are slammed in no man's face. Them must
be a chance for everyone."

It behoves us then to plan out our lands and buildings in an imperial way for the fit and proper
habitation of the people and in accord with all that is best in town pla:fming ideals.
Realising that a Town Planning Act is a necessity, it is to be hoped that the local measure now
under consideration will be determined and become operative without delay.
The provisions and embodiments of the S.A. Town Planning and Housing Bill do not come within
the scope of this paper, but in regard to their nature and application, I fail to see how any town planning
scheme for the metropolis can be properly designed unless it emanates from or is subject, to the revbion
of a commission of trained experts acting as one authority, and acting in co-operation with the council
or councils concerned.
·
Finally, the points raised in this paper can only be regarded as matters which a town planning
commission could examine and investigate with a view to their being adapted in any scheme which
may be devised for the planning of Adelaide and suburbs.

MR. READE, replying to questions, said :To MR. RIDDELL (Victoria)-lf a council declined to act in England the local governing authorities
could be authorised by the Local Government Board to prepare a scheme in the area of the council
that had refused to take action.
To MR. GATES (Victoria)-The commission would have power to prepare schemes outside the
metropolitan area in conjunction with the existing local authority.
To MR. UFFrnDELL (South Australia)-He would not advise the other States, when preparing
town planning measures, to incorporate Part III. of the South Australian Bill in any measure they
might propose.
It would be better to separate town planning and housing.
There were special
circumstances which governed the incorporation of housing clauses in the South Australian Bill.
The Government, after having purchased 300 acres for town planning purposes, had decided that
it would be better to bring the two things-town planning and housing-as one measure, particularly
as a housing problem, high rents, overcrowding, &c., existed in Adelaide; in common with other
Australian cities.
Mr. READE, in his reply, said that he did not consider it practicable or wise to suggest that a
standardised measure should be prepared for the whole of Australia.
The conditions in each State
were far too distinct and local to permit it.
He asked that members of the conference, before
seeking any hasty conclusion on the South Australian measure (a copy of which had been furnished
to delegates), should first study the Bill and report, together with other literature on municipal town
planning as practised in different countries.
The South Australian Bill should not, under any
circumstances, be copied without careful adaptation to local circumstances.
The danger was, as
in all new movements, that town planning ideas and practice would be taken up before they were
properly understood or digested ; their application to local conditions would be sought without a
sufficient knowledge of the mistakes of other countries, or the costly risks that were involved. The
discussion had shown the need for more study and a clearer understanding of the fundamentat--ffeinciples
governing municipal town planning practice, and also distinguishing between such town planning
and the garden city and the garden suburb movement. They had to make haste slowly. To do
otherwise would be a serious and costly mistake.
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Lantern Lecture.

Municipal Town Planning
BY MR. CHARLES 0. READE.

At the request of Mr. E. C. Rigby (Vice-President Victorian Town Planning Association),
the conference approved of the suggestion that Mr. READE should, that morning, give a lantern
lecture to the delegates dealing with " Municipal Town Planning."
The lecturer first illustrated and explained the early town planning system in Au&tralian cities.
The early town plans of Adelaide, Hobart, Brisbane: and other cities (including New Zealand), collected
after prolonged research in different centres, were shown and explained. Checkerboard designs were
Park beltR
usually employed, with squares, crescent,:, and other public reservations interp.olated.
were not only a feature in Adelaide, but also in New Zealand and, again, in Brisbane, when' the
intention was defeated through land, kept in reserve for the purpose, being put to building use, chiefly
The early town planning of the State was farseeing and
for public institutions and railways.
courageous, and recognised public requirements more than it did to-day. The difference was due to
economic and social changes in the nineteenth century as with other countries. The land speculator
had superseded the Surveyor-General. Town extensions outside the regularly and logically planned
centres of all the Australian cities had suffered accordingly. It was not merely that the evils arising
t,herefrom resulted in lack of open spaces, wasteful, inconvenfont, and unscientific road
systems, or badly planned allotments ; with uncontrolled speculation in the ascendant, the
increase in suburban land values (plus the increase of building prices) had rendered it impossible for
the ordinary enterprise to build cheap cottages at fair rents or prices they could reasonably afford.
The consequence was large sections of the population were caught between the ever-increasing requirements of commerce and the ever-rif'.ing ring of suburban land values. The normal increase of commercial and industrial building in central areas (where there was no town planning legislation to
regulate snch matters) reduced the number of houses available ; whilst the activities of ht>alth authorities, however necessary, assisted the process.
The supply of accommodation for people of small
means did not keep pace with the demand. The problem in Australia was accentuated by the fact
that factories were usually located within city areas or adjoining the main railways between city and
outer suburbs.
Employees, in consequence, were concentrated in their vicinity, especially where
the transit charges did not encourage decentralisation.
Therefore, rent and prices rose, overcrowding of two and three and four families into one house followed, and thus: through the simultaneous
operation of a series of economic caus~s, a housing problem of extensive character was present in all
the Australian cities and larger towns.
Adelaide was no exception. A number of slides were shown, amid applause, revealing unmistakably the overcrowded and insanitary conditions prevailing in the City of Adelaide, followed by particulars of the conditions inside the houses, ascertained after personal inspPction by· the lecturPr,
together with other trained_ investigators.
When the lecturer came to Adelaide in 1914, he found that the City Council and public opinion
were convinced that the place was a garden city, without blemish or flaw.
Adelaide, without
exaggeration, was the garden city of the world. The facts, however, did not support the contention.
As a town planner, he was similarly placed as the doctor was to the patient; he had to diagnose the
evils before he could prescribe the remedy.
He was accused of slandering the city ; but time had
. vindicated the town planners.
With one or two exceptions, Adelaide had discovered that housing
evils of an extensi.ve character had existence in the city.
Some of the city fathers as yet did not
realise the problem.
It had been argued, the fact that them was no longer a necessity for annual
city inspection by the Council was evidence of the disappearance of slum conditions.
A Voice-Who are the owners who say there are no slums?
Mr. Reade rnplied that he was not discussing owners or individuals, but great national evils,
which required to be recognised and remedied. Until public men admitted that housing evils did
exist, adequate measures, St>eking to prevent the repetition of such evils, would be delayed. Great
Britain, Canada, and other countries-and, in fact, every Australian city excPpt A<lelai<le--liad
rPcogniRed the existence of slums in their midst and were in Rearch of remedies.
!)'.{

In Great, Britain, especially in Glasgow, Liverpool, Birmingham, .Manchester, London, and other
cities, a solution for "slums " had been sought by the application of the " Housing of the Working
Classes Acts." Enormous sums had been spent in wholesale demolitions at Liverpool. Birmingham
had applied gradual renovation.
Neither had succeeded, however much it was claimed conditions
under either method had been improved.
Liverpool had effected a large reduction in death rates
and disease.
Crime, drunkenness, and other offences had been lessened in particular areas. Slums
had been replaced by model tenements and cottage housing.
Over £1,135;000 bad been spent; and,
in order to bring the new accommodation within the means of the people dispossessed, the ratepayers
paid a rate of 2½d. in the £ (annual value). But it was claimed that to neglect slums meant a much
heavier charge upon the ratepayers, owing to the costs involved by more police, more hospitals and
asylums, more inspection and pauperism wherever slums were neglected.
Liverpool and other
cities had found that bad housing meant a costly waste of public resources; whilst good housing was
a sound and businesslike investment, which saved both the taxpayer and the tenant.
But in their efforts to deal with slums and congestion by heavy expenditures (a.a Melbourne sought
to do and Sydney had tried in vain) British cities found years ago that not only had they failed to
solve the slum, but also they could not prevent its repetition in new areas. That discovery,
together with the experience of European cities, gave Great Britain "The Housing and Town Planning
Act, 1909," and established the conviction that the basis of municipal town planning must be sociologic
and economic, as well as aesthetic or solely technical. It was futile, in short, expending vast sums
on the demolition of existing areas if the result did not bring improvement to the condition of urban
life for the mass. Equally futile was it (as the nineteenth century in Europe and the earlier manifestation of the city planning movement in America had shown) for cities to be spending large sums
in street widenings, in seeking to create spectacular civic centres, if the result again was to ignore:
if not to intensify, the problem of habitation. Hence modern cities were seeking primarily to plan the
immediate future city extensions and in the new areas to practise prevention rather than muddle with
cure. The principles governing the plan included (1) the provision of fast and cheap transit, improved
arterial roads, &c. ; (2) the prevention of overcrowding by limitation of builrlings to the acre;
(3) garden suburbs and cheap housing, financerl by the State through municipal councils and cooperative or co-partnership groups of private individuals ; (4) decentralisation of new factories and
labor, with transport facilities, both by land and w::i,ter in aid of cheap production and economic
housing for employees in direct transit with existing cities : (5) classification and graduation of roads
and districts according to function and u&e, with the object. of promoting economical as well as
efficient development and maintenance.
TbPse principles were illustrated, with particulars, plans, &c., from British, European, American,
and Canadian cities.
Australian cities were shown in contrast, togethflr with the results of hap·
hazard growth in the suburban extensions of recent years.
}Iunicipal town planning, concluded the lecturer, meant something more, and covered a wider
field, than that embracerl. in the sphere of m1micipal activities in the Australian towns and cities.
The municipalities should tmify in favor of metropolitan control. Failing this, a central authority,
with powers to co-ordinate and harmonise proposals of different local government bodies, was
inevitable. In either case, a commission of experts 1 strictly limited in number, was essential. To
empower councils to town plan without expert guidance would be a mistake that had been proved
in practice elsewhere both costly and futile.
The President (Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald), in moving a vote of thanks, said that the conference was
under a permanent debt to the lecturer for his clear 1 valuable, and convincing explanation of town
planning.
He had attended at different times a number of discourses by :M:r. Reade, who was
unquestionably the authority on town planning in Australia. Delegates would now·have a clearer
conception of the whole subject. :M:r. Reade was an expert who wa-s recognised in other countries
beside Australia, and South Australia bad been both wise and fortunate in securing bis services.
Sir David Hennessy (Lord :M:ayor of Melbourne), supporting the motion, said that, after hearing
and seeing such a splendid exposition, the whole tenor of the conference had been changed. Australian
cities had much to learn, and personally he was grateful for the opportunity of bearing an expert,
who, in the course of his stay, had acquired a wide knowledge of local conditions and done inestimable
service to the Commonwealth in the cause of town planning and civics.
:M:r. Reade's advice was
invaluable.
The motion was carried with applause, and the conference adjourned until Monday, October 22.

~I

Monday~ October · 22.
THE HoN. J. D. FITZGERALD, when conference resumed, mentioned that it had been arranged
for the Governor-General to address the conference next afternoon. and delegates had also been
invited by the Abattoirs Board to visit the abattoirs the same afternoon.
COUNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn) moved-" That this conference requests the Abattoirs
Board to postpone arrangements for the trip to some other da,y to be arranged by the Executive."
MR. JOHN Suur.AN (New South Wales) seconded.
The motion was carried.
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) said that so far delegates had had no means of diRcu;,sing important
resolutions that had been the outcome of that conference.
The Queensland delegates were willing,
if their paper were taken as read, to give up the time that had been apportioned to them on the
following day (Tuesday) for the consideration of resolutions.
He suggested that even that morning
whatever time could be spared be devoted to discussing those resolutions of which notice had bee11
given.
THE HON. J. D. FITZGERALD expressed the opinion that they ought not to interfere with the
arrangements that had been made for the carrying on of the business that morning.
DR. PRICE moved a resolution in the terms of his suggestion.
ALDERMAN J. MAXWELL seconded.
After discussion the resolution was carried.
COUNCILLOR F. STAPLEY (Lord Mayor-elect of Melbourne) then took the chair.

No. 11-Victorian Section

Town Planning in Special Relation to
Building Regulations
By H. E. MORTON,
City Engineer and Building Surveyor, Melbourne.

Building regulations are necessary for the health, safety, and comfort of citizens, as well as to
provide reasonable protection against damage by fire.
THE OLDEST KNOWN BUILDING LAWS.
Over two thousand years before our era there flourished at Babylon the great King Hammurabi,
whose name is affixed to the oldest code of laws. In this we find many references to building. Jerry
builders and other dishonest craftsmen were threatened with severe penalties. If an owner or any
member of his family lost their lives from causes due to defective workmanship. then the builder or
a member of his family was slain.
If the owner's goods were destroyed the builder had to make
good the loss.
Any defects in the building the builder also had to make good with his own silver.
Probably under those conditions there were not so many jerry builders as at the present day.
It is not proposed in this paper to deal with methods of construction, fire prevention and check,
means of escape or health provisions, other than those of light and air. Australian regulations have
until recent years been based on those of the mother country, the only compulsory provision as to
light and air being a minimum yard space, usually 200 square feet, independent of the height of buildings or the frontage of the allotment. This is probably a relic of the old walled cities in which space
was very limited, and should have no bearing upon the conditions existing in this vast continent.
No provisions were made as to the minimum size of light courts, or the amount of window area
requisite for light and ventilation. The experience gained from the past is the best guide for the
future.
The conditions herea.fter described are applica,ble to the State of Victoria,, and particularly to
Melbourne and suburbs, bu;t they will, I think 1 be recognised as Pqually serviceable to the principal
cities in all the States.

The building regulations which were in force in Melbourne until the end of 1915 were to a great
extent to blame for allotments being re-subdivided so that the rear portions were cut off and sold as
frontages to lanes. The regulations which permitted such a state of things to obtain provided inter
alia that no building of the dwelling house class should be hereaftel' built unless the same shall have a
clear frontage to a street or lane, or to an alley which shall have been formed and built prior to the
eleventh day of March, 1872.
A lane was a thoroughfare 20 feet in width. An alley was less than 20 feet, usually a cul-de-sac.
The Transfer of Land Act and the Health Acts of 1890 prescribed a minimum width for new streets
of 50 feet, but this did not prevent the building of dwelling houses in lanes and alleys, which were in
existence. A golden opportunity. was here lost.
Under the hot-bed conditions described numbers of dwelling houses have since been erected in
these lanes and alleys. Fortunately for the occupants these houses have rarely exceeded two storeys
in height and have been fairly open to light and air, so that the conditions are not comparable with
the slum areas of the old country. A number of the older houses, owing to the increase.in land values
near the heart of the city, are being removed, and factory premises are being established on their sites.
The regulations passed by the City Council of Melbourne in February, 1916, prohibited dwelling
houses being erected in streets less than 30 feet in width_ This, with the provisions relating to height
of buildings and for light and air, will prevent the creation of slum areas. These conditions apply
only to the city and not to the suburbs. The Minister for Public Works, Mr. Adamson, is endeavouri.!!~ to apply similar conditions to cities and towns throughout the State.
PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR MODERN CITIES.
ZoNES.-Zones should be created for residential, business, and factory areas, which are indicated
in most cities by local geographical conditions. New York City, America, has recently adopted the
zone system.
Low-lying or swampy land, or land subject to inundation by floods, should not be included in
a residential area. All swampy land in the vicinity of a city should be reclaimed and means should
be taken to improve the discharges of rivers to prevent flooding. Low-lying and flooded areas adjacent
to river or harbor frontages, when permanently improved, have become in many cases very valuable
sites, both for factory and business premises. The most valuable land in Wellington, New Zealand,
is the land which has been reclaimed along the foreshore, and these point,s require to be borne in mind
in the planning of a city.
MINIMUM WIDTH OF STREETS SHOULD BE PRESCRIBED.-This would depend on the various classes
In residential areas the secondary streets may be narrow if forecourts are compulsory.
of traffic.
By this means the cost of road construction is reduced to a minimum, as also the cost of dust prevention.
Civic pride is developing in some of our cities, and many citizens now regularly water and cut th~
grass in front of their allotments. If this be done generally, or if the local councils undertake the
work, the streets could be wider, greater width being given to the footways, along which avenues of
trees could be planted both for ornament and shade. Trees should never be planted on the road.
The footways along the Sydney Road have recently been increased from 20 to 33 feet in width with
fine effect. It would probably be found before long that the American practice of removing fences
in the front of private gardens would be adopted.
HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS.-These should be regulated according to the zones and widths of streets
or open spaces on which they abut. For residential areas they should not be greater than the width
of the street, while in the business part they should be limited to not more than two and a half times
the width of the street, with a maximum of height for buildings of fire-resisting construction of 132
feet, and two-thirds of this height for buildings of ordinary construction, that is brick or stone wallti
and wooden floors, viz.: 88 feet, such being the height of the tallest ladders usable by fire brigades.
In new areas probably no great difficulty would be experienced in obtaining power to limit the
height of buildings to what are recognised as proper limits according to the zones in which they are
to be located. Local conditions may give rise to considerable opposition in existing areas.
When the present Melbourne Building Regulations were framed considerable difficulty was experienced in settling this question owing to vested interests, due to the fact that certain narrow streets
had become main business centres, and a compromise had to be made, the height being limited as
follows:In the streets and alleys 33 feet and under in width no building shall be erected or altered to exceed in height four times the width of any street, lane, or alley to which it fronts, but such height
shall not exceed a maximum of 82 feet 6 inches for ordinary construction, or 99 feet for steel frame
or reinforced concrete construction.
In streets over 33 feet in width the height of buildings may be increased six inches for every foot
of width by which the said street exceeds 33 feet in width, but no building shall exceed a maximum
height of 110 feet for ordinary _construction, or 132 feet for steel frame or reinforced concrete construction.
·
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No. 34
COLONEL WILLIAM

GOVERNOR

LIGHT

Horn at Peua.ng (Malay Peninsula) about 1785. He pn,,s,·d t.h1·,rn;.:h
tilt> Peninsula \Var, nud had traxelle d wide!)· 1,P.forc c:oming to
Houth Austtalia. in J ~:rn as first Hnrvcyor-General, whe1'e, in occo,··
,Lance with the instrnctio11s of th e ::!.A. Company, he tixc<l the ~itc
·a11d planne d t he (.;itY of AdeJai<lc.
lie was . rovardcd l,y some as ·
the "town planning cr;. .nk" Of his l.iJne. aud sutforcd 1nuc-h front
t.he PCL'$OIH•i ani111osit}· aud w·c.iudiccs ot ot.hcrs. whicl1 1111<lonhtocllY hustcned his clea.th in JS;J!J 11t t,he age of,;~ n•111·s.

MACQUARIE

Governor of )-,iw ::;outh " 'ales. m,dcr whose cli1·cct.ion in 1810·11
Lhc City of Hobart received its tirst town plan (lai<l ont by
Hnn'cror-Gc11eraJ .M eohan and l,vans)iaud who also imposed build ·
ing ,·eirnlal, ions securing a. in·oater wic t,h between the hons<>s t.han
that, o{ tht> st,·~ct itself, both in Hobart a.nd Sydnrr.

No. 37 ·
ROBERT

HODDLE

Rorn at " 'estrniustt•r (London ) in 17114. ancl Hl'rivc,l in C\cw South
Jn 18:17 he
l"-id out the City of .\[olhonmc on ,i ~it.e 1>rcvio11sly s111·vcrccl h>·
H.obert Rnssoll.
He alRo plunnecl ~evc,·al count,rr towns in l\ew
South \Vales. His plans \\'Crc ull charnctm·i~cd b~- ~t.rct't.s Ya.ryinir
from 1 ~- to 3 chains in \\'idt h at ,, t im<' \\'hen HH ft•ct, was 1·ci:-.il'clccl
as t he con·cct stanclurd.
(Photo~ and particnlars snrplierl by t-he H istor:cal Soc,et,· or.

\Vales in 182:!. wht>ro he hecan10 Assistant.·::!u1·vcJ01·.

WILLIAM

STANLEY

SHARLAND

Bo1·11 in 1so1 at i-;ncsmc rc (Shropshire). In 1823 he wa.s llJl·
vointed Assistnnt·Snrvoyor in Tasmania.. where ho plann()d th<:
Citc1,. of f,anncc~ton , oxt.cn~ions of the City of Hobart, :--;.,w Norfolk
an other town6, in which prOYision was made for sc\uares.
cresccut.s. public rt•st•rvcs, ,xc. Subsequent!)· he en tercel puh ic life.
lrnt t he cxnmpks illust.ratrcl~~y his work wer·e not tollo,'<'ed by his
successor s .

Victoria.)
(Sec Paper Ko, O, "'l'hc )Ictropolitr,n Organisation of ~miicipal 'l'owu Plauning.")
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No. 38

FIRST

PLAN OF THE CITY OF ADELAIDE

AND

ITS

PARK

!

~,,/

"

/

-..:.,·

'

LANDS,

c!howing Colonel Light's ori,(i.na[ design for the City, North Adelaide and belt of park lands, also the outer terraces he added snhsequently when planning the rural areas atljoimng.
!Sec Illnstrat.ion 40.)
The disparity between the nnmher of streets
running north arnl south and those- passing east and west has 1ieYer been satisfactorily "xplaine<l, although it is at.t.ribut,,.l
to the influence of hot northerly winds in .snnnncr.
The ::-errations of Ba.st Terrnee and changes o_f street directio11R in .Nort,h
·
Adelaide are due to the topography of the site.
Area of City (South Adcla.ide), 700 acres; area of North Adelaide, 342 acres; area of Park lands in lfll 7 controlled by City
Council, 1,900 acres ; original area of Park lands (before alienations), 2,301) acres.
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Ah,.:...,;;;~, -

THE CITY OF ADELAIDE TO - DAY .

~Io,torn plan showiug- tho numbor of 11arrow ~tr eots, lanes, S:o., cut into tho original builcliog hlook~ oJr t,ho framework o( wi<lo streot.s as
originally planned by Colonel Light in 18 36·7. also subsequont alienations of park lands for hu il<ling or othor purposos. (Comparo
with Illustration :Ko. 38.)
(Soo Papers Xo. 8 and !l, South Austrnlian Seo tion.)
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THE CITY AND ENVIRONS OF ADELAIDE AS PLANNED BY COLONEL L IGH T.

'!'ho plan sho ws Lho rrnmC\work or "co,mt1T ronds ·· ono chain wide ln id out. h y Colonel l.jj(ht, wlu.:n fiUlJ<li,· iclini:- 1..hu <:Jl\·i,.on s iuf.o farntfi
varving from $0 to J :1.1 acres e;tr h. These, co unttT roads havo subso<j11cntl:v become U,c rnain art.erial an<l sccon tlar:v roacl s :vstciru
o( t)ic snburhs Of .\drlaiclr, to~ethc r wit,h t-ho Dn:v-ros1d (2 chains), n ~o tho Port,-roacl (?. rhnins). ori!<'i <H',lly scf·. n;·idc \,y (.'t>l,m<'l
Ligl,t t'or a canal. (('om1in r e Tllnstn1tion 1\o. 4 l.)
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C.1.1«,cC

PLAN e.HEWINC PRELIMINARY

TENTATIVE IDEAS WHICH THE
PROPOSED 5.A.TOWN PLANNINC
COMMISSION
CO\/ERNMENT
ATIVE5)

(coN!!.15TINC or
MUNICIPAL REPRE5ENT - .

WOULD CONSIDER IN

PREPARINC DEFINITE TOWN
PLANHINC .PROPOSALS f"OR
ADELAI OF;' AND 5UBURB5.

No. Ltl

METROPOLITAN ADELAIDE.

The plan Rlww,-(1 J Tlw original cit.y. be!i. of park lands. a.nd BYRtcm of" country roads" laid ont. by the Government (see illustration
!\"o. 40); (2) the subsequent developments proeeeding from the inliuenee o[ modern transit and speculation in suburban
lands witho11t. proper town planning control (solid black lines indicating streets): and (3) the preliminary and tentative ideas
in diagra1nrnatic f'orrr1 ,vhich the proposed S.A. Town Planning Cornn1ission would consider jn preparing, with Council~ and
other bodies, municipal town planning schemes for the further extension or improveme!lt of the metropolitan area (dotteq

lines).

(See Papers 8, 9, and 10, S.A. Section.)
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The sch('IUC provides for two shopping and bns111css areas, Xo. J. R<ljoininl(" the eircns. constitnt.in~ tlu· lllUin l·nt,t·ane<· tu 111<·
suburb, from which the roads radiat<- by direct 1·outcs to th(' tliffcrcnt districts. No. 2 is propo,od to l>C hohl in r<'S<1n ·c ror
tho presont. Tbo plan provides for a <"cntral sc,uare, with puhlic and <'CCles iastical lntilding-,,, corr<·lalc,l arch itectnrullr,
including the recreational instituto forming the west.I'm torminn l to tho Broadwa~·. 14- chains wide. Rccrcatinn r,aviliou,.
lawns . and rost park are ~ho wn in rear or the in~Utut<• . The cost<-rn t<-rmir,al i~ pro,·idcd hr t!J(; priucip~l 11Htni<·ipnl h•iil<linir .
whilst other public cdifict•s arc fiim ilurlr pluc-c,t. with u vie1v to r,rop('r $(1tting and pnhli<- ronvNtit·nr<'.
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'fhc scheme also pi-OYides fe>t· a pa1·kway, ~~ } rcet w ide. with four yows o( trees enc_irc lini:r tlw sn l,11 1·1, and pu s~ :n_i.: U11:ongh Lhc p_u rk
en ronte, and 1·t·sidcntin.l road~ not lc~s than JO feet wide (u, acco,·danco w1'.h ,·x,~tmg lnw), ,nth hmlchng hnt· n·1t ulat1ou
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No. 42

GENERAL VIEW OF PROPOSED- MITCHAM GARDEN SUBURB (n1·,•1t 2!)8 neres)
Situat,(•tl about t.hrcc mil~s so nth of Victorin·sq uarc . Adelaide, the design for which includ e~ 1wovision for SPJni-rnra l O<'enpa.t,ion:-; n.nll
The )and was purchased by t lw !3ont.h A11,tralim1 Govornmont for~ the
hou~ing- for returned soldiers and other persons.
'l'bQ report itn(l sphemc of development ttrQ Jt(lt }et co mpleted.
purpose in 1016, aml is, at present, in tc1I1por~ry use.
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. Taking into eonsideratfon the fact that residential buildings cannot be erected in streets Jess
than 30 fe~t in width,. and that there are eom'paratively few streets between 30 -~rid 50 feet in width,
the result 1s not so bad as·.w'duid appear at :firs't sight·. Other restrictions as to :fireproofing will
ptuctically prohibit high buildings for res1dentfa1 purposes fa the narrow streets.
. . . As a result of experience and education it i!s probable that the clauses relating to the height of
buildings in relation to the width of streets fa so f~r as residential buildings are concerned, will be
. amended, and the heights recltt~ed.
No doubt most of us can call to min:d residential areas fa which large factory buildings have been
erected to the detriment of the locality. In others high tenement buildings have been erected, dwarfing the surrounding residences and creating a hideous sky line.
liIGHT CouRTS.-Owners of land about to build in many cases place no monetary value on natural
light and ventilation, and usua11y accept the plan submitted by the architect which shows the greatest
amount of accommodation. Thousands of pounds have been spent in remodelling buildings due to
insufficient sizes of light courts.
In the :first place internal courts, that is courts surrounded on four sides, should not be permitted,
or if permitted means should be provided for sufficient draught to enter at the bottom to thoroughly
circulate the air. The height oi any wall of a residence, office building, or factory should not exceed
two and a-half times the width of an enclosed court, or three times the width of a court open at the
end. These provisions will permit the upper storeys of the buildings being set back as per marginal
sketch.
It must he remembered that the lateral spread of a city means greater length of railways, roads,
trams, water, sewerage, gas and electrical reticulation, with consequential increment of capital, interest, maintenance and rate charges in connection therewith, consequently there will be a tendency
to go higher with buildings if only a limited percentag·e of the area of an allotment be permitted to
be built on. TbifJ Jnay lead to badly lighted buildings, and extend the class of structure known as
the tenement house.
If proper provisions g,g to the height of buildings and the sizes of courts be made they will automatically take care of questfoiis such as minimum allotments and area to be built on, and will give
proper light and ventilation to each room, which these latter provisions do not necessarily ensure.
One additional provision is necessary, viz., that where there is no lane or open space at the rear of the
allotments dedicated to the public, an open space at least ten feet in width should be provided, which
shall remain unbuilt on for the purpose of air flushing the rear of the buildings.
The regulation in the City of Melbourne with regard to wooden buildings has given excellent
~esul-t:s. Ttia regulation requires that all such buildings shall be insulated, that is, that the building
shall be situated not less than eight feet, or one-third the height of the walls from any street or lane,
and the height of the walls from any other building or from land not in the same occupation. Where
land is cheap, say £1 per foot, a building owner would pay £24 for the extra land required to permit
him to erect a wooden building. As the value of the site increases the class of buildings changes
automatically from wood to brick. It is of course a commercial proposition as to when the value
of the land will not,warrant the cost of the insulated·space required for a wooden building . .
WINDOWS.-There should be provi_ded, for the purpose of lighting and ventilating each room, a
window or windows opening on to an open space or light court equal to ten per cent. of the floor area
of the room to be lighted, of which one-half shall be capable of being opened for ventilation. This
of course is in addition to the ordinary ventilation openings.
It has been my experience when accompanying the Officer of Health that badly lighted residences
usually have heavy curtains, and the conditions as regards dirt are far worse than in a well lighted
Light is the greatest enemy of dirt.
room.
In thfa connection it may be interesting to recall that in England a window tax was formerly levied
on windows or openings for light in excess of eight in all houses standing in cities or towns. It was at :first
enacted to defray the expense of and deficiency in therecoinage of silver, 1695. It was increased in
1746, also in 1778, and again on commutation of tax on tea in 1784. The revenue in 1850 amounted
to £1,832,684. It was repealed in 1851, and the inhabited house tax levied in its stead. This tax
led to a considerable number of windows being walled up, and there is no doubt the health of the people
suffered in consequence.
SUBDIVISION OF LAND.
The usual practice when land is cut up for sale is for. the vendor to obtain the approval of the
Titles Office to the plan of subdivision. When the law requires it the examining officers ascertain
whether the local council approves of the lay-out of the proposed streets and drainage. But this
procedure is not compulsory, and should land be sold on terms extending over a number of years the
plan of subdivision may not be submitted until some time after the sale.
Again, the owner or builder may imbdivide an area of land and erect a number of dwellings as
an invr,:;tment, · ThrR(' may hr held for a number of years before any of the dwellings are sold, the
!)7

~

owner would then of course have to obtain the approval of the Titles Office and local council as before;
but should any objection be raised it is a more difficult matter to deal with than if the allotments were
vacant land. It would in many cases suit an unscrupulous owner to pay any penalty for which he
may be liable.
With regard to the erection of buildings, so long as the requisite area of yard space is provided,
the building surveyor, hampered with out-of-date regulations, would have no alternative but to approve of the plans. When the approval of the local council is not compulsory in connection with the
subdivision of the land and a drainage easement is subsequently found necessary under the provisions
of the Health Act, the cost may have to be borne by a section only of the purchasers, instead of the
vendor having to purchase such easement.
Owners in some cases have erected ouildings first and afterwards altered the boundaries of the
allotments before offering them for sale. As an example of what has been done in this respect the
following may be cited : A builder erected a number of insulated wooden buildings which were the height of the walls
from the boundaries allotted to these buildings in accordance with the regulations. He subsequently
altered the boundaries and erected a brick building between each of the wooden buildings, thus defeating the objects of the regulations. In lieu of erecting these brick buildings himself, he was not .
prohibited from selling the land between the wooden buildings, whereas, if the land had been subdivided before the buildings were erected, it would have been impracticable to have erected the wooden
buildings.
•
A builder might erect a number of buildings with light courts common to each pair; so long as the
buildings remain in the one ownership no harm would be done. Later, however, the buildings may
be sold singly, a boundary line bein 5 run between the premises. Assuming it to be along the centre
of the light court, the builder would then have evaded the regulations by erecting buildings which
have a light court only one-half of that which would have been required if the allotments had been
sold before the buildings were erected.

It is more than probable that the purchaser would be unacquainted with the requirements of
the Building ·Regulations in respect to the erection of buildings, and in the event of the buildings
being burnt or destroyed, or if he proposed to enlarge the existing premises, he would be unable to
re-erect the building or add thereto.
Unless it be compulsory to lodge a plan of subdivision with the local authority, practices such
as those above described are difficult to deal with.
A plan of subdivision once lodged should not
be amended or altered without permission of the local authority. By this means the abuse mentioned
would be prevented.
The absence of proper safeguards has led in the past to much abuse. So long as the lessons have
been learnt, benefit may be derived from them in drafting future legislation.
The object of the foregoing remarks has been to demonstrate the close relations which should
exist between building regulations and town planning, and if that object has been achieved the writer
hopes that many of the mistakes made in the past would be avoided in the future, and that something nearer to ideal conditions for human habitation may eventually result.

MR. MORTON, replying to questions, said:To COUNCILLOR A. J. ROBERTS (Glenelg), who had asked whether it was not possible to provide in
an Act far the space that would be necessary to provide against a curtailment of light in a building,
said that he did not believe in specifying spaces....:_it was not scientific.
To MR. A. PECK (Melbourne) AND OTHERS-Speaking a'l a building surveyor, it would, he thought,
he hetter for the health of the next generation if there was a law which would allow of only registered
architects. Rome of the plans submitted tQ. them in Melbourne made one'& hair stand on end, and
the authorities sometimE>s had practically to pull the plans to pieces and show what had to be done.
In regard to Melbourne, he could say that no plans were approved unless there was something which
provided for a builder being penalised if he ~rected a badly built house.
And what applied to the
city was applicable to the suburbs.
There \was no reason why 11-inch hollow walls should not be
allowed, but that was a structural matter: and he had not gone into it.
To COUNCILLOR R. 0. EVANS (Woodville)-There were two-storey buildings which had been
erected in Melbourne where the thoroughfares were less than 20 feet.
. To COUNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn)-Wooden buildings erected in Melbourne had to be
8 feet from the street or roadway. As regarded ya1\d space for houses, it was provided that there
must be a minimum of 200 square feet. If there wa~ no roadway, the yard mnst have a minimum
depth of 10 feet.

To HON. J. D. FITZGERALD (New South Wales), who asked whether there was a general Building
Act in force in Victoria, or whether the municipalities were empowered to make regulations, he said
there was a special Act, which applied to Melbourne and Geelong ; also a local governing Act, which
applied to the re~t of the State.
To MR. G. A. RALPH (Woodville)-There was no objection to a wooden building if it were
properly built and insulated and not a danger in the case of fire to the neighborhood.
As a matter
of fact, he knew that several people preferred wooden buildings. and provided that they were at a
·sufficiently safe distance from the boundaries, he did not see why anyone should not be allowed to
erect a wooden building.
To MR. R. W. KocH (Tar;,mania)-If a building were 132 feet high, it would bf' necessary to
provide a quarter of that for light area. It would apply just the same in residential areas.
To CouNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn)-Three feet from the boundary wall of a one-storey
residence was not sufficient provision to make for light and air.
To COUNCILLOR R. 0. EVANS (Woodville)-Tron buildings or parts in Victoria came under the
regulation dealing with wooden buildings.
COUNCILLOH, STAPLEY (Melbourne) remarked that, freestone gave character to many of the
buildings around Adelaide, but they nearly all had " tin " roofs.
He would like to see some suitable
local material adopted in the place of this " tin " roofing.
MR. JOHN SULMAN (Sydney) contended that the question of standardising in building could only
be applied to the main commercial streets of the city : in the residential areas, the more diversity they
had the better.
He suggested that in this respect Paris should be followed as a model.
Unless
proposed playgrounds were under proper control, they would become a bugbear. The question was" Were they going in for co-partnership, or were they going to stick up for individual ownership 1 "
MR. S. TuxEN (Victoria) argued that the most important work they had before them was to clear
out the slum areas and re-e:::tablish the people under proper conditions.
Human life was a more
important thing than even the beautification of a city.
MR. T. GEO. ELLERY (Melbourne), in reply to Mr. Tuxen, pointed out that the expense would
be enormous.
MR. TUXEN-It is a problem for the Central Town Planning Association.
MR. DUNN (South Australia) expressed surprise that the question of rubbish bins had not cropped
up ; they were absolutely necessary in the way of keeping the city clean. He instanced a case where,
through the neglect of a contract)r, an owner in one of the suburbs of Adelaide had been compelled
to destrov rubbish for the last four veaIS on a certain allotment.
The collection and destruction of
rubbish should be made compulso;y.
ALDERMAN TAYLOR (Geelong) urged the conference to take into consideration the mininrnm
height that should be adopted for workmen's cottages, also the number of occupants to each room.
They had found that in Adelaide they did not have proper building regulations, a11d it was a pity
that the people had built Adelaide as it was.
Conference should most certainly devise some means
of doing away with that class of building which would be detrimental to the health of the community ;
it should be their fir&t consideration.
The popplation of Australia was mostly of the working class.
DR. SINCLAIR (Melbourne), speaking of yard space, pointed out tha,t at present the regulations
in Melbourne provided for 200 feet square.
If there was no right-of-way at the back of the allotment, they had to have 10 feet between the rear wall and the back fence ; but he had vit'ited, with
Mr. Morton, newly-built cottages, where the space was only 3 feet 6 inches.
Obviously one could
describe that yard as nothing more than a passage. He w011ld advocate a system under which they
would be enahled to increase the yard at the back as the building went up in height. As Mr. Morton
had pointed ont in hi~ paper, the height of the building should not exceed the width of the street.
That seemed to be the principle they should all try to subscribe to.
THE HON. J. D. FITZGERALD (Sydney) thought he might raise another ac;pect-they wanted
to give more power to the local governing bodies.
MR. H. F. HALLORAN (Sydney), speaking in favor of open spaces, said that it was only proper
that they should in any scheme be able to provide spaces at fairly frequent intervals for the purpose
of recreation, playgrounds, and other purposes.
COUNCILLOR A. WAUGH (Albury) was of opinion that if the efforts of conference or the executive
were directed to the country centres, where the people had plenty of size so far as their allotmentiwere concerned, more good would result than if they confined their attention to matters closer
to the cities.
MR. MORTON, in the course of his reply, said there had been great trouble in Melbourne in getting
what regulations they had.
They had had to meet the opposition of vested interests and to compromise on a number of points, but what they had got was a step in the right direction, and when
they came to ask for something more, he did not think the difficulty would be so great as it had been.
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Harbor Development
BY A. C. MACKENZIE, A.M.I.C.E.,
Engineer to the Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners.
NOTE.-ln this paper it is not proposed to deal with t,he many engineering features required for the development of harbors formed by land-locked basins, river improvements, and breakwater construction upon the sea
coast. The matters submitted for the consideration of this Conference are :-" The Factors Governing Location," " Service to be Rendered," "Constitution and Scope of Governing Authority," "Provision for Capital
Expenditure," "Forethought in Regard to Future Requirements," and "The General Lay-out in Relation to
Existing Conditions." It is anticipated that full discussion upon these points will materiaUy assist in emphasising the close relation existing between harbor development and town-planning.

The prosperity of a country necessitates the provision of ample lines of communication to facilitate exchange between the world's centres of production and consumption ; internal lines of communication being provided by the railways, roads, rivers, lakes, canals, and externally by marine transportation, the connecting link or clearing house being provided by harbors which should be favorably
situated in relation to the hinterland to be served, and provide a sheltered and safe anchorage of·
ample depth for the accommodation of vessels. The location of such ports as Sydney and Melbourne
have been determined by the natural harbors of Port .Jackson and Port Phillip, which in turn may be
said to have fixed the limits of the States of New South Wales and Victoria, resulting in their chief
harbors occupying central positions as far as their individual sea boards are concerned. The arbitrary
boundary lines of these and the adjoining states are responsible for the limitations upon their present
internal lines of railway communication between the areas of production and their chief harbors. The
ports of Brisbane and Adelaide are less favorably situated, as they are located respectively almost
at the extreme southern and eastern extremities of the seaboard of their States. Taking a broader
view of the question by neglecting the limitations of State boundaries, and taking into consideration
the fertility of the adjacent areas of production, inclosed in a circle of 400 miles radius, the circumference of which passes through Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide, and inclosing some 500,000 square
miles of country, abounding in agricultural and mineral wealth, comprising as it does the artesian
lowlands of South Queensland, the River Murray and Darling lowlands, the wheat areas of New South
Wales, Victoria, portion of South Australia, and the whole of the mineral wealth of the south-eastern
States, the location of Melbourne and Adelaide should make their harbors the clearing house of. a very
much larger area than is at present served by the State railways of Victoria and those of the eastern
half of South Australia.
The develppment of a harbor is a work of national importance, which for the general welfare of
the community cannot be left to private enterprise, which caters only to supply berthage accommodation for its own personal requirements, without thought of the general trade for which expansion
is required, giving due consideration to future expansion.
Extensive powers are required which
can only be obtained by Act of Parliament, and the reservation of large areas of suitable land and
water frontages are indispensable. As far as Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand are concerned
the days of private development ended with the formation of Harbor Trusts and Marine Boards, having
power enabling them to control and develop their respective ports.
As an instance of the lack of the realisation at an early date of the requirements for future port
development, Sydney may be cited as a typical example. Practically the whole of the harbor foreshore has been alienated by titles for land being granted to high water mark. Latterly the folly
of so doing was realised, and where possible a reservation a few chains in width was retained by the
Crown. This policy, however, was adopted at too late a date to be of material advantage at the
present time. Up to the year 1900 the berthage accommodation was erected chiefly by private owners
and it was necessary when the Harbors Trust was formed in the year 1901 for the Government to
purchase the wharves and adjoining lands from them. As the work of development progresses further
large sums must be spent to regain control of lands which should never have been alienated from the
Crown. Fortunately for Melbourne the Crown reserved some 3,824 acres of land adjoining the River
Yarra and Robson's Bay, which is most suitable for port development. This action was taken 74
years ago, at the instigation of the citizens, who were also responsible for the formation of the Harbor
Trust in the year 1876, assuring the development of the port upon economic and definite lines during
the past 41 years.
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.As the members of this Conference are chiefly concerned with the planning and development of
a somewhat new and sparsely populated country, which has some 11,310 miles of undeveloped coast
line, where in the course of time many new terminals for the necessary interchange of internal and
external transportation must be provided for, this matter of the reservation of lands at all possible
places where ports can be developed requires their serious consideration, and it is a matter which all
surveyors, as they have the primary planning and subdivision of our lands, should make provision
for when dealing with settlements and townships adjoining navigable rivers and upon the sea board.
The river frontage or the foreshore should be treated as a national asset, and ample provision should
be made for approaching and serving any part of it by road and rail. How often do we see in river
and coast towns roads ending in the river or sea without any means of reaching the parallel line of
communication which should have been secured by the reservation of the water frontage.
The Bunds
of Chinese Treaty Ports, such as Shanghai and Hong Kong, and in fact most eastern ports, are a good
illustration of how communication with the water frontage should be preserved and used as a highway
along the whole water frontage.
In addition to serving the water frontage the areas so reserved,
at most of the continental and eastern ports, have been artistically treated, and, as viewed when entering the port, are in themselves an ornament to the towns. Until quite recently very little attempt
had been made at our ports to assist in the adornment of our cities by providing at least a symmetrical
outline laid out upon some preconceived idea of utility. The old haphazard system of indiscriminate
wharves and jetties at every conceivable height, breadth, and angle, laid out at the discretion of private
individuals without a comprehensive treatment as a whole, gave a generally untidy appearance to
the main entrances to our cities.
Since the formation of harbor authorities it has been possible to
improve the former existing conditions.
The cost of remodelling Sydney wharves and approaches
during the past 16 years has amounted to some £2,000,000, which is exclusive of the amount paid
when buying out the private owners. The cost of remodelling includes providing many up-to-date
cargo sheds and warehouses adjoining the wharves. The saving of Melbourne from a similar necessity for this wholesale reconstruction can be credited to the representations made by citizens in 1843,
illustrating the ad vantages gained from an early appreciation of the importance of port development.
Harbors at their inception have usually been located in comparatively shallow water, as in the
early days of navigation the chief requirement was a sheltered anchorage for vessels of comparatively
small draught. The accommodation of large vessels has necessitated the extensive dredging of most
harbors and the channels approaching them. The harbors of the world which have a natural depth
of 40 feet (the depth recommended 'by the recent Dominions Royal Commission) being few and far
between, the necessity of keeping abreast of dredging requirements is well illustrated by the history
of the Ports of Geelong and Melbourne, both of which are located upon Port Phillip within some 45
miles of each other. In the year 1856 Geelong, with a population of 20,000 was the third largest city
in .Australia, ranking next to Sydney and Melbourne. From the year 1837 to the year 1856 Geelong
was the port for the Ballarat gold fields, it having the advantage over Melbourne of being at that time
some 45 miles nearer to them by road. This advantage was sufficient in itself to hold the shipping
at Geelong, although vessels could not discharge cargo direct on to the wharves, as the channel connecting the outer and inner harbor only had a natural depth of 10 feet, necessitating the lightering
of cargo some eight miles ; on the other hand cargo could be landed at Melbourne direct on to the
wharves. The port development required at Geelong in 1855 to hold the import trade was an active
policy of dredging to enable vessels to enter the inner harbor. These improvements were, however,
not actively undertaken until 1881. In the meantime Geelong and Melbourne had been connected
by rail in 1856, and Geelong to Ballarat in 1862, the result being that the value of the imports received
at Geelong fell from £1,207,838 in 1855 to £260,196 in 1865.
The development of the harbor at Glasgow was assured by the dredging of the River Clyde and
removing the shoals, which in some instances had only one foot of water upon them at low tide. Prior
to dredging the population of Glasgow was some 35,000, which increased by 1913 to 1,021,500, and
the port revenue increasing from £147 0s. 10d. to £517,491 9s. 5d. in 1904.
Prior to dredging the
reaches of the Clyde between the Firth of Clyde and Glasgow, some 18 miles, an attempt was made
by the Glasgow magistrates to develop a port by the purchase of land at Dumbarton, 14 miles below
Glasgow. This was opposed by the magistrates of Dumbarton on the grounds that the great influx
of mariners and others would raise the price of provisions to the inhabitants of Dumbarton. The city
of Manchester, 50 miles from the sea, required for its development construction of a ship canal, 35½
miles in length, at an expenditure of £16,617,101, by means of which the imports and exports handled
increased during the first 13 year!:' after opening the canal, from 925,658 tons to 5,210,759 tons, and
the revenue for a corresponding period from £97,901 to £535,585.
The general experience of the United Kingdom shows that the successful deveiopment of ports
requires the direction of suitably constituted Governing authorities. The control of private owners,
_pnblic dock companies, municipal and Government departments, have generally been replaced by
the formation of Port Trusts or Commissioners.
In Australia the States as a whole have not yet
· adopted this policy. The various State Governments still, to a very large extent, control port
development, with the exception of Melbourne, at which port the Commissioners have full control
of their capital and revenue expenditure, and have not, as the other ports are obliged to do, to submit
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annually their estimated capital and revenue expenditure for the sanction of Parliament. The smaller
coastal ports, however, in most of the States, are still under, the direct control of Government departments, and it is a question as to whether their development would not now be materially assisted if
they are placed under the direct control of one central authority, which met,hod has recently been
adopted in South Australia.
Port development necessitates additional capital expenditure, which very often exceeds the financial limits of a port if it is to be run on a reproductive basis, the outports being particularly handicapped in this respect, their business being almost entirely connected with the export trade 1 their
source of revenue is limited, whereas the larger capital ports in addition derive large revenues from
imports, for which they are the chief centres. The Victorian outports are particularly badly off in
this respect; '1e they have no imports to collect dues upon, and as the state policy does not allow of
a charge being made upon exports their revenue is limited to other port charges, and in consequence
is not sufficient to pay even for the maintenance of the port. In such cases State capital, free of interest, is the only possible means of providing for port development until such time as adequate charges
are made.
To illustrate port development the plan of the proposed Port Improvement Scheme for Melbourne
is included in the Victorian exhibits. · In the lay out of this scheme provision has been made on the
eastern side for the extension of the existing area occupied by port workers' homes, some 200 acres
being available for this purpose, and in the centre between the River Yarra and the New Docks an
area of 250 acres is available for manufacturing purposes.
Surrounding the whole scheme two
parallel roads, each 99 feet wide, are provided.
The outer one will accommodate tramways and
general through traffic connecting the city and docks with the outlying districts of Williamstown,
Port Melbourne, &c.
The inner parallel road will be within the Customs compound, and will be
available for dock traffic only. Additional connections are provided for linking up to the existing
railway system. The work shown is estimated to cost £15,000,000, which with an expenditure of
£500,000 per year will require some 30 years to complete.
Plans are also on view in the Harbor Section of the Victorian Exhibits, showing different methods
of harbor development in land locked basins, rivers, and upon the coast line.
Harbors in Land Locked Basins : Sydney, N .s:w.
Hobart, Tasmania.
Wellington, N e:w Zealand.
Auckland,
"
Geelong, Victoria.
Harbors by River Development:Melbourne, Victoria.
Brisbane, Queensland.
Fremantle, West Australia.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Boston, U.S.A.
Birmingham, England.
Harbors provided by Canal and River Development:Manchester, England.
Harbors on Sea Coasts provided by the construction of Breakwaters : - .
Bunbury, West Australia.
Portland, Victoria.
W arrnam boo 1, Victoria.
MR. H. F. HALLORAN (New South Wales) could see no reason why private enterprise should not
be allowed to develop the ports if there were people willing to expend their money in that way.
MR. JOHN SULl\iAN. (New South Wales) also entered a plea for private enterprise. They wanted
a little more Americanism in their methods of getting ahead with the development of the country.
MR. CURNOW (Bendigo) agreed with the previous speakers so far as their remarks had relation to
private enterprise. He was satisfied that so far as the Government was concerned in the matter of
progress they had been weighed in the balance and found wanting.
(Voices-No, no.) He also
thought that goods could be manufactured in the country just as well as they could at seaside towns.
COUNCILLOR PARISH (Murray Bridge) hazarded the opinion that it would be to the advantage
of the three States through which the Murray flowed if the Federal Government were asked to announce
some scheme whereby the trade of the river would go to the natural outport::...!...by building a port at
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the Murray mouth or Victor Rarbor.
The expense which was now entailed by the "iron horse ,;
would then be done away with.
In addition, they would be able to build up industries along the
river banks .
.ALDER~IAX GEo. F. TAYLOR (Gtelong) supported private enterprise.
.At Geelong they had
tramways run by private enterprfae, whereas if the municipality had had to rnn them themselves they
could not have done it for another 20 years
For the whole of the wheat and wool that was sent
from Geelong to l\Ielhourne, the latter, as the central port, got the credit for it. That was altogether
wrong, and an argument' against centralisation.
MR. MACKENZIE, in reply, said, in reference to the development of the Murray River, that it was
a very large question indeed; but with a port at the river's mouth, provided it could be placed there
for a reasonable expenditure of money, it would certainly offer great advantages over the other ports.
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No. 13-Victorian Section

The Town Planning Problem of
Metropolitan Melbourne
BY J. C. MORRELL, A.R.I.B.A:
(Public Works Department, Melbourne.)

Town planning problems concern the planning of a city or town, its improvement and extension
in such a manner as to provide for the free movement, safety and control of traffic and transportation,
the segregation of buildings and activities, of specific types, to restricted areas· most suitably located,
developed and equipped for service, together with a sufficient percentage of parks and other open spaces
for securing economic, convenient, healthful and pleasant conditions for all time.
In this paper problems of Metropolitan Melbourne will be subdivided into four main groups, and
dealt with under the following heads : 1. Street System.
:.:i. Transportation.

3. Zoning. '
4. Park System.
, STREET SYSTEM.
Like all other cities designed on the checker board principle, the topography of the site has not
been taken into consideration. The main streets have a uniform width of 100 feet, which, if the
situation permitted a reasonable distribution of traffic, would be sufficient for ordinary purposes, but
easy grade~ exist only in a limited number of streets and the flow of traffic, seeking out the lip.e of
least resistance, has increased, with the growth of the city, to such an extent that the streets of easy
grade have developed into over crowded traffic arteries and in most cases are now too narrow.
Congestion is created most severely along Flinders Street from Swanston Street to Spencer Street,
by the concentration of traffic (towards the only southern exits across the Yarra) at Swanston Street
and Market Street, via Princes Bridge and Queens Bridge, at the dead end of Elizabeth Street, and
at Spencer Street by the heavy traffic of the shipping and railway yards.
Two additional exits from the city, in a southerly direction, can be provided to relieve the existing bridges, the first is the proposed bridge at Spencer Street, which has been suggested from time
to time during the last twenty years. The second can be provided by altering the grades at the corner
of Spring and Flinders Streets and connecting each to a new mad through Yarra Park, on the north
side of the railway line, past Richmond station to Swan Street, then continued under the Hawthorn
line and along its southern side to Church St,reet. This would give direct communication with all
the main roads lying to the south-east of the city, and also incidentally provide traffic facilities for
Richmond and East Richmond stations, where the approaches are exceedingly cramped.
These were formerly
Melbourne is fortunate in possessing so many radiating arterial roads.
used for bringing stock to the city, and have been retained for some miles at their original width of
198 feet, but at a distance of three or four miles to the north, south, east, and west, they have been
pinched into a width of 66 feet by short-sighted municipal authorities of earlier days, who only provided for their own immediate needs, and failed to realise the necessity of preserving these magnificent avenues, to their full width, for future metropolitan requirements.
The advancement and increasing use of motor vehicles and electric traction have produced a
complete change in the conditions of road use, both in regard to speed and distance, so that it is of
the greatest importance to have arterial roads sufficiently wide to give freedom of movement and
safety, because with every extension of the city the efficiency of the road system is facilitated or hampered by each of these factors. The reduction in width of the three chain arterial roads must therefore be remedied as early as possible by increasing the width of the narrow sections, or cutting new
arteries through less costly adjacent development.
The expenditure is necessary, and delay will
only increase the burden of cost.
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City expansion in a westerly direction has hitherto been prevented by natural obstructions, but
the construction of a road and a bridge, for communication between Fisherman's Bend and Spotswood, would open up an enormous area of land suitable for factory and residential sites, at a distance
of four miles from the city, and two miles from Robson's Bay shipping, as well as giving a direct connection with the Geelong Road.
In anticipation of expansion, the general plan of the metropolitan area must be extended to
secure a proper relationship betwween the principal thoroughfares of the outer areas and the street
plan of the city, with the arterial and secondary roads developed to provide convenient inter-communication and directness, as far as possible, with suitability of grade.
The metropolis has been built up with almost the whole of the streets running either north and
south or east and west. There are no circumferential roads or cross connections between suburbs.
The construction of one or more ring roads should be considered with the extension of the city plan.
TRANSPORTATION.
The transportation system requires developing to provide additional means for efficiently moving
passengers and freight from point to point within the metropolis, as well as to and from its external
boundaries, by road, rail, and water.
R0AD.-A large proportion of the transportation will naturally be accommodated in the
street system, especially to the north of the city, where the railway system is weak through
indirect communication. The electrification of the. cable trams will increase the efficiency and
speed of the inner system to that of the rapidly spreading outer electric tramways, and if a
permanent central authority is established to control all the metropolitan tramways, as proposed
in the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Authority Bill, an economic linking up, by combinations and readjustments of routes as well as extensions, can be carried out effectively.
But all street surface traffic must necessarily be slow and, in a sense, of restricted capacity, so, if
the metropolis increases towards doubling its present population or area it will be necessary to introduce either overhead or tube railways in some directions for rapid transit.
RAIL.-The suburban railway system will probably always accommodate the majority of daily
passenger traffic. The location of Flinders Street station, as the terminal for practically the whole
system, produces serious traffic difficulties at the intersect.ion of Swanston and ~lizabeth Street with
Flinders Street, through the many thousands of passengers pouring to and from the station across
the roadways. Future expansion demands a northern railway terminal to relieve the pressure.
The electrification of the suburban railways when completed will increase its efficiency and passenger traffic. With this increase the present source of danger to life and congestion to traffic in
Flinders Street will surely become greater.
The problem must be solved without delay. The strain at present is sufficient to warrant the
expenditure and it is a question of subways or overhead bridges; subways would probably be preferable; suitable exits and vestibules must be provided, on the north side of Flinders Street, without
interfering with existing road and footpath space, and I would suggest that the basement and ground
floor of Fink's B11ildings, at the corner of El,izabeth and Fl,inders Street, be opened out and used for
this purpose.
The Swanston Street subway could be continued under Young & Jackson's hotel
to thP. site of one or more of the smaller shops, which could be converted into a vestibule and subway
entrance.
WATEit.-That large area of vacant land, popularly known as Fisherman's Bend, situated between
the curve of the Yarra and Robson's Bay, forms one of t,he most valuable assets possessed not only
by the metropolis, but the whole State of Victoria.
The prosperity and ad van cement of Melbourne as a commercial city, as a receiving and distributing
centre, with progressive manufactories and industries, depends, perhaps more than anything else,
upon the comprehensive utilisation of this area and its water frontages for port development.
Part of its area, taken in conjunction with that of the River and Coode Island, will provide for
a sufficient number of docks, piers, and waterways for all t,ime, the remainder may possibly, and can,
be developed to accommodate all the railway and other transportation facilities and equipment, warehouses, storage buildings and factory areas that will be required, as well as a sufficient area for residential purposes in the housing of artisans and waterside workers.
Such a scheme, when completed,. would not only assist materially in developing the inexhaustible areas on the west of the river and Spotswood, but would give direct communication to ,vmiamstown, and bring its shipping activities within the scope of the scheme instead of remaining an isolated
unit as at present, and it would link up the whole of the trunk railway lines, main roads, and water
frontages to form a workable and economic tmnsportation system for carrying on the import arid
export trade connected with the metropolis and the State of Victoria.
10i5

ZONING OR· DISTRICTING.
, The most supel'ficial investigation regarding the development of the metropolitan area indicates
at once the necessity for introducing a system of districts to locate and control buildings required
for the accommodation of businesses, industries, and the housing of the population.
A zoning or districting system is one which divides the city area into more or less numerous districts of various sizes and shapes, deem~d most suitable to regulate and restrict the location of trades
and industries, and of buildings designed for specific purposes.

With the growth of the metropolis there has been little, if any, -control in the location of types
of buildings or industries, and practically throughout this area, but more particularly in that adjacent
to the city proper and the inner suburbs, there has been a gradual increase in buildings for trade
and manufacture, which, in many cases, has been detrimental to housing conditions and commercial
prosperity.
Residences, shops, factories, garages, and industries of various kinds are all mixed up in a deplorable manner, and noxious trades have been allowed to occupy sites which are not in the best interests
of the community.

It must be realised that the aim of a districting system is to utilise the whole of the city land areas
to the best advantage, and to increase their suita,bility, permanence, and consequent value for the
needs they have to serve.
Such a system creates that desirable difference which should exist between the localities devoted
to home and repose, and those which are used for business energy. It gives to the humble cottage,
as well as to all other residences, freedom from disagreeable surroundings, unhealthy smoke and noise,
which cannot otherwise be obtained.
New York City introduced a zoning :,;ystem in mm. H is the mo:,;t recent and comprehensive
legislation relating to this subject, and divides the city into residences, business, and unrestricted
districts, each of which has been :generaily classified as follows:-

Residence District.--,-Dwellings, apartment houses, hotels, clubs, churches, schools, libraries,
hospitals, &c., are allowed. . All kinds of business and industry are excluded, although nothing is
done to interfere with professions being practised in private homes.
Business District.-All noxious trades and offensive industries, or industries which become offensive by reason of the emission of odor, dust, smoke, gas, or noise, are disallowed, a certain floor
percentage of the various retail trades is allowed for factory purposes, as being convenient and
necessary for business districts, and provision is made for limited factory use .in each building as
required.
In a business district residence and business uses are permitted, but industrial uses are prohibited,
except in a limited manner as indicated.
Unrestricted Districts.-The term is used for those areas in which no restriction or regulation is
provided as to the use made of the land, and for this reason such districts are largely industrial.
Metropolitan Melbourne has reached that stage of development at which the introduction of a
zoning system can no longer be postponed, except to the great detriment of commercial expansion
and the residential comfort, amenity, and contentment of the population; and the successful continuity of such a system will depend upon the establishment of some efficient centralised control,
for regulating the migration of population from the inner congested districts to outlying and more
healthy localities, as commercial expansion absorbs the inner residential areas.
PARK SYSTEM.
The whole of the large parks, with one or two exceptions, are situated within a three miles' radius
from the centre of the city, which may also be accepted as the area covered in the early planning of
Melbourne.
These parks, together with a number of small reserves, have a total area of over 3,000 acres ;
they occupy 21 per cent. of the area involved, and form a provision for open spaces so ample that it is
only excelled in other parts of the world by that of Paris, which reserves 26 per cent. of its area as
park lands.
The problem of the park system arises from the fact, that the authorities responsible for the
development of the present metropolitan area have not supported the efforts of those who created
the early reservations, or exercised that foresight which influenced their actions.
The parks within the three-mile radius represent 60 per cent. of the total reserves of the metropolis;
beyond this radius little has been done for increasing those areas with the growth of the city to its
lOG

existing radius of 10 miles, because 149,000 acres have been developed, and only 1½ per cent. allocated
for open spaces.
This neglect, or want of foresight, has reduced the percentage of park areas to that of the metropolis from 21 per cent. to a little in excess of 3 per cent., and as the reasonable minimum for the
parks and reserves of a city has been fixed by all authorities on the subject at 5 per cent. of its total
area, the responsible authorities must, with the acceptance of this basis, obtain 3,500 acres of land
to make up the shortage.
Park reservations and equipment must be considered as one of the most vitally important provisions in the development of the city plan for the maintenance of public health, and not, primarily,
as a luxury or portion of a beautification scheme.
Some municipalities have recognised this vital importance and expended considerable amounts
in the purchase of local reserves, realising at the same time that any postponement could only increase
the cost.
Further expenditure will have to be incurred in making up the shortage of open spaces, but the
problem must be solved by a bold policy of land acquisition.
The future expansion of the metropolis carries with it the obligation of providing sufficient park
areas for itself. With that expansion, it should be recognised, as an invariable rule, that the areas
required for open spaces, which will be sufficient for the needs of the locality when fully devel~ped,
should be set apart as a necessary incident to the subdivision of the land, and either dedicated in the
same manner as roads, or purchased at its agricultural value, and not at its value when transferred
to building allotments.
The park system for the metropolis demands that the.re shall be four types of reserves :1. Local reserves and playgrounds.
2. Inner parks.
3. Outer parks of large areas.
4. Connecting parkways.
They can be obtained and developed as follows : LOCAL RESERVES AND PLAYGROUNDS.-Locate in each municipality the areas which may be
considered unsuitable for building purposes, purchase them a.s cheaply as possible, and develop them
into accessible recreation reserves.
Playgrounds are neighborhood necessities, therefore purchase conveniently situated, unoccupied
blocks, at a distance of not more than three-quarters of a mile from each other, and develop them
for the purpose required.
INNER PARKS.-Acquire suitably situated and naturally attractive areas, at fairly regular distances from each other, at about seven or eight miles from the centre of the city, to form a belt of
inner parks.
In connection with this park belt, it is desirable to establish a broad, continuous plantation north
of Coburg and Preston as a means of intercepting the dust clouds which are frequently brought into
the city by hot, northerly winds of summer.
OUTER PARKS.-Secure la,r ge areas of natural forest, river, and mountainous country, situated
at from 20 to 30 miles from the city, for permanent reservation.
Many beauty spots could be utilised for this purpose, and although some may not at present
be very easily visited, yet, as the growth of population and increased urgency for communication
to them becomes established, &o will their value and use be appreciated.
PARKWAYS.-Parkways are the links which connect up the various park units and complete the
They are not intended to carry ordinary street traffic, but are wide, park-like
park system.
good roads are constructed and maintained for personal rather than commercial
which
strips, within
use. Existing roads may, to a large extent, be widened and developed for this purpose, aud in many
cases such a method will provide certain localities with all the advantages of a local reserve · else'
where the land will have to be resumed and converted into parkways.
In conclusion, this paper serves to indicate some of the principal town planning problems of
metropolitan Melbourne, and of the urgent necessity that exists for the introduction of remedial
measures.
There has been a gradual awakening in regard to the importance of to-wn planning, and its beneficia1 effects upon the communityi through the efforts of 'various interested societies, and others, which
will be encouraged by the results of this conference, and, let us hope, lead on to the realisation by
'
every thinking man and woman, of its necessit,y for the future welfare of this country.
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MR. MORRELL, replying to questions, said : To MR. A. PECK (Melbourne)-The whole of the lands referred to and known as Fisherman's
Bend were in the hands of the Harbo.: Trust. If it were not wanted for the purposes of docks it might
provide a scheme for the housing of the waterside workers.
Coode Island might be reserved for
dock purposes.
To MR. SULMAN (New South Wales)-Thf' Los Angeles cottages (which had been shown on the
screen) were available to the workers, who paid a small deposit, and paid off the balance at from
15/ to 18/a week The rate of wages paid was £1 a day.
To COUNCILLOR T. JOHNSON (Brunswick)-The difficulties of Brunswick in the matter of roads
was not the fault of present councillors, but those who had been in power before. He suggested as
It
a mf'ans of getting over difficulties a roadway between the Sydney-road and the Royal Park.
would be too costly to widen the existing road.
-He thought the average workman in Victoria would be able to buy a £600 cottage if the payments were 15 / a week.
.
-He agreed with the planting of forest trees close to the city, providing the planting was done
under the supervision of a proper forester.
-Referring to the Los Angeles cottages. The footpaths were usually 4 feet 6 inch wide. The
municipality kept the lawn in order and did the necessary watering.
There were by-laws which
insisted on the residents keeping their lawns in a way which conformed with the way the municipal
lawns were kept.
COUNCILLOR STAPLEY said the paper had proved most interesting to him. A loopline or station
to the north was of great importance in the future development of Melbourne.
COUNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn) said there were some instances he knew of in his municipality where the ratepayers banded together and paid in 1/ or 2/ a week for the purpose Gf naving
the footpaths in front of their residences kept clean.
The work was generally undertaken by a
returned soldier who could not do other than light work.
Such methods were capable of extension
in other suburbs.
DR. SINCLAIR (Melbourne) said he welcomed the suggestion that had been made that they should
get a National Park in the vicinity of Melbourne. ThP park at Wilson's Promontory wa'> all right
for flora and fauna, but it was not a good proposition for the city citizen.
COUNCILLOR W. S. MORTON (Prospect) pointed out that much town beautification, particularly
in the matter of tree-planting, could be accomplished through the medium of working bees, in which
the ratepayers took a good deal of interest.
MR. J. MELDRUM (Hawthorn, Victoria) said one of the principal things they had to fight against
was vandalism in parks and plantations, which was very difficult to prevent.
ALDERMAN W. BURTON (Melbourne) asked Mr. Morrell what spot he had his eye upon for the
proposed new central station.
MR. MORRELL said an area near the Melbourne Exhibition Building, at present occupied by a
park, had been suggested.
The question to be settled was whether it was more valuable to the
citizen as a park or as the position fer a northerly station.
MR. MORRELL, in the course of his reply, said, in regard to noxious trades, that community
interests demanded that they should be removed.
In the making of subdivisions the owners of the
land should be compelled to dedicate a certain proportion, without costs, for the benefit of the people.
He preferred the underground railway.
Conference then adjourned until Tuesday, October 23.
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Tuesday, October 23
When conference resumed the Hon. H. D. Fitzgerald took the chair.
ALDERMAN J. W. HETHERINGTON (Mayor of Brisbane) moved-" That the Queensland papers
be taken as read and form part of the conference."
. ALDERMAN J. MAXWELL (Brisbane City Council) seconded.
Carried.

No. 14-Queensland Section

The Position of Queensland in respect to Public
Health: Comprising its Geographical
and Epidemiological Aspect
BY JOHN IRWIN MOORE, M.D., F.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.I., D.P.H.,
Commissioner of Public Health for the State of Queensland.
NOTE.-Before dealing with the purport of the paper, I must e xpress m y ,·ery great thanks to the Chairman
and the Brisbane Executive for asking me to prepare a paper on such an important subject as " The Po~ition
of Queensland in Respect to Public Health, comprising its Geographical and Epidemiological Aspect," and as
tow.n planning is closely connected with the health of any community, I considered it advisable to add a few
notes on this subject. If the whole is considered worthy of being r ecorded in the annals of the Town Planning
Conference I shall consider myself amply repaid.

In choosing a title for this paper I was very much influenced by the extensive littoral of Queenslan d, extending from a point on the western side of the Gulf of Carpent~ia corresponding to 1 38 cast
longitude t o Point Danger on the border of New South Wales. This represents a coast line of 3:000
miles, the exact position of Queensland being between 10 and 29 degrees south and 138 t o 153 degrees
east longitude. A great portion of this territory is ~ituated within t he tropical belt.
With such a,n extensive coastline, extending towards the teeming populations of the East: and lying
in closer touch still with the islands of the Dutch Archipelago- Ja,va, Sumatra, Celebes 1 and Moluccac:;
- an d still nearer with the British and Dutch tropical dependencies of Ne.w Guinea and adjacent
islands, and furthermore the opening of the Panama Canal, reducing the time considerably between
the tropical regions of C<>ntral .America, the West Indies, and the coastal ports on the seaboard of
this State, the geographical position of Queensland renders it the natural gateway from the eastern
area and its dependencies. I t is through t his portal that the epidemic diseases (endemic in those
areas) are most likely to be introduced.
·
·
AUSTRALIA

AND

DISEASES.

The chief diseases which stand continually knocking at our doorway to gain a foothold are the
well known ones, viz., smaUpox, pla.gue, cholera , and, with the opening of the Panama Canal, combined
with quick transit, the menace of yellow fever threatens. However, these diseases will only trouble
us after they have pa.ssed the first line of defence, viz., the careful vigilance displayed by the Quaran tine Department of the Commonwealth Government, and it is t o b<> hoped t hat none will esca,pe.. However, the possibility rema,ins. For instance, smallpox. This deadly and highly disfiguring disease,
on account of its long incubation period, is given special facile advantages for making its entry
into the State from the Dutch Archipelag-0. A smallpox infected person might, easily be landed in
one of the principal northern ports from J ava, Borneo, Manilla, Timor, Celebes, or Arn I slands within
the twelve day incubation period and distribute infection right and left at every place of stoppage.
before the authorities would become aware of the fact, and t,hus with an unvaccinated community
the position would be most serious.
.
·
It is pleasing to record that this State has enjoyed immunity for many years from the diseas<>s
mentioned . No case of plague has occurred in Qu<>ensland since l 908, but mild ca,ses of smallpox
appeared during the recent visitation of th<> disease to Sydney.
RNTERIC FEVER.
In ilea.ling with t,he diseases which might br.comc epidemic in Queensland, the principal is enteric
fever, which for many years past hafl claimed its annual quota of victims, bnt an educative propaganda
was started two year:. ago by the Department of Pnblic lfrnlth whNE>h~, tlH' srrio11s at,tention of
IU!I

local authoritiei, was drawn to the increase in the number of cases of enteric fever, which is well known
to be a preventahle diisease. Practical measures for its prevention were dealt with, which have been
tested in many different parts of the world and have provf\d effective in every instance, consequently
it is within the power of any community of intelligent persons to fix its own cnteric rate.
The results for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1917, arP most satisfact.ory, the number of notifications received during tha,t period being only one-third those of the previom; twelve months.
Now to wha.t was this great reduction in the incidence of enteric fever due ? The medical officers
of the hospitals in ,vestern Queensland when asked their opinion stated that it was due to the educative propaganda started by the Health Department two years ago, wherehy the loca,l authorities were
advised to adopt, and which they did : ( 1) the fly-proofing of closets, and ( 2) the adoption of antiTbP results have been amazingly satisfactory, so much so that some of the
typhoid inoculation.
medicos complained that they were forgetting what the signs and sympt-Oms of typhoid fever were
like. Needless to say the State as a whole is not complaining~ and from a public health point of view
the results are satisfactory. A little difficulty was at first experienced in getting the nomadic populatfon to accept the offer of free inoculation, but with the aid of a small poster pointing out typhoid
fever as heing a prevent1able disease and a little moral suasion the difficulty was imrmounted.
Assistance was also rendered to the local authorities by issuing special regulations under the
Health .Acts empowering them to take the necessary steps of compulsion in regard to fly-proofing
It is recognised that three per cent.
The typhoirl "carrier" has also to be comddered.
measures.
of those who have had the dii:ease become carriers, therefore vigilance is necessary to find them out,
and a special clause is provided in the, Health .Acts for dealing with them.
During last year five members of the same family were committed to hospital until declared cured
by the medical officer.
To sum up:1. Typhoid fever comes from human beings.

2. The germs am discharged from the bodies of infected people in the excretions from kidneys
and bowels.
3. Typhoid fever is preventable by such measures which will prevent human excreta from reaching human mouths.
J. The fly is the conveyor and spreader of the disease from unprotected closets.
5. Anti-typhoid inoculation is practically a preventative.
MALARIAL FEVER.

Another disease with which the health of Queensland is closely connected, and one that will require
much attention by the Department of Public Health, is malarial fever, and, since the outbreak of war,
Many
Queensland has been brought more in direct communication with the seat of this infection.
soldiers and sailors returning from Raboul carry infection, and as the particular mosquito known as
a variety of the anopheles has been found in most of the principal seaports, not only of Queensland,
but of New South Wales as well as the irrigated areas of Victoria, the danger is apparent.
In the northern warmer climates large areas of stagnant waters are met with which afford an
attractive breeding ground for this particular species of mosquito, and although regulations have been
passed to facilitate preventive measures being taken, time has not yet elapsed to show results.
TID--: HEALTH OF QUEENSLAND.

As previously mentioned, a great portion of this State is situated within the tropical belt, yet
from a health point of view Queenslanrl can justly claim to be one of the healthiest places in the world.
With an estimated population of 677,630, Queensland for years can claim to have had the highest
birthrate and lowest infantile mortality rate of the Commonwealth (1916 has slightly modified the
position). The area of the State represents 670,500 square miles, practically being one square mile
per hearl of the population, and in such a vast space many varieties of temperature are to be met
with. The climate of a considerable portion of Southern Queensland resembles that of Madeira, and
although at times it is Pxtremely warm there is an absence of the hot winds from which the other States
frequently suffer. The temperature is remarkably equal, the heat of summer being modifi.crl by the
The winter season is warm, dry, and agreeable.
sea breezes and heavy rains.
Ln the central portions of the State the climate is warmer, the temperature increasing as the
northernmost port.ion of the State is approached, but nowhere is it wholly unsuitable for the
residences of white people. In the north, for instancf', the hinterland back of Cairns, and within a
distance of 100 miles from that town, a rise of 3,000 feet occurs, where a blanket can be used all the
year round -with .c omfort, and this in a tropical area of 17 degrees south of the equator.
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Tourists from all over the Commonwealth, knowing the delightful climate and scenery to he. enjoyed on tlw northern sea trip, as well as that outside Cairns and the Barron Falls, make the journey
during the winter, and some are extravagant in their praise of our cliinate, and many, like the swallow,
The position of the Darling Downs,
make the nort,hern trip to avoid the intense cold of the iwuth.
with its high altitudes and within 200 miles of Brisbane, as a health resort cannot be too highly comThe climate and even temperature throughont the whole year make it an ideal resort for
mended.
invalids.
The favorable record of the epidemiological asp(•.et of Qnepnsland m:1.y be largrly attributed to
the strong line of defence built uri in the past by the health authorities. Each of the principal ports
Shipping a11 well
of the State has been kept under close surveillance ·by a stipendiary health officer.
as local health requirements having bis special care, so that at the first intimation of any trouble being
manifest it has alway,, been promptly handled and suppressed before assuming any dimensions. By
these measures the principal ports of entry through which exotic disease might P.nter have been closely
safeguarded.
The powers of the Health Acts have been fully exercised in forcing local governing bodies to in
turn take necessary precautions in obtaining healthy surroundings, especially in regard to carrying
out sanitary contracts, the nection and maintenance of proper public and private conveniences, as
well as the enforcement of regulations dealing with infections diseaseR.
OF

IMPORTANCE

SEWERAGE .

. In urban districts where no sanitary conservancy system is possible, much has been done in guarding against outbreaks, but in the near future the ol<l method will diRappear, as the work of laying
Rewers for the metropolitan area is fast proceeding towa,r ds completion. The initial expense necessary
in undertaking such work is considerable, especially where the population is small and the residential
·
areas are extensive.
In preserving the health of the populace, and especially of infant life 1 an incalculable amount
Infantile mortality increases where there
of care is necessary to be maintained over food supplies.
is an ahsence of supervision, milk supplies especially being responsible, as well as food preparat.ions
The Health
manufactured for their keeping qualities, containing large amounts of preservatives.
Department. has given this matter very careful attention, and the results obtained have secured a
very much improved food supply.
The health of school children has not been lost sight of by the Governn1enj;, who have appointed
whole-time officers to attend to the children's teeth, eyes, as well as physical ilevelopment, and this ·
must have far reaching beneficial results on our fnt,ure population.
The health aspect in its bearing on overcrowded cities and its consequently sickly populace, is
The practir.e in Australia generally is to
not manifest in this State as in larger populated areas.
favor suburban residences, and in Queensland, where the \Vorkers' Dwellings Act is in force, every
opportunity is afforded to the wage earner t,o secure his own home, and this necesRarily leads to bis
looking for land in the country within his price limit. Town blocks therefore , being costly, are severely
utilised for shops, offices, business premises, and are seldom used as tenements, the populace preff>ITing
the suburban sites.
NEED

FOR

PRECAT)TION.

But as time progresses, with the establishment of manufacturing areas and trncments for t};te
eonveDiences and housing of the workers, it must be the recognised bounden duty of local authorities
Such tenrments must necessarily
to prevent, as in other large cities, the perpetration of errors.
impair health unless judiciously erected, well ventilated, and provided with modern sanitary requirements. In addition to this the public in their leisure hours must be provided with breathing spaces,
consequently it is imperative that recreation grounds be available where at least the evening hours
may be passed in the enjoyment of fresh air away from the vitiated atmosphere usually forming an
integral part of the workers ' dwellings when situated in densely populated manufact,urin~i: districts.
TOWN PLANNING

AND PlJBLIC HEAL'l'H.

Narrow streets mmt result in poor ventilation.
Town planning ha<; a strong bParing.on health.
This, together with the absence of sunshine, encourages disease. Too much credit cannot he bestowed
on our new allie-; the Americans, who may justly claim to have improved on modern methods of providing breathing spaces in the shape of public gardens in the centres of their model towns, likewise
broad highways, avenues with ornamental trees greatly adding to tlw attractiveness of the cities.
Pa.st experiences in Australia should act as a warning to us not. to perpetrate past, blunderings in selecting city sites. Thousands upon thousands of pounds are annually expended in endeavoring to rectify
mistakes, broadeninir streets, as well as overcoming the difficulty of securing drainage facilities, also
flood prevention. These all prove an intolerable burden of expense on the people.
M:any flourishing present day towns owe their situ to the discovery of gold or to easy access to
Small ga,t herings at first collected with no other idea than to be near their claims, and as
water.
population increased vested interest,s of land speculatorR rendereo it. praet.ically impossible to combat
the difficulty throngh the :prohibitive value of land.
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Jh .Australia, with its large s.reas of lahd and its small population, no person should he permitted
to erect tenements in cities for occupation by large numbers of families under one roof, unless on a
proportiohate ground area and fulfilling conditions. as to building construction, drainage, and hygienic
requirements, such buildings to be in uniformity as to alignment, &c.
.Again, no land in.capable of facile drainage or liable t o flooding should be pcrmittf'd to be sold
a,s building sites, but could bf' utiUsed £or parks, &c.
Proposed town sites should regularly be subject to inspection and control before being definitely
selected, surveyors to be restricted from providing for less than one chain roadways, reserving cert~in
central areas for public buildings, hospitals, :fire stations, recreation grounds, &c.
Water conservation and drainage facilities are matte.rs that require to be carefully considered,
as well as the utmost advantage being taken t o secure t,he benefits of prevailing summer winds .
.Again, it is essential that provision be made for setting aside areas in which noxious trades are
to be permitte.d away from potable watercourses, and thus do away with the possibility of the smoke
nuisanc<', which proves a serious menace to some cities by debarring the f'njoyment of the sun's rays
and its benefits, as well as ca,sting a gloom on all wherever present.
No building of a permanent nature; once a township has attained a C<.'rtain fixe<l population,
should be constructed unless the plans and materials first meet with the approval of the local governing
authority. Residential areas should be cla.ssified or so graded that premises therein be of not less
than a fixed value, possessing up-to-date facilities, as well as being attractiYe in appearan ce. In
second, graded localities the values of premi8es would correspondil.lgly decrease, and a. like tlecrea,se
would follow for lower rated lands.
In view of the highly technical skill required in controlling town planning, all local authorities
should, on a proportionate basis, contribute funds t owards the cost of a permanent commission, whose
advice would be invaluable in guarding against errors that the ordinary unskilled councillor ca.nnot
but help falling into, and by this mea,ns the interests of the community would be safeguarded.
The experience of the medical world is that unless thC'.se matters receive the close attention they
deserve the health of the public must pay the penalty. Overcrowded and badly modelled cities,
with the consequent expensive bill of health, is what must be avoided at all costs, therefore the all
important matter of town planning is one calling for the best efforts on the part of the local governing bodiC>S.
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Greater Brisbane:
Probable Development of Traffic Road System
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF MAIN TRAFFIC ROADS
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT

BY W. M. NELSON,
Assisted by the following representatives from Local Engineering Institutes, &c.-

Queensland Institute of Engineers (Incorporated)-MR. vY. T. EvANR, MR. W. ;r. DOAK, and MR. N. C.
CAMPBELL.
Queensland Institute of Local G01Jernment Engineers-Mr . •T. S. L0UTTIT and M.&. vV. H. Ht.'XHAM
Queensland lnfltitute of Sun:eyors-MR. F. ,J. CHARI;TON and MR. C. B.

LETHEM.

Good Roads Association--ACTING PROFESSOR R W. HAWKEN.

NOTE.
Owing to 'the very short time available for the 'preparation of the paper and accompanying drawings, it
They are put forward,
has been impossible to give proper consideration to all the improvements outlined.
therefore, in the form of suggestions, which, we hope, may be useful as a basis for the formulation of a wellconsidered layout of main arterial and circumferential roads for Greater Brisbane when const.ituted under some
comprehensive scheme for efficient control oft.he whole area.
The existing multiplicity of governing bodies introduces so many indeterminate factors into the problem.
that it would be practically hopeless to look for general acceptance of even the best scheme that could be devised
by the most skilled town planners.
It is hoped, however, that this serious obstacle, which has for so long barred the progress of real town planning, will shortly be removed, and in the meantime much useful work of a preparatory character may be accomplished by those who have the town planning movement at heart.

GENERAL.

Comprehensive planning of main traffic arteries, making ample provision for future development,
It is of paramount
is one of the biggest and most important problems in practical town planning.
importance, because its neglect will surely lead to serious congestion, expensive to remedy if improvements are deferred till action is prompted by opportunity, or compelled by necessity. A
well considered layout of main traffic avenues, based on the probable future development of the city
and surrounding districts as far as their growth can be reasonably forse(ln for (say) fifty years in
It would be
advance, would be a useful guide to local authorities in carrying out their works.
especially valuable in co-ordinating the various local improvements which are carried out in every
Thia i;; a problem worthy of the
progressive community from time to time as opportunity arises.
best engineering brains.
The notable success which has attended the efforts of town planners in other directions, sue
as the garden city schemes, is most gratifying, and may be taken as a hopeful augury of success for
the wholl' movement when the public mind has been sufficiently l'nlightened. Until that is achieved
we will only he marking time, with occasional sporadic advances.
Much of the money spent. on well-planned local improvements may be wasted if the improvements do not form part of a preconceived comprehensiVfi scheme, providing for probable expansion
i.n all directions ma.ny years in advance.
The following extract. from "The Principles and Position of Town Planning," by Mr. vV. R.
Davidge, may be appropriately quoted here :~
" ARTEIUAL RoAns.-For many people t.own planning begins and ends wit,h the planning of
roads, and there can be no gainsaying that the main roads into and out of a town are t,he skeleton
l
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on which the plan will hang together. They may, in some instances, be the 'bones of contention,'
but all will be in agreement with the general principle of fixing the routes needed for new maiD roads,
including, of course, reasonable circumferential and cross-roads.
The routes for arterial roads should
be laid down at an early stage in the town plltn rmd definitely secured or sterilised frorn ot!1 er 11ses."
It is not suggested that the general plan, when fully matured, sholild he immediately put into
execution to any large extent.
Such a course is obviously impracticable, because public opinion
is not yet sufficiently advanced to appreciate the advantages of improvements on a large scale. Its
purpose is rather to mould on right line1, th(' gradual subconscious devplopment which is continually
going on.

It is interesting to note that the authorities of the City of Birmingham have prepared a scheme
showing a circumferential road, 100 feet wide, practically encircling the city, and that the London
Traffic Branch of the Board of Trade have agreed upon a comprehensive scheme of main arterial and
circumferential roads for Greater Londoni thP total length of tlw proposed roads approximating
100 miles.
·
If this paper should lead to a similar course heing followed in Brisbane, it will have served its
pmpose.
BRISBANE OF TO-DAY.

The central area is under the dual control of the City of Brisbane and the City of South Brisbane·.
The City of Brisbane comprises an area of 3,301 acres, of which 304 acres are on the right bank of
the river (Kangaroo Point). The City of South Brisbane has an area of 2,560 acres, wholly on the
right bank of the river. They are linked together by one vehicular traffic bridge, 1,070 feet in length,
with two roadways, each 25 feet in width, and two footways, each 9 fee.; wide.
Below the bridge
there are two steam ferry services, carrying both vehicular and passenger traffic, and six passenger
ferries. Above the bridge there a1e three boat ferries. Victoria Bridge is 18 miles from the month
of the river, which is very tortuous, especially in the central area, with high, rocky banks in several
places. The general character of the site occupied by city and suburbs is undulating, with numerous
ridges and spurs and occasional isolated hills, separated by low lying land originally drained by swamps
and creeks, some of which, however, have been reclaimed.
For the most part the layout of streets in the central area is rectangular, except where interrupted or modified by the river, ridgesi creeks, &c. In the outer areas and surrounding country many
of the main roads are radiating with cross conne·ctions, as will be seen by reference to the map on
Sheet 1.
The main streets are generally 1 chain in width, with some fortunate exceptions, where they are
1½ and even 2 «;1hains wide. Some of the main traffic streets could be greatly improved by regrading;
while in some districts side streets are impossible to vehicular traffic on account of the steep grades.
Within the city areas about 148 chains of main streets are wood blocked ; tar macadam has been used
to a limited extent.
RAILWAY FACILITIES.

On the north side, or left bank, of the river there are two main railway stations-" Roma-street,"
the old terminal, and " Central,'-,, the present terminal for long distance traffic : it is also the terminal
station for the bulk of suburban traffic, but a proportion of it passes through, giving direct connection
between Ipswich and Sandgate, &c. The position of the Central Station is ideal as regards location,
but, unfortunately, the area available for extension is very limited, and it seems inevitable that
another site must be sought as a terminal for long distance traffic when its volume increases. Romastreet Station is the main goods terminal, and, in all probability, will eventually become the main
passenger terminal for long distance traffic. There is also a station at Brunswick-street, Valley.
On the south side, or right bank, of the river the passenger terminal is at Melbourne-street, and
the goods terminal at Woo1loongabba; the latter being reached by a branch line, with level crossings
over Ipswich-road, Main-street, Logan-road, and Stanley-street. A continuation of this branch
gives access to the coal wharves, the Government Dry Dock, and Commercial '\\Tharves up to Victoria
Bridge. At present the only connection between the railways in North and South Brisbane is by
the railway bridge at Indooroopilly, via Corinda Junction, the distance by rail from Central Station
to Melbourne-street being about 16 miles.
The wharves along the Bulimba reach are served by a branc.h railway from near Brunswick-street
Station to the sugar refinery, New Farm.
The tramway system is fairly extensive, comprising about 43 miles of route, 28 miles being
laid with double track and 15 miles with single track.
There are fifteen termini, varying in route
distance from the GeneralPost Office from 2l miles to 5 miles. - In the centre of the citv there are
two sets of double track from George-street to Brunswick-street, Valley, except fo1 a sl;ort length
j:p. fetrie's Bight, where the two sets converge into one cl.011ble track (Adelaide-street to Ann-street).
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A branch railway line from Central Station to the wharves at Petrie's Bight has been proposed,
and it ·has been suggested that this might be connected up with the Bulimba branch line by skirting
the river bank in the New Farm district. A serious objection to the latter scheme is that the line
would have to pass through the New Farm Park, entirely cutting it off from the river.
BRISBANE-FIFTY YEARR HENCE.

In attempting to forecast the probable development of main tra,ffic roads to be brought about
by widening and regrading existing roads, by the formation of new roads and connections where
necessary, and by the development of focal centres, the first consideration is the probable extent and
direction of the growth of the city and suburbs. From this can be deduced the direction, character,
and volume of the traffic streams for which accommodation must be provided.
The shipping
industry is, perforce, confined to the banks of the river, and will probably occupy a considerable
proportion of the frontages on both sides of the river from Victoria Bridge to Pinkenba.
Large
industries handling ocean-borne material will naturally gravitate toward the heavy shipping area
in the lower reaches of the river.
The meat, wool, and sugar refining industries are already established in that direction, but to
these would be added others, such as marine and general enginep,·ing, demanding ample railway and
road connection with the city.
Retail trading, on the other hand, will remain near the consumer, and business of that nature
will be found grouped, as at present, along certain main thoroughfares and in the vicinity of focal
points where main roads converge.
Shopping areas develop along the stream lines of passenger
traffic.
Government offices will probably expand around the present nucleus in George-street and Williamstreet, and legal business in the vicinity of the Law Courts.
Theatres and similar institutions for
evening entertainment of large crowds will be found grouped near focal points and along passenger
traffic streams wherever they may develop.
Residential areas are determined, first, by the natural features of the land, such as elevation and
aspect, and, secondly, by traffic facilities.
In general, all high land outside the central business
areas is suitable for residential purposes, but much of the low ly.ing land already built upon should
be condemned as unsuitable for residences, and should be used for other purposes, such as parks
Much of it could be greatly improved in value, healthiness, and general usefulness by reclaiming.
A good example of this is the park scheme for the Breakfast Creek Valley, prepared by Mr. T.
Prentice, a description of which is included in another paper to be presented to this Conference.
Development of the tramway system may be expected to follow fairly closely upon that of
main arterial roads, particularly where they pass through, or give access to, residential areas, which
are the main objective. Excessive branching leads to traffic difficulties, and is to be avoided.
Electrification or some equivalent development of the suburban railways to Ipswich, Sandgate,
Cleveland, Enoggera, Southport, Wynnum, &c., must be undertaken sooner or later.
This is a
problem which depends largely upon possible sources of cheap power supply, a subject which at present
is rather indeterminate.
It is, therefore, difficult at the present stage to forecast the direction in
which development is likely to take place.
The trunk of the city may be said to comprise Queen-street and ·wickham-street, from North
Quay to Valley Junction, and adjacent parallel streets, such as Elizabeth-street, Adelaide-street, and
Ann-street.
Queen-street is already 80 feet wide, but Adelaide-street, Elizabeth-street, and Annstreet only 66 feet wide. One or more of these should be widened, and the focal points remodelled
and enlarged to accommodate increasing volumes of converging traffic.
The principal focal points at present are1. George-street-Queen-street corner (supplemented by North Quay).
2. Valley Junction (Wickham-street, Brunswick-street) (supplemented by Ann-street
-Brunswick-street).
3. Victoria-place (at the south end of Victoria Bridge).
4. Woolloongabba.
5. Byrne's Statue.
6. Normanby.
Nos. 1, 2, and 5 require enlarging, and the streets connecting them should be widened; but
points Nos. 3, 4, and 6 are, fortunately, less cramped, and would require little alteration. Boundarystreet, connecting points 5 and 6, must be graded and widened passing under Leichhardt-street.
BRIDGES.

The location of bridges iR a question demanding the most serious consideration on account of
l J.i

their importance in linking up main traffic avenues and the large expenditure involved iI their construction.
Them is, also, the question of possible interference with important and long-established
shipping interests, and the probability of long delay in arriving at decisions, through protracted discussions, arising from conflicting interests.
At least one, and probably two. high level bridges will
be required below the present Victoria Bridge.
These bridges would have to he sufficiently high to
accommodate shipping with moderately high masts, for which a clearance of 150 feet would be
reasonable.
1. A high, level bridge from the elevated bank at Bowen-terrace to Main-street, Kangaroo Point,
is the first to be suggested by the obvious necessity for direct connection between focal points 4
(Woolloongabba) and 2 and 5 (Valley ,Junction and Byrne's statue).
Main-street is, •fortunately,
of good width for the greater part of its length and fairly well graded, but provision would have to
be made for linking up the Bowen-terrace bridgehead with Valley ,Junction and Byrne's statue.
(See Sheet III.)
2. The second high level bridge would be from the bank on the south side, opposite the Gardens,
to connect with George-street and Albert-street, giving direct connection between north and south
sides at the heart of the city, and to focal point 6 (Normanby), via Albert-street and College-road
(See Sheet III.)
3. Several low or medium level bridges above Victoria Bridge will be required at sites to be
chosen from the following, suggested by traffic requirements, without special consideration of their
suitability in other ways. (See Sheet II.)
1. Grey-street to Eagle Cliff or Skew-street: road and railway.

2.
3.
4.
5.

(See Sheet III.)

Montague-road to St Lucia (Ryan-street).
Boundary to Keith-street, St. Lucia.
Cornwall-street to Carmody-road.
Chalmer to Indooroopilly.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
DOCK AREAS.

In view of the future importance of the lower reaches of the river, and the probable development of large docks, engineering works, &c., main roads in this area are of special interest.
On the
north side, or left bank, of the river the most direct route is by Breakfast Creek-road, Hamilton-road
(<ikirting the river), and Eagle Farm-road ; alternative routes by Clayfield or Kedron Park are too
circuitous to take much of this traffic. The Hamilton Road, from Breakfast Creek bridge to Racecourse-road, is, therefore, likely to be severely congested unless it can be relieved by widening or
other means.~ Railway connections can easily be obtained by a branch from the Pinkenba line,
commencing at some convenient point beyond Racecourse-road.
The first set of docks to be constructed will probably be in the vicinity of the Hamilton training wall, and development will, in course
of time, extend docks and engineering works from that point to Pinkenba, an area which can be
readily served by branches from the existing railway ; but the flatness of the country will make the
level crossing problem difficult.
On the south side there are no difficulties in the way of extending road and rail connection to
the river bank from opposite New Farm Park to the meat works.
LEVEL CROSSINGS.

Level crossingt:i of railway lines, whether main or branch lines, over main roads should be eliminated
as soon as possible. Many of them exist at t,he present time : 1. Main entrance to Roma,street Station from George-street crossed by several branch

lines to goods sheds.
2. Stanley-street, Main-street, Logan-road, and Ipswich-road crossed by branch line
to Wooloongabba railway goods yard and coal wharf.
3. Breakfast Creek-road crossed by branch lines to Bulimba and Brown & Broad's.
4. Albion-road crossed by main northern line.
5. Cavendish-road crossed by Manly and Cleveland line.
6. Nudgee-road crossed by Pinkenba line.
7. Campbell-street crossed by line to Mayne marshalling yards.
8. Commercial-road crossed by Bulimba branch line.
9. Merthyr-road crossed by Bulimba branch line.
11(\

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS.

All main roads carrying double track tramway lines should be at least 80 feet wide to afford
. sufficient freedom for vehicular traffic to pass between tram cars and the kerb or standing vehicles.
Slow, heavy traffic should be restricted to certain routes in ·congested areas.
The claimio of
fast, mechanically-propelled vehicles must, be recognised, as this development is going to effect an
immense saving in time, and will tend to decrease the volume of traffic by increasing the safe average
speed.
For the same reason much more importance must be given to rounding off corners, and
the adoption of streamline principles at junctions. Traffic along main roads should take precedence
to cross traffic.
The present regulation restricting the speed at all intersections to four miles per
hour is absurdly out of date, and should apply only to cross traffic.
The importance of surface traffic roods in Brisbane is enhanced by the fact that no extensive use
of subways can be made on account of the flood danger.
NOTES ON ROADS,

&c.,

REQUIRING SPECIAL ATTENTION.

l. Hamilton-road.-This is the only road giving direct access to the proposed dock area, and is
therefore, certain to be very much congested when the docks are constructed. It has been formed,
for the most part by cuttir g a ledge in the river bank, which is fairly steep. It would probably be

cheaper to widen it on the river side instead of further cutting into the hillside.
The distance from
Breakfast Creek Bridge to Racecourse-road is 93 chains.
A traffic subway under the river at some
point below Racecourse-road, if practicable, would probably divert much of the dock traffic.
2. Wickham-street and Breakfast Creek-road.-This main thoroughfare should be widened through
out from Byrne's statue to Breakfast Creek Bridge. The first portion, from Byrne's statue to Brunswick-street, is, unfortunately, considerably built up; but from the next street (Warner-street) to
Breakfast Creek Bridge there are no expensive buildings on the frontages, and the cost of widening
would, therefore, be comparatively small.
3. Bowen Bridge-road and Kedron Park-road.-This is the main arterial road to the north,
and gives direct access to rich farm lands within easy reach of the city. It should be widened from
Gregory-terrace to Kedron Park Bridge, where it merges into the Gympie-road, which is already
1½ chains in width. There are no expensive buildings on the frontages.
4. River-road, Toowong.-This is the only trafficable road from the city to the important suburbs
of Toowong, Taringa, and Indooroopilly, beyond which lie the fertile districts of Moggill and Brookfield.
Milton-roa11, which runs parallel to this road, is too hilly for heavy traffic, and would be
expensive to regrade. The River-road is certain to carry practically all the heavy traffic, and in
time will become seriously congested unless means can be found to relieve it by widening, or otherwise.
The suggested bridge from Boundary-street to St. Lucia would relieve this road to some extent.

Direct connection to Albion.~Another bridge is required across Breakfast Creek, connecting
Abbotsford-road, Mayne, with Alice-street, Albion, and Alice-str~et should be regraded.
Breakfast Creek should be preserved as a canal route.
5. Stanley-street.-The narrow neck near Annerley-road should be widened to conform with the
alignment of Stanley-street east.
6. ]11elbourne-street Station.-Melbourne-street should be widened from Victoria-place to Greystreet by setting back the alignment on the north-west side for a distance of 20 or 30 feet.
This
would make a great improvement to this locality, especially if Victoria Bridge were widened by another
25 feet roadway on the upstream side. The Melbourne-street Station approach should be extended
to Melbourne-street by taking the corner block into Grey-street.
7. Boundary-street (north side).-This road gives direct connection between Byrne's statue and
College-road, leading to Normanby. It should be widened and regraded, as at present it is entirely
useless as a traffic road on account of several severe grades.
The highest point is the intersection
of Leichhardt-street, and it is suggested that it should pass under that street by a tunnel or cutting.
The heavy grade at the Gregory-terrace end could be relieved by a short deviation to the left.
8. Albert-street.-Upper Albert-street leads from the heart of the city to Normanby, and is fairly
direct, but there is a steep grade near the junction of Leichhardt-street, which could be relieved by
a short deviation rounding off the corner of Albert Park; or, better still, by a more direct continuation of Albert-street, skirting the railway side of the park.
This, however, involves further
encroachment on the park, already much reduced by the railway resumption.
9. Stephens-road (South Brisbane).-This road, if cut down and graded, would give good connection between Annerley-road and Vulture-street.
10. Branch Railway Line to Wharves (South Brisbane).-It is absolutely necessary that the level
crossings in the vicinity of Woolloongabba should be eliminated by a deviation passing under Stanley
street in the vicinity of Reid-street, or in some other way. (See Sheet II.)
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11. Vulture-street.-This should be cut down and regraded between Stanley-street and Leopardstreet.
12. James-street, New Farm.-This street gives direct connection from Ann-street to the wharves,
but it is useless for heavy traffic at present on account of a short, steep grade, which should be
eliminated by a cutting or deviation.

APPENDIX.
LIST O.F MAPS AND PLANS.

Sheet I.-Map of Brisbane and surrounding districts, showing main traffic roads, railways, &c.
Sheet II.-Diagram of main traffic roads of Brisbane city and suburban areas, showing suggested.
improvements.
Sheet III.-Plan of portion of the city area, showing proposed bridges and road improvements, section
of principal roads to be regraded, sites for bridges, &c.
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·Brisbane Parks: Existing and Proposed
BY THOMAS PRENTICE; assisted by W. E. GRAHAM,
Queensland Town Planning Association.

Brisbane should have been a model city. The first design for its laying out was one of broad
streets and avenues, and ample open spaces, a specia,J feature being a splendid drive or esplanade,
extending along the river front for several miles. But the Governor of New South ·wales, of which
colony the Moreton Bay district then formed a part, would have none of it. "It was utterly absurd,"
he is stated to have declared , "to lay out a design for a great city in a place which in the very nature
of things could never be more than a village. "
Again-" The open spaces shown on the plan were
highly undesirable, since they might prove an inducement to disaffected persons to assemble tumultuously to the detriment of His Majesty's peace."
The design, therefore, was set aside, and the
present cramped and commonplace one waB adopted in its place. Such was the beginning of Brisbane.
And around this nucleus, thus deprived of any real value as a controlling idea, or an example, the
present city has grown up in a haphazard fashion and with but little regard to the principles of town
planning as we now understand them.
In these circumstances it was hardly to be expected that
any systematic attempt to provide for the future needs of the community, in the shape of park and
recreation ground would be made, at least during the earlier years of the settlement. As a fact, even
the reserves which did exist were from time to time encroached upon under one pretext or another
by the authorities, a practice unfortunately not unknown even at the present day, and so it has come
about that the gardens and open spaces of Brisbane, compared with those of other cities, are not commensurate with either its importance or its population.
In fairness, however, it must be stated that its citizens, taken as a whole, are by no means blind
to this deficiency, and during the past few years considerable sums have been expended on the purchase and development of n ew park lands in various parts of the metropolitan area.

Brisbane, the capital of the State of Queensland, is situated about 15 miles from the sea coast
upon both banks of the Brisbane River, a picturesque winding st,ream, which has an average width
of about a quarter of a mile. The site is extremely irregular, occasional areas of level land alternating
with broken and hilly country, adding in no small measure to the expense and difficulty of municipal
administration.
Brisbane, as we purpose dealing with it, includes City of Brisbane, City of South Brisbane, Towns
of Hamilton, ·Windsor, Ithaca, and Toowong, making a total area of 27 square miles, with an approximate population of 130,000. Each of these municipalities has its own reserves for the maintenance
of which it is responsible.
The parks and reserves of Brisbane might bi~ classed under four headings, viz., developed, partially developed, undeveloped, and proposed.
Under the first heading the most important are the Botanical Gardens or Queen's Park, which
is under direct Government control. This park is one of the original reserves and is situated in a bend
of the river in the south-eastern part of the city.
It comprises about 40 acres, and is beautifully
laid out in walks, lawns, shrubberies, ornamental ponds, a typical feature being the large number of
palms of different varieties which flourish there. There is a large collection of foreign trees and plants
and a fine fernery.
In a central and convenient place an excellent refreshment kiosk and open air
restaurant has been erected. During the summer the gardens are lit up at night by electricity, and,
especially when a band is playing, they are thronged with thousands of men, women, and children,
enjoying the music and the cool breeze blowing off the river.
The Executive Park, comprising about two acres, is also Government owned, and is situated between the Executive and Treasury Buildings in George Street. It contains a fine br.onze statue of
Queen Victoria, two guns captured during the late Boer war, i1,nd one from Germany, a relic of the fight.'
.
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ing at Loos in September, 1915. 'rhese are surrounded by well kept lawns and flower beds. Here,
as well as in all the developed pa,rts of Brisbane, ::tre to be found the graceful palms and flowering
shrubs.
Albert Park, now containing 17 ½acres, is situated between Gregory Terrace and Roma Street
Railway Station.
Here beautiful shade trees and landscape gardening form the most prominent
feature, excepting perhaps the railwa.y yards, which have absorbed about a quarter of the original area.
Wickham Park, containing 4½ acres, situated on the side of a steep hill, is a charming spot. The
view from the upper walk is magnificent, embracing part of the city proper, South Brisbane, the southern and western suburbs, with a broad reach of the river and wooded hiH beyond.
Observatory Park 1 adjoining Wickham Park, containing 1 i acres, consists of grassy slopes with
shade trees and seats.
Bowen Park, on Bowen Bridge Road, opposite the Brisbane General Hospital, containing an area
of eight acres, is developed along the same line as the Botanical Gardens.
New Farm Park, situated on the bank of the river in a residential area, was recently purchased
by the Council for £25,800. Since then several thousands of pounds have been spent on its
improvement, with the result that a very unpromising looking area, of 37 acres has been converted
into one of the most charming public parks in Australia.
Mowbray Park, which has an area of 12 acres, is a recent purchase of the South Brisbane Council.
It is situated in a bend of the river and prettily laid out with shade trees, palms, and flowers, and has
a fine view down the Bnlimba reach.
A handeome memorial to the fallen soldiers from this district
has recently been erected.
Norman Reserve, of three-quarters of an aere, is close by, and is laid out, with shade trees and seats.
Davies Park, 16 acres, is in the western portion of the Cit,y of South Brisbane, on the south side
of the Toowong reach of the river, also a recent purchase of the Council. It is beautifully laid out
with shade trees and lawns, and forms a very pleasing pieture from the opposite bank of the river,
along the North Quay Drive.
The largest and most important of the developed parks of the south side is Musgrave Park, area
23 acres, and is one of the old Government reserves. It is situated in one of the most thickly ~opulated
areas of South Brisbane. From its position this park is a valuable lung to the city, and is made use
of by a large number of people for sports of various kinds, but is wholly inadequate for the population
of the district.
It is planted with shade trees.
Here and there along the river banks are some prettily arranged lookouts, although small in area.
One, Wilson's Lookout, situated on Bowen Terrace, commands a view of two reaches of the river ;
across one it looks straight down into the heart of the city and away beyond it to the distant hills.
Another·of these reserves, Highgate Hill Park, contains a few trees and seats, and commandf! a
magnificent panorama, practically all round the compa-;s of the city and surrounding country. There
are few finer views anywhere in Australia than are obtained here.
Throughout the whole area under consideration there is only a small reserve of four acres, situated
in the town of Ithaca, that has been given over wholly to the children. It has been converted into
a playground, with a creche and kindergarten, where the little ones may enjoy themselves to their
hearts' content.
Under our second heading the most important of the partially developed parks are Victoria Park
and Dutton Park.
Victoria Park, situated on Gregory Terrace, area 210 acres, is partially planted
with trees. 110 acres of the original area has been allotted as a site for the University under the condition that the grounds shall be open to the public.
Dutton Park, situated in South Brisbane, on a double reach of the river, area 28 acres, is planted
with shade trees, a large pavilion is erected, also open air picture shows and bathing enclosure with
dressing boxes.
In addition to these there is 222 acres of partly developed park lands situated throughout the
areas, as shown in the accompanying table.
This does not include the Mount Cootha Reserve of
1,500 acres which adjoins the city and from portion of which at One Tree Hill one of the finest views
in the commonwealth is obtained.
Turning to our third heading, we have 107 acres, still in the condition they were when acquired·
by the various municipalities.
-,
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(Sec Paper No. 13, "Town Pl(11111ing Problems of !\letropolitan J\Iclhournc.")
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Showing rosi<lonccs sufforiog ,foprcoiation through the int1·usion of modern elements.
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Factories on the banks ot the River Yarro. a.t Richmond, adjacent to and conspicuous in residential districtfl.
(See Papor No. 13, "Town Planning Problems of Metropolitan Melbourne.")
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Area
Sq. Mls.

Town

Population

\
-------~---i-~-~---~--

Brisbane .. . .
South Brisbane ..
. . ..
Ithaca
Windsor . . ..
Toowong . . ..
Hamilton .. . .

5½
4

5
4¼

!

i
I

·1½ (a)

!

3¼

II

I Developed
Acres
71½

40,000
36,000
21,000
11;800
8,500
7,000

52
4 (b)

-

-

116
30
23
16
162
3

I

I

=

I

-

27

!
I

I

-··-

Part Dev.
Acres

Total Area in each
Division

Undeveloped
Acres

i
i

!

205 (128 G.G.)
110 (52 G.G.)
55
42
169
5½

17
27~
28
26
7
2½
.

I
130,000
-·----

127½-

350

I

I

!

--

(a) Embraces a portion of Mt. Cootha Reserve.
(b) Children's Playground.

107

i

-·----·---

586

(G.G.) Government Grant.

We now come to the fourth heading, where we have the opportumity of making good our mistakes of the past.
A time arrives in the growth of cities when the desirability of a comprehensive plan for parks
, development is keenly felt, and the question arises of providing for the health, recreation and pleasure
of a constantly increasing population. ~~n essential portion of such a scheme is a large park having
features such as are mentioned below.
At a recent meeting of the Town Planning Association a large park scheme was launched by one
of its members.
It will now be described.
LOCATION.

The suggested park is along the banks of Breakfast Creek, between the main northern line and
the Kelvin .Grove Bridge. The water frontage extends over 4½ miles along the pretty banks of the
creek.
If twenty chains and less were resumed back from and along the whole cou1se mentioned
it would give an approximate area of 300 acres of what is generally known as the floodable area of
Swan Hill and O'Connell Town.
ACCESSIBILITY.

The Greater Brisbane scheme, which will bring into our city the suburbs of Hamilton, Eagle
Junction, Wooloowin, Nundah, Northgate, Kedron, Windsor, Enoggera, and Ithaca, will make this
park a central one for the eastern and northern sections of Brisbane. The ground lies on the fringe
of these closely populated districts, is easy of access to all the points mentioned, being within either
walking distance or one penny section by the car. The North Coast Railway line passes by the
ground, Albion i;itation being within two minutes' walk of the park, rendering the grounds available
for the residents along this line. The Enoggera Terrors Creek railway practically borders it, making
the park available to the residents along this route.
DESCRIPTION.

Looking
ability of the
terspersed as
varied bends

from one of the adjacent heights, Eildon, Wili;iton, or Herston Hills, the natural suitgrounds for a park immediately imprflsses the spectator. Its knolls and flats are so into have a very pleasing aspflct. The winding of the water course with its many and
adds considerably to the picturnsqueness of the scene.

At the present time portions of the creek are lined with overhanging mangroves, and no prettier
picture exists in Australia than that seen from Bowen Bridge at full tide : the play of light and shade
through the branches of the trees, with their reflection in the creek, gives a picture of great beauty ..
The open creek front can be treated with lawn and flower patches, occasional fountains and large
basins of water with frequent seats and simple shelters tempting the pa,gsers-by to linger for rest.
Bath houses should be
A commodious boat pavilion could be erected to provide for boating.
constructed with all conveniences known to the best equipped institutions of this character. Fishing
may be indulged in by lovers of the sport, a good variety of fish being available.
A drive can be constructed from the central point of the park at Bowen Bridge diverging east
and west, the eastern going down the course of the creek toward the Breakfast Creek Bridge, where
it would join on to the Hamilton Road and follow the course of the Brisbane River along that road.
The western drive, going up the course of the creek to Kelvin Grove Bridge, would junction with the
Three Mile Scrub Road, thence via Paddington to One Tree Hill. It might here be mentioned that
in ~882, when thP present King, then Prince George, and his brother, Prince Albert, visited Australia,
they planted two Moreton Bay fig trees on the top of the hill. These have grown to a considerable
size, and benflath their shade is found a cool resting place for the many picnickers who visit the hill. From
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here down to Toowong and along the River Road into the city.
On these two drives entirely different scenery would be met, that going east is river scenery, while to the west is mountainous.
The flats along the banks of the creek are particularly adapted for the laying out of cricket pitches,
football grounds, croquet courts, and the like, at. a low cost.
Particularly does this apply to the
east{'rn section.
In the summer time, when the temperature is high, a cool breeze from the north-east invariably
sets in about ten o'clock in the morning, and blows over this portion all day.
Children's playgrounds and w"<tding pools could be constructed on almost any point along the
wh1}1e uourse, and no difficulty exists in providing salt in place of fresh water for the pools; the creek
being a tidal one, salt water is always available by either gravitation or pumping.
The appropriateness of the erection of memorials such as fountains, gateways, arches; &c., in
commemoration of our deceased public men and fallen soldiers, is to be commended. Beauty and
adornment can in no way be better given to our parks, and a lesson is thereby taught the youth of
our city that the best and highest citizenship is not always forgotten.
Nobody grudges the money that goes into parks if it is spent for making the parks more attractive and useful to the public.
They are all the g::nden and recreation grounds that most of us can
afford to own, so the bigger the park and the better kept it is, the better
of us are pleased.

all

Year by year lands must be secured, buildings, fountains, simple and ornate shelters provided,
and by foresight and good judgment all such work can be made to enhance the beauty and utility of
the park system. As the finances of the city will a.now, the parks are bound to be developed and those
facilities for enjoyment whieh civic life increasingly demands will be supplied.
So far as provision
may be made for these improvements, let the work be done in accordance with plans simple, adequate:
and comprehensive. By the patient steadfast co-operation of the citizens in every part of the city,
laying aside all sectional jealousies, the task may be made one of comparative pleasure for those in
whose charge the work may be placed.
Australia has given effect to a scheme for the compulsory drilling of the youth of our country.
So far as Brisbane is concerned: beyond the establishment of drill sheds, very little provision has been
made for drill grounds, and it is a common occurrence to see a company of cadets marching along
the dusty roads.
Those who know anything of the roads surrounding Brisbane must recognise this
as one of the most uncomfortable ordeals.
The quantity of dust the youth is required to swallow
on an afternoon march is not conducive to good health or good temper.

It has been suggested. that the Breakfast Creek Yalley scheme should b<> laid before the Federal
authorities, and seek their co-operation with a view to having the appropriation made available for a
p::uade ground for our citizen solrliers and cadets, in conJunction with a park scheme f•)r recreation purposes. The suggestion ha.s a rrreat deal to recommend it. The ground under review would be admirably
suited for thi,;; purpose and would lend itself to the handling of large bodies of troops. It has the advantage of three artnia,l roadA leading into it from different parts of the city of Brisbane, viz., Kelvin
Grove Road, Bowen Bridge and Breakfast Creek Road.
It has tl1e railway lines passing practically
around it, there being only a small distance from Roma Street Station to New Market Station to complPte the semicircle. It can be got at by water via Breakfast Creek. A new bridge over the creek
is under consideration, and it is sugge&ted that it be of the opening type.
Troops could thus be concentrated from all points without causing any congestion of traffic, and
a mobi.lisation could be effected without distnrbing ordinary traffic.
Brisbane fa f'ituat,ed on, as it
were, a very large bend of the Brisbane RiveL the proposed pa,r k lies across the two points of the bend,
and woukl thus fa.cilitat(> the quick movement of troops from one point to another at the back of the
city should nPcessity arise.
The whole ground can be ov(>rlooked from various points of vantagP, viz., Eildon Hill (260 feet
high) on the north, Herston _Hill on the Routh, Bart,Jeys Hill and Albion on the east, and Wilston Hill
on the west.
Another phase presents it,self which might be here mentioned, and which must be faced at an
early date by the Federal authorities, that is the providing of aviation grounds for all the cities and
towns of the Commonwealth. and for this purpose there is no ground surrounding Brisbane better
suited.
Flying ships could, hy the utilisation of these grounds for this purpose, land either in the east or
west of the city, or rather in what will, at no distant date, be the centre of the Greater Brisbane.
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Visit of Governor-General and Invitation lo Tea at Government House
A. letter was read to the conference from the Mayor of .Adelaide (Mr. I. Isaacs), as Chairman of
the .Abattoirs Board, declining to postpone the proposed excursion to the abattoirs, in answer to the
resolution of the Mnference requesting him to do so, on the ground that the excursion woulil conflict
with the gathering taking-place that afternoon to welcome His Excellency the Governor-General.
On the motion of Councillor Rigby !Victoria) the conference resolved to ignore the excursion
to the abattoirs.

No delegate being present, from Western .Australia, it was resolved to take the papers from that
State (Nos. 17 and 18) as read, and to be incorporated in the official volume, as follows:-

No. 17-Western Australian Section

Town Planning Control
Western Australia

•

Ill

BY W. A. SAW,
Vice- President of the Town Planning Association of Western Australia.
LACK OF FORESIGHT.
Owing to the lack of foresight in past years, Perth, the capital city of Western Australia, like the
capital cities of the eastern states, has developed in such a manner that the present city requires to
be replanned, and in order that the outskirts, which will be the suburbs 20 years hence, may expand
on right lines, and thus avoid the mistakes which have been made in the older city, the outlying districts require to be pre-planned.
One of the contributing factors to the present undesirable state of affairs is that the metropolitan
area bas not been under the control of one local authority, but many municipal councils and road
boards have become established, each of which has exercised its sway over the small portion of t he
metropolitan area under its jurisdiction. LThere has been little cohesion between these various authorities in matters of town planning, in fact such a thing bas been little thought of. The consequence
has been that the planning of the metropolitan area has been carried out, not with reference to the
requirements of the whole area, but with reference only to the individual municipalities or road districts which comprise that area.
THE METROPOLITAN MOVEMENT.
During the past seven years there has been a gradually expanding movement in favor of amalgamation of local authorit ies in the metropolitan area. To date the municipalities of North Perth,
Leederville, and Victoria P ark and the Monger 's Lake Board have been amalgamated with the City
of Perth, and other adjoining districts are contemplating union. It is to be hoped that in the near future
the whole of the metropolitan district will be under the municipal control of one local authority.
Such an achievement would materially simplify the question of effective administration from a town
planning point of view. If the many local authorities· continued to exist, it would be necessary to
appoint a local Town Planning Board, representative of the metropolitan area, as it is most important that the City of Perth and environs shall be planned as one entity, and not as a number of districts.
THE W ..A. TOWN PLANNING BILL.
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL FEATURES.

If the proposed Town Planning .Act becomes law, Greater Perth and all local authorities will come

under its operation. The Act will be administered under the Minister by a Central Board to be appointed by the Governor in Council, consisting of a Town Planning Commissioner, who shall be a
permanent paid executive official, skilled in town planning, and chairman of the Board, a person
skilled in finance, an architect, an engineer, and a licensed surveyor. This combination should ensure
the successful administration of the Act.

CENTRAL BOARD,

The Central Board will be the supreme authority in everything connected with town planning.
It may authorise a local authority to prepare a scheme, or may authorise it to adopt a scheme proposed
by all or any of the owners of the land within the boundaries of a municipality or road district, with
the general object of improving and developing such land to the best possible advantage, and of securing suitable provision for traffic, transportation, disposition of shop, residence, and factory areas,
proper gardens and reserves, children's playgrounds, and of making suitable provision for the use of
land for building or other purposes.
It may provide in any scheme that roads may be of variable width, suitable for different classes
of traffic, such as main avenues or arteries for fast motor traffic, and tram services, secondary thoroughfares for slower forms of traffic and business, and subsidiary streets for residential areas where the
traffic will be small. The present legal standard and minimum width of any new street or road is 66
feet, but this requires amending.
The heights of buildings would be limited according to the width of the street, and building lines
fixed to leave sufficient air spaces and to provide for the widening of the street if found necessary at
some future time, so that no compensation would then have to be paid for buildings.
Every town planning scheme, before it can be proceeded with, must be approved by the Central
Board.
The authority responsible for the carrying out of a scheme shall be either the local authority
applying for the approval of the scheme, or where the scheme includes land under more than one local
authority, such local or other authority as may be appointed by the Central Board. This is important, as it may be necessary in many cases to provide for a comprehensive scheme affecting two or
more local authorities.
EXPENSES OF A SCHEME.

The expenses in connection with the scheme under such circumstances may be apportioned by
agreement, or failing that, on the application of either of such local authorities, by the Central Board
whose decision shall be final, and not subject to any appeal. The expenses may be paid out of general
revenue, or out of moneys raised by rates or by loan, or partly from each, or a special rate may be declared and money borrowed on the security of such rates, and if the scheme area does not include
all the land controlled by the local authority, a rate may be declared only on the land affected. Provided that the rates so made and levied, or the moneys borrowed, shall not, if the Central Board so
directs, be reckoned as rates made and levied as moneys borrowed within the meaning of any provisions of the Municipal Corporations Act, or Roads Act, fixing limits upon the power to make and levy
rates, or to borrow money.
Any other authority appointed by the Central Board may exercise all the powers of a local authority, and may treat the scheme area as one local government area, even when the land is under
the control of several local authorities, but the other authority may not levy rates, or borrow money
on rates, without the consent of the local authority concerned.
This opens up the question as to whether each local authority should be solely responsible for the
carrying out of every scheme within its jurisdiction, or whether an outside expert authority appointed
by the Central Board should take the responsibility when the scheme includes the areas of two or more
local authorities. When a local authority has a permanent staff of capable professional men, it would
be advisable for them to undertake the carrying out of the scheme, more especially as the local authority has to pay the cost, but many local authorities in Western Australia cannot afford to keep a
permanent staff of experts, and they generally call in professional advice as required. In such cases
it would be wise for the Central Board to appoint the authority, giving the local authorities, who find
the money, adequate representation if considered necessary, to prevent local jealousies, which are
not infrequent in small communities.
When a scheme is being put into operation, the local authority may at any time after giving due
notice, remove, pull down, or alter any building or other work which interferes with the scheme, or
may execute any work which it is the duty of any person to do, where it appears that delay would
prejudice the efficient operation of the scheme, and the expenses incurred may be recovered from the
person in default. If there is any dispute as to whether any building or work interferes with the
scheme, or whether the scheme is not complied with in the erection or carrying out of any building
or work, such question shall be referred to the Central Board, whose decision shall be final and binding
on all persons concerned.
The local authority may enter into an agreement with any person or corporation to do work that
it has itself power to perform, and for the purpose of doing the work the person or corporation would
have the same powers as the local authority possesses under the Act.
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BETTERMENT AND COMPENSATION.

An important part of the Act is the betterment clauses, which will appeal to a large section of the
community. In the past many land owners have benefited enormously by public works being carried
out, at the public expense, in the vicinity of their property.
Cases have been known,in the past
where railwa,y stations have been placed on private property, and only sufficient land taken for the
railway area. The land immediately has risen in value, and the lucky proprietor has subdivided part
of his farm or other holding into town lots, and then proceeded to "scoop the pool" at the public exThe corner lot, opposite the station, formed an excellent hotel site, because of its accessipense.
bility, a,nd it was sold accordingly, and the inevitable public house was erected, and other businesses
followed in due course. Typical cases are Claremont, Leederville, Mt. Lawley, Maylands, Bayswater,
West Guildford, Ea8t Guildford, Midland .Tunction, Bellevue, and many other places situated along
existing railways. This foolish policy has changed somewhat in recent years, and the Government
generally resume land for Townsite purposes from the conditional purchase or Crown lease in the
vicinity of the new station.
The betterment clauses provide that any person whose land is injuriously affected by the making
and carrying out of a scheme shall, if such person make a claim within the time limited by the scheme,
be entitled to obtain compensation in respect thereof from t1he local authority.
A person shall not,
be entitled to compensation on account of any building erected on, or contract made, or other thing
done, with respect to land included in a scheme, after the date is fixed for a scheme to be prepared,
but the local authority may make an agreement with the owners for the development of their land
during the preparation of the scheme, if the Central Board consents thereto. Where, by the expenditure of money by the local authority in the making and carrying out of a town planning scheme,
any land is, within twelve months of the completion of the work, increased in value, if the local authority makes a claim within the time limited by the scheme, it shall be entitled to recover from the owner
one half of the amount of that increase. When the land fa injuriously affected or increased in value
by the making and carrying out of a town planning scheme, the State taxation unimproved value
shall be taken for the current year in which the scheme is gazetted, and for the current year in which
the claim is made by the owner or by the local authority, and the difference in decrease, or half the
incn\ase, shall be the sum to be paid by the local authority to the owner, or by the owner to the local
authority, as the case may be.
EXEMPTIONS FROM COMPENSATION.

In connection with the right of an owner to claim compensation, certain reservations are made
that are not to be taken as injuriously affecting land, and therefore would not form a basis for compensation, for instance, any provisions inserted in a scheme which prescribe the space about, or limit
the number of, or-prescribe the height, location, purpose, dimensions, or general character of buildings,
or any sanitary conditions in connection with buildings, or the amount of land that may be taken for
parks or open spaces, which the Central Board, having regard to the nature and situation of the land
affected by the provisions, consider reasonable for the purpose.
PURCHASE OF LAND.

The local authority may acquire land either by gift or by purchase, or by compulsorily taking
for the purpose of a town planning scheme, or may with the approval of the Central Board, purchase
or compulsorily take, any land within 250 feet of the boundary line of any street, public pa.rk, playground, or other open space.
LAND V.\LUES ASSESSMEN'l'.

The assessing of the value of land taken compulsorily for compensation to be paid to the owner,
caused a great deal of anxious thought.
Where the amount cannot be settled by agreement, the
present law in foree provides that it shall be determined by a judge of the Supreme Court and two
assessors, one appointed by each party. The most difficult thing to decide is the value of the land,
and generally the evidence of sworn valuators and others is most conflictin~. The costs are also too
high.
Finally the following method is recommended and proposed in the Bill, because there are
less grounds for dispute, litigation would be lessened, the costs reduced, and both parties would be
better satisfied. The unimproved value of any land compulsorily purchased within a period of two
years from the date of gazetting of the town planning scheme, shall be the State taxation valuation
for the current year in which the scheme is gazetted, plus an additional allowance of ten per cent. The
unimproved value of any land compulsorily purchased after a period of two years from the date of
gazetting of the scheme shall be the State taxation valuation for the current year in which the
resumption of the land ii! gazetted, plus an additional ten per cent.
The value of
improvements on land taken shall be valued by two assessors, one to be nominated by each
party, and they shall be appointed by the Central Board. The deed of appointment shall contain a
schedule of the duties to be performed, and shall be signed by the eentral Board, and accepted by the
assessors. The fees to be paid to the assessors, and to experts required to give evidence, shall be de12:;

termined by the Central Board. The assessors shall compile a complete schedule of the improvements
showing the value of each item. Should there be any item, or items, of a nature demanding special
knowledge, the assessors shall call expert evidence to enable them to arrive at a valuation.
Any
items the value of which the assessors are unable to determine shall be submitted to a judge of the
Supreme Court for settlement, whose decision shall be final.
ERECTION OF BUILDINGS.

Power is given to the local authority to erect buildings on land acquired, and improve and make
use of it as they may judge best, but the approval of the Central Boarrl must first be obtained, also
if any land is not required it may be sold hy public auction, or private contract, or it may be leased
for any term not exceeding i l years, but the money received must be used for town planning purposes.
EASE~lENTS.

An easement may be granted to any person in, upon, through, over, or under any land acquired,
but the easement shall be subject to revocation without compensation when the land is required.
CONTROf, OF SunDlVISIONS.

The unrestricted subdivision of land for so many years will cost the present and future generations large sums of money to rectify some of the many mistakes made in the lay-out, and although
during recent years attempts have been made by the local authorities to control matters, the abuses
still continue, but not to the same extent. Some of the legacies left to us are roads ending in a culde-sac, roads so steep that no vehicles can be used· on them, roads with acute angles at intersections,
that will have to be rounded off at considerable expense, roads on low lying ground expensive to drain
and make. Blocks of land with small depths and narrow frontages, and no provision made in the
subdivis,ions for reserves. or open spaces.
Such abuses can be prevented when the proposed Act is passed by Parliament, for it provides
that no street, road, or way shall be laid out, and no land shall be subdivided or sold as lots, or leased
for building purposes, until a plan has been approved by the local authority, neither can it be registered in the Titles Office without such approval, and after the plan is registered no transfer, conveyance, or building lease of any piece of land of less than half an acre can be registered unless it is a lot
or lots on the plan. This is to prevent a portion of a small lot on an approved plan being transferred
without the consent of the local authority, as is now being done daily, and thus altering the plan passed
in good faith by the local authority. Neither will a registered owner be allowed to apply to the Registrar of Titles to issue two or more separate titles for portions of an allotment on an approved plan,
as is now done for the purpose of selling small pieces of land unknown to the local authority, and
thus altering the original subdivision.
Provision is made for an appeal by the owner to the Central Board from the refusal of the local
authority to approve a plan of subdivisions, transfer, conveyance, or building lease, as it is sometimes
found that local authorities impose unreasonable conditions in these matters.
Provision is made
also that in case of a bona fide encroachment of a building on an adjoining property of not more than
three feet, and if the encroaching owner des,ires to purchase the land upon which the encroachment
stands, the local authority shall, on the application of the owner of the land encroached upon, approve
of the necessary subdivision.
ENFORCEMENT OF RESPONSinII,I'rY.

If a local authority neglects its duties as defined by the Act, the Central Board nrny order such
local authority to do the things that are necessary, and may enforce any order by mandamus.
GOVERNMENT WORKS.

In connection with any proposed Government work, such a,s development of railways, tramways,
ferries, public buildings, sewerage, drainage, waterworks, lighting and other services, it is desired that
any works to be undertaken shall be _in keeping with the design, and shall not dest,roy the amenity
of any previously accepted town planning scheme approved by the Central Board, and therefore no
resumption or work shall be carried out unless the proposal has first been submitted to and approved
by the Central Board.
CONCLUSION.
The principal points and seope of the proposed Town Planning Act have now been explained,
and its effects, if wisely administered, will be the improvement of our towns and suburbs. It will
create a better environment for the rising generation, which will have an enormous influence for good
on the personal and civic education of the future citizens. It will be one more step forward to flFther
elevate, improve, and dignify the lives of the people.
Let each one of us cndeavor to do our part as thfl opportunity occurs, for if we do not leave a
better heritage to our children than that which we received from those who ham " gone before," we
have neglected ou.r duty and betrayed our trust.
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The Metropolis of Western
Australia
BY GEORGE T. POOLE,
Western Australian Institute of Architects.

A city is one of man ·s greatest achievements or one of his greatest sins.
A city is poetical 1 stirs tile imagination.
It is close to the spirit of man.
One of man's
masterpieces, a masterpiece of his invention, an expression of his moral and intellectual life, a
work of foresight and sustainNl amhition.
If it be not all of these it is one of man's greatest
sins : it is a failurP.
The metropolis of "Western Australia has no claim to superlatives of perfection nor of condemnation.
As a builded and equipped city-it is mediocre.
The City of Perth and the Port at Fremantle, with the suburban towns and municipalities of
Guildford, Leederville, Subiaco, Claremont, Cottesloe, Victoria Park, and Queen's Park, occupy a
site of rare beauty, hygienically suited to be the seat of a large population.
The landward horizo:r;ts, bounded by the blue and purpling hills of the Darling Range, and on
the west by the wavf's of the Indian Ocean, with the riverine system of the Swan and Canning Rivers
spreading wide and ample in its midst, it has an amphitheatre without compeer on this continent.

It has an equable climate. The meteorological mean averages give a barometer at 30.02, a shade
temperature 64 with a diurnal range of 18°, radiation 50, humidity 62-52, evaporation 66.37, rainfall
33.23 falling in 117 days.
The prevailing direction of wind during the winter months is in the morning from around the east
quarter, and in the afternoon around the south-west quarter, and in the summer months from the
east and south-east quarter in the morning, and from the south-west quarter in the afternoon.
These observations, in the latitude 31.57 south and longitude 115.51 east, connote a fine sunny
climate, slightly lacking in a keen nipping quality of cold, but conducive to the maintenance of a high
standard of general public health, as, with the exception of a short time, a few days in the summer
solstice, the days are perfectly agreeable and of tolerable temperature and regularly cooled a few hours
after noon by refreshing south-west breezes from off the Indian Ocean.
The range of its panoramic view, well seen from many eminences, is varied and contains every
element of nature's bounty, including distant hill ranges, undulating valleys, sinuous rivers widening
into wide and commodious bays, forest and park lands, gleaming waters of lakes half disclosed by
bushy wooded banks.
Bountiful rains fall at seasons of vernal need, convenient hill catchments make adequate conservation of supply easy of attainment, and in addition there is available for coarser purposes an
artesian supply from a basin of unmeasured extent.
With rivers in the midst and the ocean near by, it is superfluous to say that natural drainage is
good, and the assistance required of engineering works is of the simplest extent. And even the deep
drainage and the sanitary sewering of the area has no difficulty beyond the capacity of very ordinary
engineering to surmount.
The origin and cause are known of the indifferent success which has attended the plant of the biological resolving and disposing sewerage works, and the amending and
completing of this installation are well within the capacity of experts and the means of the community.
The constituent municipalities of the ;metropolis arePerth City-Governmental, distributing and residential.
Perth, ~orth-Residential.
Perth, South-Residential.

Leederville-Residential.
Subiaco-Industrial and residential.
Fremantle-Port of shipping, commercial.
Fremantle, East-Residential.
Fremantle, North-Industrial.
Claremont-ResidentiaL
Cottesloe-Residential.
Guildford-Residential.
Midland-Indushial.
Victoria Park-Residential.
Queen's Park-Rural industries.

"

The area within municipal boundaries is 29,326 acres, and the populatio,n 124,306 persons. There
are 24,000 dwelling houses, 22 million pounds worth of ratable property·of an annual value of £1,200,000,
subject to the incidence of rates of from 1/9 to 2/6 in the pound.
Extra municipal, that is the Road Board Districts within the mf'tropolis, have an area of 466
square miles, an unimproved value of £1,820,000, a rating of from 2d. to 4½d. in the pound, and a population of approximately 13,000 persons. The total population of thf' metropolitan area is, therefore,
between 137,000 and 140,000.
The municipalities are owners of considerable areas of t>ndowment lands, and operate some of
the activities of civic service, among those being lighting plants at Perth (the electric side of which
will soon be superseded by a State central power station) at Cottesloe, Guildford, Claremont, and Fremantle; markets at Fremantle and Perth, tramways at Fremantle,, but in respect of a number of
these municipal services the State has undertaken or acquired, in some instances intrusively, the provision and operation of the metropolitan requirements, prominent instances being water supply and
sewerage and the city tramways and ferries, while the Central cemetery is administerred by a board of
trustees. The Harbor at Fremantle, also, and very properly so, is national and administered by a trust,
The civic mind and intention is to resume control, in citizen interest, of these metropolitan services, and throw off the State department tutelage under which municipal government for some tim~
has been existing, and in many senses suffering.
In retrospect it is seen that the sites of the Port Fremantle and the town of Perth, the seat of
government, were proclaimed in 1829, and in 1856 were fully endowed with civic organisation.
The men of 88 years ago who did so well in cannily selecting from so wide an unoccupied field
this site for the future metropolis, did also comparatively well in the laying out of the town plans of
Fremantle and Perth.
The former (Fremantle) has a chf'ss board nucleus with middle focal line
on the Light House Hill, lying approximately E.N.E. therf'from, and with therefrom diagonal lines
N.N.E. parallel to and touching the banks of the river mouth.
On the other side the ocean front
is hugged by a curved esplanade with the cross streets giving on to it and a parallel main street eastward.
The latter (Perth), a dozen miles distant, also has a chess board nucleus, with main lines
W.N.W., E.S.E., and the cross roads square thereto. The main street, on the west, has Parliament
Hill as its focal point, with a fan-shaped disposition of roads to the hilly contours. At the east end
there is a diagonal and curved development on the hill overlooking the islets in the upper part of Perth
water.
The town plots were large-three-quarter acre and whole acres in extent in the central town,
and five acres on the outer parts. The lay-out bein~ in general terms conceived as a garden city
with main view to the amenities of an official seat of government: with very little expectation of
the needs of traders or manufacturers.
The roads, connecting the port to the city, and to the contemporarily settled Guildford, were
located with but indifferent care, and were generally one chain wide, without any foresight of the
needs of main roads. The roadways inland were in similar neglect and of similar inadequacy. There
is no doubt that this inattention to the connecting roadways of port and city was in consequence of
the traffic being more conveniently river borne.
The water highway was open, the land highway
required costly building. The land highways were negligible and neglected.
In 1878 the railway connecting port and city was built by way of the tongue of land lying between the ocean and Swan River, and eastward to Guildford and the settled eastern districts. The
location was admirable in some sense, but unfortunately was made to enter the city, traverse the city,
and leave the city without consideration of urban traffic or convenience, and achieving a complete
l2S
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and disastrous severance of the south from the north .of the city.
The development and extensions
of the city have grown up about this ill-located railway in wasteful and unpleasing confusion.
This rude severance of the city by the railway is the blot on the plan, and the anxiety and trouble
of the civic authorities and of those who would undertake improvements and the planning of works
to meet the requirements of the growing city, improvements and enlargements which would be feasible,
in fine development, but for this railway severance.
In 1910-11 the public mind became seriously and sustainedly directed to such improvements,
and to the will to regenerate and redeem the metropolitan area and more particularly the city from
the slovenly by-ways into which she had fallen, and to the need to amend and lay out afresh with foresight, to accommodate the requirements of the future greatness of the metropolis, of which some flicker
ing visions were beginning to be understood.
A plan was published with schemes of arterial roads within the city, joining to main country
roads, devious streets were rearranged in directness and convenience, culs-de-sac were planned to
open to thoroughfares, park and public gardens and open places were linked to the needs of neighborhoods, and a belt, half a rpile wide, with an approximate radius of 4½ miles was found to be available
of rural and very slightly improved lands, to form a parkway encircling the Greater Perth, linking
up in its twenty miles course many of the beautiful and extensive public reserves and parks belonging
to the towm and suburban areas, including the Ngurgenboro and Mongers Lakes, as well as the upper
reaches of the Swan and Canning.
The belt was not closed, the two ends being respectively at the
Recreation Reserve, Point vValter on the Swan, and the other on the ocean face of the city Endowment
Lands.
These Endowment Lands, which lie westward of the city, comprising an area of 2,243 acres, with
a sea frontage of five miles, all within six miles from the Perth Town Hall, were <:I-esigned in tl1is plan
to be laid out as an extension of the city, as a garden suburb for residential purposes with a seaside,
watering, pleasure town on the ocean front.
The main approach road system provided an avenue
on the Hay Street line, and two parkway<; issuing respectively on the north from a confused and complicated area at Leederville, which would be replanned) and on the south from populous Subiaco,
where Rokeby Road touches the King's Park.
The resumption of improved private property entailed by the project is relatively inconsiderable.
The City Council has this year t,aken a first specific step towards the realization of this project
by acquiring by purchase an intervening area (Perry's land) of 1,290 acres, which added to the endowment lands makes 3,533 acres, a sufficient area for a complete and characteristic extension of the
city, in broad lines of fine lay-out. The land comprises a succession of wooded hills and valleys, the
undulations being rather confused from a road maker's point of view, with consolidated sand dunes
on the coastal parts.
The City Council has surveyed and made preliminary road location and selected a 280 foot limestone hill, situate on the chord of the radial development of the town area: as the site of a specially
afforested park. This hill (280), as indeed do many other hills and ridges, affords a vantage ground
for viewing the amphitheatre of the metropolis, superior and more open than even that afforded by
Mount Eliza in King's Park.
The prospect from this hill gives the varied features of the valley of
the Swan with the surrounding hill ranges in the land distances from S.E. to N.E. : In the west, a
Southmile distant, the ocean with Rottnest and Carnac and other islets merging to the horizon.
ward the port and roadstead of Fremantle, with the harbor and sea moles and crowded shipping.
Three miles S.E. the 1,000 acres of dark wooded_ heights of the King's Park.
Three or four miles
southward the oceanside and riverside suburbs of Claremont and Cottesloe, with Point Walter's upland
forest across the river. Five miles away in the N.E. the gentle declivities of Mount Lawley, terraced
with homely red roofs. A little south of east, and five miles away, the tower of the Town Hall, with,
spread about it, the comparatively closely built city. And in the middle and from end to edge of the
amphitheatre, embosomed in the midst of this varied terrain; lie t,he lake-like expanses of the Perth
and Melville waters, and the wide bays and long reaches of the waters of the Canning and Swan rivers.
Avoiding comparison with fair prospects nearer home, one might assert that a traveller with the
mental adjustments of a miniature painter, and memories of the charms of Como and Nice, strangely
combined, would find this scene worthy of pause and admiration.
Town planning as a specific and associated activity of the citizens began in 1913, when a conference ·was held of representatives of the City Council, the Institute of Architects, the Institute of
Surveyors, Chamber of Commerce, Builders and Contractors' Association and other bodies, to consider
matters affecting the replanning of Perth an'1 its environs.
On the 18th July, 1913, the Hon. the Premier waR requested to appoint a Royal Commission for
the purpose of enquiring; into the remodelling- of Perth and to prepare a city improvement plan for
the metropolitan area. The Premier advised that the first step should be to obtain legislative power 7
and that a bill would be drafted and submitted to Parliament at the earliest opportunity.
12n

In the Government default to take action, steps were taken by the Conference to prepare a bill,
and after the return from Europe and America, whither he had travelled commissioned to enquire
into cognate matters, the Town Clerk (Mr. W. E. Bold) wag requested to draft a measure which would
meet the requirements of the Stat,e. The draft was in due course submitted to the Conference and
finally approved and placed in th-e hands of the Premier.
Unfortunately neither the "earliest opportunity" of the Hon. Premier nor the "convenient season" of his successor has arrived, and the Town
Planning A,;sociation is still a persi;;;tent petitioner in the antechambers of ministers, buoyed by unfaltering trust that the sun of a convenient season may soon arise.
In this connection (the preparation of the public mind and will to organise for town improvement),
it shoul<l be mentioned that in March, 1916, the Conference of Town Planners was dissolved and the
Town Planning Association of vVestern Australia was inaugurated in its stead.
The need of a town plan is recognised, hut the public awaits the sanction and l)owers to be derived
from the promised legislative act. In many directions, however, improvements have been planned,
and some carried into effect by the civic authorities. Several streets have been organised and widened
culs-de-sac have been opened out, market garden areas within the city precincts have been resumed,
and brought into urban sanitary condition and laid out as open places. . Several small areas have
been newly planned, and gardens, playgrounds for children with gymnastic equipment and wading
pools, provided for all the residential areas requiring them.
The several open spaces, town parks
and recreation grounds, which thP municipalities of the metropolis possess in very ample number,
and the two or three naturally beautiful lakes near the city, have bPen brought to organised control
and redeemed from a neglected condition and made good for the citizens' using.
1

The shallow fringes of the Perth water have b<.'en embanked and reclaimed, and now are in course
of planting, and each vernal season makes the river front more beautiful, combining with the wooded
cemetery hill in the east and the forest crowned hill and bluffs of :!\fount Eliza in the west, with its
preserved indigenous flora, to form a notable feature of fine national and ca1)ital amenity.
The citizens of the metropolis have adopted an axiomatic definition of civic failure, and in its
reverse find a code and standard of desirable attainment : -

It were a milure, however well organised, to cheapen production, to profit manufacturers,
dealers or consumers, or advantage the money thrift of the industrious, if these desiderata are obtained at the cost of the mental or moral health or the happiness of the
citizens.
It were a failure, however effective may be its provision for transport o.r inter-urban communication, if the aspect of its places be degraded, its thoroughfares squalid, or the recuperative quality of repose destroyed.
It were a failure, however full or overflowing its money coffers, if an equal measure of sunshine and cleanlines,~, educational and recreative opportunity, be not accessible to all
in their several needs, be they leisured or worker, strenuous laborer or contemplative
student, poor or ·wealth dowered.
A city is one of man's greatest achievements or one of his greatest sins.
A sustained emulation in the sanction of a recog:nition of this essential humane rule will make
the metropolis of the great ,Vestern State notable among the cities of the continent.

RECOl\fl\IENDATIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
The conference then discussed the ·resolutions, which appear elsewhere in this volume, and the
c011ference adjourned to welcome His Excellency the Governor-General and attend Government
House for afternoon tea, in answer to the invitation of thPir Exeoellencies Sir Henry and Lady Galway.
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Should Existing Local Bodies be Entrusted with
Town Planning Administration in Australia?
BY W. N. HURST,
Assistant Secretary for Lands, Tasmania.

,,v.

KocH) presided, when
The President of the S. Tasmanian Town Planning As~ociation (:Ur. R.
the paper was read by the author, as followR :-·
In this paper I propose to outline some of tlw difficulties which an~ met with in pra,ctice by those
whose business brings them into contact with the Ilroblem of providing for a gradual expansion of
our cities, with a vie,v to a discussion as to whether it; iK not possible to legi~late for those difficulties
by amending existing legislation and work out reform:< with the machim•ry now in Pxist€nce, rather
than by creating new Boards of Administration, and tlms adding- to tlw cost of Government.
Expansion of population is catered for in Australia as a g-eneral rule by the usual haphazard
method of supply and demand, adopted and favored by British communities all over the Empire,
and is at present a practical example of frcetrade in land.
One hundred years' trial of the haphazard system ha:,; shown Australia it is expensive and mischievous-expensive to govern, because it leads to bunches of settlement rather than to an orderly
and gradual growth ; mischievous to health, because promiscuous settlement does not give to
sanitary engineers a chance of laying out a comprehensive drainage system.
I take it that one of the objects of this Conference is to suggest means to regulate expansion of
our Australian cities on proper lines, without inflicting real injustice on present land owners.
In some of the capital cities of Australia the suburbs have, I know, fought against absorption
in the capital with some temporary success. I use the word " tempora.ry " because I feel that in
Australia the present is a day of success in large undertakings-large steamships, large companies,
and large harbors have, or had just prior to the war, absorbed the work hitherto carried on by smaller
craft and companies,
From the success of these large commercial enterprises I have come to the conclusion that all
good Australians will do well to support the enlargement of our capital cities, rather than to have
each capital surrounded by groups of smaller towns, with different byelaws and separate machinery.
Some of
The concentration of administration brings down costs and keeps down rates and rents.
the suburban councils cannot satisfactorily afford to maintain the somewhat technical departments
of food and drug analy~is, with the result that adulteration of foods frequently goes undet€cted ;
it is also not possible for financial reasons for each small municipality or shire to maintain a good
professional staff of civil engineers capable of advising councillors. At present most of the suburban·
councils employ an engineer whenever they get into a difficulty; but this is, I submit, unsatisfactory,
and the best results can only be obtained by the employment of properly trained professional officers
on a salary.
It has been represented to me by persons who advocate a continuance of the small municipality
that supervision over small works is not, as a matter of fact, carried on as keenly by the officers of a
large city as it is by a small municipality, where every councillor may be said to be an honorary
supervisor, and as an honest student I must admit there is much in this point of view, but in these
days of motor cars and motor cycles surely it is possible for a well-equipped city to have a staff
.capable of daily supervising all works within a radius of 1~ miles from headquarters.
The standards which are adopted in different councils differ. One council will take over streets
which another council, the same distance from the capital, would not consider as being satisfactorily
constructed. The suburban councils in Tasmania have to administ€r a Local Government Act, which
This Act is not really
has been drafted mainly to meet the rPquirements of the rural districts.
adequate to deal with the expansion of city population and traffic.
It must alway:;; be horn<' in mind tha1 the ratepay<'rn in a irnbnrha,n municipality pasR a great
portion of th<'ir lives in the city from which tlwir :mburb springs. '!'hey see the conveniences of a
1:n

well-ordered city daily while engaged in their business, and they naturally require and want the same
conveniences to surround them in their hours of leisure at home. It is necessary to have at command
a large and valuable plant to handle street construction and maintenance economically and properly,
and suburban councils are faced with the difficulty that if they spend money on an up-to-date plant,
it is half its time idle, whereas to make and maintain streets by hand labor is very costly. Attempts
have been made to solve the problem by hiring the plant when required, but this is not, satisfactory
because it is not always available when wanted.
But probably the greatest difficulty that suburban councils have to contend with rages over the
question of finance. Our Commonwealth is in such an early stage of development that many of the
streets in the suburbs of our cities, though open, are not complet~ly constructed.
As houses are
erected along these streets, completion of the road frontage becomes a matter of importance ; and as
the rates levied are in practically all municipalities and councils barely sufficient to adequately keep
existing streets and works in good order, it naturally follows that urgent works of construction, if
paid for out of revenue, tend to rob the streets and footpaths of the money levied for their maintenance. Friction between the ratepayers and the councils is the result of this policy ; dissatisfaction and mutual recrimination often prevail without the cause of the trouble being ascertained.
The real reason of this policy being adopted lies in the fact that the councils have no capital
sum available to draw upon for small, urgent works of construction. They can usually, in good times,
borrow from the State Governments for large works of undoubted necessity, but I submit that there
is no justice in using annual rates for constructional work. A street, once built, can, and should be
maintained out of rates, but payment for its construction can most justly be made by charging its
cost against a loan carrying a sinking fund of {say) 1 per cent. for its ultimate redemption.
The solution of the problem, in my opinion, is for the councils of weak financial strength to join
the cities, who have both the power and the authority of Parliament to issue debentures; and so
create a capital fund to which works of construction can be fairly charged.
I have established, I hope, a fair case for the management and control of the suburbs of Australian cities by one central body of some financial strength ; it therefore becomes necessary to give
that body such legislative powers as are necessary to authorise it to correct those evils of overcrowding, bad housing, and the bad locations of streets, which want of knowledge on the part of our
predecessors has left this or future generations to grapple with.
I submit for discussion, with a consciousness that all are not with me on this subject, that the
city councils, with their trained staffs of professional officers to advise them, are the best possible
authorities to deal with the problems of town planning their own cities for their own ratepayers.
The fact that, the town planning in many cities in Australia, as it exists, is anything but a credit
to the city councils is not, I submit, sufficient cause for a final edict to go forth that the Legislature
is to withhold for ever from them the authority of carrying out reforms which are held by many of our
best authorities to be at the root of many social evils. Let a human being live in a miserable house,
in a narrow street, without proper light and yard accommodation, and the chances are that feelings
of bitterness and envy will arise when that man views the noble mansions and beautiful avenues of
his more fortunate fellow-citizens. Feelings of bitterness and envy are frequently the forerunner of
collective action, which does harm to many British communities, and if there is any method by which
cities can, by concerted and collective efforts, improve the lot of the worker; let the community be
told what that method is and the best way of grappling with an enemy that is increasing our deathrate and sowing the seeds of discord among mankind.
This Conference of those who take an interest in town planning will do good work if the delegates
can agree to lay down certain lines, which the various State Parliaments may be asked to legislate,
in order that some uniformity may obtain in inaugurating laws for governing the layout of the
principal towns of the Commonwealth. Personally, I incline to the view that town planning is a
problem which should be dealt with by local governing bodies, and should; if possible, be kept quite
apart from management by the Government of the State.
At present probably the greatest difficulty that arises in practice to the systematic development
of our cities is the fact that large areas belong to estates which cannot, under the law as it now stands,
be subdivided for settlement: it is expensive to maintain streets and footpaths round and through
these areas to give access to the more densely populated areas beyond.
I suggest that legislation be obtained to empower the city in which an area of this nature exists
to town plan the area, sell the allotments, construct the streets, and generally lay out the site to the
advantage of the community, compensating the estate by the issue of city debentures, redeemable
in (say) 20 years. In this way it will be possible for a town planning staff to sell the land ou fairly
long terms to persons of small capital-the most deserving class in every community.
]8~

.Another difficulty that local governing bodies have to deal with is the great disinclination of the
land speculator to be fair to the community. Up to the present Australia may be said to have been
a happy hunting ground for persons of a predatory nature. They usually approach the local authority
under the guise of philanthropists, who wish to promote the prosperity of the land of their adoption,
and unless those in power are very vigilant, a number of innocent ratepayers buy land which is very
different in reality to what it appears on the land speculator's lithograph.
Another obstacle to proper town planning, as the law stands at present, lies in the fact that some
ratepayers surround their residences with very large areas of land, and keep it for many year,;, with
a view to the land increasing in value as settlement expandR. This policy of the land owner involves
the municipality with perpetual maintenance of long lengths of streets and footpaths without
adequate payment of rates by the land owner, possibly where rating is on the unimproved value of
land. Local bodies may obtain fair rates in cases of this sort, but certainly, where roads and footpaths have to be maintained on a rate of one shilling in the pound on a rental value of the property,
the municipal authority-that is, the community as a whole-suffers.
The cure for this state of affairs is, I submit, power, under a Town Planning Act, to the local
authority to resume land in excess of ,,,-hat is fair and reasonable for a residence. The sacred rights
and privileges of property will, under my suggestion, he ruthlessly dealt with, but I submit that the
possession of property brings with it duties, as well as privileges, and the welfare of the many must
be considered as paramount if the Commonwealth is to have its cities laid out in a proper and workmanlike manner.
The reply to my plea is to leave town planning to existing local governing bodies, maybe ;
that reform of the existing state of affairs should have come from within the local councils themselves long since. I admit that the argument is a sound one, but to try and remedy the evil by
erecting a new controlling tody is, I submit, not the correct procedure. A better method is for
supporters of the town planning movement to endeavor to educate the public by showing with
merciless accuracy the poor results which the avarice of mankind is responsible for.
Is it not possible to inaugurate in the Commonwealth town planning companies, as has been done
in England, in which dividends can be fixed not to exceed a certain rate~ Surely those who profess
to be able to prove that town planning is a sound business proposition are not afraid to subject their
theories to a practical test.
·
Whatever town planning powers are in existence now are in the hands of the local governing
bodies : the Building Acts of the various cities are the standards which architects and property
owners have to comply with. These may be, in some instances, disappointing, but a nation is said
to be as well or as badly governed as it deserves. What is true of the nation is true of the city.
The goal the town planners are striving for is the same goal all good Australians are trying to
reach, but the means by which the end is best to be attained will, I submit, be most satisfactorily
assured by improving the present machinery, rather than by appointing new boards to control town
planning.
MR. HURST, in reply to questions, said : -

In Hobart they had a municipal tramway system 7 which was more than paying its way, and the
profits were largely used for laying down other lines.
It was looked on by the citizens as a very
good asset.
MR. JOHN SuLMAN (New South \Vales) expressed the opinion that as much initiative as possible
should be left to the municipalities.
MR. CHARLES C.. READE (South Australia), referring to a suggestion that the proposed commission
was autocratic, said it was not only unfair, but a misrepresentation of what the S.A. Town Planning
Bill intended.
It was composed of municipal representatives, together with Government representatives, and the whole of the work was subject to the review of the Ministe1 i:md, subsequently,
Parliament. Some thought that a Building Act would solve all difficulties: but that was not feasible,
and the two things were distinct and did not conflict.
Under the Town Planning Act they could
prepare a plan which they could not under the Building Act.
MR. HURST, in his reply, said there was no doubt something was wanted.
not now get houses to live in at rents within their means.
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Poor people could

Wednesday, October 24
When conference resumed the Hon. A. \V. Styln, (Minister of Education), in the absence of the
Hon. R. P. Blundell (l\finister for Repatriation, South Australia), took the chair.
He apologised for
Mr. Blundell's absence, and said he had been called away to the country. He had much pleasure
in introducing to them 'a gentleman who ha:l taken a keen interest in town planning for quite a number
of years-Major Smeaton.

No. 20.-Housing Section

Housing of Returned Soldiers
BY MAJOR T. H. SMEATON,
South Australia.
No question that is discussed at this conference ran be of more importance than that of the housing
of returned '>Oldiers, and that not from the town planning point of view so much as from the higher
one of the StatP and Commonwealth.
1 therefore venture to hope that we who have regarded the
conference a.s ~t means of furthering the principles which we profess in common, will hold our aspirations in that direction as second in importancP to the nePd of bending all onr energies to the assistance
of the movement indicated as the subject of this paper.
Approaching t.he discussion in such a spirit,
we shall doubtless accomplish something which may he helpful to tlw State and creditable t,o the Town
Planning Associations.
·
My first thought when invited to contribute this paper was probably akin to that which prompted
the Executive of the Conference to place the subjeci; on the programme. They each sprang, I am fain
to believe, from a ready recognition of the obligation under which the whole community lies, to the men
and women who have sacrificed so much for us all, and whose reward should include a right to all that
can be done to make the future lot of themselves and thc>ir dependc>nts reasonably frpe from at least
some of the cares attendant on the satisfying ot every ,lny's recurring wants.
1 am confident that
there is no need to urge this point, because it is so fully recognised in the many things that are being
done with that end in view, things in which we are all more or less, but, I am sure, equally whole
heartedly engaged.
In thinking over the matter, as one who proposps to ofter serious and well-considered suggestions
must do, I have naturally questioned thP relationship which may be established between such an
association as ours and the outlook of the community on thr problem we propose to deal with, and if,
as the result of t,his, I have come to the conclusion that anything done by the Town Plamiing Association, per se, must be as an assistant in, and not a director of, a movement which involves much more
than the provision of housing accommodation, for a class of person whose needs are bound to be varied
in kind and circumstance, it is not be,cause I lack appreciation of the will or ability of our members
to do the latter, but because, as I see it, and as has been clearly shown by Senator Millen in his illuminating speech when introducing the Australian Soldiers' Repatriation Bill on .July 18th of this year
it falls more naturally within the sphere of duty of others, who have morn direct association 'with the
general problem.
So that we may get to know where we are, and I refer here more especially to South Australia,
I ask first, what are likely to be the needs of the returned soldiers and their dependents in the matter
of housing 1 ·what their volume numerically and in kind ? To enable me to deal with this aspect
of the question with reasonable assurance, I have made personal enquiry from returned soldiers,
whose knowledge of the desires and hopes of their comrades must be more accurate than my own,
and also from officials who are dealing with the beginning of the problem. the full statement of which
can only n'ow be guessed at, althougl~, doubtless, their deeper insight enables them to do that with a
degree of certainty which is denipd to me. As the result of thii;i the following facts and conjectures
have been accepted as a working basis for what is proposed to be attempted.
The total enlistments in South Australia to date is 32,617, and basing estimates on the casualties
which have so far orcurred, it appears to be safe to assume that 90 per cent. of that number may ultimately return to the State. There is a good deal of uncertaint·y on several points which at this juncture
will be factors in determining the extent of the provision which may have to be made for housing
returned men, and in the absence of exact data all that can be done is to outline some scheme which
will be sufficient.ly elastic to be applicable to any number of persons whom it may be desired to bring
within the scope of its benefits. This is doubtless an indefinite statement of the case, and yet it seems
to me to be all that can be said at present with any degree of certainty.
That is to say, we may,
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and ought. to be definite in the statement of our intentions and in recognition of our responsibilities
to the returned soldier, but we can not be similarly definite in regard to the extent of the provision
we shall be required to make because of the present insufficiency of our knmvledge. ·
Take for example the cases of many young unmarried men, who, in the providence of God, will
come through this great tragedy and return to homes and friends who will be dearer to them than
ever they were in the days lwfore they went away. These will come back, some to occupy the places
they for a time relinquished to pursue the great adventure, some to find new avenues for their energies,
and certainly many to opportunities which will place them beyond the need of any assistance at all.
Others with the spirit of adventure unsatisfied will not immediately ;;;ettle to anything, and will travel
far before they come to a place of rest and contentment.
Then, it cannot be known how many of
those who come through the war will remain in the homeland. There is certain to be a great revival
of trade after the war, with consequent o-p1)ortunities for employment, and it is jus1, possible that
a very appreciable number may elect to take their discharge in England. Further, from the number
~vh();dp return t,here should be deducted those who, being unmarried, do not contemplate marriage
im.mediately,,_~nd others who, being married, will return to homes of their own, or that they were
m.aking their own at the time they enlisted.
The proportionate number of such cases must neces ·
sarily be entirely conjectural, because it will probably vary from the per centage of already returned
men who.are.now being provided for.
It is of course understood that the housing scheme, as projected for able bodied men, is only intended to reduce rent to a minimum and give every participant
in it the opportunity to become the owner of his own home on the very best terms that can he arranged.
I am quite sure that any attempt to do more than that will not be regarded with favor by men of independent mind, although at the same time I believe it is the desire of the community that special provision shall be made for those who, on account of the war, are involved in Rpecial need. If we may
take as a basis of calculation for the provision to be made for returned soldiers, the facts and probabilities shown in returns to hand in response to official and other enquirtes, it will be safe to assume
that 40 per cent. will settle on the land, and the halance, whatever it is, will settle in country towns
and in towns suburban to Adelaide.
Here I may say that I believe there is general and cordial approval of the steps now being taken
by the Government and the Repatriation Fund, in connection with the land settlement side of the
problem, and although the functions of the Town Planning Association do not associate us with this,
I am sure I may express the desire of the Conference that the effort may be entirely successful.
TOWN AND SUBURBAN SETTLEMENT.

Coming to the problem of town and suburban settlement, it is est,inrnted that the number of
returned soldiers expected to take adyantage of the provisions of the Government scheme is apJ>roximately 12,000, and the maximum sum proposed to be advanced on behalf of each individual person
is £600 by the Government and a probable £75 by the Repatriation Committee, both to be repaid in
a term of years, the former on the basis of the Advances for Homes Act, a,s administered by the State
Rank, and ·the ·1atter . without interest.
ThOS/3 figures are so tremendously suggestive of the responsibility now being incurred, and rightly
incurred by the Rt.ate, that they compel our closest attention and wisest consideration.
vYhat do
they really mean ? This. After the conclusion of the war the State of South Australia is pledging
itself to repatriate the men who served or offered to serve their country on the battlefield. To do this
a. sum of from £15,000,000 to £20,000,000 must be found, to he at call when required, and a scheme
elaborated to its finest details, must he immediately formulated to enable this huge business to ba
wisely and economically organised and administered without the least delay.
As a matter of cold,
plain fact, Australia at, home has come to the fateful moment, when words on this matter 'must giv:e
place to deeds, for the responsibility of repatriation extends to the wider sphere, and the figures which
are applicable to this State being multiplied by ten show that, from now onward, until the last man
is repatriated, say within twelve months of the conclusion of the war, at least 250,000 men mnst be
settled in Australia at a cost of anything up to £200,000,000. The question is, how is it to be done J
And who is to do it ?
How CAN THE l\foNEY BE OBTAINED ?
Speaking of South Australia, my opinion is that the money required for thc discharge of this sacred
obligation, cannot be obtained excepting a.s a loan from the Commonwealth Government, and as I
believe all other States are similarly circumstanced in regard to finances, and t)le need for tI1e first.
instalments iR urgent with all of them, wisdom suggests that immediate steps should he takPn fo obtain
the money as it is required., so that all o1ntacles and embarrassments to the effective working of the
scheme everywhere shall be avoided.
I desire to lay great emphasis on this view of the case, for
there is a danger that delay in- facing the problem in itg fundamental aspects may lead to muddle,
loss, and dis~ppointment.

, It is ~ignificant that, even at tbis early stage in the work of repatriation, and apparently ·without
any arrangement for concerted action, the Federal and State Governments of Australia are appointing
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Ministers for Repatriation, a fact, in itseli that is evidence of the compulsion of circumstances which
demand organization for effective and economicn,l control.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE-EXAMPLE OF BRITAIN.
There is obviously another aspect of the problem which it is well we should consider, viz., what
part, if any, can private enterprise be expected or permitted to take in seeking a solution of it ? And
here we have for our guidance the practice of the Imperial Government in relation to the housing of
munition and other ·war workers in Britain. In this case the Government availed itself of the services
of municipal bureaux and private housing compa.nies, and advanced without delay large sums of money
for building purposes, which enabled them to get quickly to work. This action resulted in an early
and effective provision of housing accommodation, the utilization of skilled assistance which would
not otherwise have been availed of for national service, and the freeing of Government departments
and officials for the prosecution of other important works.
The question for us here to consider in regard to repatriation generally, but more especially in
the matter of housing, is whether the Australian need can be dealt with under a similar system, or
if local circumstances and conditions may be better met by some modification of it. I am myself
inclined to the latt,er view, at least for South Australia 1 because of two things, viz., ( l) the happy
experience of the State iu the results achieved under the Advances for Homes Act, and ( 2) in the
adaptability of the Act itself to the circumstances and desires of those ·who take adYantage of it.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BRITAIN AND AUSTRALIA .
.At this point I desire to draw attention to what is an essential difference between the housing

of munition workers in Britain and of returned soldiers in Australia.
In the former case centres of
industry were established which supplied arbitrary bases of settlement, all that was wanted as a reason
for the arrangement being supplied in the works which gave employment to the entire population.
The circumstances in Australia are, it will be seen, quite different, inasmuch as the great bulk of the
returned men are likely to he engaged in occupations which ¥.ill not tie them to particular localities,
and, if experience to date is any guide to future requirements, it may be affirmed very emphatically
that the idea of suburban settlement of returned soldiers in specially selected and prepared areas
will not meet with much favor.
A per centage of returned men will doubtless be quite indifferent
as to where they live : a few may wish to give effect to the settlement idea, but the great majority will
make quite a principle of selecting their homes where they prefer to live.
If this aspect of the case
is correct, and I believe it is, it will be seen that town planning will be a comparatively small part of
the problem that is to be dealt with. That should not, however, act as a deterrent to the Association's
desire to render all possible assistance to the Government in carrying out the objects of the trust which
it has assumed on behalf of the people.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS.
I think a useful function will be fulfilled by the Conference if, as the result of its deliberations,
it can see its way to suggest to the Governments of the States of Australia as follows : (,,.) In view of the enormous financial issues involved in the repatriation of Australian soldiers,
a basis for dealing with that aspect of the problem should be determined by the Governments in conference.
(b) Local adaptation and administration of schemes of repatriation should be left to the States
Governments to control.
(e) Where no department of government exists in a stat,e which can be adapted to the purposes
of repatriation, such a department should be established under the control of a responsible Minister
of the Crown.
(d) In each State there should be established as an assistance to the Minister. a Repatriation
Bureau of Advice, to work with whatever agency is selected or established to deal with the financial
side of settlement and housing.
(e) Each Repatriation Bureau should have the services of an officer to advise in and superintend
schemes of settlement, town planning, and designing and erection of buildings.
I advance these opinions and proposals in hope that, if they are not entirely acceptable, they
may at least give a lead for profitable discussion.

THE HoN. A. BELL, M.L.C. (Ballarat) mentioned that the Commonwealth Government bad made
arrangements whereby £500 could be paid to each returned soldier through the State Government.
MAJOR SMEATON-1 am very glad to hear it. Nothing that we can do is too good, or too great,
for the men wh_o are guarding our rights at the present time.
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ALDERMAN J. MAXWELL (Brisbane City Council) thought they should allow the Commonwealth
Government to issue instructions to the various State Governments or Repatriation Committees to
assist the Commonwealth Government in doing the local work. The local committee for the State
should be the State Government.
l\fR. H. F. HALLORAN (New South Wales)-Do you favor the segregation of the returned soldiers?

MAJOR SMEATON said certainly not.
right back again into civilised life.

It would be awful to do that.

v\7 e want to bring them

MR. C. CANE (Prospect) a-,ked whether £40 per week was an excessive salary to pay for the
administration of tbc local Soldiers' Fund.
MAJOR SMEATON-I am a gieat believer in paying well for serviceR, and when it comes to a matter
of administration you must hit on the very best men. It was economy to pay to get tho~e men, and
so it wa<i in the caw of the administration of the Soldien,' Fund.
MR. CANE-Do you favor placing the returned soldiers on an equality ? For instance, if a man
comes back penniless, he receives substantial assistance, whereas if he comes back with money he
receives nothing.
MAJOR SMEATON-That is not a question that affects this conference. The pledge of the Government is for equality, and to provide a home they will advance £600.
The Repatriation Committee
advanced £75.
MR. J. C. MORRELL (Victoria) said that as far as Victoria was concerned he thought that all their
best agricultural lands was now private property.
Should the best of the agricultural land be
reserved for those soldiers who were the weakest in health ?
MAJOR SMEATON pointed out that in South Australia there was available a soldiers' settlement,
where the soldiers were trained in making the best use of the land. The training of the men was a
matter that would have to be gone into by the Repatriation Committee.
MR. H. F. HALLORAN (New Sonth Wales}--Do you know of any estimate that has been prepared
of the number of returning men who will need assistance to the extent of a house?
MAJOR SMEATON said he knew that many men would not want homes, as they already had them,
and they would go back to their old billets; but probably they (in South Australia) would have to
provide homes for ;36,000 people. He based those figures on the average of a family of three. The
creating of industries in tlw large provincial towns would help the housing problem.
MR. G. HIGGINS (Victoria) said that what they did should not resemble a charitable gift-it should
be regarded as part payment for valuable services rendered, and they must treat rich and poor alike.
MR. A. J. ROBERTS (Glenelg) said he thought he could give figures that were accurate.
He
thought that about 14,000 men. when all had returned, would want homes or to go on the land .

.

MR. R. W. KocH (Tasmania) thought a solution of the problem would be found in the establish-

ment of indu~trial and farm colonies. The question that some farm colonies bad, as Major Smeaton
had sn,id, proved a failure did not say that they could not be a success. A colony of soldiers wa~
more likely to be kept together than any other, because they would have a community of interests
that would last all their lives.
·
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) contended that the whole question of housing was wrapped up in the
matter of finding employment for the men and providing them with hygienic and attractive homes
near to their work. New industries would have to be started away from the congested areas. The
men should, as far as possible, mingle with the rest of the community, and not be segregated in
1,o]diers' settlements.
MAJOR SMEATON, in reply, said he was afraid farm colonies had not been a universal success.
The returned soldier would want to have his own way, and he ought to have it.
THE HoN. A. BELL, l\:f.L.C. (Mayor of Ballarat), at this stage took the chair.
MR. A. PECK (Victoria) obtained permission to move a vote of thanks to the delegates of Queens·
land for having given up their morning on the previous day for the discussion of resolutions.
MR. J. C. SILVER (South Australia) seconded.
The motion was carried.
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Housing, Health, and Vital Statistics
· of Victoria
Bv E. ROBER,TSON, F.R.C.S., D.P.H.,
· :\fodical Inspector,
AND

F.

E. T. COBB, C.E.,

Assistant Engineer to the Board of Public Health.

In approachin)), the subject of " Housing, Health, and Vital Statistics " in relation to a young
community in which the health aspect of vital statistics has only begun to be studied, .it is evidem
that the scope for dogmatism is extremely limited.
Australian statisticians; as collectors of such
statistics and as constructors of tables based th<>reon, have done much that is deserving of highest
public appreciation ; but, for the discovery of the pa1t played by Victorian housing conditions as
factors influencing public health there is the greatest need for closer co-ordination of the labors of the
statistical and the health authorities.
The health official, as ordinarily appointed, is so occupied
with his peculiar duty of administering the laws of the country concerning health, that he finds little
time for initiating and following up original in_vestigation. Even if he should be given means and
opportunity for devoting a considerable portion of his time to ~uch pioneer work, he can hope for but
a small measure of success in the absence of the active and intelligent co-operation of the general
public ; and this cannot be looked for apart from systematic and effective dissemination of knowledge
of the elementary laws of health throughout the schools. of. the land.
A question that cannot fail to interest a town planning conference may now be proposed : " Is
the average Victorian dwelling, in respect of its llrrangement and construction 1 as suitable a sheltet
as one might reasonably ex,pect it to be against the unhealthy influences of local climatic conditions,
more especiaHy those determined ,hy tewperature ? "
Much information has accumulated concerns
ing the mimifestatious of the meteorolof(ical elements, as well as ,of the incidence of mortality ; but
there lies, practically une~plored,: a large ;ilelQ. of observation· of the. causal relationship of the house
to mortality rates.
In a table (l.)l1aye been c~llated, from. tl:J.e "(;Qmmonwealth Ye;:ir Rook for 19()1-15:" the e~tremes
of shade temperature for the Austq,li!l,n capitals obf,erved over periods of from 18 t~ 68 years. From
this it is seen that, in;the case of l\'[elbourne, the r[l,ng;e of such temperature-i.e,, the,. dif'ference
between the extremes of high and low temperature-is 84 degrees Fahr., and is equalled pnly by that
for Adelaide, the records for the other capitals, Hobart excepted, not approaching within 10 degrees
of it. If the hottest five months of the year for each capital be considered-as may, without significant error, be done-to be November to March, inclusive, the ·di<;tinction of having the highest
average of maximum temperature during those months, over more or less long periods of observation,
will be found~Table II.i-to be shared by Adel-aide ahd Melbourne at 113.1 degrees and 108.5 degrees
respectively ; the average for the other capitals lagging some 2 degrees to 6 degrees behind. When
the highest mean humidities for the same i?ection. of the year are similarly collated-Table III.-it
appears that Melbourne,'s average ol. 75 per cent le:1ves tho~e· of Adelaide and Perth far behind, and
consorts closely with those of Sydney, Brisl>ane, and· l!obart.
·
1

Excessive heat tends to bring about exhaustion of'the human subject.
An effeet of excessive
humidity, operating under conditions of excessive heat, is to hinder perspiration, and to raise the
normal temperature of the body,...,.-considerations, by the :way, of the utmost importance in .the design
and use of mechanical systems of ventilation. The human unit most likely to suffer severely from
It may now appropriately be asked : " In what
excessive rises of house temperature is the infant.
type of house is the average Victorian infant reared '/ "
Some endeavor will be made to answer
that question. Computations, based upon statistics recorded in Victorian "Year Books," show that
at the'time of the 1911 census 63 per cent. of the whole of Victoria's population lived in "wooden,"
30 per cent. in " brick," and 3 per cent. in " stone " dwellings.
Thus the general nature of the
structural material of the dwelling-houses of all but 4 per cent. of the population of the State at that
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time is evident.
If statistical ta,bles, based upon the 1>ame census 1 and. showing the weekly rental
value of private dwellings in general, ranging from 1/ and under 2/, 2/ and under 3/, &c., be taken
as stopping at an upper limit of 25/ and under 26 / per week, it will be found that fully 9fi per cent.
of the private dwellings is tlnrn accounted for.
If, further: a table, based upon the mid-values of the
statist's weekly rent intervals, be constructed, and the arithmetic mean value of the weekly rent
he thence computed, the ln,tter comes out at 9/10 -f~ths per week. Those facts and figures will afford
to architects a fairly brond lnisis for estimating the general chamcter and size of the average domieile
in the State, and render it reasonably certain that fully half of its population, more especially womenfolk and very young children, live under non-insulated ro9fs and between poorly insulated ·walls.
In making an admittedly unaccustome<l search amongst. local statistics for light upon the con.- nection between housing conditions and the incidence of the infantile mortality rate, it will he convenient, and none the less interesting, to narrow the scope of observation to Victoria's metropolisi.e., to Melbourne and suburb8----for there is congregnte<l. therein about 48 per cent. of the population
of the whole State-in which characteristic Melbourne outdoes every other capital in :the Commonwealth ; not only so, the absolute number of inhahitant8 in the Victorian capital is far in. excess of
that found in any of the others, Sydney alone excepted.
The 1911 census so far adhere<l to does not admit of the numbers of dwellings of different structural
order being apportioned directly to the individual metropolitan municipal areas : which the 1901
census does do.
Taking the latter as more convenient for the purposp of this paper 7 and merging
in the category of " wooden " dwellings the relatively very small number of " iron " and " lath and
plaster " dwellings, as being practically ejnsdern generis with the former: it appears that in the
metropolis the " wooden " dwellings constituted 4fl per cent. of the total number of dwelling.;; of all
kinds therein. Moreover, it is apparent from the 1911 census that the percentage rose to nearly 48
per cent., and that the dwellers in wooden houses in the Victorian capital were 262,382 persons, far
outnumbering those in any other Australian metropolis, Sydney included.
It would be interesting
to learn from architects and economists whether so marked a local selection of the wooden buildings
is due primarily, in its economic aspect, to the rela,tive prices of brickwork and woodwork, and whether
the upward rise in the percentage is likely to exten<l. to a positive bias in favor of the wooden dwelling
for any lengthened period.
Like other Australian States, Victoria shows a distinctly higher rate of infantile mortality-i.e. 1
the number of deaths of infants under one year of age per 1,000 births-for its metropolitan area
than for the remainder of the State, declining though that rate be.
Tracing the rate for the whole
State from the year 1906 to 1916, a notable interruption in the decline is found in 1908, when is jumped
from 72.60 to 86.05, and in the next year (1909) fell to 71.36 ; the only other State experiencing a
concurrent riRe, though to a less degree, being South Australia.
The Commonwealth Statistician,
touching that sudden rise, recordR the statement that " The regrettable increase in the Victorian
rate was
wholly due to the large mortality caused by the phenomenal heat of January,
1908." If the Victorian Government Statist's tabular statement of the various causes of the infantile
death rate for the whole State for those three years be referred to, it will be seen that in the year 1908
the diarrhceal group of diseases carried off twice as many victims as did any other group, and accounted
for nearly one-third of the total nnmber (~f deaths.
Now, diarrhceal disea8es are specially prevalent
during the hot months: and milk, as the food of the artificially fed infant, is, at such times, specially
liable to become an agent of infection.
The statist, in fact, attributes thl:l high mortality under
consideration to the effects of feeding with stale milk ; but it must be borne in mind that knowledge
of the source and nature of the infection, and the part played by the milk in developing and conveying
it, is not yet fully demonstrable.
It is, however, fairly obvious that, so far as thermal conditions
may affect the susceptibility of milk to unwholesome change at such times, the poorly designed
wooden house may be reckoned in the list of contributory causes.
The infantile death rates recorded by the Victorian Government Statist for the same three
years, in the case of the metropolis, were respectively 85. 7, 98.3 1 and 83.9 ; and so the rise and
fall were in close sympathy with those of the whole State. As the month of January is ordinarily
one in which there occur public holidays, ma,rked by extensive exodus of women and children to seaside pleasure resorts, where shelter against the sun's heat is generally inadequate, enquiry concerning
the extreme daily shade tempNatures for January, 1908, has been made at the Commonwealth
Meteorological Bureau. It was found that tlw spell of phenomenal heat was well removed from the
public holidays, ana comprised six consecutive day8, on which the maximum temperature in the
shade was over 103 degrees, and repeatedly reached 109 degrees : the relative humidity readingsat least, at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.-in no case attaining 50 per cent.
Taking the 1901 census of the distribution of wooden dwellings in the individnal metropolitan
municipalities as the last availa,ble, and computing, in the case of each municipality, the ratio of the
number of wooden to total number of dwelling-houses therein, and setting such ratios in parallel
with the infantile death rate in each such municipality for the year 1908, it is noteworthy that in the
majority of cases where that rate reached or exceeded 98.3 the ratio of wooden to all dwellings was
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high, ranging from practically 50 per cent. to 84.6 per CP.rit. Yet the population per acre in those
cases was low: a remarkable exception being Fitzroy, with a ratio of wooden dwellings slightly over
0.1; yet an infantile death rate of 125. Obviously it would be imprudent to generalise from such 3.
single isolated case of severe heat incidence concomitant with an abnormally high death rate .for the
year, even t,hough the statistician, as already observed, ascribed the rise of the latter rate wholly to
the effects of the ,January heat
Still the relation of the housing statistics should not be ignored.
Tf the five years' period, 1910-14, be taken, it will be found that a relatively high infantile death rateone, that is to say, exceeding the average ~84-.'.5) for that period-was not invariably associated in any
given metropolitan municipality with a high percentage of wooden dwellings.
But it is observable
that the nine of the 22 municipalities that showed highest infantile mortality contained '.!l,360 wooden
dwellings, or practically one-half of the whole total of dwellings of that class of construction in the
metropolis.
Yet it should be remarked that in a maJority of the nine the population per acre was
relatively, though not absolutely, high.
Thus, while there is some statistical ground for entertaining a suspicion that the incidence of the
infantile death rate, under the influence of extreme summer temperature, has some relation to the
average type of wooden domicile in vogue, the difficulty illustrated of establishing the share of causal
relationship emphasises the need for the introduction, already advocated, of a scheme of closer
co-operation between statistical and health authorities.
Common knowledge of the distressful conditions attending habitation of d,vellings manifestly
not designed for moderM,ing the effects of climatic extremes upon the dwelleril prompts the following
questions : ·
" Do architects in general give due weight to the temperature element as a factor to be considered in designing even the humblest dwelling '? '' '· Is the pitch of the roof in relation to the incidence of the rays of the summer sun considered ? ., Is every opportunity of interposing between
the outer roof covering of iron, slates, or tiles, &c., and the inmates a cheap yet suitable non-oonduc~or
-such, e.g .. as felt-given prior consideration to the provision of meretricious ornament or other
inutilities ? "
" Is the usefulness of well-dried sawdust as an insulation for the walls of wood-lined
dwellings always availed of when reasonably practicable ? and, in consideration of the effect of the
other extreme of temperature-so unfavorable to the well-being of the aged and infirm-'-are fireplaces so designed and grouped as to best conserve heat ? "
Such and other cognate questions will
easily occur to the mind of the enlight.ened architect or builder.
Another aspect of the effect of the sun'8 rays, in their beneficent result in conserving and promoting cheerfulness and health in dwellings by illumination, may now be considered briefly.
The
desirable prospect for a housf', from that point of view, is , in these latitudes, generally one facing
between north and east.
Hence, where other considerations are not of paramount importance ,
the plan of a dwelling, and the distribution of its window surface in respect both of position and height
of head above floor, should be so arranged that the direct rays of light may, when desired, shine into
one room or another, according to the time of day. Does this important factor of design meet with
the consideration due to those most concerned? The answer, as in the other cases, must be an emphatic
negative. The questions propounded may, indeed, be regarded as pertaining to the domain of the
architect rather in his capacity as a " master builder " than as a co-operator in town planning schemes.
Nevertheless, the health administrator, aware of local conditions of housing-qua housing-is bound
to recognise that such schemes~ unless elaborated concurrently, with provision of dwellings individually
designed in accordance with elementary principles of hygiene, will largely fail of their primary purpose.
Concerning an aspect of sunlighting more directly interesting the town planner the following
observations may not be without value :-In the latitude of Melbourne the shadow cast by the noonday sun varies in extent from month to month, as illustrated in the accompanying diagram, the
construction of which is based on data kindly afforded by the Acting Government Astronomer (Dr.
Baldwin, M.A.). The seemingly irregular order in which the names of individual mont_hs occur in
the diagram is due to the fact that the shadow lengthens from December to June, and then shortens
till December again arrives.
So, in the case of a building, for instance, of a height A B of (say)
36 feet, situated, as is assumed for the sake of definiteness , upon the northern building line.of an east
and west street, of width BC of (say) 66 feet, the noonday shadow would, in December, on the average
be only 9¾ feet or so from that building line, but in June would extend across the street to the point C,
at the base of an opposite building correspondingly placed. For proportionately a similar condition
of shadow to obtain in a street of width D E of (say) 50 feet, the obstructing house's height would
need to be reduced to about 27 feet; or, if the street were only 33 f~et wide, that house's height would
need to be reduced to about 18 feet. It will be observed that, for the cases of all streets ranging from
33 to 66 feet in widt,h, the shadows that are cast upon the further or southern side of the road are thos ·
of the five months-April to August,
Of those five months, four-viz., May to August-may, on
the average, be regarded as being those in which there is the greatest amount of cloud in the sky over
HO

the metropolis ; and the average altitude of the noonday sun for the five months named is very
approximately 35 degrees, which angle very nearly corresponds with the shadow cast against the
base of an opposite building by a two-storied building abutting on the northern building line of a.n
east and west street of the minimum width, viz., 50 feet, allowed by the Victorian Health Act 1915,
section 27 5.

It is trusted that the observations contained in this paper will have some suggestive value for
thme taking part in the present important Conference.
TABLE I.
Extr2mes of Shade Temperature in the Australian Capitals.
(Compiled from Official Year Book
of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1901-15, pages 78-83.)
Temperature.

Highest .
_Lowest ..
Range

lVIelbournn.

Adelaide.

Sydney.

Perth.

Brisbane.

Hobart.

59 Years.
DegreeH.
111.2
27.0

58 Years.
Degrees.
116.:3
:32.0

56 Years.
Degrees.
108.5
35.9

18 Yearn.
Degree,;.
107.9
34.3

38 Yfar,-;.
Degrees.
108.9
36.1

fi8 Years.
Degrees,
105.2
27.0

84.2

84.:3

72.6

7:u;

72.8

78.2

TABLE II.
(Compiled from
· Maxima Shade Temperatures for certain months in the Australian Capitals.
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1901-15, pages 78-83.)
--

Month.

November
December
.Januarv
Februa~y
March ..
Average

-------~

::Vlelhourne.

Adelaide.

Sydney.

Perth.

Brisbane.

Hobart.

59 Years.
Degrees.
105.7
110.7
111.2
109.5
105.5

58 Years.
Degrees.
11:3 5
114.2
116.:3
11:3.6
108.0

56 Years.
Degrees.
102.7
107.5
108.5
101.()
102.6

18 Years.
Degrees.
104.6
107.9
107.0
106.8
106.1

28 Year.s.
Degrees.
106.1
105.9
108.9
101.9
96.8

68 Years.
Degree,;.
98.0
105.2
105.0
104.4
98.8

108.5

11,3.1

104.5

106.5

10:3.9

102.:3

TABLE III.
Highest Mean Humidity for certain months in the Australian Capitals.
(Compiled from Official
Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1901-15, pages 78-83.)
·
-------------'------~~~~===================
I
I
i
Month.
Melbourne.
Adelaide.
Sydney.
Perth.
i
Brisbane. j Hobart.

1-------------1------

November
December
.January

..
..
..

57 Years.

47 Years.

56 Years.

18 Years.

28 Years.

%

%

%

%

%

75
75
73

57
60
59

79
77
78

6:3
62
59

71
67
79

:35 Years.

%

74
73
75

~:: : : ~~:~:1::::~=-!::::~:i·:::::==:-=~-=~-

1
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MR. F. E. T. COBB, C.E. (Assistant Engineer to the Board of Public Health, Melbourne), in the
absence of thP author (Mr. E. Robertson), read the paper.
MR. A. M. BoNYTHON (South Australia)-Which does Mr. Cobb consider the more injurious to
health as causing too much heat in buildings, a roof of tiles ill ventilated, or a galvanised corrugated
iron :roof well ventilated ?

lH

MR. COBB replied that in every case the designer of the house was ultimately depending on the
efficiency of the pad of air between the roof and the ceiling as an efficient insulator.
The fact that
tiles were relatively worse conductors of heat than was iron simply meant that the transfer of heat
in the one case took place more slowly than in the other, bnt ultimately it would depend on the pad
of air as the real insulator.
MR. E. BRADWELL (Port Adelaide) referred to the marshy grounds at places at Port Adelaide.
There were a large number of galvanised hom;es, lined with latf1 and plaster; but would wooden
houses be considered preferable from the health standpoint ~
MR. COBB am;wered that it would depend entirely on the character of tlrn lining of the lath and
plaster.
Knowledge of the two classes of building was not sufficient to indicate that one was better
than the other.
An iron building might be coated with a good insulating paint and be superior to
a badly covered weatherboard building.
MR. R. 0. EVANS (Woodville)-In a temperature of 100 degrees, would you recommend that the
outer portion of a cottage be wood or iron where both are similarly lined 1
MR. CoBB~Undoubtedly of wood, if well put together. ·
MR. J. MAXWELL (Brisbane) pointed out that in Queensland the .majority of the houses were
wooden, with galvanirnd-iron roofs, and he took it that it was the proper thing to suit the conditions
of the country in building.
·wooden houses were suitable to the climate of Brisbane and Queensland. The Bri,bane houses were nearly all wooden, as it had been found that that was the best class
of house for the climate_, which was not as sevue as that of the southern States.
MR. H. E. MORTON (Melhourne) gave it as his experience that a galvanised-iron house, painted
white, and with a wide verandah and plenty of ventilation, was the coolm,t place one could have in
the summer.
Of cour.ce, the windows would need to be kept wide open.
'rhe difficulty with stone
houses was that once they got thoroughly heated they took so long to cool down again.
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) regarded the paper as a very severe criticism on overcrowding in large
cities.
He had lived in Queensland, in an iron shanty, but the windows and doors were never shut.
Let the people haw• sufficient free, fresh air, and they would be healthy.
He referred to the fact
that the death rate was only 5 per cent. at Exworth and 10 per cent. at Brisbane. E"ti aiso advocated
the underground room, provided it was well ventilated.
MR. J. MCMASTER (Brisbane) said he had lived for sixty-three years in a wooden house, and he
was in his eighty-seventh year that day.
He hoped to live on and see the delegates in Brisbane next
year.
MR. A. M. BONYTHON (Brighton) said he had found a corrugated galvanised-iron roof, well ventilated and with a proper ceiling, the coolest they could secure in South Australia, and certainly the
best that they could have for gathering the rainwater for the domestic tanks.
MR. COBB, in the colll'se of his reply, said reference had been made as to the relative worth of
galvanised-iron and wooden houses.
Nothing was more distant from the mind of the author of the
paper, or himself, than that he should have a tilt at wooden houses.

No. 22-Housing Section

Town Planning and Housing
BY GEORGE A. TAYLOR,
Vice-President Town Planning Association of New South ·wales.

MR. ,JOHN SuLMAN (New South vVales) took the chair, when Paper No. 22 was taken as read.

In the history of humanity events have happened ,vhich, at a sweep, completely changed living
conditions.
·
The development of the machine, supplanting handwork, so caused concentration of industry
that villages rapidly rose around factories, and competition amongst machine supplanted workers
forced them to live as near as possible to their tasks: So towns developed, clustering round industrial
centres.
This tendency for concentration of housing increased during the past century, that the population of town communities in relation to the general population rose from 3/; per cent. at the opening
to 46 per cent. at the close of the century.
Allied with this inclination to city life has been the fact that the world's population was increasing
more rapidly in proportion than at any other period in its history. This increase of population was
caused by two factors-the development of medical science tending to lengthen human life, and the
decrease in warfare, for in older days warfare wa~ part of the general business of life.
The rapid increase in the world's population; with a disposition to concentrate in towns, caUed
for the solving of new problems to relieve quarters from congestion, to properly house the poorer classes,
to facilitate speedy traffic, to organise public necessities, and to afford the people the maximum of
sunshine, air, and sanitation.
·
In Australia, a land of open spaces, this tendency to live in cities is very marked, inasmuch as we
find our capital cities containing the greater proportion of our population, notwithstanding the great
open spaces calling for development.
We have given little atte_ntion to the science of city organisatio11.
A good deal p_as been heard
of the necessity to conserve our national resources, just as that blessed word "potentialities" has been
fired from every political platform and banquet table.
We have heard much about the waste of
timber and_ the need for afforestation, but not sufficient has been heard of the waste of human lives
in city congestion.
The present great war is calling attention to the loss of stamina occasioned by the unhealthy
living conditions of modern city living.
Great Britain is overhauling her social system, and proving true that famous assert:ion of Lord
Rosebery: "You cannot rear an. imperial race within the slums." She finds that John Burns did
not err when he said : "The mean street makes the mean man, the sick woman, and the anaemic child.'
Britain, always slow to realise, but ever quick to act when faced with grim reality, is whipping up
social reform and calling attention to the protection of .her child life ; and the best protection for the
child is healthy conditions of living brought about by adequate to'fll. planning and housing.
This call for proper town planning and proper housing will be more imperative when the curtain
of war has been rung down. England is already considering the scarcity of proper housing, and the
-demand that will arise for better homes when the war is over. The Housing Act has provided some
£4,000,000 for subsidising the erection of working class houses.
At one time that would be thought
a great deal, but not to-day, in view of the enormous resources the war has shown the nation to possess.
It has been truly said that if Great Britain can spend £4,00'0,000,000 to £5,000,000,000 in protecting herself from a foreign foe, then she could profitabl.y ·spend a matter of £4,000,000 in better
placing the housing of her workmen, and so fight sickness and disease in her producers.
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The war is cutting out some of the finest of the French people, so France is out to nurse the race
of the future, and she is doing it by remodelling her cities and towns. This is one of the most striking
developments since the beginning of the war.
In Limoges, for example, six acres of four and five storey tenements in the heart of the city have
been razed to the ground, and at, t,he cost of many millions. The city, in the midst, of the war, is laying
out ne,v and broader streets and rebuilding the districts along modern city planning lines.
In Marseilles, 74} acres of old six and seven storey tenements in the centre of the city have been
torn out. At a cost o,f 40,000,000 francs the city is laying out new broad streets and erecting new
buildings on account of what it terms "preparedness for peace." It has been borne upon them strongly
that with the loss of a million or more of their best men, they are bound to do everythinl!, they can to
preserve and build up the next generation ; hence they cannot afforrl to let it grow up in unsanitary
and disagreeable surroundings. This shows up clearly the need and lack of general city planning.
In Paris Lhe city government ha<;, since the beginning of the war, organised a city planning bureau
with broad powers, which is planning comprehensively the whole metropolitan area, not only within
the city, but through all the surrounding district.
In Lyons simihr plans arc being worked out.
In London t,he architects, engineers, and city officials are working together on a comprehensive
plan covering housing and traffic routes over an area, of nearly 2,000 square miles round London.
But more striking still are the plans for the rebuilding of Rheims, and some of the other destroyed
towns.
In France they hav-e come to realise that they must make a virtue of their necessity and
rebuild the destroyed cities along modern scientific lines, always preserving, as far as possible, the
charm of the past. They have gone further still, and now appreciate the vital need of general scientific planning. They have actually framed a law which has already passed the Senate, according to
which every city, town or village in France, regardless of whether it is in the destroyed area or not,
will be forced to lay its future developments according to modern city planning principles.
Every
community will have to have its city planning commission, over whieh there will be a general commission in each of the 86 departments, and over these in turn there will be a federal commission, so that
all may work along similar lines, and so that the whole area of France will be laid out according to one
great comprehensive plan.
France is doing all these things at enormous cost, despite the almost
superhuman work of carrying on the war.
If all that is considered desirable for older countries, it should be the more necessary for Australia.
vVe are a new country with, at present, low real estate values, hence town planning development can
be achieved at a comparatively low figure for any resumptions for remodelling or adaptation.

The war is going to mean great development in Australian cities. Australia's generosity, both
in men and money, has given her a world-wide advertisement. v\Then the war is over there will be
tremendous immigration from Europe to productive countries, and Australia, not only because of
her productiveness, but also because of her world-famed war work, will be invaded by immigrants.

It must also not be forgotten that the end of the war will see the return to Australia of some 250,000
able-bodied soldiers, strong, virile, vigorous immigrants, who will differ from the ordinary kind of
immigrant, a stranger in a strange land.
Our military immigrant will be the man who thought so
much of his country that he offered his life for it ; hence when he returns he ifl going to be determined
to be a big factor in its development. The cities will claim the big bulk of these immigrants.
Housing is therefore the main factor in Australian town planning propositions, yet best housing
conditions depend upon well devised and long-sighted provision for the development of healthy towns,
suburbs, and communities.
The average happy-go-lucky way of subdividing real estates should be
checked. There should be a definite pla,n for each district, linked up with adjoining areas ; the streets
and ways if not an.joining~ to be planned in l1armony with main arterial roads. This will save much
money in the future by rendering unnecessary the average expensive resumption for improvement
schemes.
The great lines of arterial roads throughout Australia must be first determined, not only for defence purposes, but as being essential to enable the placing of housing and community propositions
to be considered on broad and general lines. For instanee, the determination of a town in a possible
manufacturing district will differ from the devising of a eommunity settlement at a seaside or in a
tourist centre.
The distribution of factory sites and workers' homes in the one will call for special
consideration, as will be the placing of residential hostels and pleasure resorts in the other.
The question of housing of workers will be the main problem to solve in Australia. Australian
workers, with the increased wealth that wage earners can command, will call for better conditions
of housing, and there is a possibility that the neat type of home building which is being standardised
for returned soldiers 7 will become general with the working cla;;;sps, and though up to the present many
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such structures have heen built around Svdnev, mainlv frorn designs bv architects Morrow & De Putron, Colonel Wells, and the N.S.vV. Educati~n Depa~tment Architectural Staff, yet these buildings
being scattered have not given opportunity for any special features of placing.
It must, however,
be remembered that the soldiers that are now returning art> few and widely distributed.
However,
when the war is over and the great rush comes, schemes for communit,y settlement and general housing
will be imperative.
It is therefore wise for preparations to be mafle at once for the great influx.
We must have legislation passed without, delay restricting indisrriminate subdividing. We must
aim at achieving better conditions of housing, which can only be secured nuder an efficient scheme
of town planning and housing.
The first step to be taken is for each ~tate to adopt a town planning
and housing act as a basis for action, with :;;pecial provision to givP tlw worker opportunity to own
his own home.
There is a, danger in establishing workern' suburbs, a.,; at Da,ceyville, Sydney, where the worker
only leases bis home instead of having opportunity of becoming his own landlord. Daceyville, though
well planned so far as the houses are concerned, and also well managed so far as the administration
is concerned, iR not an ideal community scheme, inasmuch as it tends to weaken the tenants' selfft is an essential in the wf'lfare of an individual as in
reliance.
Self-reliance should ht> cultivated.
a nation, and self-reliance can only lw developed by making A11str:1lian workt>rs home-owners instead
of tenantR.
F.very home-owning housing: scheme developed under proper conditions nwans more
to the wealth of the State and tlw st,a,bility of the na,tion than a <iozrn D;iceyvillPR.
King George Raid : ·'The glory of tlw Brnpire is in tlw homes nf the people," and after all, the
family if\ the ,;onrce of national grpatn0s1>.
The Q,ueeni-land \VorkPrs' IhvPlling A<'t most nearly achievPI'- thiR ideal.
to build where they like.

It givPs workers power

In my opinion the Anst,ralian States· Governments would ~olve the housing problem best by
adopting the Queensland Rystem of home ownership, than by creating settlements of tenants., Many
small communities should he laid out and linked to the city with speedy transit facilities.
Each comnrnnity should conform to spe<'ial or<linanees relating to hygienic conditions, and artistic features
of the arc>a should he preserved.
Special loans Rhould liP i;-;s1wrl to finance these communities, which would co-operate in establishing puhlic :oervicPs.
( 'o-01wration woulrl mprm chcapnes8 in construction, and consequently
minimum expern,e t.o horn!' own<>rn.
Special c,n·p will be necessary in the administration of this Act.
The ad.ministration requirPs thre<> perRons.
Fir:-;t, t,b,! husine:sR ma,n, then the sopiologist, the man
whm;e function is to seP thP best condition:,; provided. for thP people ; then the constructional expert,
to 8ee that everythin~ devi8ed is practical as well as artistic.
The reason why I suggest the business man first, is that there will always be a danger of a theorist
gett.ing off the track of the practical, and, after all, finance is the basis of every successful movement
designed for permanency.

1 1,-;

No. 23-Appendix : Town Planning Control

Apportionment of Duties between Central and
Local Authorities 1n Town Planning
Administration
Bv THOMAS ADAMS, F.S.I.,
Town Planning Adviser to the Commissioner of Conservation, Dominion of Canada.

PREFATORY NOTE.
As the question of town planning central is one of special importance and concern to all Australian cities,
the South Australian Executive feels it will be of particular interest to delegates at this juncture to have the
views of an eminent authority widely experienced in municipal town planning control.
The paper following
was not written specially for the conference, but, at the suggestion of a member of the Executive, with the object
of obtaining the views of an outside expert familiar with the town planning problems and difliculties of m•,v,
as well as old, countries.
Mr. Adams very kindly responded to the invitation.
The South Australian Executive, realising the opportunity presented by the conference, feels that, the contribution should be marfo available for the information
of delegates to the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition.
The influence of Mr. Adams in town planning has been exercised and felt in prominent Anglo-Saxon countries.
He was personally associated with and, in part, responsible for the pioneer work of organisation which led to
the creation of Letchworth Garden City, and afterwards became first town planning adviser to the Local Government Board in England, where, for some years, he was intimately associated with the administration of the
British " Housing and Town Planning Act, 190P."
\Vhen the Commission of Conservation of the Dominion
of Canada added town planning to its activities, Mr. Adams was persuaded to accept his present office.
He
has since prepared a number of Town Planning Bills for different Canadian States, including Kova Scotia, Kew
Brunswick, Saskatchewan, and other provincial Governments, all of which measures have become law.
Mr.
Adams disclaims any personal knowledge of Australian conditions, but as the problems and characteristics of
Canadian and Australian cities are not wholly dissimilar, but appear in some respects to coincide, Mr. Adams'
valuable paper will be appreciated accordingly.

The Conference accorded Mr. Adams n cordial vote of thank~ and appreciation for his paper,
which read as follows :-The question of the apportionment of duties and responsibilities between State Governments and
local authorities, such as city and district councils, is one regarding which there has been much controversy in recent yearn in different English speaking-countries.
It is natural that this controversy
has existed, and it may be expected to continue so long as growth and change incidental to democratic government continue to take place.
At the present time there is a tendency among local
authorities to resist what they call the encroachment of State authority upon their municipal right,
and re ponsibilities. It is not always remembered that the city is the creature of the state, with only
delegated rights of legislative control and administration.
In the United States there is a stated
demand on the part of local authorities for municipal home rule. To understand this demand, however, one has to know the conditions under which municipal government has grown up in the United
States, and to realise that what Viscount Bryce said of the municipal government of that country is
st,ill true in a large measure, namely, that municipal government was its one conspicuous failure. What
is wanted is co-operation and proper adjustment of responsibility, not separation hetween State and
municipal Governments.
I tliink it would be well for us in the British Dominions to pay more attention, in connection
with our conditions of municipal government, to the example of the Mother Country.
Notwithstanding the much trumpeted and largely illusory efficiency of German municipal institutions, that
efficiency has been of the kind that is possible only in an autocratic country, and it has not produced
as good results as the British system, in spite of the fact that it has been purchased at the expense of
individual freedom. The overcrowding and vital statistics of Berlin are amongst thP worst in Europe,
as those for London as a whole arp among the best.
"CO-OPERATION" THE KEYNOTE OF THE BRITISH SYSTgl\[.

One of the merits of the British system is that it is built. on what, is virtually a Ny stem of co-operation between the central government and the local authorities.
The Local Government Boards of
England and Wales, of Ireland and Scotland, are resporniible to Parliament, nnd have Cabinet Ministers
as their representa,tives in the National n-ovrrnment,,
Ne,-erthe1ess tlwy are not forms of bureau.
pn

cracy, except in so far as it i,; nec<>ssary to centralise administrative machinery. Their decisions and
methods are influenced by the views of local authorities, · just as much as by Parliament itself. Eaeh
kind of loeal authorit.y in England has its own "pa,r liament" or representative association.
The
county councils, the citi1•;; and boroughs, the urban districts and the rural districts, have all organizations which are "·i<ld~- n•prt>~cntative of the membership of these different municipal groups. When
the Local Cov<>rnml•nt. Boar<l proprnw-; to issue new by-lam; and regulations, or when measures affecting
municipalitie,; are lwin.g <ii'lcn,;~p<l in Parliament, the repreiwntativc organizations are always consulted.
They am :-trong pnonglt to t:eti that nothing i:,; done that impair,; their local autonomy or is injurious
to local governnwnt a,i,; a wholP. The n•rm;.,;,mtations of ;,eparate local authorities have always great
influenc<~ with Local GovernmenL Boar<k The members of these local authorities individually have
in addition powerful influence on the Farliamentary representatives.
Some method of co-operation
between the central and local a,uthorities i,; the only way to secure efficient local government in democratic countries. It in volvr:,;, however, that there shall be certain powers vested in a central authority
to lay down regulations and impose conditions on the local authorities, which regulations and conditions have to he in conformity with the combined intelligence of the centra.l authority and representative local lJo<liPs.
THE PLANNING OF LAND.

There i:s nothing in conn,,ction wit!~ which there is more nepd for co-operation between the Sta~e
and the local authority t;han the pla.nning and tlw devplopm'ent of land.
To administer· properly
any legislation dealing with this subjpct it is Pssential for the local anthorities to he vpsted with certain
pow,,rs which can only b<' given to tlwm provided thPir exerci:;;e is subject to th~! approval of the State.
Private interests in lan<l a,nd property are ~.f fected by town planning legislation, and important questions arise as to how far restrictions on the use of the land ca.n be imposed in the interests of the public
and without injury to the rights of the private owner.
PRIVATE OWNElt~ AND CO)lPF.N:-ATION.

In a,ll town planning legislation which is of any real value it fa essential to prevent owners from
ma.king claims for compensation on the ground that their property is injured by restrictions which
merely preYent them from using the property in snch a way as to deprive others of light and air or
of ,;ome otlwr thing necessary for public health. The private owner should be compensated for injury
he suffer:-; Hen for the lwneJit of the public, but this right should be subject to his conforming to certain
minimum stan<brds necessary for puhlic health.
In other words, his right of property should be
protected, :rnbjeet to the right of life and liberty of others. Light, air, and even amenity are necessary
for life, and should !Jc protected even if property suffers.

nrvrmrn

MUNICIPAL

CONTROL.

Another rem;on why ccntra,l control is desirable in connection with town planning is that arbitra,ry
municipal boundaries cannot lJe taken into account in connection with the preparation of proper
dewlopment or town planning schemes.
It is therefore essential that there should be a higher authority than the municipal conncil so as to arbitrate between adjacent anthorities regarding the proper
boundaries for schemes, and to enable one local authority to include part of the area of another local
authority in its schP.me if that is considered desirable.
Planning and development schemes should
relate not only to cities and towns but to rural districts. Indeed, the greater part of the land included
in the English scheme8, and in such a scheme as that for St. John, N.B., in Canada, is rural in character
and includes a great deal of land which is unlikely to be used for anything but agricultural purposes.
Both urban and rural land should be planned on more scientific principles than hitherto, more regard
being paid to the best economic use of the land and to natural conditions.
DIFFE&ENCE BETWEEN

SURVI<}Y AND PLANNING.

The survey of land for purposes of measurement and description should. be retained merely as
the basis for preparing proper plans, but should not be continued to be used as the actual plan itself.
The survey is not a plan.
EXPERT ADVICE BSSEN'l'IAL BOTH TO SMALL TOWNS AND LARGE CITIES.

When we come to deal with planning and development on a sufficiently comprehensive scale there
must he central control and as,:;istance. The eontrol must of course be exercised with proper discretion and should not go beyond what a combined association of repreflentatives of local authorities
would reasonably be willing to impose upon themselves to secure uniformity and efficient co-operation.
\Vhile the large city ean acquire expert ad vice and can employ skilled officials, it is impossible for
,;mall nrban or rnral authorities to get the kind of assi:;;tancc needed to design its engineering work
or to prepare plan:;; for thP. <levplopnwnt of it" al'NI.
,\ <wntral body is essential to advfae and a,'lsist
such small authoritie8. ln proportion as these authoritirs are least a.hie to manage their own affairs
and pay for expert advice the central dcpartnwnt would exercise thf\ greater control, and at the same
time give thr greater amount of assistance.
Jn connection with the large cities, the supervision of
the central anthorit.y could. he larg-i>l~' confi1w<l to the t,hings rwcpss<1ry to ><f'eure uniform and diective
administration.

(;ENTRAL TOWN PLANNING AUTHORITY.

That there should be a State authority with large powers to control the administration of municipal
town planning goes without saying.
Its exact nature must be settled in each country according to
local precedence and conditions.
Of cour3e it is essential that such a central department should
have available the best skilled advice, and should in practice advise and co-operate with the municipal councils rather than coerce them. The object of such a department should not he to interfere
with local administration so far as it deals with matters ·which are now in the hands of the local authority.
But if the additional broad powers conferred under town planning legislation are to be
granted, it is essential that there should be a State depart,ment to approve or disapprove of the way
in which such powers are exercised, and particularly so far as they involve local discretion being used
in regard to matters affecting rights of propert,y. There are two alternatives-either that these
additional powers be not granted by the Legislature, or that, if they are granted, they should be suhjeet
to joint administration by a State department and the local council.
As already stated, this matter is particularly important where a scheme deals with more than
one municipal area, which may be necessary in many cases. The procedure under a Town Planning
Act has also to protect private owners by giving them adequate notice of the intention to prepare
· or adopt schemes, and at the same time must give the local authorit,y power to prevent spurious claims
for compensation being made either while the scheme was being prepared or afterwards.
Public
hearings must be held to consider differences, and these of course have to be conducted by someone
representing a department with a, higher authority than tlw local council.
The following table indicates the contents of the usual Town Planning Act. The work which has
to be controlled by the central department is indicated under "Contents of Act."
The contents of
the development schemes, as shown in the second part of thP t,able, show the more comprehensive
work which has to be carried out by the local authority:PLANNING LEGISLATURE AND PROCEDURE
STATE GENERAL ACT RELATING TO PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF LAND IN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS.
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Modern Road Construction
.}lR. H. ANGAS PAKS0NS, K.C. (President of the Good Roads Association of South Australia)
took the chair 011 the aftemoon of Wednesday, 24 th October.
MR. LEONARD :NI. SANDST0N, M.A. B.Sc. (Eng.) (Associate Member American Society of Civil
Engineers), then gave a lecture and special demonstration of moving pictures, as follows : -

The Roads Engineer and Town Planning
'fown planning to-day invokes the collaboration of architect, sanitarian, and engineer.
It is
the purpo~e of this paper to deal with the part played by the civil engineer in rendering the modern
city as habitable as science can devise and art effect, and, incidentally, to make a plea to the public
at large on behalf of the much-neglected question of better roads and streets.
In solving the question of giving to the community the most efficient, economical, and aesthetic
street or roadway, the engineer is faced with a highly interesting and very complicated one.
An
ideal pavement should be durable, with low first, annual, and maintenance costs ; non-slippery, with
low tractive resistance ; noiseless, dustless, resilient, easily cleaned, and with an aesthetic and
imperviom 1mrface.
The matter of width of street or road, and its design, as regard,, shade trees,
grass plots, sidewalks, &c., are all contingent upon individual conditions, and call for skill and judgment.
'I'he whole matter of streets and roads is one requiring the exercise of knowledge and skill
on the part of administrator and engineer alike. This fact is not generally recognised .
As a prominent American engineering journal remarks :-·· A community stricken with bodily
ills-an epidemic, for instance-would undoubtedly call in physicians ; one in legal difficulties would
unquestionably put its affairs in the hands of lawyers.
By every canon of logic and commonsense,
a community suffering from the effects of bad roads should call in a highway engineer, or a board of
highway engineern.
Oceasionally such a thing does happen-and the circumstances are set forth
at length in the puhlie prints.
The more general practice, however, is to muddle along.
When
the people realise that the building of roads, and especially the selection of the type of road, is a highelass engineering problem, and that such matters should be intrusted to high-class highway engineers,
amply paid, the same as men in other professions, then, and only then, will the taxpayers be properly
safeguarded, and will we experiencP a wise and economical expenditure of public funds on roads
and streets.
" Before the people do realise the necessity of leaving engineering to engineers a great
deal of educational work must be done.
And thiE work will have to be done by the engineers themselves, either directly or indirectly.
In the nature of the thing, it will be a thankless task-and
worse-for the average layman will see no motive other than a selfish one.
At thP same time it
is a work well worth the doing, even though the knowledge of a duty done is the only reward to be
expected.''
While the subject of country roads probably appears to many to be rather unrelated to town
planning, in reality it is far otherwise.
The problem of decentralisation is an acute one not only
in the United States, but particularly here in Australia.
With about half the total population of
Victoria in Melbourne, and half that of New South Wales in Sydney, the outlook for the more intensive
development of primary resources is not promising.
And it will undoubtedly be, in the stress of
post-war conditions, that we in Am;tralia must turn ultimately to winning from the rnil all of Nature's
stores of foodstuffs and ores that modern science and art can effect. For that purpose we must have
roads, and more roads, and still more roads.
.Main roads, secondary roads, developmental roadsall our financial resources must be husbanded to yield us an efficient system of efficient roads. For
every shilling expended on this priceless national asset: full value should be exacted as far as human
experience and skill can effect.
·within a year, or, at most, two years, let us hope, thousands of our gallant fellow countrymen
across the seas fighting for our lands and liberty will be returning to this fair country.
A large percentage of them, and of prospective immigrants also, who formerly led sedentary occupations, will
be unwilling to return to such, but will gladly go upon the land if the opportunity be afforded them.
Let us see to it that the opportunity be afforded them.
On the roads that must of necessity be
provided to that end, large numbers of returned soldiers can be employed, so that repatriation will
be doubly served.
Country roads will serve the purpose of opening up the rural areas and-making
them productive; suburban roads will help to get the city worker to a healthier environment when
his day's work is done, thus also making it healthier for those who perforce must remain all their
days in the city areas, by obviating overcrowding and tenement conditions.
And lastly, more
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scientific attention to our city streets will serve to conserve public funds and promote more sanitary
and aesthetic conditions to city life.
In the comervation of public funds and, more still, by the
unlimited addition to the national wealth through intensified production will the town planner be
further aided by the efforts of the roads engineer.
Before adequate inducement is presented the returne<l soldier arnl the welcome immigrant to go
upon the land many existing disabilitieH to the farrnpr,.; · welfare must he removed.
He must be
assisted to market the fruits of his toil ; the welfare of his children mw,t be safoguarded in an educational sense ; his social life must be broadened by the l'acilitirn, that road comnrnnication will afford
for communion with his fellow creatures.
How to go about this problem is very plain in a study o[ what otlwr countries faced with a
similar problem are doing, and have done. 'l'he L'.nited Stat.P~ of America offers an interesting object
lesson, and a few minutes spent in a resunw of rpform in road administration and practice will point
a valuable lesson for our own country.
THE FEDERAL 00VERN:11ENT OF THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA.

Federal Aid Road Act of 19Hl.-This Act provides linancial and technical aid to the States
for rural post roads. Fifteen million poundf\ is to expended in subsidising. pound for pound, approved
types and methods of construction, spread owr tive years. 'l'he offer i~ cont,ingent upon the assisted
State establishing a competent highway board t·) expend all funds devoted to road construction
outside of the cities or towns having a population of 0Vl:'r 2,:iOO, or with roads having houses averaging
less than 200 feet apart. This measure has given an enormous impetus to the proper systematisation
of road affairs. The :Federal sums thus expended ahw sm·ve to equalise the burden of taxation as
between town and count,ry dwellers. Technical aid and supervision over the joint funds thus created
are provided by the United States Office of Public Road,; and Rural Engineering, establir;ltecl by
Congress in 1893, "to investigate systems of road management arnl methods of roadmaking, and
to make public information on these subjects."
In 1915 the direction of Uie working of the Agricultural Appropriation Act was added to the functions of this office, pn the Secretary of Agriculture.
Educational Work.-There are three general cla<ises: (1) Bducational or extension, (2) investigational or research: (3) administration of the Federal .Aid Hoad .Act. The educational work is conducted in four stages:1. Reaching the people by means of lectures, addresRes, publication of bulletins, exhibition of

models, &c., and teaching them the ,,conomic value of .improved roads, and the efficiency
of various types.
·
2. Giving special advice and assistance 1 where the problem to he solved necessarily involves
a knowledge of community and co-operative administration and of methods for planning
and financing a better system of roads.
3. The third step includes an actual demonstration of construction under Government supervision ; in fact, the office practically becomes a school in road construction.
4. In the fourth step the educational work of the office deals with the future insofar as it means
maintenance of streets and roads ; that is, in order that the communities may realise
the fullest returns from their investment, the people are shown ho,v to adequately care
for their public roads.
Research Work.-Field and laboratory experiment,:.; are made with the actual materials available in each locality that the best use may be made of them in practice.
Experimental sections
are laid down under different methods, and with diverse mat!~rials, that practical conclusions may
be arrived at in the quickest and most economical manner. Advice as to results is given gratuitously,
and tests made for any individual or community in the public interest.
THE STATE

GOVERNJ\rnNTS.

Under the added inducement provided by tlw Federal Aid Roads Act, all the States, which till
now had no competent highway authority (such as the Country Roads Board of Victoria, which is
doing such admirable work), have established such, generally called a Highway Commission.
It is
sometimes made up of the professor of civil engineering at the State Univer~ity, the State geologist,
one or two business men, and a State official or two, with a competPnt highway engineer as chairman
or chief engineer.
In other cases it consists of the first-mentioned three officials, with a highway
engineer as chief engineer, and perhaps a financial expert as chairman. In many other States a single
Highway Commissioner acts. The High way Commission ha:,; an adequate laboratory equipment, and
carries on educational propaganda much the same as the Federal Office of Public Roads.
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ROADS ASSOCIATIONS.

'l'he gH1eral public in the United States is also doing invaluable campaign work for better roads
The public activity in this direction manifests itself in National Associations, and assoand street,;.
ciations mging the irnpr0V('ment and marking of a definite route.
Pt>rrn,nwnt lnternational Association of Road Congresses promotes progress in the construction,
It continues the work of the first International Road Congress,
trnllie, and Pxploitation of roads.
held in Paris, in October, 1908. It accomplished its object (1) by organising Road Congresses, (2) by
publishing proceedings, papers, and other documents, (3) by collecting the results of tests in service
and laboratory. Its affairs are managed by 11 Permanent International Commission, with headquarters
at 1 A venue u 'Iena, Paris, France.
Its
The American Highway Association, organised at ,vashington, D.O., November, 1910.
purposes are : To correlate anrl harmonise the efforts of all exi-;ting organisations working for road
improvement; to arouse and stimulate sentiment for road improvement; to strive for wise, equitable,
and uniform road legislation in every State ; aiding efficient road administration through thP introduction of skilled supervision and elimination of politics from road management; to seek continuous
and systematic road maintenance of all roads , the classification of all roads according to traffic
requirements, payment of road taxes in cash, and adoption of the principle of State aid and State
supervision ; to promot,e the correlation of all road construction, effecting interconnecting of adjoining
shire and State road::;; to advocate proper use of convict labor on the roads.
Other important bodies working for the same ends are the American Automobile Association,
Arnerican Road Builders' As:wciation, Chambers of Commerce, &c., Lincoln Highway Association,
National Highways Association, Yellowstone Trail Association, Dixie Highway Association, and many
similar bodies devote their energies to the improvement of highways ranging in length from roads
Usually these routes are marked by
connecting adjacent county seats to transcontinental routes.
colored bands on telephone and telegraph poles, fences, and bridges for the instruction of the tourist.
They are not, as a rule, constructing organisations, but work towards securing State expenditure
as well as county and local, on the particular route selected.
THE UNIVERSITIES.

The Stall· l ~niversitie~. n·cognising the imperative demand for adequately trained men to supervise
the enormou;; public t~xpenditure on roads, have introduced highway engineering courr,es in the underAt
graduate curriculum, which include instruction in the economics, science, and art of highways.
many l ' niver;;ities, a yearly convention of practical road-builders is held, lasting for a week or so, and
At Columbia Univerat which all are welcome, for the int.erchange of knowledge and experiencer,.
sity, in New York City, a graduate course in highway engineering is given, in which the instruction
covers laboratory research on road metals and bituminous materials, a study of the highway and
The course entails one academic year
traffic laws in different States and countries, and so forth.
of study and research, leading to the degree of Master of Science in Highway Engineering. Although
only established some four years now, the roll of students and graduates includes public officials
from all over the United States, and from Scandinavia, South America, and other foreign countries.
While it is at present ultra vires for the Commonwealth Government to finance road construction
in the States, it appears to the speaker that the Federal authorities could very well follow the lead
of the United States of America in establishing an Office of Public Roads for the collation and dissemination of data on road mattei:s throughout the States and for campaign work in educating the
general public, thus fostering and systematising the ultimate asset of good roads for the whole of the
The Universities should be encouraged by private endowment and subscription to shoulder
people.
their share of the responsibility, and Good Roads Associations everywhere should help to keep
legislators alive to their responsibility.
TREATMENT

OF ROADS.

In turning now to a brief consideration of the technical treatment of road problems, the speaker
feels constrained to point out that lack of time renders adequate treatment of such a large subject
impossible.
Each problem confronting the highway engineer is an individual one, and calls fct different
treatment. There i~ no such thing as a" hest road," in the sense of treating, in standardised fashion,
in the nature of a panacea for all the ills that beset roads and react therefrom upon the road users.
All types,
There is such a thing as the best and cheapest solution of the particular problem in hand.
of materiall> have their m,es in meeting the different physical and financial conditions.
The evolution of t:lle automobile has complicated the problem of looking after our roads, for it
has rendered waterbound macadam, hitherto meeting every demand upon it satisfactorily, the most
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expensive type t,o maintain under any volume of motor traffic.
England h as developed the use of
tars to combat thih baneful influence, the bituminous material not being susceptible to sucking out
and dispersal by t-he tyres, as happens with the fine rock dust aml water in the old waterbound
macadam road.
Since 1905, however, when a series. of test sections in diffnent materials was laid
down on thP, Thames (Victoria) Bmbankment, London, the movement in England is towards substituting natural lake asphalt for tars, it being more durablP.
In 1911 the National Roads Board
of England carried out a series of similar tests on the New Eltham-Sidcup road; the Bath and the
Staines roads also being asphalted as a result of th<> obf:>ervations madf.
The Surrey County Council
has replaced tars by asphalt, also, an account of this appearing in the Australian Commonwealth
Engineer of some year or two back, written by Mr. Dryland, surveyor to that council.
The United
States of America is responsibli; fm this departure, as that country has developed the use of asphalt
to almost exclusive us(~ in the large cities and smaller country towns, for th(" cost uf upkeep of this
type of surface is very low compared wit.11 most others.
Brick and woodblock paving h, also used, and very satisfactorily, under certain conditions.
However, the speaker does not proposp to toucl:i on any of these t,ypes un account of lack of time, but
will confine himself to the subject of the bioscope tilms now to be shown. The occurrence, mining,
and method of using asphalt, in accordance with t-he latw:1, American 1mwtice, will no\\< be screened.
Before so doing, however, he wishes to point out that he is the advocafr of no particular type of
material or method, all having their uses umler the diseretion of tlw prescribing highway engineer.
These films, however, show one method of producing a sanitary, noisdess, resilient, and economical
pavement, well suited to the requirements of the town planner, and the most favored in that country
of wonderful engineering attainment, the Gnited States of America.

CONJ<'BRENCE CONCLUUEll.

MR. H. W. UFFINDELL (President, S.A. 'rown Planning Association) expressed sorrow that the
proceedings had had to be hurried at the last moment.
J t was unfortunate.
On behalf of the
Executive he thanked them all for their attendance, and trusted that their stay in the city of Adelaide
had been a pleasant one and, at the same time. a profitable one.
He trusted that it would be their
good fortunate to meet again in Brisbane.
He bade them au revoir.
DR. PRICE (Toowoomba) and ALDE.ltMAN J . .MAXWELL (Brisbane City Council) spoke in acknowledgment of the kindness that had been shown the delegates during their stay in Adelaide, and thanked
the Executive and all who had helped to make their trip so enjoyable.
MR. CHARLE8 C. READE returned thanks on behalf of the South Australian Executive and other
workers, and the conference then terminated.
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Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition

CONCLUSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE

Resolutions Submitted and Discussed
The various rt·~olutio11~ ,rnlm1itted to the conference were discussed ou the morning of 'l'ue:,;day,
October :!'.3, wl!p11 t liP l'n.. ~idt' llt (lion. ,J. l>. Fitzgerald, M.L.C.) presided.
Proposals and n•solntion,; approved by the State Executives, assembled in Adelaidt> during
October 17 :c!.J, 1917, 11ne sulJmitted on their behalf as recommendations to the conference by Mr·.
Charles (.;_ Reade (Hon. Organising Director) as follows :-

Continuance of Conference and Exhibition
PREFATORY :N"O'I'E !
The Jlrst Australian Town Planniug Conference and Exhibition having demonstrated the practicability of orgaui:,;ing a national gathering of representatives of Government::;~ statutory authorities,
municipalities, 1n·ofe:,:-;ional 1,0(',ietics, and other bodies from all States of the Commonwealth (war and other
adverse circmi1stane1's not,\\·ithstanding), it is considered desirable that, if possible, steps should be taken
before this historic gatltl:'ring disperses to make provision by which the Conference and Exhibition may
be placed on a pernia1wnt hasi~. The desirability of holding the Conferenct' at regular intervals in the
different centrt>8 of Aust,ralia, according as t,hl:' circumstances or wishes of individual States permit, will
be generally conceded. It would seem desirable also that the particular departrnl:'nts of State, including
statutory autl10rities, and a ll municipal bodies and institutions, intimately concerned, al' they are, with
town planning proposals and act-ivities, should continue to utilise the Conference and Exhibition as a means _
of exercising a unifying influence and control generally over the town planning movement quite apart
from, or without prejudice to, their individual prestige and independence.
Likewise, what may be
termed " the official point of view " should, by means of the Conference and Exhibition, if possible be
leavened by the expert knowledge and particular experience of members of professional institutes or
societies, upon whom (in conjunction with the official experts), in time, is likely to devolve the working
out of town planning proposals adapted and applied to the distinctive and differing conditions of the
Australian town and city.
Finally, no town planning proposals considered by the Conference and Exhibition could reasonably
be considered as complete wit,hout having undergone the test of public opinion, expressed through the
various associations, educational societies, or other organisat.ions: concerned with the movement.
Therefore, having these considerations in mind, the representatives of the various State Executives,
assembled in Adelaide, beg t,o submit proposals r<>lating to the continuance of the Conference and Exhibition
to the Conference, as follows : -

1. Tilat, with a view to p10moting and arranging for the continuance of the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition iD the various State capitals at regularly recurring intervals of time, the
Conference approve of the principle of a central organisation for the Commonwealth, working in conjunction with the existing State Executives.
2. That the preliminary central organisation consist of(a) Patron,
(b) Federal President,
(c) Honorary Organising Director,
(d) Two member::; (one of which shall represent the 'fown Planning Allsociation), appointed from
each State of the Commonwealth by the various State l<Jxecutives responsible for the
organisation of the present Conference and Exhibition.
lG:l

3. 'l'hat. the conference be recommended to appoint (a), (b), and (c) as follows : (a) PATRON-His Excelllmcy the Governor-General of the Commonwealth • of Australia (Sir

Ronald Craufo1d :Mnnro Ferguson, P.C., G.C.M.G.).
(b)

FEDERAL PltESIDENT-

(c) H0N0IU!{Y O!WANrnlNG DIREC'l'0R-

i

To be appointed by the Council on the recommendation
of the Exec11tive in the State 1·esponsible !'or the
orgnnisation of the ensning ( 'onferenee.

4. '!'hat the preliminary central organisation he known as the :Federal Council of the Australian
Town Planning Conference and. Exhibition.
5. That the Federal Council be asked to fornrnlate proposal:.; for tlw holding of the S<•cond Australian Town Planning C'onfrrencp and Exhibition, and submit :.;uch propo:,;als to thP various State
Executives.

General Resolutions
TIME AND PLACE OP NEXT CONFERENCE.
G. That the State Executives recomnwnd to the delegatt>s present that the State of Qm·ensland
be invited to undertake the organisation of the Second Australian Town Planning Conference and
Exhibition in the City of Bri:-,bane. in conjunction with the FedPral Council, the date t,o be decided later
by the Council, after consult.at.ion with the State Executives.

ACKNO\\'LED(BIENT TO FEDERAL AND STATE OOYERX1IRNTS.
7. That the Conference and Exhibition desires to express itci 1warty appreciation of the
valuable and indispensable assistance rendered by the Commonwealth Government of Australia .and the
State Governments of New South vVales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia, and
Tasmania for(n) Giving their patronage to the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition, and
(b) Oran ting es8ential financial assi:,tance and railway concessions thereto.

8. That in conveying the resolution above to the Honorable the Prime :Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia, and the Honorable the Premiern of the various State Governments, the Australian
Town Planning Conference and Exhibition desires to express the hope that the Commonwealth and State
Governments will continue their patronage and support when the proper time arrives for the submission
of proposals for holding the second Conference and Exhibition in one of the capital cities of Australia.
INVITATION TO ABSENT COUNCILS.
9. That the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition, representing Government
Del)artments, statutory bodies, Municipal Councils, and professional and other societies, desires to extend
to those municipalities throughout the Commonwealth at present not represented a hearty invitation to
appoint delegates to the Second Conference and Exhibition, and that a copy of thi:.; resolution be
forwarded by each Stat<• Executive to the ::\Tunicipalitit>s concerned.

ACKNOWLEDG JHENT:
That the Conferencp place on record its thanks to the ovprse;is organisations as follows:1.

The Commi&sion of Conservation, Dominion of Canada, for forwarding•valuahlP exhibit~.

2. The Municipalities of ,Tohanne~burg and Pretoria for doing likewise.

:t The Edii.;or of " The American City" for his assistance in bringing the Confrrpnce and
Exhibition under the notice of the City Planning organisations and City Planners of
the United States.
4. The City Planning organisations and Citr Planners
supplied.

of America for valua hle material

G. The Garden Cit.iPs and Town Planning Association of Great Britain for its spiendid
achievement in arranging for the Australasian Town Planning 'l'our, 1914-15.

The resolut,ions (as above) wei·e approved unanimously.
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Resolution from the City Council, Toowoomba, Queensland,
to the Conference
ALDER'.\IA?i' T. A. PRICE (Toowoomba) moved as follows:-

•

The Toowoomba City Council begs to suggest; that the resolution detailed below be considered by
the Conference : " That this first Australian Town Planning Conference recommends to the Federal Government, to the State Governments, and to the people of Australia, the desirability of
building a ' Garden City ' in each State ; and that a copy of this resolution be communicated to the State Governments."
The reasons for this recommendation are twofold.
Firstly-an immediate and urgent object-to provide suitable employment and comfortable homes,
amid healthy and beautiful surroundings, for our partially disabled soldiers.
These men have paid the
price of saving our present civilisation from destruction from without.
They certainly deserve our best.
This present scheme will give them our best, and will do it in a business-like and economical way.
In addition to the partially disabled soldiers, there are very many returned men who will never
undertake farming nor pastoral pursuits : they will remain in the towns.
Garden cities will solve the
problem of finding these men congenial work in ideal surroundings.
Secondly, the general and ultimate object of the scheme is to concentrate on definite lines, and in
a definite and practical proposal, suitable to modern conditions, all those aims and all those aspirations
for the furtherance and attainment of which not only does this Conference meet to-day, but for which
every reformer, every well-wisher of his country, has lived and dreamed and labored in the years that are
gone.
It is proposed to provide an object lesson, an actually existing example, that will slww what
can be done to counteract and to remedy those evils already existing, and so rapidly increasing, in all our
cities to-day-the irconvenient, uneconomic, overcrowded, unhealthy, sordid and. ugly surroundings in
which so many Australians live and die, and which, if not remedied, will more surely destroy our civilisation from within than could armed forces from without.
It is, therefore, proposed to create business-like, economic conditions, in which our industries can
develop, and under which our workers will live in comfortable homes, near their work, but amid beautiful
surroundings arnl under the healthiest conditions ; where the children will revel in green fields and sunshine; where the inconveniences, high rents, and cramped conditions that hamper so many of our industries will be no more.
The proposal is, therefore, to build a city in the open country.
A suitable site is chosen, of from 5,000 to 10,000 acres, on a main railway line, within 20 to 50 miles
of a large city; on or near the coast, with suitable soil; near a coal supply, where abundant water can be
obtained, where sewerage is easy. The site is then planned on garden city lines adapted to Australia.
The means used to carry out this proposal are all important to its succes,;.
In each State a Board could be appointed to carry out the scheme until it is a growing concern.
The Board should consist of men, not merely enthusiastic with the general patriotic idea of this proposal,
but who are also men of wide professional and business experience; men who are willing to devote their
time and energies to ensuring success. Each Board would require paid expert advice, and should be free
of all party political color.
The whole should be under the supervision of the best brain that could be
obtained-an experienced man, under whose guidance the whole scheme would work.
FINANCE.-vVhen the schenie has been carried out it will be self-supporting, and all the capitalsave some used for the benefit of returned soldiers-would be repaid with interest.
The initial stages
would require capital for development.
Capital would he required for1. Purchase of site and laying-out site;
2. Providing industries for returned soldiers and providing homes for returned soldiers ;
3. Installation of water supply, sewerage, and light,ing, and roadmaking;
4. Initial expenses of staff.
Factory owners would he approached, with the object of persuading them to start, work in these new
cities.
New industries would he influenced to start work under these favorable conditions.
The whole
scheme would depend for its success upon getting a sufficient number of manufacturers to carry on their
industries in these cities.
Such, in brief rough outline, is the proposal; if successfully carried out, it will solve most of the
difficulties of repatriation ; it will also solve those perplexing problems that confront modern civilisation
and threaten to destroy it from internal disruption.
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DR. PRICE, in support, said tha,t he was satisfied that that conference had been a gloriou6
success.
The purport of tbe motion was to have an object lesson in each State to show the public
what was meant by town planning.
Garden cities would do more to reli!'ve conj!'Stion than any
other method they could adopt.
MR. JOHN SuLMAN (New South Wales) sc,conded. He di,l not see why Amtralia should not be
able to do what England could do.
They might develop a healthy rivalry amongst the States tc;
see which could prod.ucP the best garden city.
lf the motion were given effect to it would do more
to help forward town planning· than anything he knew of.
.
MR. MENZIES (Melbourne) opposed the motion, on the ground that it was quite prematme and
inopportune from the financial standpoint.
The motion was carried almost unanimously.
ALDERMAN ,T. W. llE'l'HERING'l'ON (Brisbane (\ty Council) at tliis stage took the chair.
THE .FEDBRAL CAPl'l'AL.
THE lioN. J. D. b'rrZGERALD (New South \\'ales) moved : " That this conference would respectfully appeal to the C01rnuon wealth Government to
proceed with the Griffin plan of Canberra with sueh speed as is consistent with the
war measures which now oeeupy their attention. That t hP conference expresses its
opinion that no modification of the Griffin plan lie m,ufo save on the recommendation
of the planner himself."
He urged that the war might be an excuse for 1lelay and eeonomy, lint it was not an excuse
for hostility, obstruction, and abandonment.
It co:-;t the City of \Vashingt on £15,UUU,UUO to atone
for blundering interferenee with the original scheme.
From all parts of the world people were
looking to see how Australia would rise to the occasion in planting their national Federal city on a
virgin plain.
The motion could not be regarded as being dictatorial to the Federal authorities.
COUNCILLOR A. WAUGH (Albury) ::mid he would second the motion, on tlle principle that half a
loaf was better than no bread.
MR. RIDDELL (Melbourne) submitted that the resolution W,b foH:igu to the objects of the conference.
:M:11 JOHN SuLl\1AN (New South Wales) said he would propose as a fricnuly amendment:" That this eonference urges upon the Federal Government the desirability of proceeding
with the development of the Federal Capital territory and the building of the Federal
Capital City, but, that this may be done with efficiency and economy, the conference
recommend that the work be carried out by three independent Cormnissioners."
He was heartily in sympathy with the Prt.>f-:ident's propo~aL but he ventured to think that his arnendment would render it more acceptable.
MR. J. C. SILVER (South Australia) opposed t,he motion in its entirety.
To proceecl with the
work while the war was in progress would, he thought, he a wicked wast.P or money . Until the war
was won they did not know whether t hey were building tlw Australian eity for the nation or for the
Kaiser.
(Laughter.)
MR. CHARLES C. READE (South Australia) opposed the amendment.
It would be a mi, rake to
commit themselves definitely to three Commissioners without further information.
ALDERMAN MAXWELL (Brisbane) thought the President's resolntion covered everything and
did not introduce anything that was foreign. In regard to the amendment, he would urge that it
be withdrawn: because he thought they were by-it assuming a too dictatorial attitude.
MR. JAMES MELDRUM (Hawthorn) opposed the motion. He was sorry it was introduced.
MR. CURNOW (Bendigo) supported the resolution.
The sooner they got the Federal Capital
established. and had it removed from Melbourne, the better it would be for Victoria and the Commonwealth a.i a' whole. It wa<; a fallacy to have the whole of their works coneentrated on the seaboard.
COUNCILLOR E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn) opposed both motion and amendment.
If they passed
such. motions after a few minutes' discussion, he thought they were likely to receive a well-deserved
snub.
The matter wanted the most careful attention.
n'1R. A. ,J. ROBERTS (Glenelg) opposed the motion.
ThP money that would be necessary was
wanted for the war.
The work proposed to be undertaken would cost hundreds of thonsanci.s,
perhaps millions, and it would be unreproductive.
MR. ,v. lVI. FuTCIIER (Sale) opposed both resolution and amendment.
It was not an opportune
time for the town planner to attempt to dictate to the Government.
They had a lot to do ~-<'t in
connection with the war.
lVIR. W. S. lVIORTON (Prospect) supported the motion.
That conference was the place at which
such a recommendation should be made.
MR. MENZIES (M3lbourne) opposed on the ground that it was impliecl a direction to the Federal
Government. They were proceeding slowly he knew: but he could assure them that tlt(' war was no
bogey.
THE HON. J. D. FITZGERALD, in reply, pointed out that constitutional right-,; Pnabled them to
pas1- such a motion.
The amendinent was then put and declared negatived.
'l'he motion wa,; then put ancl declared lost.

HONOR TO COLONEL LIGHT.
:'.\IR. S. C. BRITTI~GHA)I (Yictoria) moved, on behalf of Mr. J. S. Murdoch (Chief Architect of the
Commonwealth:" Tbat the visiting delega;,e~. to the first Australian Town Planning Conference subscribe
a fund for pi ovision, with permission of the authorities, of a bronze wreath, or tablet,
to br attached to his statue in Victoria-square, Adelaide, and to the monument in
Light-square, Adelaide, which marks the resting-place of Colonel \.Yilliam Light,
founder and planner of the City of Adelaide, in profound appreciation of that officer's
imagination a,nd far-sightedness as a pioneer in Australia of tlw town planning art ;
and that the mover (Mr. Murdoch), the Hon. Organising Director (Mr. Reade), and
the President of the S.A. Institute of Architects be appointed a suhrommittee to
give effect to the proposal. "
He said he felt he was echoing the sentiment of every member of conference wh@ he said he trusted
it would be but, the inception of a great movement, which would appea,l to the people~ to make a
lasting memorial-a memorial that would stand for all time.
The motion wa,s ca,r ried.
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BILL.
ALDER1IAN BFRT0N (Chairman of the Public HPalth Committee, MPlbonrnP- City Councill
moved:,. '!'hat this conferencA congratulates the South Australian Government on the introduction
of a Town Planning and Housing Bill, and expresfrns the hope that facilities will be
given at. tlw parliest opportunity for pla,cing 1rnch a measure on the statute book, and
that it strongly PmphasisPs the necessity of dealing with subdivisional or otlwr urban
problems under a. Town Planning Bill, rather than rnsorting to any temporary
expedient."
THE HON. J. D. FITZGERALD seconded.
MR. J. E. SILVER (South Australia) said that the prPsent Government were not responsiblP for
the prpsent measurr, and it wonld be absurd to congratulate them, as proposed .
The motion was carried.
LEGISLATION WANT ED.
MR. ,Jon~ SUL11AN (~ew South Wales) moved:" That this the first Australian Town Planning Conference urges, in the national interest,
upon the variom; State Governmentr; the necet1sity of passing town planning legislation a,; speedily as possible, and that the State Executives of this conference be
instructed to take the necessary step,; t,o hring the matter before their respective
State Governments."
What was good for South Australia. was good for the whole
He said he need hardly labor thr subject.
of the States.
MR. W. M. FuTCHER (Sale Borough Council) seconded.
The motion was carried.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BODIES.
DR. T. A. PRICE (Toowoomba) moved:'· That full town planning powers be conferred on all local authorities." Ultimately he
altered the proposal to read, "That full town planning powers be conferred on local
authorities, with ri/tht of control by the State Government."
.Full town planning powers slwuhl be conferred on all local authorities. with the right of cont,rol by
If they took the power away from the local bodies they would impose
the StatP Government.
At the same time. the
autocratic government. which was not consi&tent with British traditions.
State should have control or its local bodies in some way or another. They shoulc. submit their plans
to the Government, who should have an expert to tell them what was good town planning and what
was not.
CouNCILLOlt F. STAPLEY (Melbourne) seconded.
THE HoN. J. D. FITZGERALD (New South Wales) contended that they could not do too much
The State authority should have power to step in, in the event
to encourage the local authorities.
of a council declining to do necessary work, and do that work at the expense of the local authority.
:'.\IR RIDDELL (Melbourne) thought that the central authority only should have the right to veto
and the right of control.
3fR. R. ,-v. Koen (Tai>m,mia) said the trouble was that the majority of the councils had no time
l:nless they gave the central authority power to initiate schemes they would
for town planning.
have none.
1:lR. W. B. GRIFFIN (New ~onth vVales):mentioned that democracy had failed in Germany, and
And so it was berP.
iL was recognised that. central anthorit.y wa.s,t,hP only enn•.
}Jn. :'.\IEI'IZIES (~Ielbourne) Haid lw concurre<l with the sentiment it conta,ined, but w,rn opposed
to the n·solution it.,wlf.
1 r,;

MR. E. C. RIGBY (Hawthorn) favored the motion as altered.
The municipalities at present
absolutely refrained from putting into practice many of the powers that they had.
MR. H. F. HALLORAN (New South 1Valt>s) thought it would bt> a mistake to pass the motion.
The motion was carried.
A TOWN PLANNING BOARD.
MR. J. l\lENZIES (Victoria) moved : " That it be a recommendation to the State Premiers throughout the Commonwealth that
the time had arrived for the comtitution of a Town Planning Board in anticipation
of town planning legislation in the immediate future."
It was very important that they should get together the men who were best fitted to ad visc the
draughtsmen who would be entrusted with the drawing up of a Bill.
The motion was carried.
PROVISION FOR OPEN SPACES.
l\fa. W. P. GATES (Victoria) moved:" That this conference is of opinion that in all municipalities a minimum of 10 per cent. of
their areas should he set apart as reserves (parks, gardens, playgrounds) apart from
streets and roads."
They could not in Australia bring up a healthy race of childr@ in the gutter, and in l\folbourne
hundredR of children had no better place to play.
If the provision wggested were applied to future
subdivisions, the present difficulty in acquiring sites for recreation purposes would be overcome.
SENATOR '\VARE (Johannesburg) seconded.
They had a similar rule in force in Johannesburg.
The motion was carried.
ATTACKING SLUM LIFE.
::\IR. '\Y. F. GATES (Victoria) mentioned that Mr. ,J. Edmund Burke had had to return to Victoria,
and had asked him to move the following motion on his behalf : " That the various State Town Planning Executives take immediate steps to obtain suitable
model cottage plans, the rental value of which will not exceed rents paid at present
by workers for insanitary slum dwellings."
:\IR. C. CANE (Prospect) seconded.
The motion was carried.
MODEL PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS.
MR. ,T. MENZIES (Melbourne), in the absence of Dr. T. W. Sinclair, moved:" That a set of model principles and standards applying to town planning and housing should
be prepared and set up for the guidance of local authorities."
SENATOR WARE (Johannesburg) seconded.
The motion was carried.
MODEL PLAYGROUND.
lVIR. R. '\V. N. 1VINSTANLEY (Victoria), in the absence of Mr ..J. C. Morrell, moved:" That in consequence of the great interest that has been developed by the efficiency of the
Model Playground, a plan of the same, with details as to equipment and cost, be
included as an appendix to the volume of proceedings."
MR. A. vVAUGH (Albury) seconded.
The motion was carried.
THE NAME "TOWNSHIP."
MR. A. PECK (Victoria) moved:" That this conference endeavor to eliminate the name of ' Township ' and substitute that
of ' V)llage ' to the small settlements throughout Australia."
SENATOR WARE (Johannesburg) opposed, and pointed out that considerable expense would be
incurred in making the necessary alterations to Acts if such a motion were carried.
MR. H. F. HALLORAN (New South Wales) also opposed.
To consider such trivial matters, in
his opinion, nullified their efforts in connection with the more important motions they had adopted.
MR. PECK was given permission to withdraw the motion.
THANKS.
COUNCILLOR E. c. RIGBY (Hawthorn) moved : " That the members of this conference tender to the chairman, officers, and members of the
South Australian Executive Committee grateful thanks for their admirable and most
successful work in the organisation and carrying out of the conference, and expresses
a deep sense of obligation to them and to all who have extended such generous hospitality and kindness to the visitors to Adelaide and striven so successfully to
make their visit so enjoyable."
MR. JOHN SuLMAN (New South 1Vales) seconded.
The motion was carried.
lVIR. CHARLES C. RI<JADE, in the absence of Mr. H. W. Uffindell (President of the Sout,h Australian
Town Planning Association), acknowledged the vote of th.:1nks,
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Children's Playgrounds
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South Australia*

A ST.lTEJJI:,'NT OF POLICY BY THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
TOWN PLANNING ASSOCIATION.
DIFFERENCJ<~ HI<~TWEEN PLAYGROUNDS AND TOWN PLANNING.

It is necessary to state broad issues which weigh with town planners beforr touching more
intimately upon thp details of playgrounds and their particular function and use.
Some people are
under the misapprehension that children's playgrounds constitute the chief object of the town planning
agitation, becam;e, maybe, the Town Planning Association of South Australia has identified itself with
the rnovenH•nt for the encouragement of the play instinct.
But let us quickly disabuse our minds
of any such confw,ion of objective. Playgrounds are one thing ; town planning·, embracing childrc>n 's
playgrounds. quitP anotlwr. By town planning we mean the proper and scientific planning of a town
or its (•xtensions in anticipation of its growth.
Instead of suburban lands being cut up by individual
ownprs, eaeh to his own purpose, thP practice under Municipal Town Planning Acts rnmally enahles
the council eon(·PrnPrl to prepare a plan of thP district to which all 1mbdivision must conform.
The
council prcpan';; tlw plan or i-;chenw in co-operation with a controlling central authority ; it include,;
not only roads, strePts, open spaces, &c., but also provision for regulating the amount of building on
every acre or every })lot of land, as well as the class and character of building. Children's playgrounds
may be provided for under any scheme of municipal town planning, but in tlwir particular function
they serve a wholly distinct and special purpose quitP apart from the town plan.
Town planning
and children's playgrounds therefore are two distinct things.
SCHOOL GROUNDS AND CHILDREN'S PLAY GH,OUNDS.

B~· ('hildrm ·,, playgrounds also, let it be clearly understood, is not meant the block of land attached
to the ordinar~· school for play purposes, nor is it represented either by a patch of blistering asphalt
or a waste of dried paddock. Confusion on this score is bound to arise, especially (as in a recent
instance), an enterprising and public spirited local suburban School Committee added to their school
ground appliances, whereupon it was stated in the press that they had provided and equipped a proper
playground for children.
To complicate the matter also, the papers designated the undertaking as
"town planning."
\,Ve cannot blame the press, but only ourselves, in that our moV(iment cannot
be better organised for the moment until the shadow of war is lifted from the nations.
The idea of equipping the ground attached to a public school with sundry appliances, such as
swings, ladders, and slides, is a praiseworthy one, and was the natural outcome of the magnificent
illustration of the children's playground at the Australian Town Planning Conference and Exhibition,
in Adelaide, in October, 1917.
CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUNDS ABROAD.

What actually is meapt by the term in South Australia has never been clearly defined.
\Ve all
have our ideas and our own opinions on the subject, regardless, maybe, of what constitutes the children's
playground in other countries. But consider for a moment the movement abroad.
The 17nited States of America is the home of the modern playground for children, and whilst the
idea has been extensively developed and come to definite expression in that country, it was in the first
instance an adaption of the play area (with its gymnastic appliances) attached to the public schools
of England and America long before the advent of State education or children's playgrounds in both
countrie,;. The difference between them to-day is that the one is part of the general equipment of a
scholastic institution, whilst the other is an entirely distinct and separate entity, which has no connection with or part of school life. The children's playgrounds of America arose from similar causes
and defects in town life that are at the root of the movement in Australia to-day. The neglect to provide
small open spaces and recreation facilities in large towns, after provision had been made for the large
public parks, led to the discovery that, in addition to such_ reservations, the small park and its recreational accompaniment in children's playgrounds were equally necessary.
The discovery of this
defect in the planning of American cities is not .peculiar to the United States.
The same defect has
been observed in Britain, in Germany, France, and other European countries ; it is characteristic
also of most Australian cities.
Whilst large parks or ample reservation of belts of parklands are
esrnntial to all towns and cities, the health and the well-heing of the public is not secured if the areas
between those parks or belts are allowed to be congested with all manner of buildings, industrial or
Quite apart from the necessity of
residential. and crowded in amongst back lanes or blind alleys.
*Jn Yie1Y of the desire expressed by delegates at the conference to obtain full particulars in regard to C'hildren':-;
playgrounds, this statement is included in the Otlicial Yolume for their inforinatioµ,

JM!

regulating and classifying buildiu.gs in such areas, it is generally held that in such districts where human
habitations abound, the provision of children's playgrounds is requisite to the welfare of the younger
generation therein. The American city planners hold that the effective radius of a playground, where
provision is made for the cam and instruction of young children, does not exceed a quarter of mile ;
that is to say, if recreational facilities for the young are to be scientifically distributed in populated
districts, the total distances between every open space, or other areas where children can play, should
not exceed half a mile, and that the maximum distance small children 1,hmild have to traverse to reach
a public recreation space should not exceed 440 yards-that is, one quarter of a mile.
'rm,; CITY OF ADI<~LAIDE AND t'HlLDltEN's PLAYGROl'NDS.
The City of Adelaide, with all its five squares and encircling belts of parklands, falls short of this
standard.
The recreational value of the parklands or the squares is either minimised or non-existent
for the children whose homes are situated more than a quartc)r of a mile from them ; and in both
eastern and western divisions of the city proper, as well as in Sorth Adelaide, there are
hundrerls of homes which come not within this category.
For the younger members of these di;;trict8
it is tolerably certain that under imch circumstance:-; their only playground is tlw street, if it is not
actually the back lane, or something worse.
Bnt, the value of the Adelaid1\ parklands arnl squares,
for the recreation of children within easy reach thereof, is at a dis<:'011nt owing to the entire absence of
any proper appliances, organisation, or trainerl :-mpe.rvision in the play or games that thosp, who
The Adelaide Cit,y Corporation ha::; alrea,dy recognised the
assembled there are able to indulge in.
need, and for some time past ha8 given an active sympathy and Hnpport to 1he playground movement.
THE

SUBURBS

AND

()pJ<;N

SPACES.

,,rhen we come to discuss the suburbs, the deficiency in parkH, aH well as in children 's playgrounds,
is freely admitted ; hut until the matter is examined on an accurate basis, it i8 surprising how few of us
At the Australian Town Planning Conference it was shown
realise just what the shortage means.
by the Town Planner (l\fr. Reade) that in the suburbs of the metropoli:-; the total areas of 19 local
bodies amount to approximately 150 square miles, or 96,:386 acres.
'l'aking the modern standard of
10 per cent. of this total as the proportion of suburban lands which should he kept open for public
recreation, the area of land required for such purpose in the metropolis would total 15 out of the 150
square miles, or a little over 9,300 acres ; but the actual area set aside for parks and public open spaces
in the suburbs of Adelaide, instead of being 15 square miles, amounts in aU to ,134 acres, or only fourfifths of a, square mile.
At the present time, with the exception of,what has been done at the East,
Adelaide School following the Town Planning Conference and Exhibition, there is not any proper
public provision for the modern encouragement or training of the play irn;tinct of' our children anywhere
in the metropolis.
Under these conditions, need we wonder that vandalism by children takes place
almost every week in disfiguring valuable trees and shrubs, damaging seats, or killing precious bird
life in our parks, upon which healthy foliage is dependent?
Consequently we must not be surprised
if youngsters are hauled up and punished before a magistrate for indulging a natural instinct that, for
want of proper early training or direction, _resorts to perverted ammwments instead of healthy pastimes.
CONTROL AND 'l'ltAININ\i

8SSENTIAL.

The American~ have recognised that the child untrained or uncontrolled either in v.ork or play
is nsually ·destructive in habit, and in later years tends to bP.r,ome a menace to the community, whilst
adding to the crime statistics of his country.
Hence tne rhildn•n's model playgrnund, properly
planned, supervised, and equipped with swings; giant strides, slides, sand pits, wading pools, and
other devices to delight the healthy boy or girl, assumes a wider importance than merely a place of
recreation ; it becomes the nursery in which habits and perceptions of good citizenship are cultivated ;
it inoculat,es the mind of the growing boy or girl with a healthy social virus.
IMPORTANCE

OF

SUPERVISION,

The experience of America in essence is that the whole success of any playground depends upon the
control and ability of the trained supervisor.
'\Vithout supervision, play is uncontrolled, and leads
to unruliness in the children and the destruction of the playground and it,s objectives.
The same is
true of the play centres established in recent years at the principal London and British provincial schools,
where children are admitted to the school playground after school hours until dusk, and encouraged to
use its appliances and indulge in play, under the guidance and instruction of a trained supervisor.
Likewise is supervision the keynote to success in the experience of the playing centres in Paris, which
sometin1es include a baby creche and kindergarten, or Montessori for the young.
In the poorer
districts of many Continental towns, the healthy play and recreation of the child is provided for in
similar manner ; but nowhere has the movement attained the proportions or widespread acceptance
a.<; in the United States 1 which, in turn, ha.<; had a very great influence in Canada.
In laying down any
guiding principlPs for the eRtablishment of playgrounds in South Australia then, w1· must accept it a;;
a sine qua non that; paid and permanent supervision is necessary.
HiO
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ADAPTATION OF EXPERIENCE TO LOCAL CONDITIONS.

But how far we may well be advised in copying America or other countries is another matter.
Whatever experience or advantages other cities or towns overseas can offer, it must not be forgotten
that the playground is essentially, and should always be, the reflex of the characteristics of the people
of the country to which it belongs.
In Australia, for instance, whilst we can learn much from the
United States in the matter of useful appliances or playground instruction, it would clearly be a mistake
to indiscriminately introduce games, practices, or institutions native to the .American people and
their children. The South Australian boys or girls have their own pastimes or games, and under wise
That is for experience to decide.
At present we
supervision they may readily develop others.
have little or no experience of proper children's playgrounds in Australia
AUSTRALIAN PLAYGROUNDS.

The Education Department of New South Wales and the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney
in 1913 joined forces and equipped two acres in Victoria Park with appliances, shelters, pavilion, and
other buildings. The ground is now controlled by two lady supervisors, acting under the direction of
the Mistress of the Kindergarten School.
On an average anything from 50 to 100 children use the
ground daily.
The scope of the undertaking is limited and confined chiefly to small children, but
the results are both satisfactory and encouraging. There is a smaller playground established between
rows of tenement cottages in the Rocks area in Sydney, where the younger children of waterside
workers are taken in charge. The land being valuable, every credit is due to those who secured this
useful area, in the very heart of a busy quarter, for the recreation of young children ; but the space is
too limited to admit of comprehensive equipment.
In Melbourne, several playgrounds are in course of evolution, of which the best equipped so far
is that forming part of the playing space attached to the Collingwood School. Funds for the appliances
were voted by the Government, and, altogether, a sum of £460 has been spent providing for a few of
the ordinary appliances, including a metal gymnasium frame, erected at a cost of £105-an applianoo
which is open to criticism on several grounds.
Here again is an example of what in South Australia we do not mean by a children's playground.
To equip a school ground in this manner, and entrust its supervision to a local teacher, is subversive of
and oppo:"ed to what the experience and the mistakes of other countries can teach us with advantage
to ourselves.
ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES DEFINED.

In the opinion of the S.A. Town Planning Association the proper children's mode! playground has
not yet been established anywhere in Australia, and, therefore, at this stage, we feel it wise to lay down
certain principles which should govern its planning, equipment, and supervision in this State.
As
time proceeds, and experience is gained in these matters, we may find it necessary to modify or add
to the programme which is desired. Briefly, these shall be considered at present in any pioneer
undertakings.
The principles are : DEFINITION.

The children's playground best suited to South Australia is that which is established independently
of and dissociated from the playing space ordinarily attached to public schools ..
Neither the purposf' nor the function of the children's model playground will be fulfilled nor
possible of realisation where circumstances compel such playing spaces to be utilised, unlessI. The control and direction of the children is in the hands of a supervisor specially trained in
playground activities ;
2. Sufficient space is available for a properly equipped play pavilion, organised games, and other
essential features of the model playground, as will be stated presently.
In approving this definition, the S.A. Town Planning Association does not seek to discourage
school committees generally from equipping school playgrounds with approved appliances for the
better recreation of the children, as was done at East Adelaide. Practical circumstances may render
this necessary-but the Association, none the less, emphasises that the model self-contained playground,
effectively supervised and controlled, affords the best means by which the encouragement of a healthy
play instinct in the child is likely to realise its fundamental and social objectives.
PLANNING THE PLAYGROUND.

No playground or its supervision can hope to be successful where a proper plan is not prepared
beforehand setting outI. The general disposition and placing of buildings, appliances, game areas, &c.
2. The classification of the ground and :-;eparate acconuno_dation for children of different
ages and sexes, with every facility for free play, folk dancing, drill, or demonstrations
(as required) ;
3. Self-contained playing areas for (a) boys, (b) girls, (c) infants;
4. Aesthetic treatment of buildings, shelters, fences, &c., and the landscape setting thereto.
Hil

PLAYING .APPLIANCES.

There are certain standardised appliances which should form an essential part of the equipment
or furnishing of the model playground, namely1. Sets of swings, for children of different ages (including baby swings),
2. Likewise see-saws, ladders, slides, giant strides, &c.,
3. Selected gymnacitic appliances, horizontal and parallel b;:i,rs, flying rings. &c., of approved
type, erected and equippad so as to minimise the risk of accident.
PLAYGROUND FURNISHINGS.

No playground can be considered adequately: furnished which does not provide for1. A central play pavilion, with wide verandahs, wind breaks, &c., and includes in its design(a) Central assembly hall, open to fresh air and suitable for infant games, folk
dancing, &c. ;
(b) Rest room;
(c) Separate washing and lavatory convenience;
(d) Supervisor's office ;
(e) Accommodation for storage of appliances, games, first-aid outfit, &c.
Playground furnishings shoul<l also include1. Sand bin, wading pool, approved hygienic drinking fountain, children's garden, &c.
2. Rustic shelter, shadehouses, seating, &c., where protection against s.unshine is necessary,
especially in the case of younger children.
3. Sylvicultural and floral environment, with preference to native foliage.
SUPERVISION

AND

::M:ANAGEM:ENT

OF

PLAYGROUND.

The care and direction of the playground should be entrusted to a trained supervisor, in whom
will rest the selection of games (out-door and in-door) and the general control of play.
As far as practicable the supervisor should be appointed by the Government and work in association with a committee, consisting of members of any local council which provides funds and members
of voluntary associations, or persons actively engaged in the playground movement.
The committee should be responsible for the general control of the playground, together with its
buildings and appliances ; it should administer funds and be vested with responsibility for its general
organisation~ equipment, and business management ; but in the organisation and direction of the
activities of the playground itself the supervisor should be the responsible officer and answerable to
the Government or other body that makes the appointment.
USE OF PLAYGROUND.

It is desirable that the use of the playground and its appliances at first should be limited to boys
and girls between certain ages ; to open the ground to youths or older girls 1 whose recreation is provided for in other directions} would seem inadvisable if it is desired to exercise proper supervision
and develop its function to the best advantage of younger children.
Therefore, it is recommended that the maximum age limit for boy or girl should not exceed the
age of 15. On the other hand, the admission of very young children to the infants' section should not
at present be the subject of any hard and fast restriction, but left instead to the good judgment and
experience of the committee and supervisor to determine.
There remain still many points to discuss, many matters of detail to settle, which cannot be dealt
with in any broad survey or general statement of policy, which it is the purpose of these remarks to
define. Whilst we can learn much from other countries, where playgrounds are definitely established,
and whilst we would also be shortsighted should we overlook or ignore their successes and failures,
in South Australia the development of a playground policy and practice must at all times be governed
by local considerations.
The S.A. Town Planning Association, acting.in co-operation with the Adelaide City Corporation and the Government of the State, is definitely committed to the establishm8nt
We are more than glad to know that the Thebarton
of a pioneer playground for South Australia.
Corporation proposes to take a similar step, with the assistance of local residents, whose children will
greatly benefit by the undertaking; it is also encouraging to find that the Broken Hill Associated
Smelters Proprietary, Limited, has decided to expend at least £600 in planning and equipping a playground for Port Pirie, where the council has already set aside five acres of its parklands for the purpose.
Thus are we definitely assured of actual results, experience, and, as we believe, success.
The future
parent of the living race, maybe, in time, will have cause to be grateful to those who pioneer the
children's playground movement to-day.
If so, we shall not have labored in vain.
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PLAN SHOWING ARRANGEMENT AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE AREA

Now being developed at Port Pirie in accordance with the above clesign and rec>ommcndations preparPd in connection therewith.
The area occupies a little less than 10 acres. Port Pirie i~ the principal centre of the smelting industry, situated near the hca,l
ot Spenoot's gulf.
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